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ABSTRACT 
Hayes, Michael, E. "An Analysis of the Attributive Participle and the Relative Clause in 
the Greek New Testament." Ph.D. diss., Concordia Seminary, 2014. 379 pp. 
Many New Testament Greek grammarians assert that the Greek attributive participle and 
the Greek relative clause are "equivalent." A survey of those assertions reveals a lack of 
comprehensive and original research with respect to this grammatical "rule." 
James W. Voelz originally asserted that the two constructions were equivalent. In recent 
times, however, he has made exploratory observations concerning the restrictive nature of 
attributive participles and the possible nonrestrictive nature of relative clauses, thereby 
questioning the notion of equivalence. His observations have served as an impetus to reassess 
these grammatical constructions especially with respect to the restrictive/nonrestrictive 
distinction. 
The present work puts forth the findings of an analysis of every attributive participle and 
relative clause in the Greek New Testament. The linguistic categories of restrictivity and 
nonrestrictivity are thoroughly presented. Multiple restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses (both 
attributive participles and relative clauses) are analyzed and general tendencies are noted. The 
Accessibility Hierarchy provides a helpful framework for accurately comparing the two 
constructions, focusing the central and critical analysis to the subject relative clause and the 
attributive participle. 
The analysis of the present work leads to the conclusion that with respect to the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction these two constructions could in no way be described as 
"equivalent." The attributive participle is primarily utilized to restrict its antecedent except under 
certain prescribed circumstances, and when both constructions are grammatically and 
stylistically feasible, the relative clause is predominantly utilized to relate nonrestrictively to its 
antecedent. As a result, this study serves as a call to clarity and correction for New Testament 




INTRODUCTION: AN ANALYSIS OF THE ATTRIBUTIVE PARTICIPLE AND THE 
RELATIVE CLAUSE IN THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT 
And let us be sure of this: we will not long preserve the gospel without the 
languages. The languages are the sheath in which this sword of the Spirit is 
contained; they are the casket in which this jewel is enshrined; they are the vessel in 
which this wine is held; they are the larder in which this food is stored; and, as the 
gospel itself points out, they are the baskets in which are kept these loaves and fishes 
and fragments. If through our neglect we let the languages go (which God forbid!), 
we shall ... lose the gospel.' 
Martin Luther, in "To The Councilmen of All Cities in Germany That They Establish and 
Maintain Christian Schools," asserts the necessity for studying the Scriptures in the original 
languages.' Luther condemns the Waldensian brothers upon their disregard for the Biblical 
languages when he states, "In short, they may lead saintly lives and teach sacred things among 
themselves, but so long as they remain without the languages they cannot but lack what all the 
rest lack, namely, the ability to treat Scripture with certainty and thoroughness and to be useful to 
other nations."' This sentiment demonstrates the underlying motivation for this dissertation, 
namely to treat Scripture with "thoroughness." 
This thoroughness is not an end in itself but exists "to be useful to other nations" by 
bringing clarity not only to the exegesis of the Greek New Testament but its translation into other 
languages. The theologian and pastor must not merely utilize translated texts but must work in 
I Martin Luther, "To The Councilmen of All Cities in Germany That They Establish and Maintain Christian 
Schools," in The Christian In Society 11 (ed. Walther I. Brandt; vol. 45 of Luther's Works, ed. Helmut T. Lehmann: 
Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 1962), 360. 
2 
 LW, 45:357-66. 
the original languages of the Bible with thoroughness. Our study aids exegetes to interpret the 
text more readily with thoroughness so that all nations might be able to rightly understand its 
message. 
Amongst its many roles, the Church serves as steward of the Scriptures. If the Church does 
not seek linguistic clarity at all levels, it neglects its duty to preserve, guard, and bring the 
message of the Scriptures to all nations. This study seeks to add to this linguistic understanding 
through analyzing the attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament. 
The problem we aim to address consists of a lack of clarity concerning how rightly to 
interpret certain adjectival clauses (both attributive participles and relative clauses). For example, 
the exegete/translator has some decisions to make with the relative clause in Rom 11:2a: of)K 
anthaaro o Osoc 'rev Xttov airroi3 8v Rpoeywo. The NIV translates the clause, "God did not reject 
his people, whom he foreknew," while the ESV translates the clause, "God has not rejected his 
people whom he foreknew." By placing the comma after people, the N1V seems to be saying 
something additional about God's people. That is, God did not reject all of his people, and by the 
way, he foreknew all his people. The ESV, however, by not placing the comma after people, 
seems to be saying that God may have rejected some of his people, but the ones he foreknew, a 
subset of all of his people, those he did not reject. So, did God not reject all of his people or did 
he not reject only a remnant of them? 
Another example to illustrate the problem comes from 1 Thess 2:14-15 and the usage of an 
attributive participle: Tä aura thoActs Kai btteic vito 're& i8iow ovi.upuketcliv KO* Kai aiiroi b7ro 
rciiv , 
 '101)800thOV, Td5V Kai Toy K15p1OV 67TOKTElVetVTOW 'Irpoiiv Kai Tobc apoTtjtac.4 How should the 
exegete interpret the attributive participle? The ESV translates, "the Jews, who killed both the 
3 Luther, "Christian Schools," in LW. 45:366. 
4 ESV: "You suffered the same things from your own countrymen as they did from the Jews, who killed both 
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Lord Jesus and the prophets," while GWN translates, "the Jews who killed the Lord Jesus and 
the prophets." By placing the comma after the Jews, the ESV seems to be saying something 
additional about all Jews. In essence, it assigns the killing of Jesus and the prophets to the Jewish 
people as a whole. The GWN, however, by not placing the comma after the Jews, seems to be 
limiting the referent of the Jews to a subset of the Jewish peoples as a whole. Such a reading 
assigns the killing of Jesus and the prophets to a limited number of the Jewish people not the 
Jewish people as a whole. 
Scholars have looked at examples such as these and taken either side, or they are oblivious 
to the distinction and don't address it at all. The exegete must decide whether or not the clauses 
are to be taken as restrictive or nonrestrictive. The purpose of this study is to bring linguistic 
clarity and provide direction for the exegete/translator when confronted with such interpretive 
difficulties. 
The Thesis 
Many scholars (Chrys Caragounis, Ernest Burton, Friedrich Blass, BDF, Archibald 
Robertson, Nigel Turner, and James W. Voele)6 assert that the Greek attributive participle and 
the Greek relative clause are "equivalent." This study demonstrates, however, that the attributive 
participle is primarily utilized to restrict its antecedent except under certain prescribed 
circumstances, and that when both constructions are grammatically and stylistically feasible, the 
relative clause is predominantly utilized to relate nonrestrictively to its antecedent. It is proposed 
the Lord Jesus and the prophets.- 
5 James W. Voelz changes his initial assertions on this topic in later years. This will be discussed below. His 
later observations are the primary impetus for this dissertation. 
6 See "Explicit Assertions of Equivalence" section on p. 6. 
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that a comprehensive survey of the relative clause and the attributive participle in the Greek New 
Testament demonstrates the limitations of their purported equivalence. 
The Restrictive/Nonrestrictive Distinction 
While the nature of restrictive and nonrestrictive strategies will be further addressed in 
their respective chapters, it will prove helpful to offer an introduction into this often confused 
distinction. Generally speaking, in linguistic typology, various restrictive and nonrestrictive 
modifying strategies can be employed to modify a head-noun: words, phrases, or clauses. "In 
`restrictive' modification, the linguistic identity of the head is dependent upon the accompanying 
modification; if it is not, the modification being inessential, the term non-restrictive is used.' So, 
nonrestrictive modifiers add nonessential descriptive detail to their heads but do not limit, 
specify, or identify them; they can be eliminated from the sentence without changing its basic 
meaning.' In English and Spanish, nonrestrictive clauses are set off by commas. In the following 
examples, the nonrestrictive strategies (in italics) could be eliminated from the sentence without 
changing the essential meaning of the sentence: 
1. My father, who was here yesterday, is fine. 
2. My father, hale and hearty, was here yesterday.' 
3. Mi hermano, gue vive en Mexico, tiene dos hijos.' Translation: My brother, who 
lives in Mexico, has two sons (i.e. there is only one brother, and he lives in 
Mexico). 
7 David Crystal, A First Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1980), 305. 
8 Arnold Lazarus, Andrew MacLeish, and H. Wendell Smith, Modern English: A Glossary of Literature and 
Language (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1972), 407. 
9 English Examples taken from Arnold Leslie Lazarus, Andrew MacLeish, and H. Wendell Smith, Modern 
English: A Glossary of Literature and Language, 407. 
io Example taken from Benjamin F. Elson and Velma B. Pickett, Beginning Morphology and Syntax (Dallas: 
Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1988), 132. 
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Restrictive modifiers limit the head concept, narrowing or specifying the meaning of the 
noun-phrases they modify. The information provided is essential to the meaning of the sentence. 
In English and Spanish, restrictive clauses are not set off by commas. In the following examples, 
the restrictive clauses (in italics) could not be eliminated from the sentence without changing the 
essential meaning of the sentence: 
I. The car that I bought yesterday is newer than my other one." 
2. Linguists who tire easily never finish the job.' 
3. Mi hermano que vive en Mexico tiene dos hijos. Translation: My Brother who 
lives in Mexico has two sons (i.e. other brothers live elsewhere)." 
The major part of our study looks at the restrictive and nonrestrictive tendencies of the attributive 
participle and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament. 
The Current Status of the Question 
An analysis of a variety of factors and fields of study with respect to the purported 
equivalence of the attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament 
reveals a somewhat convoluted state of affairs. Many grammarians explicitly state that the 
attributive participle and the relative clause are equivalent while others seem to imply it. 
Grammarians treat the relative clause quite extensively, but not consistently. Less attention has 
been given to the attributive participle when compared to the relative clause, but grammarians do 
analyze it. However, like the relative clause, they do not do so consistently. 
" Example taken from Lazarus, MacLeish, and Smith, Modern English. 432. 
12 Example taken from Elson and Pickett, Beginning Morphology and Syntax, 132. 
13 Example taken from Elson and Pickett, Beginning Morphology and Syntax, 132. 
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Attributive Participle Equivalent to Relative Clause 
Since the turn of the 20th century, a variety of scholars have explicitly stated that the 
attributive participle and the relative clause are equivalent in the Greek New Testament. 
Additionally, others do not assert this conclusion explicitly, but an analysis of their work 
demonstrates they do so implicitly. 
Explicit Assertions of Equivalence. In his treatment of the attributive participle, 
Caragounis maintains that the New Testament follows Classical Greek by often substituting a 
relative clause for the attributive participle." To illustrate his point, Caragounis cites John 12:1: 
A4apoc, ov fretpgv Etc veicp6v 'Irpoi3c. He maintains that this relative clause takes the place of 
the participial form g.ysp0816.'5 Additionally, he contends that analogically the phrase Tof) 
nti.tyarroc !is nava; found in John 14:24 "could have been substituted for by the relative 8; 
girEptysv j.m."16 Furthermore, he asserts, "This parallel use of the attributive participle and its 
equivalent, the relative clause, continues to obtain in literary compositions until B[yzantine] 
times."' 
Many grammarians since the turn of the 20th century have purported, similar to Caragounis, 
that the attributive participle is equivalent to the relative clause. In the following paragraphs the 
assertions of Ernest Burton, Friedrich Blass, BDF, Archibald Robertson, Nigel Turner, and 
James W. Voelz will be considered. 
14 Chrys C. Caragounis, The Development of Greek and the New Testament: Morphology, Syntax, Phonology, 
and Textual Transmission (WUNT 167; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004), 175. 
15 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 175. 
16 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 175. 
17 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 175. Caragounis abbreviates the Byzantine phase (A.D. 600-1000, Early 
Neohellenic) of Modern Greek (A.D. 600-2000) with B. See p. xx. 
6 
Burton contends that an "attributive adjective participle" is equivalent to a relative clause.' 
He actually makes a distinction between two types of attributive participles; they are either 
"restrictive or explanatory" (nonrestrictive).' Burton highlights the restrictive attributive 
participle stating that "an attributive Adjective Participle [sic] may be used to define or identify 
its subject, pointing out what person or thing is meant. It is then equivalent to a restrictive 
relative clause."' Burton then cites John 6:50 as an example of such a restrictive attributive 
participle: "olyroc go-nv 6 dm; 6 gK T0i3 obpavoi) Kortaf3aivew, this is the bread which cometh 
down out of heaven."' Notice that in his translation he utilizes an English restrictive relative 
clause (the bread which cometh down out of heaven), further illustrating his assertion of 
equivalence for the attributive participle and the relative clause. The relative clause limits the 
idea from all bread to only that bread that comes down out of heaven. After addressing the 
restrictive attributive participle Burton continues on to address the "explanatory" (nonrestrictive) 
attributive participle, stating that it is utilized to "describe a person or thing already known or 
identified. It is then equivalent to an explanatory relative clause."' 
Blass, similarly to Burton, states that attributive participles are equivalent to relative 
clauses in a section heading: "Participle as attribute (or in apposition) with or without an article, 
equivalent to a relative sentence."" He cites the attributive participle found in Matt 25:34 and 
gives what its relative clause equivalent would be as follows: "TfIV iTrowaaptv-riviwiv I3autksiav, 
18 Ernest De Witt Burton, Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in New Testament Greek (3d ed.; Edinburgh: T&T 
Clark, 1898; repr., 1955), 164. 166. 
19 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 164. 
20 Burton. Moods and Tenses, 164. 
21 Burton, Moods and Tenses. 165. We will take note of this example below. Burton also cites Jude 17 as an 
example. 
22 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 166. It should be noted that the four explanatory attributive participle examples 
cited by Burton modify proper nouns and one of his examples may be considered to fall into a different category. 
23 Fri • edrich Wilhelm Blass, Grammar of ;Veil, Testament Greek (trans. Henry St. John Thackeray. rev. and enl. 
ed.; London: Macmillan, 1911), 242. 
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= fitoipao-Tat."24 Furthermore, Blass also cites Luke 6:48 and Matt 7:24 where the 
synonyms Etvepcoiroc and avrip, in the context of direct parabolic speech, are modified by an 
attributive participle and relative clause respectively: 
Luke 6:48: avepcimp olico8opoiivrt oixiav 
Matt 7:24: avSpi cppovii.to,), oatic Oco6ogricrEv" 
These same assertions are maintained in the later edition of Blass's work, BDF, which 
states that the attributive participle is "equivalent to a relative clause."' 
Robertson refers to Blass and states that the "articular-attributive participle .. . is 
equivalent to a relative."' Robertson cites proof for this by referring to Acts 10:18 and 10:32," 
which Blass had also cited.' He maintains this notion of equivalence based upon the observation 
that Peter's name is clarified by an attributive participle in Acts 10:18, Eiptcov o garucako4tsvoc 
litrpoc, and then by a relative clause in Acts 10:32, Eiwova oSatKakdrat Flftpoc." He also 
repeats Blass's claims with respect to the synonymous words EtvApconoc and avrjp, in Luke 6:48 
and Matt 7:24.3 ' 
Turner follows suit and contends that the attributive participle "is equivalent to a relative 
clause."' Turner also cites Luke 6:48 and Matt 7:24 as the prime example that attributive 
24 Blass, New Testament Greek, 242. 
25 Blass, New Testament Greek, 242. 
26 BDF. 412. 
27 Archibald Thomas Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical Research 
(Nashville: Broadman. 1934), 1105. 
28 Robertson, Grammar, 1105. 
29 Blass, New Testament Greek, 242. 
30 Robertson. Grammar, 1105. 
31 Robertson, Grammar, 1105. Robertson also utilizes the following verses: Luke 6:49, Rom 8:24, Matt 27:33 
and Mark 5:25, 27. 
32 Nigel Turner, Syntax (vol. 3 of A Grammar of New Testament Greek; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1963), 152. 
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participles and adjectival relative clauses are equivalent." Turner puts forth a number of 
examples of attributive participles without giving much explanation as to how or why they might 
be equivalent to a relative clause.3° Following that section Turner states, "Also equivalent to a 
relative clause is the very frequent apposition 6 lEyOgsvoc, (thtt)icaXoiv.&-voc, with proper name 
following, always with an article after the person or object named.' Following Blass and 
Robertson, Turner claims proof for this reality by also claiming that the attributive participle in 
Acts 10:18, Eip.ow 6 drucakoil.tsvoc littpoc, is equivalent to the adjectival relative clause found 
in Acts 10:32, Eixova 8; 47rucakeitat 
Similarly, though with slightly different terminology than the aforementioned scholars, 
Voelz states, "An attributive position participle is the equivalent of a subordinate clause 
introduced by a relative pronoun. Thus, when interpreting such participles, one tends to use a 
relative pronoun in English translation."' Voelz has composed two sentences to show how 
essentially the two constructions are equivalent. The first is an attributive participle: 6 
Trpancirrri; 6 8i.cimov Toy Soiikov si8& Toy X.ficrrijv.' He provides a translational equivalent as 
follows, "The soldier pursuing the slave saw the bandit."' Voelz then puts forth the equivalent 
phrase in the form of a subordinate clause introduced by the relative pronoun as: 6 crtpatt6yrric 8; 
g8i.o.Acs Toy Sobkov as Toy knot, v.°0 He translates this sentence as follows: "The soldier who 
33 
 Turner, Syntax, 152. 
34 Turner, Syntax, 152. 
35 Turner, Syntax, 152. 
36 Turner, Syntax, 152. 
37 James W. Voelz, Fundamental Greek Grammar (2d ed.; St. Louis: Concordia, 1993), 139. 
38 Voelz. Fundamental Greek. 139. 
39 Voelz, Fundamental Greek, 139. 
40 
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was pursuing the slave saw the bandit.' Both Voelz's Greek sentences, and English 
equivalents, demonstrate his assertion that the attributive participle and the relative clause are 
equivalent constructions. 
Implicit Assertions of Equivalence. As we have considered the explicit assertions 
concerning the equivalence of the attributive participle and the relative clause, some scholars 
lean toward this assertion of equivalence even though they explicitly do not use such 
terminology. The work of Herbert Smyth, James Boyer and Daniel Wallace will be considered 
below. 
Smyth states, "Relative clauses correspond to attributive adjectives (or participles), since 
like adjectives they serve to define substantives.' Smyth provides an example from Xenophon's 
Cyropaedia 3.1.33: "aiw TOic Orpaupoic ots o nerriip KattkurEv . . with the treasures which my 
father lefi.'"3 Smyth basically contends that this relative clause's equivalent consists of, "roi; biro 
Toi) acapOc KatakzupOsioi.7144 
Boyer examines the participle, and with respect to its adjectival use he states that it can 
usually be translated into English as a relative clause, but he makes no explicit statement of the 
purported equivalence to the relative clause.' However, further analysis of his work on the 
participle as compared to his work on the relative clause reveals an implicit adherence that the 
two constructions are equivalent. In his work on the participle, with respect to the adjectival 
functions of an attributive participle, Boyer contends, "As an adjective it stands in gender, 
Voelz, Fundamental Greek, 139. 
42 Herbert Weir Smyth, Greek Grammar (rev. ed. by Gordon M. Messing; Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1984), § 2488. 
43 Smyth, Greek, § 2488. 
44 Smyth, Greek, § 2488. See n. 29 of ch. 6, which mentions attributive participles of this nature. 
45 James L. Boyer, "The Classification of Participles: A Statistical Study," Grace Theological Journal 5 (1984): 
163-79. 
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number and case agreement with a noun or other substantive, and in some way modifies, 
describes, or limits that substantive."" Essentially he is stating here that attributive participles 
modify a substantive either nonrestrictively ("describes") or restrictively ("limits"). Boyer 
contends that attributive participles modify their substantives in both of these ways. Then, when 
one analyzes his work on the relative clause, one sees that he describes it similarly, "Adjectival 
relative clauses may be descriptive or restrictive (identifying), just as other adjectives. Adjectival 
clauses are descriptive when they ascribe a quality or attribute to the antecedent, and restrictive 
when they define or identify the antecedent.' Boyer essentially asserts that both the attributive 
participle and the adjectival relative clause modify their substantives in an identical manner and 
there exists no difference between the two in respect to the nature of their modification, 
especially in terms of the restrictive and nonrestrictive distinction. 
Wallace also states that with respect to translation one "should normally translate the 
attributive participle as though it were a relative clause (e.g., 6 maw c ou ó 13117rw gv iw 
icpwrr(1) anoSthast am ['your Father who sees in secret will reward you'] in Matt 6:4)."" While 
he makes no explicit statement of equivalence, in his discussion of adjectival clauses (which 
include adjectival participles and relative pronoun clauses, among others) he states that, "Every 
adjectival clause describes, explains, or restricts a noun, pronoun, or other substantive. It has no 
functional subcategories."' Wallace then cites examples of the various adjectival clauses, two of 
which are the "adjectival participle" and the "relative pronoun clause." Essentially, therefore, he 
would maintain that his cited examples in 2 Cor 3:3, °sob Vovroc, and in Eph 6:17, Tfiv Ltaxatpav 
46 Boyer, "Classification of Participles," 163-64. 
47 James L. Boyer, "Relative Clauses in the Greek New Testament: A Statistical Study," GTJ 9 (1988): 235. 
48 Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1996), 617-18 . 
49 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 662. 
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TOO irn-optatoc, o rniv (Aga Osoi), are equivalent.' That is to say, they both modify their 
substantives, the first is restrictive and the other is nonrestrictive. He makes no distinction as to 
whether one tends toward one modifying strategy or the other; so, one could infer that Wallace 
implicitly contends the two constructions to be equivalent in their function as adjectival clauses. 
Summary of Explicit and Implicit Assertions of Equivalence. The survey of the 
aforementioned grammarians has revealed a recurring consensus concerning the nature of the 
attributive participle. Caragounis, Burton, Blass, BDF, Robertson, Turner, and Voelz explicitly 
asseverate that the attributive participle is equivalent to a relative clause. While not explicitly 
stating this grammatical assertion, Smyth, Boyer and Wallace all seem to imply that there is no 
difference in the nature in which attributive participles modify their respective substantives in 
comparison to relative clauses. 
Evaluation of Assertions of Equivalence. An analysis of the assertions of equivalence 
reveals some items of concern. First, Robertson's argumentation seems to rely heavily on Blass. 
He also repeats Blass's claims with respect to the synonymous words Etvepconoc and avrjp in 
Luke 6:48 and Matt 7:24. Turner also cites these two verses as the prime example that attributive 
participles and relative clauses are equivalent. In fact, as one looks at the argumentation from 
Blass to BDF to Robertson to Turner, one notices a very similar line of reasoning with 
practically identical argumentation and proof texts. This gives the appearance of a lack of 
original research by multiple grammarians. Additionally, all of the scholars in the above two 
sections give limited examples of the phenomenon and there exists no reference to 
comprehensive studies that could validate their assertions. This seems to indicate that no 
comprehensive analysis exists to verify their conclusions. Furthermore, Burton is the only 
grammarian that makes reference to the restrictive and nonrestrictive (his term is "explanatory") 
50 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 662. 
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distinction. And, although he seems to be somewhat aware of this linguistic category, he still 
contends that they are fully equivalent constructions yet he does not provide substantial data to 
back up his claim. All of these items of concern demonstrate that valid questions need to be 
answered with respect to the equivalence of the attributive participle to the relative clause. These 
issues underscore the need for this inquiry. 
Relative Clause 
When examining the syntactical functions of the relative clause, several grammarians assert 
both parallel and contradictory ideas. We will consider assertions pertaining to restrictive and 
nonrestrictive relative clauses. Additionally, the concept of a relative connective will be 
presented (also labeled relative continuative or continuative relative clause). 
Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses. In their respective treatments of the 
relative clause, Burton, Boyer, Wallace, and Stephen Levinsohn all comment on the nature of the 
adjectival modification in which relative clauses participate.' Their language and terminology 
vary but they all essentially assert that the relative clause modifies substantives both restrictively 
and nonrestrictively. 
In his treatment of the relative clause, Burton contends that relative clauses may be either 
"restrictive or explanatory. A restrictive clause defines its antecedent, indicating what person, 
thing, place, or manner is signified. An explanatory clause adds a description to what is already 
known or sufficiently defined. The former identifies, the latter describes."' Burton cites John 
15:20 as an example of a restrictive relative clause as follows: prigovcous -coi3 4ryou oi5 ty(.1) 
51 These scholars are highlighted because of their direct assertions regarding nonrestrictive and restrictive 
modification. 
52 
 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 119. 
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skov bi.tiv, remember the word that I said unto you.' As far as explanatory (nonrestrictive) 
relative clauses are concerned, Burton cites Eph 6:17 as follows: "Tijv ttaxatpav -rob nvebilcuroc, 
o go-rtv 0TIpta Osoii, the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.' 
Similarly, as we noted above under our treatment of the participle, Boyer treats adjectival 
relative clauses and states that they "may be descriptive or restrictive (identifying), just as other 
adjectives. Adjectival clauses are descriptive when they ascribe a quality or attribute to the 
antecedent, and restrictive when they define or identify the antecedent."' Boyer maintains that 
the categories are not mutually exclusive and can overlap, which requires the reader to deduce 
from context the intended meaning of the author.' He asserts that the relative clause found in 
Matt 1:16 could go either way and that the interpreter must judge from context alone. He 
maintains that the phrase, Toy tiv8pa Mapiac, 4-yevvrj9i 'brag, could be either describing 
Mary as Jesus' mother, nonrestrictive, or it could be identifying her as distinct from other women 
who have the same name ("the Mary who bore Jesus"), restrictive.' Additionally, he cites Matt 
2:9, lad iboi) o acrri p, 8v sibov avatokri, and maintains that the relative clause is clearly 
restrictive.' One can readily determine that Boyer contends that relative clauses can be translated 
either restrictively or nonrestrictively; he holds that one must determine this solely from context. 
53 
 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 119. We agree that this classification is true but also point out that it would be 
stylistically awkward to construct this phrase with an attributive participle. See ch. 6 and the discussion of the 
Accessibility Hierarchy. Furthermore Burton also cites Matt 28:6 and Mark 2:20 as restrictive relative clauses. 
Burton's scope of analysis is somewhat broader then the concerns of our study since these examples utilize 
subordinating conjunctions, orou and &ay. respectively. 
54 
 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 119. Eph 6:17 will be discussed further below. It should be noted that Burton 
also cites Luke 4:16 as an explanatory relative clause. This modifying clause, however, utilizes the adverb of place, 
a. This type of phrase lies outside the area of our study which focuses primarily upon relative clauses that contain a 
relative pronoun. 
55 
 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
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Wallace speaks along similar lines, though somewhat more generally, in his discussion of 
the relative pronoun Es. He states that the relative pronoun "is routinely used to link a noun or 
other substantive to the relative clause, which either describes, clarifies, or restricts the meaning 
of the noun."" In this statement Wallace upholds that relative clauses qualify substantives both 
restrictively ("clarifies, or restricts") and nonrestrictively ("describes"). Wallace provides a 
number of examples; two of which he presents as follows:60 
Rev. 1:1: Anoicamvic 'Iriao13 Xptcrroii ijv E8coxsv &no) 6 0E6c 
The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave to him 
Matt. 1:16: 'IcoccbJ3 5e c-':yevviricrEv Toy 'Iwaijcp Toy Etv6pa Mapios, 4.yevvelen 
Jacob became the father of Joseph, the husband of Mary, by whom was born Jesus 
Wallace also cites three other verses explicitly: John 1:26, Acts 4:10 and Eph 
Wallace then invites the reader to independently consider "also Mark 14:71; Luke 2:11; John 
1:13; Acts 17:3; Rom 1:2; 2 Cor 7:7; Eph 1:6; Phil 3:8; 1 Pet 2:22."" On the whole, Wallace 
contends that relative clauses are capable of both restrictive and nonrestrictive modification, 
even though he does not use that specific vocabulary. 
Levinsohn follows current linguistic typology in dividing the relative clause into restrictive 
and nonrestrictive categories stating, "Linguists commonly divide relative clauses into two types: 
restrictive and nonrestrictive."" He cites linguist Bernard Comrie and maintains that a restrictive 
clause, "'serves to delimit the potential referents' (Comrie 1989:138)."" He gives the following 
59 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 336. 
60 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 336. 
61 Wallace. Greek Grammar, 336. 
62 Wallace, Greek Grammar. 337. 
63 Stephen I-1. Levinsohn, Discourse Features of New Testament Greek: A Coursebook on the Information 
Structure of New Testament Greek (2d ed.; Dallas: SIL International, 2000), 190. 
64 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 190. 
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English example to illustrate this, "The man {who arrived yesterday} left this morning."' 
Levinsohn defines a nonrestrictive clause by citing Comrie again, "A nonrestrictive relative 
clause 'serves merely to give the hearer an added piece of information about an already 
identified entity, but not to identify that entity.' (loc. Cit.), as in: Mr. Smith, {who arrived 
yesterday}, left this morning."' With respect to the Greek New Testament, Levinsohn contends 
that both restrictive and nonrestrictive relative clauses are contained therein.' To illustrate a 
restrictive relative clause he refers to Luke 1:26, "el; Raw TN fakactiag ovolia N4apg0," 
and maintains that, "The clause 'whose name is Nazareth' delimits the potential referents of 'a 
city of Galilee'."" As far as nonrestrictive clauses are concerned, he cites Acts 9:36, "Tar310d, .11 
Stspµrivcuoutvii ktycral Aopxotc ."69 He maintains that "the clause 'which means Dorcas' adds a 
piece of information about an already identified entity."" We should point out that Levinsohn 
labels the simple nonrestrictive adjectival modification strategy for relative clauses as 
"appositional." Acts 9:36, quoted above, is an example of this. He then cites three more 
examples that fall into this "appositional" category: Acts 8:27c; Acts 8:27d; and Acts 16:12b.7' 
Summary and Evaluation of Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Relative Clause 
Assertions. While they state it differently and may have slightly different nuances, Burton, 
Boyer, Wallace and Levinsohn all maintain that relative clauses can be either restrictive or 
65 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 190. 
66 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 190. 
67 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 190. 
68 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 190. 
69 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 191. 
70 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 191. Additionally, Levinsohn's analysis of the relative clause goes beyond 
classifying adjectival modification as restrictive or nonrestrictive. We will deal with that aspect of his analysis in the 
"Relative Connective/Continuative-  discussion below. 
71 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 193-95. 
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nonrestrictive. A cursory evaluation of some of their assertions, however, supports the need for 
our study. 
Boyer demonstrates unclear and inconsistent reasoning when he addresses the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the relative clause. For example, when he states that the 
categories are not mutually exclusive, it would benefit the reader if he had provided examples. 
Does he mean that there exist relative clauses that are both restrictive and nonrestrictive? Or does 
he assert that there exists another category somewhere in between restrictive and nonrestrictive 
modification? His assertion remains nebulous. Furthermore, when Boyer cites Matt 2:9, Kai ioo-b 
o autip, by stSov 41, rlj avatar!, and maintains that the relative clause is clearly restrictive,' it is 
ironic that he chooses to provide the following translation from the NASB77, "the star, which 
they had seen in the East."' The NASB77 clearly translates it as nonrestrictive, as one can easily 
determine from the comma placed after the substantive and before the relative clause.' This 
coupled with his elusive assertion above causes one to wonder if Boyer readily understands the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. Boyer's inconsistencies support the need for further clarity 
in this study. 
With respect to Wallace, the two cited examples above, Rev 1:1 and Matt 1:16, both 
modify their substantives nonrestrictively. Wallace also cites three other verses explicitly: John 
1:26, Acts 4:10 and Eph 2:2-3.75 John 1:26 falls outside of our study because the relative clause 
is functioning substantively with no explicit antecedent. Additionally, the other two verses 
modify their substantives nonrestrictively. Then, out of the additional nine verses that he invites 
72 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
73 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
74 Sec the section titled "Translation Practices of the Greek New Testament" on p. 50 of this chapter. The 
necessity of this study is discussed with respect to a lack of consistency in translations depicting the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. 
75 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 336. 
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the reader to independently review, only two of the relative clauses that they contain could be 
possibly considered restrictive: 
Mark 14:71: Toy tivApconov Toirrov ov ktysTE.76 
2 Cor 7:7: gv Tlj napaid.rjaai >1  napsicklTh t(p' -opiv 
On the whole, Wallace seeks to demonstrate that relative clauses are capable of both 
restrictive and nonrestrictive modification. However, one should note that of the examples 
provided and referred to, eleven are nonrestrictive, two are possibly restrictive," and one 
functions as a substantive with no antecedent. 
Levinsohn's assertions also give rise to questioning. He gives only one explicit example of 
a restrictive relative clause. However, for nonrestrictive adjectival relative clauses, he presents a 
total of four examples.' In addition he labels this type of adjectival modification "appositional." 
In fact, Levinsohn has two categories for nonrestrictive relative clauses, which he bases on 
George Winer's assertions." Levinsohn states, "Nonrestrictive relative clauses in Greek are 
traditionally subdivided into appositional (as in Acts 9:36) and continuative."' Levinsohn's 
nonrestrictive appositional category seems to be tantamount to nonrestrictive adjectival 
modification. This choice of terminology seems somewhat confusing. At first it appears that 
76 Boas, "Deep and Surface Structure Problems of Restrictive and Non-restrictive Constructions," Folia 
Linguistica 21 (1977): 39, and Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar (London: Allen & Unwin, 1968), 112, assert 
that with determiners like arroc, restrictive modification is impossible. 
77 Note that the nature of the relative clauses cited: Mark 14:71 contains a direct object relative clause and 2 
Cor 7:7 an oblique relative clause. This will be discussed more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
78 Levinsohn also gives more examples of nonrestrictive relative clauses; these are discussed in the section 
titled "Relative Connective/Continuative" below. 
79 George B. Winer, A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testament Greek: Regarded as a Sure Basis for New 
Testament Exegesis (trans. W. F. Moulton; 3d rev. ed.; Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1882), 680. 
80 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 191. We will discuss this second category, continuative, in the next 
section. Matthews states that apposition differs "from modification (or attribution) in that there is no clear tendency 
for either element to qualify the other." Matthew Peters. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Linguistics (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1997). 22. However, it should be noted that T-G (Transformational Grammar) linguists 
often utilize the term appositive to refer to nonrestrictive clauses. 
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Levinsohn ostensibly subsumes both adjectival modification and apposition under the category 
"appositional." However, when one looks at Winer's definition of appositional, it appears that 
Winer is referring to adjectival modification alone (which would include both restrictive and 
nonrestrictive types), but his assertions are somewhat cryptic when he describes appositional 
clauses as "more or less essential to the integrity of the sentence.' 
This brief evaluation of the aforementioned scholars demonstrates that some work needs to 
be done with respect to grammatical assertions concerning the restrictive and nonrestrictive 
relative clause. There seems to exist a lack of clarity with respect to the application, parameters 
and definitions of the terms. Furthermore, we should note the nature of the majority of examples 
utilized by these scholars. Most of these examples relate to their substantives nonrestrictively. 
This raises the question as to whether or not this is a tendency in the Greek of the New 
Testament. Do relative clauses tend to relate to their substantives nonrestrictively as this subset 
of examples seems to suggest? 
Relative Connective/Continuative. Another category of relative clause classification 
exists beyond that of strict adjectival modification. Though they articulate the phenomenon 
differently, essentially Boyer, BDF, Levinsohn, Winer, and H. E. Dana & Julius Mantey provide 
argumentation for an additional category to be considered in a taxonomy of the relative clause. 
While speaking about restrictivity and nonrestrictivity with regard to the adjectival relative 
clause, Boyer highlights another category, which he describes as the "relative connective," a 
term that he borrows from BDF.' He cites the treatment of sentence structure in BDF for this 
category." BDF, based on Aristotle, distinguish two types of style in Greek when it comes to 
81 Winer, Treatise on the Grammar, 680. 
82 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
83 I3DF, § 458. 
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sentence structure, "the running or continuous and the compact or periodic.'"4 In the running or 
continuous style, elements "are strung loosely together one after the other," which normally 
characterizes "plain and unsophisticated language."' BDF maintain that a form of this "running 
style" of Greek occurs when "the first sentence is extended by means of a participial phrase, a 
clause introduced by kr, a relative clause, or a similar construction"." BDF assert that a relative 
connective can be characterized by "a loosening of the connection of the relative clause to the 
preceding complex sentence; something intermediate between a relative clause and a 
demonstrative clause: "5c = and this, but this, this very thing."" BDF cite a number of examples 
of this. Acts 3:15, they maintain, has two occurrences of the relative clause functioning in the 
relative connective capacity: Toy ög appiyov nig Comic dureicreivate ov 6 986c fryeipey Etc yeKp6y, 
ou figeic Om* golisv."" Another example they provide is 2 Tim 4:14-15: AXgav8poc 6 
xakkebg noaa µo1 xaxa EIVEZIEISETO* euto8thast cringi 6 Koptoc Kat& Ta Epya  crirroii• 8v Kai air 
puketaaou, ?day yelp avtgotri toic iii.tertporc Abyoic." The ESV translates as follows: "Alexander 
the coppersmith did me great harm; the Lord will repay him according to his deeds. Beware of 
him yourself, for he strongly opposed our message." Notice how the translators highlight the 
loosening of the connection to the referent of the relative clause; they start a completely new 
sentence. This highlights the emphasis that perhaps the relative clause here has moved beyond a 
function of pure adjectival modification of a substantive. 
S4 BDF, § 458. 
85 BDF, § 458. While BDF maintain this we do not necessarily agree with the conclusion that this style is "plain 
and unsophisticated." Both Lysias and the author of Hebrews exhibit this style and would not represent such a 
categorization. 
BDF, § 458 (emphasis mine). 
87 
 BDF, § 458. 
88 BDF, § 458. ESV: "and you killed the Author of life, whom God raised from the dead. To this we are 
witnesses." 
89 BDF, § 458. 
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Boyer highlights this phenomenon as well in his comparison to English translations. He 
contends that "long sentences are broken down into many shorter ones in conformity to modern 
style" when one looks at more recent translations as compared to older ones." Boyer cites Paul's 
long sentence in Eph 1:4-14, where the KJV makes it into three sentences, and more modern 
translations such as the NASB77 and the NIV break it into six sentences.' He notes that in the 
KJV the last two sentences of the three-sentence division are started by a relative clause. With 
respect to the NASB77 and the NIV, he notes that after the first sentence "all but two breaks 
come at a relative."" Boyer then highlights that "even the Nestle26 Greek text divides the 
passage into four sentences; after the opening one each begins with a relative."" Boyer also notes 
that in an analysis of the translations of relative clauses in the NASB77, nearly 10% of them are 
translated with a personal or demonstrative pronoun or an actual noun.' Boyer highlights all of 
this to reinforce his claim that this separate category should be recognized because these relative 
clauses of the relative connective type go "beyond the functions of regular adjectives?"95  
We have previously discussed Levinsohn's assertion of relative clauses functioning 
restrictively and nonrestrictively. Levinsohn, as noted earlier, also further divides the 
nonrestrictive category, stating, "Nonrestrictive relative clauses in Greek are traditionally 
subdivided into appositional (as in Acts 9:36) and continuative."' He cites Winer as his 
authority for the appositional and continuative category (Winer's position is discussed below)." 
90 
 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
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 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
92 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235-36. 
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 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 236. 
94 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 236. 
95 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
96 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 191. 
97 Winer, Treatise on the Grammar, 680. 
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Levinsohn contends that continuative relative clauses "typically describe an event that involves 
the referent of the relative pronoun and occurs subsequent to the previous event or situation in 
which the referent featured."' His nonrestrictive continuative category seems to go beyond 
adjectival modification and demonstrates similarities to Boyers relative connective 
classification. Levinsohn contends that Acts 28:23 provides an illustrative example of this 
phenomenon: TVMOV npoc airrov sic Tile 4sviav aksioveg oic getiOsto Staptap-rupogsvoc TI1V 
Pacnksiav TO1) 8sov.99 Levinsohn maintains that the referent of the relative pronoun is the people 
who came to Paul in his lodging and that the continuative relative clause "describes an event that 
involves these referents and that occurs subsequent to the event of 23b."1" Whether one agrees 
with Levinsohn's conclusions or not, one can agree that something more is happening with these 
relative clauses than mere adjectival modification. For our purposes it is important to observe 
that his continuative relative clause distinction appears to be a valid distinction and something 
more akin to coordination rather than modification seems to be present. 
Winer, from whom Levinsohn bases his continuative relative clause category, states that 
"oc is continuative, and can be resolved into icai °Um; examples of this kind are mainly found in 
narration."101 Winer provides 14 examples, all from Acts except one from Luke.10' He cites Acts 
16:23-24 as follows: '6136..ov sic ynakoctiv napayysikavtsc Teo: Ssolto(piikaict oc napayyskiav 
rotairrnv."'" The NASB77 reads as follows: "they threw them into prison, commanding the jailer; 
24 and he, .. . such a command." The NASB77 translation demonstrates what Winer contends. 
98 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 191. 
99 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 191. KJV: "There came many to him into his lodging; to whom he 
expounded and testified the kingdom of God." 
10° Levinsohn, New Testament Greek, 191. 
1°1 Winer, Treatise on the Grammar, 680. 
102 Winer, Treatise on the Grammar, 680. Acts 13:43; 16:23-24; Luke 10:30; Acts 3:2-3; 13:30-31; 14:9; 
16:14,16; 17:10; 19:25; 21:4; 23:14; 28:23. 
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Essentially, when the relative clause continues the idea beyond adjectival modification, it 
functions more like coordination with a demonstrative or personal pronoun. Winer seems to 
describe a relative clause's restrictive or nonrestrictive adjectival modification as whether or not 
the relative sentence is "more or less essential to the integrity of the sentence."' When the 
clause seems to go beyond this definition, then it falls into the continuative category, according 
to Winer. 
Comparable to Winer, Dana, and Mantey assert. "The relative was originally identical with 
the demonstrative."' They summarize the relative's diachronic history stating that while in 
Sanskrit the relative lost its demonstrative force, in Greek it has persisted.' Dana and Mantey 
maintain that in Homer 5g is used both as demonstrative and relative, and that in Attic prose it 
sometimes retains its demonstrative nature.'" This demonstrative usage of the relative "continues 
into the Koine, and is found in the New Testament."' Essentially, Dana and Mantey have 
established a relative connective category for the relative clause that goes beyond normal 
adjectival modification and resembles coordination. 
Summary and Evaluation of Relative Connective/Continuative Assertions. Upon 
surveying the aforementioned scholars, a congruency and similarity between their assertions is 
evident. Levinsohn's continuative category demonstrates similarities to Boyer's relative 
connective classification (following BDF) and similar to Dana and Mantey's contentions. 
Winer's diachronic and synchronic summary of oc also lines up well with these assertions. On 
103 Winer, Treatise on the Grammar, 680. 
104 Winer, Treatise on the Grammar, 680. 
105 H. E. Dana and Julius R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament (New York: Macmillan, 
1927), 125. 
1°6 Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 125. 
107 Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 125. 
108 Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 125. 
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the whole, according to these grammarians, one could reasonably establish that when analyzing 
relative clauses, one might not only utilize the restrictive and nonrestrictive distinction to 
describe adjectival modification but could also consider the relative connective/continuative 
clause as an aspect of the taxonomy. 
However, while a certain level of congruency exists among these scholarly assertions, a 
lack of clarity and consistency can also be discerned. Boyer, for example, claims relative clauses 
of the relative connective type go "beyond the functions of regular adjectives."' However, in 
what appears to be a somewhat contradictory statement, Boyer contends that "such relative 
connectives are still adjectival and could probably be classified as either descriptive or 
restrictive, but the consideration that has prompted their separate treatment is the fact that they 
move the thought of the sentence into a new area.""° Boyer seems to indicate that an analysis of 
the adjectival relative clause should account for those clauses that seem to go beyond merely 
modifying a substantive, but are more readily functioning as demonstrative or personal pronouns. 
The assertion, however, that these clauses go beyond the regular function of adjectival 
modification and yet at the same time are still simple adjectival clauses (functioning both 
restrictively and nonrestrictively) does appear inconsistent. 
Whereas Boyer contends that the relative connective can be classified as either restrictive 
or explanatory (nonrestrictive), Levinsohn maintains that continuative relative clauses can only 
be nonrestrictive in that they are a subset or extension of the nonrestrictive typology. So, 
Levinsohn, contrary to Boyer, contends that a continuative relative clause is incapable of being 
restrictive. Furthermore, Levinsohn makes no statement as to the adjectival nature of the relative 
continuative. Boyer seems to assert two contradictory truths: that the relative connective goes 
l09 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
10 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 236. 
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beyond adjectival modification and yet still modifies adjectivally. Levinsohn, however, gives no 
explicit indication about the adjectival nature of the relative continuative. The fact that he bases 
his continuative category on Winer's assertions that "6c is continuative, and can be resolved into 
Kai oinog,"'" seems to indicate that adjectival modification is not in mind here. 
We contend that a relative connective/continuative category exists; our study will provide 
clarity to the contradictory and vague assertions above through a clear framework for 
understanding such constructions.''' 
General Summary and Evaluation of Approaches to the Relative Clause. Some level 
of agreement exists in the classification of relative clauses in that grammarians utilize the 
categories restrictive (identifying, clarifying) or nonrestrictive (explanatory, descriptive). A 
certain level of congruence exists also with Levinsohn's continuative relative clause category 
(based on Winer), Boyer's relative connective classification (based upon BDF) and Dana and 
Mantey's assertions. 
So, while most grammarians treat the various functions of the relative clause that are 
pertinent to our study (restrictive and nonrestrictive adjectival modification and relative 
connective/continuative clauses), uniformity does not exist in the terminology, definitions, 
application, and parameters of these categories. For example, the relative clause in Eph 6:17, -rely 
ttaxatpav to nvatipatoc, o Early 011µa ()sob, is labeled as "explanatory" by Burton, which would 
be considered as an adjectival relative clause modifying the substantive nonrestrictively.'" 
Boyer, however, categorizes this clause as a relative connective but does not state whether or not 
he considers it to be restrictive or nonrestrictive (Boyer contends that relative connective clauses 
III Winer, Treatise on the Grammar, 680. 
112 See section titled "Continuum of Nonrestrictivity—Modification to Coordination" on pp. 163-68 of ch. 4. 
113 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 119. 
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could be considered either way).'" Additionally, Wallace labels this as an adjectival clause 
("Relative pronoun clause") but does not designate whether or not it is restrictive or 
nonrestrictive.''s Our study will help to bring clarity to analyses such as these. 
The Attributive Participle 
When examining the attributive participle and its syntactical functions, grammarians do not 
treat it as extensively as they do the relative clause. In our initial analysis of explicit assertions of 
attributive participles being equivalent to relative clauses only Burton made the distinction 
between restrictive and nonrestrictive attributive participles. The other grammarians made no 
such mention of that classification. Other scholars, though, do assert that the attributive participle 
exhibits some of the same functions as the relative clause. We will consider the nature of the 
adjectival modification of the attributive participle, its status compared to the relative connective 
clause, and its possible designation as a substantival participle standing in apposition. 
Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Attributive Participles. Various assertions regarding the 
type of adjectival modification that the attributive participle participates in will now be 
considered, especially with respect to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. Stanley Porter, 
Wallace, William MacDonald, Burton and Richard Young all assert slightly different 
perspectives with respect to this distinction."6 
Porter states that a "participle may serve as a modifier of verbal and substantival elements 
in a Greek clause."' Our study concerns itself with how participles relate to substantival 
114 James L. Boyer, Supplemental Manual of Information: Relative Clauses (Winona Lake, Ind.: Boyer, 1988), 
23. 
115 Wallace. Greek Grammar, 662. 
116 These grammarians have been selected for analysis due to the fact that they speak directly to the concept of 
restrictive and nonrestrictive modification. The other grammarians highlighted thus far in our study make no explicit 
identification of this linguistic distinction. 
'17 Stanley E. Porter, Idioms of the Greek New Testament (Biblical Languages: Greek; 2d ed.; Sheffield: 
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elements. Concerning this, Porter contends that they, "like an adjective, may modify substantives 
(adjectival, attributive, restrictive use)."" Porter notes in his introduction to his grammar that the 
words he places in parentheses consist of "the labels and categories often found in other, similar 
grammars."' Porter explicitly states that attributive participles function adjectivally, modifying 
their substantives. He also, in a somewhat passive manner, agrees that the nature of that 
modification can be labeled as restrictive in that he cites that parenthetically. Porter cites five 
different verses to demonstrate how participles can modify substantives as follows: 
Matt 17.27: Tay avar3avta gperyrov ixObv (the fish coming up first). 
Mark 3.22: oi ypatittateic oi euro 'Ispoaokiwv icctral3arrEc 47ov (the scribes 
coming down from Jerusalem were saying). 
Rom 3.5: µ>168ucog o Ocog 6 t nuptpow ti v opifiv; (the God who brings wrath is not 
unjust, is he?). 
1 Tim 1.18: Tag npoayobaac tici. at mpognittiag (the prophecies previously made 
concerning you). 
2 Tim 2.6: TOv iconic-Wm yaopyov (the hard-working farmer).'" 
The first two verses and the last two verses are clearly modifying their substantives 
restrictively. With respect to Rom 3:5, Porter seems to translate the attributive participle 
restrictively. 
Wallace, as stated above, includes the adjectival participle in his discussion of the 
adjectival clause, which "describes, explains, or restricts a noun, pronoun, or other 
substantive."' This statement indicates that Wallace contends that attributive participles 
participate in both nonrestrictive ("describes, explains") and restrictive ("restricts") adjectival 
Sheffield Academic, 1994; repr., 1999). 186. 
118 Porter. Idioms. 186. 
19 Porter. Idioms. 14. 
120 Porter, Idioms, 186. Translations are Porter's. 
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modification. He cites 2 Cor 3:3 as an example. This verse reads as follows: (pal/pm:41=ot oil 
Fort gnto-rokij Xpto-rob ourkovrOgiaa grEypap.p.tvi cob etas rvei.tatt ODA 
ccbvtoc, oinc sv irka4iv kteivatc 01' 6/ 70,41v icapSiatc crapicivatc." 
Additionally, MacDonald has three categories for "Adjectival Participles:" "Ascriptive 
Attributive," "Restrictive Attributive," and "Predicate Attributive."' MacDonald's observations 
with respect to participles that directly modify substantives, his first two categories, pertain 
directly to our study. MacDonald connects the nature of modification to syntactical construction. 
He contends that an adjectival participle functions as an "ascriptive attributive" when it "occurs 
anarthrously somewhere after the word it modifies, or it comes before the word it modifies, but 
always without an intervening article."' He then cites the following two verses as examples: 
John 6:57: KO* eurtgratv ge (.7.)v natelp 
Luke 6:48: ogotoc do-rtv 6v8patcp obc000pioiivrt oilcinvw  
For his second category, "Restrictive Attributive," he also cites syntax and states that 
restrictive attributives have a set order to demonstrate "emphatic distinctiveness," which is: 
"article + noun + article + participle."126 He advises to "translate this construction into English by 
a restrictive relative clause or by an adjective."' MacDonald then cites John 6:27 as an example 
121 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 662. 
122 ESV: "And you show that you arc a letter from Christ delivered by us, written not with ink but with the 
Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets of human hearts." 
123 William Graham Macdonald, Greek Enchiridion: A Concise Handbook of Grammar for Translation and 
Exegesis (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1986), 58. 
124 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. 
125 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. 
126 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. 
127 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. 
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of this category: "Oydc860E µrl reivi3pcbatv iurokkupgvtiv 60aZt rijv Opthatv Ttjv pivouGav 
sic comjv aiciyvtov."'" 
Like his statement for the relative clause, Burton asserts that an adjective participle used 
attributively "may be either restrictive or explanatory."' As noted earlier, Burton cites John 6:50 
as a restrictive attributive participle as follows: "(Attic gcrnv o (5 no; ó Etc Tot') oivavoi) 
iattal3aivwv, this is the bread which cometh down out of heaven."'" He also cites Jude 17 as an 
example of a restrictive attributive participle: "i.teic Si;, etycarritoi, tivijaerits Tebv 15-rguirow T(.7)V 
npostpruutwov into -rCov thrOCTiam TO-5 icupiou igtoiv Xpto-rob, remember the words which 
have been spoken before by the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ."' 
Burton also deals with the nonrestrictive attributive participle. He labels it the "Explanatory 
Attributive Participle."'" As we highlighted earlier, Burton maintains that these participles 
"describe a person or thing already known or identified."'" His first example comes from 2 Tim 
1:8, 9. He cites it as follows: "icatd obvatitv kat), Tot) Gcbaavroc futeig Kai xaXtcravroc Kkijact 
ilyicA, according to the power of God; who saved us, and called us with a holy calling."'" 
Additionally in this discussion, Burton cites 1 Thess 1:10 as follows: wIrrobv Toy OuOgsvov 
fulac Ex triS 
 evricT1ic gpxoptvic, Jesus, which delivereth us from the wrath to come. In this 
example :•1x5µ&.vov is explanatory, 4:0x01-ttvr1g is restrictive."'" 
128 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. 
129 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 164. 
130 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 165. 
131 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 165. 
132 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 166. 
133 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 166. 
134 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 166. 
135 Burton. Moods and Tenses, 166. He also encourages the reader to look up Acts 20:32 and Heb 7:9. 
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Young, in his treatment of the participle, upholds the restrictive and nonrestrictive 
distinction with respect to the nature of attributive participle adjectival modification. In his 
discussion, "Participles Functioning in Adjectival Phrases," Young asserts, "Participles often 
function in adjectival phrases, modifying a noun or pronoun .. . as restrictive adjective phrases, 
as descriptive adjective phrases, and as predicate adjectives."'" In his treatment of the adjectival 
attributive participle he discusses restrictive adjective phrases and provides a helpful definition: 
A restrictive adjective phrase is one that is essential for the proper identification of 
the head noun. It will limit the noun to a particular individual, thing, or group in 
order for the readers to identify it. Without the modifier, they would not know for 
sure which of the many possible referents of the noun is being discussed. Such 
modifiers are therefore essential to the meaning of the sentence. The restrictive use is 
by far the most common type of adjectival participle. When it is transformed into a 
restrictive relative clause in English, it is not to be set off by commas.' 
Young then proceeds to state that restrictive adjectival participles occur in three basic 
syntactical forms and cites them with examples as follows: 
Article-participle-noun—Examples include Rom 3:25 TOv npoyeyovomv 
ap.ap-rrip.orrcov (the sins which happened before) and Luke 15:12 To 17(11362aoviatpoc 
(the part which belongs to me). 
Article-noun-article-participle—This is the most common position for 
adjectival participles: John 6:50 6 ap-roc 6 gic 'rob (*Java) Kampaivcov (the bread 
which comes down from heaven) 
Noun-participle—Gal 5:3 aura dcv0pcimrq,)ItsprrEp.volitvcp (to every man who 
allows himself to be circumcised).'" 
While Young contends, "The restrictive use is by far the most common type of adjectival 
participle," 139 he also maintains that nonrestrictive adjectival participles exist as well."0 He 
states: 
136 Richard A. Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek: A Linguistic and Exegetical Approach (Nashville: 
Broadman & Holman, 1994), 150. Young's predicate adjective category falls outside the scope of this study. 
137 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 150. 
138 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 151. 
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When the readers already know what is being discussed, a modifier is not necessary 
to identify the head term for them. When a modifier does occur it simply gives 
additional description. This is called a descriptive or nonrestrictive adjective phrase. 
A non-restrictive adjective is not essential to the meaning of the sentence: Matt 16:16 
to-i3 084:m3 Toi3 (1)VTO; (the living God). Phrases with words meaning 'surpassing' are 
descriptive: "the surpassing grace of God" (2 Cor. 9:14), "the surpassing greatness" 
(Eph. 1:19), and "the surpassing riches" (Eph. 2:7)." 
Young contends that both modification strategies are represented with the attributive 
participle but that the restrictive adjectival participle is the most common. 
Summary and Evaluation of Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Attributive Participle 
Assertions. Porter, Wallace, MacDonald, Burton and Young all assert slightly different 
perspectives with respect to adjectival modification of attributive participles, especially with 
reference to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. 
Porter contends that attributive participles modify substantives adjectivally. He also 
described the nature of this modification as "restrictive" in that he cites that label parenthetically. 
While too much should not be deduced from his parenthetical categories, it should be noted that 
he did not include the nonrestrictive category for classification. Furthermore, of the five 
examples that Porter cites, four of them are clearly restrictive. The debatable example he cites as 
follows, "Rom. 3.5: In) aoucoc o ()cog . timptpcov Trjv opyrjv; (the God who brings wrath is 
not unjust, is he?).' This verse could possibly be considered nonrestrictive but notice that 
Porter translates it with a restrictive clause (he does not place a comma after "the God"). It seems 
somewhat incongruous, however, that he capitalizes god, "God." Perhaps he is emphasizing the 
different aspects of God, or the different parts of his personality; it is hard to determine from his 
translation. For the purposes here, it is noted that four of his examples are restrictive and the 
139 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 150. 
140 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 151. 
141 Young. Intermediate New Testament Greek. 151. 
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other seems to be translated restrictively. Does Porter contend that attributive participles may 
modify substantives nonrestrictively? He does not speak clearly to this question and his 
examples leave the reader uncertain as how to answer that question. 
Wallace seems to contend that attributive participles participate in both nonrestrictive and 
restrictive adjectival modification, though he does not use that terminology. Wallace treats this 
topic in a very general and sparse way. In fact he leaves the reader somewhat wanting when he 
cites 2 Cor 3:3 as an example but does not describe which participles he is focusing on.' This 
verse reads as follows: cpayspobilevot ott go-rt gincrrafi Xpto-roi) Staicovipstaa 
gyycypaggtvi oi) gaavt (3036 tvsvµatt Elsof) (.15v-roc, obx sv 7rX,a4iv A.Avatc eta' 6/70,.c4iv 
Kap&mg 6apicivatc.144 It is plausible to consider the participle to be functioning restrictively in 
the phrase 0£013 4ovroc; however, Wallace does not explicitly declare what he has in mind when 
quoting this verse. We might also wonder how he considers Stalcoviosiaa and eyysypaplitvi to 
be functioning. Wallace does not indicate if he is including those participles under the adjectival 
clause category, though they may be functioning in that capacity. For such a comprehensive 
grammar one would think that Wallace would be more explicit and more aware of the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. 
MacDonald's observations concerning participles that modify substantives directly appear 
to be unique in that he connects the nature of modification to syntactical construction. His 
assertions, however, are questionable. He cites the following as examples of his ascriptive 
category: 
John 6:57 xctOthg eczema& Rs ;6.)v natflp 
142 Porter, Idioms, 186. 
143 Wallace. Greek Grammar, 662. 
144 ESV: "And you show that you are a letter from Christ delivered by us, written not with ink but with the 
Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets of human hearts." 
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Luke 6:48: 5i.totoc go-rtv avOpthxcp obc000poiivrt 
Without presenting a complete analysis of each of these verses, it is noted, however, that 
both of these adjectival participles, which he labels as "Ascriptive Attributive," appear to be 
modifying their respective substantives restrictively. This seems to contradict the label of his 
second category, "Restrictive Attributive." Then, he seems to limit himself when he cites John 
6:27 as an example of this "Restrictive Attributive" category as follows: "4pyacarec µrl 'Lily 
f3pcbo-tv teiv luroavpivqv dad TfivI3poicsiv rrjv ptvovaav sic 4.)fiv akimov."' He correctly 
identifies these participles as restrictive but he seems to contradict and constrain himself by 
limiting restrictive attributive participles to a certain syntactical construction, especially since the 
two "ascriptive" examples he provides appear to be modifying their substantives restrictively. 
Concerning Burton's assertions, initially his analysis of the restrictive attributive participle 
seems in agreement with current linguistic categories. However, Burton then moves his 
discussion to participles functioning substantively. He states, "The subject of the Restrictive 
Attributive Participle [sic] is often omitted. The participle is then all Adjective Participle [sic] 
used substantively."' The problem with this assertion is that no other grammarian or modern 
linguist researched thus far has utilized the notion of restrictive modification with respect to a 
substantive. Usually when a participle functions substantivally, one does not speak of adjectival 
modification because there does not exist a relationship to another substantive that it modifies. 
Usually it is just labeled as a substantival participle. Additionally, it is noted that with respect to 
the nonrestrictive attributive participle, three of his four examples have a proper noun (two of 
which are divine) as the substantive ostensibly being modified (2 Tim 1:8, 9-8coi5; 1 Thess 
145 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. 
146 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. 
147 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 165. 
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1:1—li6obv; Heb 7:9—AEui).'" While Burton contributes much to the discussion, clarity in 
terminology and further analysis would enhance his assertions. This dissertation contributes in 
this manner. 
Young brings the most sophisticated and linguistically sound argumentation of the 
aforementioned scholars. He offers a new perspective, and one that we agree with, when he 
states that the restrictive use of the attributive participle is the most common type. He does, 
however, maintain that nonrestrictive adjectival participles do exist as well (see examples 
above).'" 
Though Young contends these examples to be nonrestrictive, one could reasonably argue 
that the few examples that he provides should be put into the restrictive category. The living God 
example, Toil Ocoi) to cibv-roc, can plausibly be taken as restrictive. In the Old Testament, 
Yahweh stood distinct from dead gods of wood and stone because he is the god that lives, not the 
god that is inanimate. TWOT confirm as much when they state, "In contradistinction from all 
false "els" (gods), he is declared to be 'el bay the 'Living EL.'"'' Hezekiah's prayer illustrates 
this quite well from Isa 37:16-20: 
O LORD of hosts, God of Israel, enthroned above the cherubim, you are the God, 
you alone, of all the kingdoms of the earth; you have made heaven and earth. Incline 
your ear, 0 LORD, and hear; open your eyes, 0 LORD, and see; and hear all the 
words of Sennacherib, which he has sent to mock the living God. Truly, 0 LORD, 
the kings of Assyria have laid waste all the nations and their lands, and have cast 
their gods into the fire. For they were no gods, but the work of men's hands, 
wood and stone. Therefore they were destroyed. So now, 0 LORD our God, save us 
148 The unique nature of attributive participles with proper/divine names will be treated in ch. 6. 
149 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 151. 
15° TWOT, wtti. They also put forth the following verses for consideration: "Josh 3:10; 1Sam 17:26, 36; 
2Kings 19:4. 16; Psa 42:2 [H 3]; Psa 84:2 [H 3]; lsa 37:4; Jer 10:10; Jer 23:36; Dan 6:20, 26 [H 21.27]; Hos 1:10 [H 
2:1]." See also TWOT, n:r,ip. They state that the modifier "living" is often used with God "in contrast to what is 
dead." 
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from his hand, that all the kingdoms of the earth may know that you alone are the 
LORD.' 
The usage of this modifier with "God" in the New Testament seems to carry the same 
restrictive and confessional force. 
Young's analysis of verses with "surpassing" also could be questioned. The writer clearly 
differentiates different levels of grace, greatness, and riches. So, if the few examples that Young 
provides are possibly untenable, this begs the question as to whether or not nonrestrictive 
attributive participles are prevalent in the New Testament.' Furthermore, how does this 
purported tendency toward restriction compare to the pattern of modification with regard to the 
relative clause? Are they equivalent in this distinction? Young does not answer these questions 
but his work does support the necessity of them. This dissertation will confirm his observation 
that restrictive attributive participles are more common than nonrestrictive ones. It will also bring 
clarity to the specifics, peculiarities and nuances of this assertion. 
When looking at all five of these grammarians as a whole, they exhibit similarities and 
disparities. They all contend that attributive participles modify substantives adjectivally. Porter 
seems to imply that this modification can be described as restrictive and at least four of his five 
examples are restrictive. Wallace brings little sophistication and lacks depth on this topic. He 
implicitly contends that the nature of the modification is both restrictive and nonrestrictive 
without saying much more. MacDonald seems to be aware of the restrictive attributive participle 
but rigidly connects the occurrence to a set syntactical pattern and contradicts himself with his 
151 Taken from the ESV. Also, consider Isaiah 41-48, which contrasts Yahweh with idols/gods of other nations. 
For example: "They have no knowledge who carry about their wooden idols, and keep praying to a god that cannot 
save .... And there is no other god besides me. a righteous God and a Savior; there is none besides me" (Isa 45:20-
21). 
152 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 151. 
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nebulous "ascriptive" category. Burton is aware of the restrictive/nonrestrictive" distinction yet 
lacks precision. Additionally, his nonrestrictive examples primarily modify proper nouns, which 
begs the question as to whether attributive participles modify common nouns/substantives 
nonrestrictively. Young contradicts MacDonald's syntax/structure assertions (and rightly so) by 
demonstrating that restrictive attributive participles take on a variety of different syntactical 
structures. According to our analyses, his observation that restrictive attributive participles 
represent the majority of attributive participles demonstrates a clearer understanding than most. 
His nonrestrictive examples, however, can plausibly be contested. In addition to these five 
grammarians, the work of Boyer should also be considered. As seen in the section on the relative 
clause, Boyer widely utilizes the nonrestrictive and restrictive distinction. In his analysis of the 
participle, however, he makes no mention of it at all. The variety of perspectives, lack of 
perspective, varying degrees of sophistication, and both congruous and incongruous assertions 
all demonstrate that further study needs to be done to bring clarity to these varying observations 
with respect to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction and the attributive participle. 
Attributive Participle as "Relative Connective/Continuative" in Running Style. With 
respect to the relative connective/continuative classification that was explored with the relative 
clause, one might consider whether or not the attributive participle functions in a similar manner. 
As stated earlier, BDF speaks of the "running style" of Greek wherein "the first sentence is 
extended by means of a participial phrase, a clause introduced by on, a relative clause, or 
similar construction" (emphasis mine).'" Boyer highlights that BDF's discussion of the relative 
connective'" functions in this "running style."' So, as Boyer interprets BDF and by what we 
153 His term for the notion of nonrestrictivity is explanatory. 
154 BDF, § 458. Both Lysias and the author of Hebrews exhibit the running style. 
155 BDF, § 458. 
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also believe BDF to be asserting, it appears that both contend that the participle can function in a 
capacity equivalent to the relative connective running style of Greek. Ironically, however, as 
BDF give numerous examples of the relative connective,' they cite no examples of the 
participial phrase functioning in the running style of Greek. Additionally, Boyer, who brings this 
distinction to the fore in his examination of the relative clause,' makes no such assertion in his 
treatment of the participle.' No other grammarian seems to speak explicitly of this category and 
our analysis suggests that the attributive participle does not function in this capacity. 
Attributive Participle or Substantival Participle in Apposition? When considering the 
attributive participle, one must also consider the substantival participle in apposition to another 
substantive. Both MacDonald and Young speak of this category. 
Beyond the notion of adjectival modification, MacDonald speaks of an "Appositive" 
category, which he describes as one of seven different types of "Substantival participles."' This 
assertion is not in his section on adjectival participles.' He puts forth the following verse as an 
example of an appositive substantival participle: "Koptoc o Asoc, o e6v . . -Kai 6 dpx6µEvoc (Rev 
I 41,162 
Young also treats the appositional substantival participle and places it under the overall 
category labeled: "Participles Functioning in Noun Phrases."' Young's appositional 
classification differs from adjectival modification, which he further supports when he states that 
156 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
157 BDF, 458. 
158 Boyer, "Relative Clauses," 235. 
159 Boyer, "Participles," and James L. Boyer, Supplemental Manual of Information: Participles (Winona Lake, 
Ind.: Boyer, 1986). 
16° MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 55-56. 
161 MacDonald. Greek Enchiridion, 55-56. 
162 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 56. 
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substantival participles "function as subject, direct object, indirect object, object of preposition, 
apposition, or predicate nominative."'" Furthermore, it clearly represents a category distinct 
from restrictive and nonrestrictive modification in that he thoroughly addresses this under a 
separate section.' Young provides an example of an appositional substantival participle in 1 
Thess 1:10 as follows: "Iiriaocw toy (mo[tevov rlµaS Etc TrIc opplc Tf1S  gpxotttvrig (Jesus, the one 
who delivers us from the coming wrath)."" Young contends that rev 6uottevov functions 
substantivally in apposition to 'Irpoi3v.'' He also gives two other examples of substantival 
participles functioning in apposition: "Matt 1:16 'Iriaoijc o keyoltevog xptcrroc (Jesus, the one 
called Christ); Mark 6:14 'Icodvvric 013arricow (John the Baptist)."'" Young seems to contend 
that these participles are not functioning adjectivally but rather are independent substantives. He 
demonstrates this by treating them in separate categories and in his translations when he utilizes 
"the one who ..." and not a relative pronoun alone, "who .. .." 
The reason this discussion is applicable to our study has to do with how certain scholars 
apply these categories to the text. So, while Young cites the participle in 1 Thess 1:10 as an 
appositional substantival participle," Burton classifies 1 Thess 1:10 differently. Burton cites it 
as follows: "Tricrofw Toy Ouottevov futfic gic rig  opyfictfj 4pxotthvic, Jesus, which delivereth us 
from the wrath to come. In this example Ouopisvov is explanatory, gpxoptvric is restrictive."' So, 
Burton contends that Toy Ouoi.tzvov is an attributive participle adjectivally modifying licroliv 
163 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 148. 
164 Young. Intermediate New Testament Greek, 148. 
165 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 150. 
166 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, I 50. 
167 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 150. 
168 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 150. 
169 Wallace seems to indicate substantival usage as well. Wallace, Greek Grammar, 620. 
170 Burton, Moods and Tenses, 166. 
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nonrestrictively, while Young states they are two substantives standing in apposition to each 
other. This demonstrates a lack of consistency in application and demonstrates the necessity to 
investigate the implications (or lack thereof) of classifying certain participles as a substantive in 
apposition to another substantive or in attributive position to a substantive. Furthermore, an 
understanding of whether or not one could describe the nature of the relationship between two 
substantives in apposition as restrictive or nonrestrictive will prove relevant to this study as well. 
General Summary and Evaluation of Approaches to the Attributive Participle. As 
stated earlier, when examining the attributive participle and its syntactical functions, 
grammarians do not treat it as extensively as they do the relative clause. The case may be that 
since many assert it to be equivalent to a relative clause that one would then refer to their work 
on the relative clause to see how an attributive participle functions. However, no references as 
such have been noted by grammarians thus far. 
Additionally, as with the relative clause, uniformity does not exist in the terminology, 
definitions, application, and parameters for the functions of the attributive participle. So, as with 
the analyses of the relative clause considered above, the question at hand is whether or not 
grammarians contend that the attributive participle modifies substantives both restrictively and 
nonrestrictively, and is there a tendency toward one or the other. Furthermore, a consideration of 
the classification of participles as substantival in apposition to a substantive may help illumine 
the assessment of the purported equivalence of attributive participle and relative clause in the 
Greek New Testament. 
To put forth another illustration that demonstrates some of the inconsistencies, we might 
look to Matt 1:16. Young asserts that Triaag 6 kEyottevog xpto-Tog is an example of an 
appositional substantival participle. This seems to differ from Blass, Robertson and Turner, who 
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categorized such attributive participles as equivalent to adjectival relative clauses.' Turner 
states, "Also equivalent to a relative clause is the very frequent apposition 6 Xs-yoptEvog, 
(47(1)Kakofwvog, with proper name following, always with an article after the person or object 
named."'" Though Turner utilizes the term apposition he clearly speaks of this in terms of 
adjectival modification not two substantives standing side by side. This can be discerned by the 
fact that he essentially starts with a "Substantival Participle" category, moves to the "Attributive 
Participle" category, and then to the "Adverbial Participle."' His discussion of "the frequent 
apposition 6 kEyoptEvoc, (gm)Kakolittsvog" is included in the attributive participle section not the 
substantival section. 
The information we have presented so far in this analysis of the attributive participle serves 
to highlight a lack of clarity among scholars on how to classify certain participles. Are they 
functioning adjectivally, modifying a substantive? Is that modification restrictive or 
nonrestrictive? Or, is the participle substantival standing in apposition to a substantive? Could 
that appositional relationship still be categorized as restrictive or nonrestrictive? Our study seeks 
to bring more clarity and comprehensiveness to the analysis. 
Necessity of This Study 
Thus far the assertions of a variety of grammarians have been surveyed. A summary 
evaluation of their work and an explicit call for inquiry will further demonstrate the need for this 
research. Furthermore, an analysis of related fields of study will demonstrate both the need for 
the study and the implied benefits beyond the area of grammatical analysis. 
171 See section titled "Explicit Assertions of Equivalence" starting on p. 6. This section deals with explicit 
assertions stating that attributive participles are equivalent to relative clauses. 
172 Turner, Syntax, 152. 
173 Turner, Syntax, 150-53. 
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Grammatical Necessity 
A summary of our evaluations from the Current Status of the Question section will be put 
forth below. Additionally, James W. Voelz's later assertions regarding our topic of inquiry will 
be considered. 
Grammatical Evaluations. The grammatical analysis presented thus far has centered on 
grammarians' assertions that the attributive participle is equivalent to a relative clause and 
respective individual treatments of the relative clause and the attributive participle. 
An analysis of the assertions of equivalence reveals some items of concern. There appears 
to be lack of original research by multiple grammarians. Additionally, scholars give limited 
examples of the phenomenon and no comprehensive studies exist that could validate their 
assertions. Furthermore, among those grammarians who explicitly contend the equivalence of the 
attributive participle and the relative clause, Burton is the only one that makes reference to the 
restrictive and nonrestrictive (his term is "explanatory") distinction. And, although he seems to 
be somewhat aware of this linguistic category, he still contends that they are fully equivalent 
constructions without providing substantial data to back up his claim. 
With respect to grammatical analyses of the relative clause, some level of agreement exists 
among grammarians. The categories "restrictive" (identifying, clarifying) or "nonrestrictive" 
(explanatory, descriptive) are employed. Furthermore, a certain level of congruence exists also 
with Levinsohn's continuative relative clause category (based on Winer) and Boyer's relative 
connective typology (based upon BDF). However, while most grammarians treat the various 
functions of the relative clause that are applicable to our study (restrictive and nonrestrictive 
adjectival modification and relative connective/continuative clauses), uniformity does not exist 
in the terminology, definitions, application, and parameters of these categories. 
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As stated earlier, when examining the attributive participle and its syntactical functions, 
grammarians do not treat it as extensively as they do the relative clause. Additionally, as with the 
relative clause, uniformity does not exist in the terminology, definitions, application, and 
parameters for these functions. There exists a lack of clarity on how to classify certain 
participles. 
All of these items of concern demonstrate that valid questions need to be answered with 
respect to the ostensible equivalence of the attributive participle to the relative clause. Our study 
aims to bring clarity to the variety of grammatical analyses as we seek to determine the 
differences and similarities of the two constructions especially with reference to the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. 
Explicit Call For Inquiry. Young, in his treatment of the adjectival attributive participle, 
discusses restrictive adjective phrases and states, "The restrictive use is by far the most common 
type of adjectival participle."' The previous evaluations of other grammarians coupled with 
Young's observations establish and support the need of this study. 
Additionally, however, Voelz's insights into this question should be noted. As cited above, 
Voelz, in his Greek grammar, contends that "an attributive position participle is the equivalent of 
a subordinate clause introduced by a relative pronoun."' Over the years, however, Voelz has 
reconsidered this notion and has asked whether there may be more to the two constructions than 
previously considered. His observations are the primary starting point for this dissertation and his 
summary of the situation follows: 
But are these two formulations, i.e., a participle and a clause headed by a relative 
pronoun, actually full equivalents? That is an important question with exegetical 
implications. Generally, the answer given by grammarians, including myself, has 
'74 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 150. 
175 Voelz, Fundamental Greek, 139. 
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been a strong "Yes" ... , but I have increasingly been led to question the assertion of 
equivalence. Indeed .. . Michael Hayes is currently working on a dissertation that 
focuses on this point.' 
Voelz raises the initial question in this journal article entry and then further elaborates upon 
this question in the subsequent issue of that same journal.' In that subsequent issue Voelz 
defines the restrictive and nonrestrictive distinction and, as does this dissertation, asserts that the 
attributive participle tends to modify restrictively and the relative clause nonrestrictively under 
certain prescribed circumstances.'" 
Voelz's examples and analyses will be considered in more detail in chs. 3 and 5 of this 
dissertation.'" However, a couple of examples serve to highlight Voelz's assertions. Voelz cites 
Matt 21:15 as an example of a restrictive attributive participle as follows: "ioovre.c SE oi 
apxtepsic Kai oi ypantaisig Tet Oawdo-ta . . Kai Tag naioac -rob; Kpacovrac Ev (.1.1T icpc.f).”180 
Voelz translates as follows: "And the chief priest and the scribes, upon seeing the wonders . 
and the children crying out in the temple."' Voelz points out that, "the clause represented is 
properly understood to be restrictive, i.e., the entity in the clause represents a smaller 
subcategory of a larger group."'" So, in the example above from Matt 21:15, "the children who 
were crying out were a subgroup of all children in Jerusalem at the time."'" Voelz also gives 
examples of nonrestrictive adjectival relative clauses. He cites, "John 8:53: IA ov pEi4cov ET "Ca 
nave; fittibv Ai3paatt, 5crttg etatectvev; 'You are not greater than our father Abraham, who died 
176 James W. Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 11," Conal 32 (2006): 314. 
177 James W. Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 1[1," ConcJ32 (2006): 401-3. 
178 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 111," 401-3. 
179 Sec pp. 98 ff. of ch. 3 and pp. I 78 ff. of ch. 5. 
IS° Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 111," 401. 
181 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 401. 
182 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 401. 
183 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
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are you?''' Clearly, oaTtc anteaysv does not restrict the proper noun APpadi.t but adds 
explanatory nonrestrictive adjectival modification to it. 
Finally, Voelz observes that "the analysis we suggest is not without its minor problems, 
especially attributive position participles .. . that seem to be a restriction, not on what they 
modify directly but upon all other alternative possibilities."' Voelz cites 1 Pet 1:3 as an 
example as follows: 
Ebkorryroc o esoc Kai naTijp Toy rupiov Xptcruoii, o load TO noki) autos 
EX.Eoc avaya-vvrIcrac fpac Etc aniZa cthouv. 
"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the one who has, according 
to his great mercy, begotten us again unto a living hope (as opposed to anyone else 
who might attempt such a salvation)." 
Said "problems" and other clarifications will be addressed in ch. 6. So, as Voelz highlights 
areas that need further investigation, he indicates the necessity of this dissertation: "This is why 
Mr. Hayes is doing his in-depth analysis."'" 
On the whole, grammarians have more thoroughly expounded upon the relative clause than 
the attributive participle. So not only does a lack of clarity exist in the terminology, definition, 
application, and parameters of the categories that describe the function of the relative clause; 
there is also a lack of clarity as to whether or not the attributive participle (though purported to 
be equivalent) functions in the same way as the relative clause in all its possible functions. 
Furthermore, no comprehensive or exhaustive study has been done heretofore that seeks to verify 
the equivalence of these two grammatical constructions. Young makes a helpful distinction (and 
perhaps new insight) when he states that adjectival participles are commonly restrictive. Though 
184 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 402. 
185 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 403. 
186 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 403. Voclz also notes a possible minor problem with 
respect to relative pronouns in the accusative. 
187 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 403. 
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his examples are few and cursory, his statement alone fosters and supports the need for an 
inquiry and investigation into the veracity of the purported equivalence of the attributive 
participle and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament, and specifically with respect to 
the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. Additionally, Voelz's later work explicitly reinforces 
this necessity and in essence calls for such a study to be done to analyze every occurrence of the 
attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament, especially with respect 
to the restrictive and nonrestrictive distinction. 
Related Fields of Study 
Not only does an analysis of the work of Greek grammarians and their assertions prove the 
necessity of this study, but a cursory look into other related fields of study further supports the 
need for this inquiry. Related areas of exegesis, punctuation practices for Greek New Testament 
texts, and translation practices will be considered. 
Exegesis. While the primary focus and analysis thus far has consisted of work mainly with 
grammar, a look into other exegetical disciplines demonstrates a need for an analysis of the 
attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New testament. Specifically speaking, 
commentary work, as it ties together multiple disciplines, could benefit from the analysis of this 
dissertation. 
Commentators look at a text and use all sorts of toots to enable them to bring out the 
meaning of the text. Douglas Moo does this in his exegesis of Rom 1 1:2a188: of anthaccro 0 Ocac 
toy kaav ainoi3 ov npotyvo.).'" While he utilizes theology, cultural context, biblical context, etc . 
188 Douglas J. Moo, The NIV Application Commentary: Romans (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2000), 354. 
189 N1V: "God did not reject his people, whom he foreknew." 
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.., he also seeks linguistic understanding as to the nature of the relative clause in Rom 11:2a 
especially with respect to restrictive and nonrestrictive modification as follows: 
The placement of the comma in this statement is critical. Some commentators 
remove the comma and so treat "whom he foreknew" as a "restrictive" clause—that 
is, a clause that restricts the word it modifies by identifying it. On this view, Paul is 
asserting that God has not rejected the people whom he chose. Such a statement 
would build on the "remnant" idea of 9:6-29, claiming that God remains faithful to 
that "Israel within an Israel" whom he has chosen for salvation. But almost all 
modern versions, following most of the commentaries, rightly add the comma, 
making the clause nonrestrictive. "Whom he foreknew" does not identify the 
"people" Paul is talking about; rather, it explains why God remains faithful to that 
people.'" 
Without assessing all of Moo's exegetical and theological claims, we should note, 
however, the importance of being able to determine if a clause modifies a substantive 
restrictively or nonrestrictively. Moo rightly demonstrates how exegetically significant this 
choice can be for the interpreter. This study helps answer the question as to whether or not the 
interpreter is merely confined to context to determine this, or if syntax can play a role. We 
maintain that at times one can only determine the nature of modification from context. However, 
this study will help determine when one can confidently say that an attributive participle or 
relative clause is restrictive or nonrestrictive and when context alone must decide. Commentary 
work would greatly benefit from being able to confidently know how to handle the restrictive 
and nonrestrictive nature of the attributive participle/relative clause and the potentially 
significant exegetical implications. 
Punctuation Practices for Greek New Testament Texts. Most early manuscripts of the 
Greek New Testament contained very little, if any, punctuation.' As a result, editors of modern 
190 Moo, Romans, 354. 
191 The scriptio continua of the original texts not only ignored the division of words, but naturally also lacked 
any punctuation. Occasionally this can he critical for the interpretation of a sentence .. .. The difference can be 
quite significant exegetically and theologically, e.g., in John I :3-4." Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, The Text of the 
New Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1989), 287. 
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editions must make choices as to where punctuation marks should be placed. As Voelz points 
out, modern editors of Greek New Testament texts essentially utilize four punctuation marks. He 
lists them with their English counterparts as follows: 
1. . (period) = . (period) 
2. , (comma) = , (comma) 
3. ; (semicolon) = ? (question mark) 
4. (raised period) = : (colon) or ; (semicolon)19-' 
A variety of issues that come about when considering the punctuation of the text could be 
explored. However, for the purposes here, the usage of the comma relates directly to this study. 
As has been noted earlier, the usage of the comma in English and Spanish relative clauses 
determines whether or not the relative clause modifies its substantive nonrestrictively or 
restrictively.'" In the German language, however, commas are not used in this manner. DuVal 
makes no mention of a differentiation in restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses and asserts that in 
the German language "a relative clause is separated from the rest of the sentence by a comma (or 
commas)." '' Additionally, when we consider the well-respected German grammar, Duden, 
Grammatik Der Deutschen Gegenwartssprache, in the section "Relativsaze," no mention is 
made whatsoever to restrictive or nonrestrictive adjectival modification.19' In fact the very first 
'92 Voelz, Greek Grammar. 20. 
193 This is also the case for Modem Greek. Sec pp. 62 and following of the section titled "Restrictivity in 
Modern Languages" in ch. 2. 
FM F. Alan Duval, Moderne Deutsche Sprachlehre (New York: Random House, 1967), 521. Duval then gives 
two examples as follows: "Kennen Sie die Frau, die eben cingestiegen ist?" "Der Mann, der das Geld verloren hatte, 
war der Wirt." Both of these examples are restrictive relative clauses yet, unlike English, the comma has been 
utilized. This illustrates how German does not employ commas to demonstrate whether or not a clause functions 
restrictively or nonrestrictively. A quick survey of a basic German grammar also illustrates this point quite well. 
Consider Annemarie Kiinzl-Snodgrass, Upgrade Your German (London: Arnold, 2003), 44-48. Snodgrass puts 
forth 17 examples of relative clauses, representing both restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses. Every example utilizes 
commas to set off the relative clause. 
195 Gunther Drosdowski, ed., Dude», Grammatik Der Deutschen Gegenwartssprache (5th ed.; Mannheim: 
Bibliographisches Institut & F.A. Brockhaus AG, 1995), 730-37. 
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sentence of the section demonstrates the differentiation in punctuation between English and 
German: "Ein Relativsatz ist ein Nebensatz, der durch ein Relativpronomen oder eine 
Relativpartikel eingeleitet ist . . . ."1% The relative clause, set off by a comma, clearly modifies its 
substantive restrictively. In English, no comma would be present. Furthermore, the introduction 
to NA27 does not explain the nature of the punctuation at all. A reasonable question directed to 
the editors of NA27, a modern edition with a German introduction and an English introduction, 
would be to ask how the comma should be considered with respect to the Greek text.197 Is it a 
German comma, an English comma, or something else? Unfortunately the introduction of NA27  
states very little regarding the punctuation and merely indicates that the text of NA27 "reproduces 
that of the 26th edition unchanged. Consequently, with rare exceptions, the paragraphing and 
punctuation remains the same, avoiding the necessity for altering the page makeup."198 
 So, how 
should one understand the punctuation of NA27? To further complicate matters, a vague 
statement regarding the punctuation of NA26 can be found by two of its primary editors in their 
work, The Text of the New Testament.'" Aland and Aland contend that "GNT followed the rules 
of English usage until the revised third edition, and Nestle-Aland26 attempted (with success, we 
dare hope) to represent Greek usage, departing from it only when strict consistency might cause 
difficulties for the modern reader." This statement is completely vague and gives no clarity as to 
what "Greek usage" is. 
Punctuation of a text does affect how a translator or exegete should treat the text. Robinson 
and Pierpont acknowledge this in the introduction of their edition of the Greek New Testament. 
196 Duden, 730. Notice the lack of the presence of the comma in the restrictive clause in the English translation: 
"A relative clause is a subordinate clause that is introduced by a relative pronoun or a relative particle." 
197 NA27 contains first a German Introduction and then an English one. However, we know that this text has a 
rich history in Germany and with German scholars as editors. 
198 NA27, 46*. 
I" Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, The Text of the New Testament: An Introduction to the Critical Editions and 
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"Although alternative accentuation, aspiration, or punctuation could alter the interpretation of 
many passages and affect exegetical comprehension, the editors have followed the general usage 
found in standard printed editions." They acknowledge exegetical implications of punctuation 
marks and then contend they have followed "general usage." What is "general usage?" 
Furthermore, if different editions of the Greek New Testament are compared, differing 
punctuation practices are found. For example, notice the differences between Robinson and 
Pierpont's Byzantine edition (BYZ) and NA27 in Matt 24:45: 
BYZ: Tic tip go-Tiv o 71-tcrroc 8ofiXoc Kai (ppovtgoc, 8v Kart07116617 o Ki5ptoc 
ric 0Epansiac aka), -roc) 8186vat ab-roic thy Tpocp-rjv gv Katpc1); 
NA27: Tic Zipa gcrriv o nto-Toc Sotikoc Kai ppovivoc ov KazgarriaEv o ictipioc t iri TN 
oiKETEiac aka Tab 8ofwat airroic Tile Tpognjv gv Katp0; 
Notice how the substantive 6 7i-to-T6c Soijkoc Kai (ppovilloc has a comma following it in 
BYZ and no punctuation following it in NA27. Consider Matt 2:9 in the following three editions: 
BYZ: Of SE duan56avrec -cob pacnkaoc titopsbOrrav• Kai toon, 6 etatelp, ov ET8ov gv 
avaTokfj, irpollysv antoi)c, hoc eke& Ecru gnaw) ou ijv To itatSiov. 
NA27: of St aKaaavrEc -rob Barn?, we gnopEi)Oicyav Kai 18oi) o ao-rrip, 8v ElSov sv'rfl  
avail:At voilyev afrrobc, Ecoc XOdv gcrra0i gnaw() a fill To natSiov. 
SBLGNT: of. 8t dtKoi5aavtEc Tou 13acsatcoc gicopm5enuav, Kai iSoi) 6 aottjp 8v ET8ov 
gv tf npoilyEv cuironc, Ecoc gkOthv go-rotOri gnaw° ov iTiv To nataiov.20' 
In this example, we are considering the substantive 6 ao-nip. Notice how in both BYZ and 
NA27 a comma follows the substantive. However, in SBLGNT, no punctuation follows. 
These two examples serve to illustrate two points. First, the punctuation of the Greek 
Text is inconsistent in modern editions. Secondly, the nature of the punctuation is nebulous, 
to the Theory and Practice of Modern Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1995). 
200 Maurice A Robinson, and William G. Pierpont, The New Testament in the Original Greek: By:antine 
Textform (Southborough, Mass: Chilton, 2005), xvii. Referenced in the body of this work as BYZ. 
2°1 Michael W. Holmes. ed. The Greek New Testament: SBL Edition (Atlanta, Ga.: Society of Biblical 
Literature, 2010). Referenced in the body of this work as SBLGNT. 
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especially with reference to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. These two points 
demonstrate a need for consistency in punctuation and also transparency with respect to the 
nature of such punctuation. This dissertation helps clarify the nature of modification for certain 
clauses. This in turn also serves as a call to editors, for the sake of exegesis and translation, to be 
aware of these issues and address them clearly in future editions. 
Translation Practices of the Greek New Testament. A look at various translations into 
different languages reveals discrepancies in translation with respect to the restrictive and 
nonrestrictive distinction, especially as it relates to the attributive participle and the relative 
clause in the Greek New Testament. 
As has been noted under the preliminary discussion of nonrestrictive and restrictive 
clauses, in English a nonrestrictive clause is set off by a comma (or commas). A restrictive 
clause has no comma after the antecedent. With this in mind we consider Mark 12:38: pUTETE 
alto TGYV ypattptatcov Twv 98X6VROV gV 0-Tokaic neptnateiv Kai acratcwobc v Talc ayopalc. The 
attributive participle Tthv 06.6v-row adjectivally modifies Teov ypaptattow. How is the English 
translator going to portray this modification in the English language? A look at three very 
reputable translations reveals a fascinating disparity. The ESV renders the modification 
nonrestrictively, "Beware of the scribes, who like to walk around in long robes and like greetings 
in the marketplaces." The ESV essentially contends that all scribes like to walk around in long 
robes and like greetings in the marketplaces. The NIV, however, seems to render it almost like a 
relative connective in that it starts a new sentence, "Watch out for the teachers of the law. They 
like to walk around in flowing robes and be greeted in the marketplaces." The NW, then, 
contends that the participle is not functioning restrictively or necessarily nonrestrictively in an 
adjectival sense, but something more akin to a demonstrative pronoun. Finally, the NASB95  
renders the adjectival modification restrictively, "Beware of the scribes who like to walk around 
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in long robes, and like respectful greetings in the market places." The NASB95 seems to indicate 
that there are scribes out there that do not walk around in long robes and do not like respectful 
greetings in the market places. That is to say that not all scribes behave in this manner but 
beware of the ones that do. Three major English translations all interpret and translate the 
attributive participle differently. 
A look at Col 1:29 also reveals some similar disparities with respect to translation: 
ecycovicOmog Kara trly ivtpyaav cin'yrob tvepyoupiviiv Suvalm. The attributive 
participle -dr tvEpyoupigviiv adjectivally modifies rip/ gvgpyaay. Different English and Spanish 
versions handle the translation of this adjectival modification differently. The ESV renders the 
modification restrictively, "struggling with all his energy that he powerfully works within me." 
The ESV, therefore, depicts Paul speaking of the energy of Christ that is working in him, not the 
energy that is working in another believer, or in creation, or to heal someone, etc. Paul limits and 
restricts the subset of Christ's energy to specifically that energy directed to and working in him. 
(Notice how this attributive participle has been interpreted restrictively by the ESV but the one in 
Mark 12:38 was taken nonrestrictively.) On the other hand, both the NASB95 and the N1V, contra 
the ESV, render the attributive participle in Col 1:29 nonrestrictively: 
NASB95: striving according to His power, which mightily works within me. 
NIV: struggling with all his energy, which so powerfully works in me. 
(Notice that the NASB95 renders the attributive participle as nonrestrictive but in Mark 12:38 the 
NASB95 translates the construction restrictively.) A confusing disparity also occurs when one 
considers the Spanish counterpart to the NIV, the NVI (Nueva VersiOn Internacional).2" The 
NVI, opposite of the NIV, renders the adjectival modification restrictively, "fortalecido por el 
202 La Santa Biblia, Nueva Version Internacional (Colorado Springs: International Bible Society, 1999). 
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poder de Cristo que obra en mi." Furthermore, another Spanish translation, Reina Valera,' 
renders the attributive participle with a nonrestrictive relative clause, "luchando segan la fuerza 
de el, la cual actila poderosamente en mi." 
A quick survey of the various renderings of adjectival clauses in Mark 12:38 and Col 1:29 
demonstrates a lack of consistency in multiple translations in both English and Spanish. This 
study aims to provide clarity for translators, especially those who work in languages that have 
restrictive and nonrestrictive strategies. Such clarity will allow the translator to know when a 
Greek attributive participle or relative clause can be confidently translated restrictively or 
nonrestrictively based on syntax and when context alone must be considered. 
Summary of Related Fields. While other related fields may also benefit from this 
dissertation, it has been cursorily demonstrated that commentary work, punctuation of modern 
editions of the Greek New Testament, and translation work into languages with restrictive and 
nonrestrictive strategies will all benefit from a clearer understanding of the relationship between 
the attributive participle and adjectival relative clause in the Greek New Testament. 
The Plan of the Dissertation 
The dissertation seeks to clarify the nature of the relationship between the relative clause 
and the attributive participle within the scholarship of Hellenistic Greek Grammar (specifically 
that of the New Testament as a representative of Koine). It assesses the various explicit and 
implicit statements of those scholars discussed above and seeks to provide clarity in the 
terminology and typology of these two grammatical constructions especially as relates to the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction and their supposed equality. The dissertation offers a survey 
of every example found in the Greek New Testament. No study heretofore has sought to analyze 
203 La Santa Bib/ia, Antiguo y Nuevo Testamento, Antigua Version de Casiodoro de Reina (Miami: United 
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every attributive participle and relative clause in the New Testament in order to assess their 
similarities, differences and purported equivalence. 
The Methodological Procedure Employed 
Following the methodology of current linguistic scholarship, the dissertation consists of a 
synchronic analysis of the corpus of the Greek New Testament, specifically the text of NA27. 2"  
Porter states in his Greek grammar that "the Greek of the NT . . . constitutes an established 
corpus suitable for linguistic analysis."205 He maintains that the New Testament is representative 
of the Hellenistic Greek of the first century and should be analyzed synchronically in accord with 
modem linguistic practice.'" Additionally, Karleen limits his study on the participle to the New 
Testament maintaining that "The New Testament is a significant body of ancient Greek 
literature" and it offers "a varied, yet coherent and easily accessible corpus of material for 
analysis."' Palmer follows a similar approach by limiting the corpus of study to the New 
Bible Society, 1995). 
204 NA27 will be the text utilized for this inquiry. It should be noted that variants have been checked in NA27 and 
no significant syntactical variants that would greatly affect our study were observed. Furthermore since ECM has 
replaced NA27 in the Catholic Epistles, the approximately 54 differentiations from the NA27 text were checked and 
no significant variants to our study were observed. Additionally, a sample test was executed on the examples located 
in 1 Corinthians. Variants in SBLGNT and in Swanson's work on I Corinthians were checked and no significant 
syntactical variants were identified: Reuben Swanson, ed., New Testament Greek Manuscripts: Variant Readings 
Arranged in Horizontal Lines Against Codex Vaticanus: 1 Corinthians (Wheaton, Ill.: Tyndale House, 2003). 
Additionally, thorough research has been conducted and no significant variants have been identified with respect to 
the specific examples cited in the body of this dissertation. 
205 Porter, Idioms, 13. 
206 See Porter, Idioms, 13, 15, and 18. The synchronic approach originates in Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in 
General Linguistics (eds. Charles Bally and Albert Secheaye; trans. Roy Harris; La Salle: Open Court, 1986), 81, 
89. A synchronic study limits the analysis of language to one time period, for our purposes the first century. That is 
to say, our study does not analyze the linguistic patterns diachronically. A diachronic analysis would compare, for 
example, the grammar of I s' century A.D. Greek to the grammar of 5' century B.C. Greek and to the grammar of 5°' 
Century A.D. Greek. 
207 Paul Stuart Karleen, The Syntax of the Participle in the Greek New Testament (Ph.D. diss., University of 
Pennsylvania, 1980), 3. 
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Testament books of Luke-Acts and the undisputed letters of Paul, also utilizing a synchronic 
approach.' 
Furthermore, Voelz has also considered the place of the Greek of the New Testament 
within the context of Hellenistic Greek and has demonstrated that "there is no single NT usage of 
the Greek language"' and that the various features of New Testament Greek are "in evidence in 
both standard and not so standard Hellenistic Greek."' Voelz's assessment includes both overall 
structural features' and specific linguistic features.' He concludes that "the authors of the NT 
wrote a language that is fully representative of Hellenistic Greek.'" He continues, "we may 
assert that in the NT there are only various linguistic manifestations in parole of the langue of 
Hellenistic Greek, the presence of Semitisms notwithstanding."' On the basis of the 
investigations of the aforementioned scholars we will undertake a synchronic analysis of the 
corpus of the Greek New Testament as representative of Hellenistic Greek. 
Confined to the NA27 corpus, all relative clauses and attributive participles were identified 
by means of comprehensive manual readings of the text.2" This comprehensive identification of 
208 Micheal W. Palmer. Levels of Constituent Structure in New Testament Greek (New York: Peter Lang, 1995), 
18-20, 29. 
209 James W. Voelz, "The Greek of the New Testament: Its Place Within the Context of Hellenistic Greek," 
Pages177-198 in Greek: A Language in Evolution: Essays in Honour of Antonios N. Jannaris (ed. Chrys C. 
Caragounis; Hildesheim, Germany: Georg Olms, 2010), 185. 
210 Voelz, "Greek of the New Testament," 185. 
211 Voelz, "Greek of the New Testament," 185-88. 
212 Voelz, "Greek of the New Testament," 188-90. 
213 Voelz, "Greek of the New Testament," 195. 
214 Voelz, "Greek of the New Testament," 195. 
215 These examples are listed in app. 1 and 2 of the dissertation. App. 2 includes every relative clause in the 
Greek New Testament. Furthermore, app. I, in addition to attributive participles, also includes every substantival 
participle and predicate adjective participle. Additionally, many adverbial participles and a few periphrastic 
participles have been included in this appendix due to the debatable nature of their classification (this allows for 
independent assessment by those studying this dissertation). All of the additional examples beyond the primary 
focus of attributive participles and adjectival/adnominal relative clauses have been identified and included in these 
appendices for the sake of thoroughness and transparency. These appendices, which in total contains 4,185 
examples, will allow for scholars to independently assess the assertions maintained in this dissertation and 
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every example in the corpus was then compared to Boyer's classifications' and searches 
performed with BibleWorks 7217 in order to determine if any relative pronouns or participles were 
overlooked in the manual identification. 
Once this pool of examples was established, each participle and relative clause was 
analyzed with respect to its function. For relative clauses the following designations were 
utilized: adjectival/adnominal, substantival, and adverbial.' For the participles the following 
designations were used: attributive (adjectival), substantival, predicate adjective, periphrastic and 
adverbial!' 
Next, every adjectival clause (both attributive participle and adjectival/adnominal relative 
clause)--'° was analyzed and preliminarily categorized as either restrictive or nonrestrictive."' The 
primary assertions of this dissertation find their basis in this comprehensive analysis. Additional 
categorization and work has been done to note the specific nuances and intricacies to our thesis 
and will be further developed in subsequent chapters. Some examples of such categorization 
include: noun-phrase formation pattern; location of clause within the hierarchy of subordinate 
understand how each occurrence has been categorized. 
216 Boyer, Relative Clauses, and Boyer, Participles. 
217 BibleWorks 7: Software for Biblical Exegesis and Research (Norfolk, Va.: BibleWorks, LLC, 2006). 
218 Additionally an "alternating" category was utilized with the relative clause to designate those examples 
where the relative pronoun is utilized with the particles utv and St to express alternatives. For example in Matt 22:5: 
eunjX0ov, tic Toy iStov aypov, kic St gni rily turcopiav airroii. Furthermore, the limited amount of sentential 
relative clauses are subsumed under the adjectival/adnominal designation. 
219 As noted earlier, every example of an attributive, substantival, and predicate adjective participle were 
identified. Additionally certain adverbial and periphrastic participles were included for the sake of thoroughness and 
transparency allowing for independent assessment of the assertions maintained here. 
220 Approximately 800 attributive participles and 1,040 adjectival/adnominal relative clauses have been 
identified. 
221 Both nonrestrictive adjectival clauses and those clauses of the relative connective or relative continuative 
type have been assumed under the general label "nonrestrictive" (following the pattern of Levinsohn; see p. 22 of 
section titled "Relative Connective/Continuative" above). See also section titled -Continuum of Nonrestrictivity—
Modification to Coordination" on pp. 163 ff. of ch. 4. 
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relative constructions;' nature of substantive modified; nature of verb in clause and various 
grammatical considerations. 
Essentially the method could be described as follows: 
1. Investigate a tentative thesis: attributive participles are restrictive and relative clauses 
are nonrestrictive. 
2. Identify every attributive participle and relative clause in order to test the tentative 
thesis. 
3. Classify each attributive participle and adjectival/adnominal relative clause as 
restrictive or nonrestrictive. 
4. Identify exceptions to tentative thesis. 
5. Categorize exceptions. 
6. Establish overall thesis that accounts for taxonomy of exceptions. 
The tentative thesis has merely served as a starting point to begin to test the leanings of 
Voelz' regarding the necessity to reevaluate the purported equivalence of the two constructions 
with respect to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction.' It has logically followed that one must 
then identify every example to be analyzed within the established corpus. Upon identification, 
classification in order to test the tentative thesis has helped to reveal the patterns and tendencies 
of each grammatical construction. Exceptions to the tentative hypothesis have been categorized 
and have informed the actual thesis of this dissertation. Further analysis of the data then revealed 
other patterns that further clarify the specifics of the thesis. In this sense the process has been 
cyclical. 
222 The linguistic term for this phenomenon is "Accessibility Hierarchy." This linguistic universal will be 
thoroughly explicated in ch. 6. 
223 See section titled "Explicit Call for Inquiry" starting on p. 42 for a presentation of Voelz's position. 
224 Young's assertions regarding the dominance of restrictive adjective participles also serve as impetus for this 
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The Outcomes Anticipated 
The dissertation assesses the purported equivalence of the attributive participle and the 
relative clause. In so doing it makes several contributions to the scholarly study of New 
Testament Greek grammar and linguistics. It contributes to a typology of the relative clause and 
the attributive participle of the Greek New Testament by clarifying, modifying, and further 
understanding restrictivity/nonrestrictivity, relative connective/continuative clauses, and 
apposition as they relate to these two constructions. In addition, it offers an analysis of every 
example of the attributive participle and relative clause in NA27. 
The dissertation seeks to establish the rationale for the presence of the attributive participle 
instead of the relative clause (and the relative clause instead of the attributive participle) 
specifically in those instances where either construction references an antecedent. The 
dissertation seeks to establish that the attributive participle tends to be utilized to restrict the 
modified substantive, except in various cases where the usage of said construction is not feasible 
due to grammatical and stylistic reasons.' Furthermore, when both constructions are 
grammatically and stylistically feasible, the relative clause is predominantly utilized 
nonrestrictively. 
In general, the following seem to obtain: when both constructions are feasible, the 
attributive participle is utilized to modify substantives restrictively and the relative clause relates 
to its antecedent nonrestrictively. The dissertation, then, assesses the purported equivalence of 
the attributive participle and the relative clause. It demonstrates that on certain levels they may 
be considered equivalent. However, the dissertation seeks to demonstrate that when an author 
tentative thesis. 
225 For example, it is grammatically impossible to render the relative clause in Matt. 11:20 into an attributive 
participle (T64 7C4:5% itc sv atc ey&ovTo ai 'lad:6TM Stwapztc ctkoilithe cities in which most of his miracles were 
done). Additional examples and categories will be explored more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
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had a choice between the two constructions, certain factors, "rules" or tendencies of the language 
influenced his utilization of one construction over the other. These factors serve to highlight the 
aspects in which the attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament are 
different. On the whole, the dissertation aims to provide a comprehensive depth and clarity 
toward understanding the restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the attributive participle and the 





An analysis and examination of restrictivity as a linguistic category coupled with a general 
survey of restrictive clauses will be presented. This exploration of restrictivity establishes a 
necessary foundation for the survey of restrictive clauses in the Greek New Testament in chapter 
3. 
Restrictivity as a Linguistic Category 
An exploration of the validity of restrictivity as a linguistic category, a clear definition of 
restrictivity, an understanding of the constraints of an antecedent upon modification, and an 
awareness of various restrictive strategies all contribute to developing an understanding of 
restrictivity. 
Validity of Restrictivity as a Linguistic Category 
A review of the history and acceptance of restrictivity as a linguistic category coupled with 
a brief presentation of restrictivity in modern languages helps establish the validity of this 
linguistic distinction and underscores the need to explore restrictive tendencies in the Greek New 
Testament. 
History and Acceptance of Restrictivity as a Linguistic Category. The concept of 
restrictive (and nonrestrictive) modification originated in areas of traditional grammar, yet the 
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notion has been widely embraced and utilized in formal linguistic studies as a valid distinction.' 
Brock Haussamen puts forth a helpful summary of the history of the restrictive/nonrestrictive 
distinction: 
The contrast between restrictive and nonrestrictive has historically been one of the 
most successful conceptualizations of recent grammar theory. It is relatively young as 
grammar terms go, dating back to Goold Brown's first use of the term restrictive in 
1823. The term emerged from discussions of the lightening of punctuation. That is, in 
the 17th and 18th centuries, all relative clauses were bordered by commas. An 
example from a 1785 book on punctuation: "Never open your heart to persons, whom 
you do not know." But ten years later, in 1795, Lindley Murray included in his great 
grammar text a mention of an exception in the changing practice of the time. "When 
two members are closely connected by a relative, restraining the general notion of the 
antecedent to a particular sense, the comma should be omitted." Murray's word, 
restraining, was replaced by Brown's use of restricting in his version of the rule 
shortly after, and the new term stuck. So the inconvenience of having a positive term, 
restrictive, refer to an absence of punctuation arose from the description of conditions 
under which certain traditional commas should be left out. Without shifting patterns 
of punctuation in the 18th century, we might not have the terms at all. 
One sign of the success of the two terms is that they have spread from conventional 
grammar to linguistics, a field which has been very careful about its terminology. 
Linguistic grammars use the terms, as conventional grammars do, to describe not 
only relative clauses but modifiers of all kinds in their relation to the term they 
modify. The main idea is that all modifiers have one of two qualities--they are either 
essential, tightly bound, defining . . . or they are unessential, parenthetic, loosely 
bound.' 
Haussamen demonstrates that initially the term and the category came about with respect to 
English grammar, but also that both have been accepted widely by traditional grammars and 
linguistic studies across many languages.' 
I Brock Haussamen, -Between Restrictive and Nonrestrictive: Amplifying Clauses" (Williamsport, Penn.: 
NCTE Assembly for the Teaching of English Grammar, 1995), 2. 
2 Haussamen, "Restrictive and Nonrestrictive," 2. 
3 Crystal states, "The contrast between restrictive (or defining) and non-restrictive (or non-defining)" is widely 
"recognized in traditional as well as linguistic grammars." David Crystal, A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics 
(4th ed.; Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 1997), 329. 
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Additionally, Michael Lucas contends that "almost all grammarians have accepted without 
question the traditional binary classification" (most notably he cites Poutsma, Kruisinga and 
Jespersen).4 With respect to modern linguistics, he asserts that linguists of T-G (Transformational 
Grammar) also uphold this distinction (most notably Lees, Carlota Smith, Bach, Jacobs and 
Rosenbaum, Langendon, as well as Chomsky himself).' 
The assertions of Haussamen and Lucas establish that a vast number of grammarians and 
linguists uphold the existence of a restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction that aids in analyzing a 
variety of strategies for adnominal modification (and coordination) in any language. 
Restrictivity in Modern Languages. A presentation of a few restrictive strategies within 
modem languages serves as a beneficial heuristic to validate the restrictive distinction.' The 
restrictive tendencies of English and Spanish that were introduced in chapter 17 will be 
expounded.' Additionally, some brief illustrations of restrictive strategies cited in the literature 
will be presented. Finally, the restrictivity of relative clauses in Modern Greek will be presented 
with the consideration of how the restrictive tendencies of Modern Greek might be relevant to 
our study of the Greek of the New Testament. The analysis of these languages will consider, to 
varying degrees, the orthographic, syntactic and prosodic' nature of restrictivity. 
4 Michael A. Lucas, "The Surface Structure of Relative Clauses," Linguistics 139 (1974): 83. 
5 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 83-84. It should be noted that T-G grammarians utilize the terms restrictive and 
appositive as opposed to restrictive and nonrestrictive. This has to do with their analysis of deep structures, which 
goes beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
6 A more detailed survey of strategies will be presented later in the chapter; highlighting a few strategies from a 
variety of languages here helps demonstrate the validity of the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. 
7 See section titled "The Restrictive/Nonrestrictive Distinction-  on p. 4 of ch. 1. 
8 Since English speakers represent the major readership for this dissertation and since Spanish is the second 
most spoken language in the U. S. A, a consideration of the restrictive tendencies of these languages proves to be a 
beneficial heuristic to validate the restrictive distinction and to elucidate the assertions made throughout this 
dissertation. For this reason, English and Spanish examples will be utilized often in the dissertation. 
9 In the field of linguistics prosody refers to the rhythm, stress and/or intonation of speech. Most native 
speakers employ quite naturally the restrictive prosodic strategies of English and Spanish. Most, however, are not 
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In English, as was noted in chapter 1,10 relative clauses serve as a restrictive strategy. 
Orthographically this is noted with the absence of a comma before and after the entire relative 
clause (e.g. The boy who raised his hand is well-mannered). One also observes this distinction 
prosodically. There exists a very distinct prosodic variance between restrictive relative clauses 
and nonrestrictive relative clauses. Jespersen states that there is "a marked difference in tone, a 
non-restrictive clause beginning on a deeper tone than a restrictive one; besides, a pause is 
permissible before a non-restrictive, but hardly before a restrictive clause."" So, essentially 
Jespersen notes that when voicing a restrictive relative clause, one will not pause and the tone 
remains constant, but when voicing a nonrestrictive clause one normally pauses, and the tone one 
utilizes for the relative pronoun will be deeper:2 If a native English speaker naturally speaks the 
following sentences, Jespersen's assertions are confirmed: "John likes the girl who plays 
soccer." "Mary, who plays soccer, is a nice girl."' 
aware or conscious of the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction, linguistically speaking. The awareness of this reality 
helps to confirm the validity of the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction within English and Spanish and 
demonstrates the need for precision in translating Biblical texts with respect to restrictive and nonrestrictive 
strategies. 
lo See section titled "The Restrictive/Nonrestrictive Distinction" on p. 4 of ch. 1. 
" Otto Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar (London: Allen & Unwin, 1968), 112. 
12 Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey Leech, and Jan Svartik, eds. A Comprehensive Grammar of 
the English Language (New York: Longman, 1985), 366, confirm as much: "restrictive relative clauses are closely 
connected to their antecedent or head prosodically." With respect to nonrestrictive relative clauses he asserts that 
their "'parenthetic' relation is endorsed by being given a separate tone unit (frequently with reduced prominence and 
narrow pitch range)," 1242. Edward L. Keenan, "Relative Clauses," in Language Typology and Syntactic 
Description Vol 2. Complex Constructions (ed. Timothy Shopen; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 
169, notes that in English (and modern Hebrew) nonrestrictive relative clauses differ from restrictive ones by 
parenthetical intonation.. 
13 Kleanthes K. Grohmann, "Clause." Pages 210-11 in A—N (vol. 1 of Encyclopedia of Linguistics, ed. Philipp 
Stranzy; New York: Fitzroy Dearborn, 2005), 211. One should also note that this phenomenon applies to restrictive 
and nonrestrictive appositional constructions. One observes this phenomenon when voicing the following: "John the 
Baptist" (restrictive) and "Jesus Christ, the Son of God" (nonrestrictive). 
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Syntactically speaking, Borsley states that "English restrictive relatives fall into two broad 
types: those that contain a wh-word (wh-relatives) and those that do not (non-wh-relatives)."" 
Those that do not contain a wh-relative "fall into two subtypes: those that contain that (that-
relatives) and those that do not (zero relatives)."' Essentially, restrictive relative clauses in 
English can employ a variety of strategies (wh-relatives, that, zero relatives), but when the 
strategy consists of the relativizer that or a zero relative, the relative clause must be restrictive 
(nonrestrictive relative clauses can only utilize wh-relatives). 
English adjective modifiers may also function restrictively, which is discerned 
prosodically. Crystal asserts: "The contrast is illustrated by the two meanings of the sentence 
Look at John's black dog; with the [prosodic] emphasis on dog; the implication is that John has 
one dog with him, which happens to be black (i.e. the modification is non-restrictive); but with 
[prosodic] emphasis on black the implication is that John has more than one dog with him, and 
our attention is being drawn to the black one (i.e., the blackness is crucial to the identity of the 
dog, and the modification is thus restrictive)."' 
With respect to the Spanish language, orthographically speaking, similarly to English, 
restrictive relative clauses in Spanish are not set off by commas. Pountain and Sole & Sole 
address the prosodic restrictive tendencies of Spanish. Pountain contends that Spanish 
nonrestrictive relative clauses "are characterized in speech by a falling terminal juncture . . . 
14 Robert D. Borsley, "Relatives Clauses and the Theory of Phrase Structure," Linguistic Inquiry 28 (1997): 
630. 
15 Borsley, "Relatives Clauses," 630. A zero relative describes a relative clause where the relative pronoun is 
only implied and is not explicitly present (i.e., Jack built the house I was born in or He is the person I saw). 
16 Crystal, Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 332. Quirk highlights this distinction: "restrictive 
modification tends to be given more prosodic emphasis than the head, since there is a built-in contrast." He cites, 
"Susan is my ELDER daughter" and "John is my LAZY son." With respect to nonrestrictive modification, he states it 
tends "to be unstressed in prehead position." He cites. -My beautiful WIFE." Quirk et al., Grammar, 1242. Also, 
see Talmy Givon, Syntax: A Functional-Typological Introduction (Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1990), 2:473. 
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Restrictive relative clauses have no such terminal juncture.' He cites such a restrictive clause: 
"Conoces el restauraunte que esta en la Calle Arguelles?"' Additionally, Sole & Sole assert 
that restrictive relative clauses are not voiced with a pause." The prosodic assertions of Pountain 
and Sole & Sole closely parallel those assertions made above with respect to relative clauses in 
the English language. 
Syntactically speaking, Sole & Sole address the restrictive nature of adjectives. They 
contend that in Spanish post-nominal adjectives tend to be restrictive.' They cite the following 
restrictive example: "Conoci a un violinista famoso en casa de unos amigos."' 
Nikolaeva and Wellens highlight a few restrictive strategies in Persian, Somali and Nubi. 
Nikolaeva examines the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction quite thoroughly and notes the 
universal nature of the distinction. She maintains, "In some languages, restrictive and 
nonrestrictive clauses have a consistently different surface structure. For example, in Persian the 
suffix-i can only be hosted by the head of a restrictive relative. In Somali . . . the restrictive 
clause is not" preceded by the "conjunction oo."22 With respect to Nubi, Wellens notes that 
"Nubi adjectives often modify the noun in a kind of relative clause construction;" restrictive 
adjectives are connected by a relativizer (such as al).' 
17 Christopher J. Pountain, Exploring The Spanish Language (London: Arnold, 2003), 87-88. 
18 
 Pountain, Spanish Language, 88. "Do you know the restaurant that is on Arguelles street?" 
19 Yolanda R. Sole and Carlos A. Sole, Modern Spanish Syntax: A Study In Contrast (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. 
Heath and Company, 1977), 116. 
20 Sole and Sole, Spanish Syntax, 234-35. 
21 Sole and Sole, Spanish Syntax, 234-35."l met a famous violinist at the house of some friends." 
22 Irina Nikolaeva. "Relative Clauses." Pages 501-8 in Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics. (ed. Keith 
Brown. 2d ed.; Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2006), 502. 
23 lnneke Hilda Werner Wellens. The Nubi Language of Uganda: An Arabic Creole in Africa (Boston: Brill, 
2005), 105. 
24 Other relative markers in Nubi consist of "'ali, a 'Ii, al, 'abu, a 'bu, or ab." Wellens notes that the difference 
between `ragi ke 'bir and 'rag! al ke 'bir "is related to the distinction between non-restrictive and restrictive modifiers 
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Finally, relative clauses in Modern Greek may function restrictively. In fact, these relative 
clauses exhibit prosodic and orthographic tendencies similar to those of English and Spanish 
relative clauses. Aikaterini Chatsiou states with respect to Modem Greek that "in order to 
disambiguate between a restrictive or a non-restrictive reading of the relative clause, speakers 
rely heavily on prosodic/intonational information."' David Holton et al. maintain that restrictive 
relative clauses in Modern Greek lack prosodic pauses and orthographic commas.' Conversely, 
they state that "non-restrictive relative clauses are set off by pauses (and by commas in written 
discourse).'"7 Consider the following respective restrictive and nonrestrictive examples of 
Modern Greek relative clauses as set forth by Holton et al.: 
0 KaOrlyritfic 1TOU p.ac EKCOlE Lumpier fitav TroA.T1 KaAoc 
`The teacher who taught us history was very good' 
0 KawoUpyLoc µW kaNyrirtic, Trou oTroaccoE oto Reading, eCvect. TraU Kaa.rC 
`Our new teacher, who studied at Reading, is very good'" 
In Modern Greek relative clauses are introduced by "the relative complementizer Trou" (as above) 
or by "the pronoun phrase o arrof.oc" (as below). Consider two additional examples of restrictive 
relative clauses in Modern Greek: 
H °LOTT-ion stp,  oiroirx Kcivccp.E TrOrrct. va p.ELVEL p.emE6 
`The conversation which we had must remain between us' 
respectively." "Thus beside 'ragi ke'bir, we often find 'ragi al ke'bir, where the noun `ragi 'man' and the adjective 
ke 'bir 'big' are linked with a relative marker .. . al . . ." (Nonrestrictive: 'ragi ke'bir. Restrictive: 'ragi a! ke 'bir). 
Wellens. Nubi, 105. 
25 Aikaterini Chatsiou, "A Lexical Functional Grammar Approach to Modern Greek Relative Clauses," (Ph.D. 
diss.. University of Essex, 2010), 63. 
26 David Holton et al., Greek: A Comprehensive Grammar (2d ed.; New York: Routledge, 2012), 532. 
27 Holton et al., Greek, 532. 
28 Sentences and translations taken from Holton et al.. Greek. 532. 
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KOCTCCAC43OGLIAD 1117LVTOL TOUc aVerXiSTIOlic OITOCOL A.EVE 1114LOGra 
`I can always tell people who 
The orthographic, prosodic, and syntactic manifestations of restrictivity (and 
nonrestrictivity) presented above illustrate the reality of this linguistic distinction in modem 
languages, a linguistic distinction that is at the very least potentially valid for the analysis of 
older languages, including ancient Greek. Furthermore, the analysis of Modem Greek presented 
above is very important. According to Caragounis, Greek has "never given birth to any daughter 
languages... [And] the changes it has sustained are far smaller than the changes that have come 
over other languages with a much briefer history, as e.g. German and English.' Caragounis 
maintains that "much of the life-stream of the ancient phase still forms the backbone of present 
Greek, and that the modern user is no stranger to the ancient form of Greek." Modern Greek 
"has its roots in the Koine period. The basic changes, morphological and syntactical, that 
differentiate it from ancient Greek, actually go back to the 900 year period from Alexander to 
Justinian, during which the NT came into being."' On the whole Greek has changed relatively 
little (in linguistic terms), less than virtually any other language. Caragounis asserts "that Greek 
has changed less over the past two thousand years, and that N [Neohellenic/Modern Greek] is 
much closer to the New Testament than is generally supposed."' Thus, if restrictive (and 
nonrestrictive) strategies exist not only in many modern languages but also in Modem Greek, it 
29 Sentences and translations taken from Holton et al.. Greek. 533. 
30 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 2. For a very thorough presentation of this reality see Caragounis, 
Development of Greek, chs. 1 through 6. 
31 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 7. Emphasis mine. 
32 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 7. 
33 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 89. 
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is entirely proper to seek to discern the restrictive (and nonrestrictive) strategies of the Greek of 
the New Testament.' 
Summary of the Validity of Restrictivity (and Nonrestrictivity) as a Linguistic 
Category. A review of the history and acceptance of restrictivity (and nonrestrictivity) as a 
linguistic category has demonstrated the universal acceptance and application of this distinction 
across a wide variety of languages and strategies. Furthermore, the examples of these strategies 
presented above help establish the validity of this linguistic distinction and support the inquiry 
into the existence of specific restrictive/nonrestrictive strategies for the study of any language. 
Furthermore, for the sake of exegesis and translation of the New Testament, a study that takes 
this grammatical/linguistic classification into account is necessary, even if the Greek of the New 
Testament may not seem to have specific orthographic, prosodic or syntactic strategies to 
demonstrate the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. Our study cannot take into account 
orthographic considerations, as punctuation was not prevalent in ancient Greek texts." 
Furthermore, while it is difficult in this study to take into account prosodic research due to the 
nature of dead languages, the presence of prosodic (and orthographic) restrictive (and 
nonrestrictive) relative clauses in Modern Greek provides an impetus to discern the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive strategies of ancient Greek. We will, therefore, attempt to demonstrate 
that on a syntactic basis the Greek of the New Testament does exhibit certain restrictive 
tendencies, especially with respect to the attributive participle. 
34 Furthermore, it is probably true to say that it is likely that what Modern Greek evidences can be seen already 
in Koine Greek, rather than that what Modern Greek evidences is probably fundamentally different than what is true 
of Koine Greek. 
35 See section titled "Punctuation Practices for Greek New Testament Texts" on pp. 46-50 of ch. 1. 
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Clarification of Terminology 
At a basic level the definition of restrictive and nonrestrictive modification has been 
presented. However, the terminology and definitions utilized by traditional grammarians and 
modem linguists vary with respect to, specifically, restrictive modification. A clarification of 
terminology related to relative clauses coupled with a more comprehensive definition of 
restrictive modification benefits the study of restrictive modification as it relates to the attributive 
participle and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament. 
Definition of Relative Clause. One of the difficulties encountered in our study has to do 
with an inconsistency of terminology in modern linguistics and traditional grammar. 
Specifically, the term relative clause has a different usage in traditional and linguistic grammars. 
Most grammarians of the Greek New Testament operate with a traditional understanding of the 
term and apply it to a finite clause that begins with a relative pronoun and modifies a 
substantive/antecedent (e.g. Matt 1:23: Kai Kaktuovatv to ovolta ai rou 'Epltavoufik, 0 gamy 
1.1s0Ep[tiveuotiEvov fuleini 6 8E60. However, in modem linguistics the term relative clause 
has come to cover also various (other) strategies that modify substantives. So, sometimes when 
linguists make assertions about relative clauses, they may also be speaking of attributive 
participles (or other modifying/relativization strategies), which they consider to be a type of 
relative clause (e.g. Matt 3:7: Tic battUi4Ev uµiv groyciv ano rt1S 11,0166cric opyfic;). 
Consequently, some scholars use the term relative clause yet are referring to adjectival clauses in 
general." 
In the context of modern linguistics, therefore, a broader understanding of the term relative 
clause would include the modifying strategy of the attributive participle. For example, Nikolaeva 
36 See Platzack and Safir below. 
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states that, "the term 'relative clause' may be misleading."' She maintains that in a large number 
of languages "participial constructions . . . conform to the functional definition of the R[elative] 
C[lause] but are not clauses from a syntactic viewpoint. Some languages have no clear 
distinction between RCs and attributive modification, so that RCs and what can be referred to as 
adjectives show identical patterns."' She cites the phrase "the book written by me" as a prime 
example of a relative clause in this broader sense, which, in traditional grammatical form, is an 
attributive participle." 
Edward L. Keenan and Bernard Comrie address this terminological challenge as well when 
they note that "our semantically based notion of R[elative] C[lause] justifies considering as RCs 
certain constructions that would perhaps not have been so considered in traditional grammar. 
Thus, in German, alongside the traditional RC in (1) we also count the participial construction in 
(2):”40 
(1) der Mann, der in seinem Buro arbeitet 
37 Nikolaeva, "Relative Clauses," 502. 
38 Nikolaeva. "Relative Clauses," 502. She demonstrates this implicitly in a Finnish example that includes a 
participle that she labels as an RC [Relative Clause], 503. 
39 Nikolaeva, "Relative Clauses," 502. Matthews confirms Nikolaeva's assertions regarding participial 
constructions when he puts forth the term participial relative clause. He claims that these are forms "with a 
participle whose role is like that of a relative clause." Matthews, Linguistics, 267. Avery Andrews utilizes the 
terminology: -nonfinite (participial) relative clauses." Avery D. Andrews, "The Major Functions of the Noun 
Phrase," in Clause Structure (ed. Timothy Shopen; vol. 1 of Language Typology and Syntactic Description; 2d ed.; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 172. Matthew Dryer asserts that participial modifiers are tantamount 
to relative clauses. Matthew S. Dryer. "Noun Phrase Structure," in Complex Constructions (ed. Timothy Shopen; 
vol. 2 of Language Typology and Syntactic Description; 2d ed.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 
192. Downing highlights this terminological problem as well when he states, "Linguists tend to use the term 
`relative clause' as if it referred to a universal grammatical entity." He notes the difficulty with this when he states 
that "attempts to justify a common deep syntactic representation for relative clauses have not escaped arbitrariness." 
Finally Downing observes that when pushed to the cross-linguistic extreme, "a universal characterization of the 
notion 'relative clause' can only be given in semantic terms." He finally concludes that while "a universal semantic 
definition can be provided for the notion 'relative clause,' there is no single set of syntactic properties by which 
RC's can be identified as a universal syntactic category." Bruce T. Downing, "Some Universals of Relative Clause 
Structure," in Syntax (ed. Joseph H. Greenberg; vol. 4 of Universals of Human Language; Stanford; Stanford 
University Press, 1978): 377-80. 
40 Edward L. Keenan and Bernard Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility and Universal Grammar," Linguistic 
Inquiry 8 (1977): 64. 
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the man who in his study works 
'the man who is working in his study' 
(2) der in seinem Buro arbeitende Mann 
the in his study working man 
'the man who is working in his study"' 
As a result of this data, Keenan and Comrie further note that "not only do different languages 
vary with respect to the way RCs are formed, but also within a given language there is often 
more than one distinct type of RC.' 42 They refer to these "distinct ways of forming RCs as 
different relative clause forming strategies"43 or relativization strategies." Keenan and Comrie 
note that "many European languages (e.g. German, Russian, and Polish) have participial RC-
forming strategies that apply only to subjects; cf. (2) above."' This observation will prove 
relevant to our study of the Greek New Testament and will be elaborated upon in subsequent 
chapters. It will be seen that the Greek of the New Testament also employs this "participial RC-
forming strategy" to subjects only. This fact will prove relevant to the comparison of attributive 
participles and relative clauses and the Accessibility Hierarchy discussed in chapter 6 of the 
dissertation. 
The assertions of Nikolaeva and Keenan & Comrie" demonstrate that a lack of clarity 
exists with respect to the term relative clause and what exactly constitutes one. Traditional 
grammars for the Greek New Testament (and any other language) would normally not include 
participial constructions under relative clauses, but some modern linguists do. An awareness of 
41 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 64. 
42 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility." 64. 
43 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 64. 
" Paul R. Kroeger, Analy:ing Syntax: A Lexical-Functional Approach (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2004), 176. 
45 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 70. 
46 Also Matthews, Downing, Andrews, and Dryer; Cf. n. 39 above. 
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this difference helps inform the nature of scholars' definitions of restrictive (and nonrestrictive) 
modification. So, some of what is stated linguistically about relative clauses refers to a broader 
category that includes a variety of modifying strategies such as, for our purposes, the attributive 
participle in Koine Greek. An awareness of this ambiguity will add clarity to the assertions 
regarding restrictive modification set forth by scholars such as Platzack and Safir below. 
Definition of Restrictivity. Many scholars define restrictivity similarly, yet not all 
assertions are completely identical. It is our contention that the concept of "limiting" describes 
the nature of restrictive modification most accurately. 
Platzack asserts, "The restrictive relative clause is a necessary modification, delimiting the 
set of elements referred to by the relative head and thereby determining its referent."" Jespersen 
speaks of restrictive modifiers and states that "their function is to restrict the primary, to limit the 
number of objects to which it may be applied ."" Limiting describes the nature of restrictive 
modification, which then has the effect" of specializing," contrasting,' classifying," 
qualifying," determining," defining," and/or identifying." 
47 Christer Platzack, "A Complement-of-N° Account of Restrictive and Non-Restrictive Relatives: The Case of 
Swedish." in The Syntax of Relative Clauses (ed. Artemis Alexiadou, Paul Law, Andre Meinunger and Chris Wilder; 
Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 2000), 268. Similarly, the terms narrowing and restricting describe the act of 
limiting. Christian Lehmann. "Relative Clauses." in Mande Languages—Selection (vol. 3 of International 
Encyclopedia of Linguistics (ed. William Frawley; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 460-62, likewise writes, 
"A Relative] C[lause] is restrictive if it narrows the head concept," like in the example, "the book which you are 
consulting.". Givon, Syntax 2, 473, too, writes, "Restrictive modifiers restrict the domain of the noun." See also 
Matthews, Linguistics, 319 and Downing, "Relative Clause Structure," 379. 
48 Jespersen, Philosophy of Grammar, 108. John Butt and Carmen Benjamin, A New Reference Grammar of 
Modern Spanish (4th ed.; San Francisco: McGraw-Hill, 2004), 518, state that "restrictive clauses limit the scope of 
what they refer to." Cf. also Pountain, Spanish Language, 87-88. 
49 Or as Nikolaeva states, "serves the purpose of ." Nikolaeva, "Relative Clauses," 501-2. 
5° Cf. Jespersen, Philosophy of Grammar, 108. 
51 CL Crystal, Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 332. 
52 Cf. Ray Jackendoff, X Syntax: A Study of Phrase Structure (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1977), 194. 
53 Cf. Jespersen, Philosophy of Grammar, 108. 
54 CL Platzack, "Restrictive and Non-Restrictive Relatives," 268. 
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Christian Lehmann considers the limiting nature of restrictive modification and describes 
the effects of such limiting by means of a scale between two poles: "eine Skala von der 
Begriffsbildung bis zur Gegenstandsidentifikation."' Lehmann's assertions represent a more 
detailed perspective in contrast to other linguists. The continuum between these poles extends 
from generic (concept formation) to specific (entity identification). At the concept formation 
pole, one observes a concept that is general in nature; at the entity identification pole, one 
observes a concept, but since it is limited so specifically it identifies the precise entity intended 
by the author/speaker. An example of restrictive modification toward the concept formation pole 
would consist of: the man who works hard (the hard-working man). Consider a similar example 
from the New Testament in 2 Tim 2:6: Toy icontthy-ra yEavyav 6E1 apCiyrov Toiv Kap& 
getakagavetv (ESV: "It is the hard-working farmer who ought to have the first share of the 
crops.").' An example of restrictive modification toward the entity identification pole would 
consist of: the man whom we met yesterday. Consider a similar example from the New 
Testament in John 5:12: Tic t>Gity o Ecy0pconoc o Eimby Got- apov Kai nepurficst; (ESV: "Who is 
the man who said to you, 'Take up your bed and walk'?"). So, Lehmann's contention that the 
"function of restrictive RCs59 varies between the poles of entity identification and concept 
55 
 Cf. Brown and Jackson: Keith Brown, ed. Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics (2d ed; Amsterdam: 
Elsevier, 2006), 1:111; Howard Jackson, Key Terms in Linguistics (New York: Continuum, 2007), 51. 
56 
 Keenan, "Relative Clauses," 142. Keenan focuses on this notion of identification in his analysis of noun 
phrases. He refers to noun phrases with "a common noun and a restrictive clause . . Semantically the common 
noun determines a class of objects" which he labels "the domain of relativization, and the restrictive clause identifies 
a subset of the domain, those elements which satisfy the condition given by the restrictive clause." 
57 Christian Lehmann. Der Relativsat: (Tubingen: Gunter Narr Verlag, 1984), 189. "A scale from concept 
formation to entity identification." 
58 Note that the use of a participial construction as restrictive under the rubric of relative clause conforms to the 
modern linguistic proclivity to widen the definition of relative clause beyond a relativizer plus a verb. See the 
discussion in "Clarification of Terminology" section above on pp. 68 ft 
59 
 It should be remembered that Lehmann uses the term R[elativeJ C[lauseJ in the wide sense, which includes 
constructions such as the attributive participle in Greek. See discussion in the "Clarification of Terminology" section 
above on pp. 68-71. 
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formation" details more precisely some of the specific effects of the limiting nature of restrictive 
modification.' 
Along with the notion of limiting Platzack asserts that "the restrictive relative clause is a 
necessary modification.' Safir speaks of this necessary modification as follows: "It has often 
been noted that restrictive and nonrestrictive relatives crucially differ in that the head of a 
nonrestrictive relative has reference independent of the modifying clause, whereas the head of a 
restrictive relative does not.''' Safir contends then that a restrictive modifier is necessary in that 
the antecedent is dependent upon the modification for reference. Collectively the two units 
(antecedent and restrictive modifier) constitute a noun phrase that refers to one specific 
entity/concept." For example, consider the noun phrase to thcva -rob Osob to otso-Kopmatitva 
in John 11:52. The antecedent ra thcva Tot) Asa, by itself, refers to the children of God (in 
general). The intended referent, however, consists of the children of God who are scattered 
abroad; the restrictive participle to Stso-Kopmtagva provides the necessary modification. The 
antecedent and restrictive modifier together refer to one specific entity; the antecedent depends 
upon it for reference. 
We may say in summary, then, that restrictive modifiers limit their antecedents and can be 
characterized as necessary to the linguistic identity of the noun phrase. Lehmann's continuum of 
entity identification and concept formation accurately describes the effect of this modification. 
6° Christian Lehmann, "Relative Clauses," 461. 
61 Platzack, "Restrictive and Non-Restrictive Relatives," 268. 
62 Ken Safir, "Relative Clauses in a Theory of Binding and Levels,-  Linguistic Inquiry 17 (1986): 668. 
63 Similarly the term essential has been utilized to treat this concept of necessary modification. Cf. Grohmann 
and Haussamen: Grohmann, "Clause," 211; Haussamen, "Restrictive and Nonrestrictive," 2. The necessary and 
essential nature of restrictive modification has led some scholars to focus on the connection between the antecedent 
and modifier and describe it as tight. Cf. Lucas, who speaks of tight (restrictive) and loose (nonrestrictive) clauses. 
Lucas. "Relative Clauses," 117. Cf. Haussamen, who utilizes "tightly bound." Haussamen, "Restrictive and 
Nonrestrictive," 2. 
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Restrictivity and the Nature of Antecedents 
Certain types of substantives or noun phrases tend to attract or accept either restrictive or 
nonrestrictive modification. We label this the "continuum of acceptability." 
Continuum of Acceptability. Generally speaking Nikolaeva states, "Restrictive R[elative] 
C[lause]s are headed by common nouns, whereas nonrestrictive RCs can modify personal 
pronouns and proper nouns.' Nikolaeva contends that the semantic identity of the substantive 
plays a role in whether restrictive or nonrestrictive modification is acceptable. In many ways 
there seems to be a continuum of acceptability for restrictive (and nonrestrictive) modification. 
Substantives that are very generic represent one extreme and substantives that are very specific 
represent the other. The farther to the generic extreme the more acceptable is restrictive 
modification. The farther to the specific extreme the less acceptable is restrictive modification." 
The General Extreme of the Acceptability Continuum. Quirk and Lucas discuss the 
type of modification that generic antecedents tend to attract. 
Quirk labels the most generic of substantives as nonassertive heads. This would include 
such generic nouns as 15Ev9pconoc, avYip, yovfl, kis*, aptiwa, etc. He states, "Nonassertive heads 
cannot have nonrestrictive modification."" In his treatment of the role of determiners, however, 
he asserts more accurately the tendency of generic antecedents toward restrictive modification 
and states that "nonspecific determiners like any, all, and every usually have only restrictive 
modification.' Additionally, Quirk in his discussion of compound pronouns, asserts that very 
64 Nikolaeva, "Relative Clauses," 502. 
65 
 Exceptions do exist, but Nikolaeva points out that these are the general tendencies within languages. 
66 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1241. Quirk overstates himself in that his assertion does not allow for exceptions 
(e.g., All people, whom God created, bear the image of God in their being). 
67 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1241. Emphasis mine. Also see Grosu, who also asserts similar ideas with respect to 
certain determiners that are utilized to disambiguate readings toward restrictive modification. Grosu. "Relative 
Construction," 115-16. 
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generic substantives tend to attract restrictive modification. Such compounds "are the least 
problematic of the indefinite pronouns, since they behave in general like noun phrases of very 
general meaning . . . everybody, everyone, everything.' He puts forth the following as 
examples, the first of which is a restrictive relative clause and the second a restrictive participial 
construction: "Everyone (that) you meet" and "anything made of silver."b9  
Lucas deals with generic antecedents in his treatment of what he calls "categorical 
nominals." He describes these as "any-, no- and every-nominals."' He asserts, "It seems to be a 
general rule that these nominals do not occur with loose [nonrestrictive] clauses, although they 
freely occur with tight [restrictive] clauses."' For the Greek New Testament, most substantives 
that are coupled with the determiner Id; fall into this category (see examples below). 
Whether it is the nature of the noun itself or the nature of the substantive as qualified by 
certain determiners and quantifiers, the more generic the substantive the more probable that 
restrictive modification will be employed. The Greek of the New Testament conforms to this 
tendency, as the following examples illustrate: 
Matt 13:52: na.; ypattp.atcbg piraOrTmu0Eicill3ao-asict ubv oi)pavio'v 
(ESV: "every scribe who has been trained for the kingdom of heaven") 
Luke 1:1: TO-iv ne-6.iipocpop1ptvow t v fittiv apayttanyv 
(ESV: "the things that have been accomplished among us") 
68 Quirk et al., Grammar, 378 
69 Quirk et al., Grammar, 379. Quirk's assertions are supported by other authors. Cf. also: Greg N. Carlson, 
"Amount Relatives," Language 53 (1977): 520; Jackendoff, Syntax, 175. Quirk addresses another class of 
substantives that leans toward the more generic extreme of the acceptability continuum for restrictive and 
nonrestrictive modification. He states that "demonstrative pronouns, that and those can function not only as 
coreferential pro-forms but as substitute pro-forms. In this latter function, they are always followed by restrictive 
postmodification, and are equivalent to the one and the ones respectively." He puts forth the following example to 
illustrate: "The paintings of Gauguin's Tahiti period are more famous than those [-= the ones] he painted in France." 
Quirk et al., Grammar, 872. 
70 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 93. 
71 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 94. 
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Luke 12:36: avOpthnotc npocrUxopttwotc Toy icivtov tauTthv 
(ESV: "men who are waiting for their master") 
1 CO r 1 1 :4: Rag avfip apousuxottevog ij npoq irsixov 
(ESV: "Every man who prays or prophesies") 
Heb 5:1: flag yhp apxtsp6; d4 av0p6mtow kap.13avoi.tsvog 
(ESV: "For every high priest chosen from among men")72 
The Specific Extreme of the Acceptability Continuum. Substantives that stand on the 
specific end of the spectrum tend to attract nonrestrictive modification, for example, proper 
nouns.' Keenan contends that "non-restrictives modify fully specified, definite N[oun] P[hrase]s 
such as proper nouns."' 
Schachter has indicated "that the reason that proper nouns without preceding determiners 
do not occur as heads of [restrictive] relative constructions . .. is that they are in themselves 
interpreted as complete designations for specific people, places, etc."' While Schachter labels 
the proper noun as a complete designation, Quirk speaks in terms of unique denotation, "When 
they have the normal unique denotation," proper nouns can be modified only by nonrestrictive 
modifiers, such as a nonrestrictive relative clause or nonrestrictive apposition:' 
Dr. Brown, who lives next door, comes from Australia. 
72 Consider also: Acts 9:7: of St avSpe; of 6uvoSt6ovrcg aorta (ESV: "the men who were traveling with us"); 
Acts 16:13: talc auvek0o66atc yuvativ (ESV: "the women who had come together"). 
73 Keenan, "Relative Clauses," 169, states that personal pronouns attract nonrestrictive modification as well. 
He contends that these substantives, like proper nouns, stand toward the very specific extreme of the acceptability 
continuum. However, instances do exist when personal pronouns may require restrictive modification. Quirk et al., 
Grammar, 352, points out, "In modern English, restrictive modification with personal pronouns is extremely 
limited." He does. however, note a few examples: "He who hesitates is lost. She who must be obeyed." Quirk notes 
that "Here he and she are cataphoric in that their meaning is defined by the following post modifier, which is a 
restrictive relative clause.". See also Lucas. "Relative Clauses," 92. 
74 Keenan, "Relative Clauses," 169. 
75 Paul Schachter, "Focus and Relativization," Language 49 (1973): 43. Jespersen, Grammar, 108-9, states 
that "proper names are highly specialized." 
76 Rarely, very specific entities, such as proper nouns, will attract restrictive modification. See add. 2-A for a 
discussion of this phenomenon. 
77 Quirk et al., Grammar, 289-90. 
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Theseus, a Greek hero, killed the Minotaur." 
Consider the following New Testament correlatives to Quirk's examples. Second Peter 2:15 
contains a nonrestrictive relative clause modifying a proper noun: 
g4ctico7.ou8rjaarmc 684) Tot) Baka&i.t to Boca!), 8c tito-06v dtouciac fiyarrimv 
(ESV: "They have followed the way of Balaam, the son of Beor, who loved gain 
from wrongdoing") 
Matthew 1:1 contains an example of nonrestrictive apposition with a proper noun: 
'Iricrob Xpto-toii via) Aau1.8 uioi) Af3padp. (ESV: "Jesus Christ, the son of David, the 
son of Abraham.") 
Summary of Restrictivity and the Nature of Antecedents. The semantic identity of the 
substantive being modified places some constraints upon whether restrictive or nonrestrictive 
modification will be utilized. There seems to exist a continuum of acceptability in which the 
more generic substantives tend to attract restrictive modification, and the more specific 
substantives lean toward nonrestrictive modification." The semantic identity of the substantive 
should be considered when seeking to understand restrictive and nonrestrictive modification 
within a given language. 
Specific Restrictive Strategies 
A survey of restrictive strategies reveals that restrictive modification exists on multiple 
levels. A few examples of restrictive (and nonrestrictive) modification strategies were considered 
in the section titled Restrictivity in Modern Languages, above. It was asserted that to varying 
degrees adjectives, participles and relative clauses exhibit restrictive (and nonrestrictive) 
modification in English, Spanish and Modern Greek. Furthermore, it was noted that Nikolaeva, 
78 Quirk et al., Grammar, 290. 
79 Rarely, in certain semantic contexts very specific substantives are capable of accepting restrictive 
modification. See add. 2-A. 
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citing examples in Persian and Somali, asserted that "in some languages, restrictive and 
nonrestrictive clauses have a consistently different surface structure."' Alexiadou et al. confirm 
as much and state, "The semantic distinction (restrictive vs. non-restrictive modification) is 
reflected in differing syntactic properties in different languages."' 
Though it is not possible to produce an exhaustive analysis of all restrictive modification 
strategies cross-linguistically, a survey of some of these strategies reveals just how widespread 
this linguistic category reaches. The following restrictive modification strategies will be 
considered: articles, demonstrative pronouns, adjectives, prepositional phrases, genitive 
constructions, appositional constructions, relative clauses, and attributive participles. 
Articles. While different determiners exist at different levels across languages, Downing 
notes that, generally speaking, the article participates in restrictive modification cross-
linguistically. He notes the usage of the article as restrictive in that it can limit the referent to a 
previously identified class.' Jespersen also places the article in the "restrictive adjunct" category 
and gives an example from English. "In the rose, rose is restricted to that one definite rose which 
is at this very moment in my thought and must be in yours, too, because we have just mentioned 
it, or because everything in the situation points towards that particular rose.''' Though Wallace 
does not use the term restrictive in his discussion of the article, he does speak restrictively when 
he states that the article in the Greek New Testament "is used predominantly to stress the identity 
of an individual or class or quality . .. it may distinguish one entity (or class) from another, 
80 Nikolaeva, "Relative Clauses," 502. 
81 Artemis Alexiadou, Paul Law, Andre Meinunger, and Chris Wilder, eds., The Syntax of Relative Clauses 
(Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 2000), 21. Crystal. Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 332, also asserts that 
"several areas of grammar illustrate this contrast." 
82 Downing, "Relative Clause Structure," 379. 
83 Jespersen, Philosophy of Grammar, 109. It should be noted that this example falls toward the entity 
identification pole of restrictive modification. The Rose could also restrictively fall toward the concept formation 
pole. 
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identify something as known or unique, point to something physically present, or simply point 
out. The identifying function of the article covers a multitude of uses."" His usage of such 
descriptors as distinguish, identify, point to, and point out demonstrates he is referring to 
restrictive modification. Wallace puts forth John 4:50 as an example: ktyst aiyro,)" 6 'Incrofic, 
IlopEfion, 6 .01.6c cot 41. gnicrmacv 6 6tv8ixonoc ..." Wallace states that the article modifies 
and identifies to "us which man is in view." On the whole, the article is capable of participating 
in restrictive modification. 
Demonstrative Pronouns. Jespersen includes demonstrative pronouns (that adjectivally 
modify a substantive) in his analysis of restrictive adjuncts. He contends that "among restrictive 
adjuncts, some of a pronominal character should be noticed. This and that, in this rose, that rose" 
modify their substantive restrictively in that "what they do .. . is to specify."" Though Young 
does not explicitly address this issue, he implies restrictive modification when he states that the 
demonstrative pronoun in the Greek New Testament "points out or specifies something .. . as 
adjectives that point out the noun they are modifying." Consider Matt 3:9: Siivanu 6 0e6q EK 
Tthv Toumv tysipai ttx-va TO) Ailpaag (ESV: "God is able from these stones to raise up 
children for Abraham"). The assertions of Jespersen and Young confirm the restrictive nature of 
demonstrative pronoun modification. 
84 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 209-10. 
85 ESV: "Jesus said to him, 'Go; your son will live.' The man believed." 
86 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 219. 
87 Jespersen, Philosophy of Grammar, 109. 
88 
 Young, New Testament Greek, 78. In the New Testament, when a demonstrative functions as a restrictive 
modifier it is in predicate position. 
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Adjectives. The restrictive nature of adjectives has been addressed in the section 
Restrictivity in Modern Languages above, but, further consideration will elucidate this 
phenomenon." 
Jespersen contends that "red in a red rose restricts the applicability of the word rose to one 
particular sub-class of the whole class of roses, it specializes and defines the rose of which I am 
speaking by excluding white and yellow roses ...."90 Consider Matt 17:5: vapari (I/COTE-WI) 
gncoiciaacv ainonc (ESV: "a bright cloud overshadowed them"). The adjective (payteivii limits 
the head noun vaptki to a certain type of cloud (bright) and excludes other types of clouds (dark, 
black, faint, normal, etc . ). Consider also Matt 7:13: Eiataat& &a Trig o-ccvlig ran; (ESV: 
"Enter by the narrow gate"). The adjective crrevrIc limits the head noun Karig to a certain type of 
gate (narrow) and excludes other types of gates (specifically, in this context, wide gates). 
The assertions of Sole and Sole stated above' deal primarily with the Spanish language and 
contend that post-nominal adjectives tend to be restrictive while prenominal adjectives tend to be 
nonrestrictive.92 For example: Esta mailana vimos al profesor anciano. This morning we saw the 
89 While many adjectives clearly modify a substantive restrictively, occasionally an ambiguity can exist. Peter 
Sells, Restrictive and Non-restrictive Modification (Stanford, CA: Center for the Study of Language and 
Information, 1985), 30, states that "the ambiguity of the phrase the industrious Swedes derives from interpreting the 
relation between adjective and noun as either restrictive or non-restrictive." This phrase could refer to all Swedes 
and describes them all as industrious. Or it could refer to the subset of Swedes that are industrious, implying that 
some Swedes aren't industrious. Cf. also Jespersen. Grammar, 112. As has already been stated, for English, 
prosodic stress upon the adjective signals restrictive modification. Furthermore, Grosu contends that 
authors/speakers can utilize determiners to denote restrictive modification; such constructions signal to the 
reader/hearer that the adjective modifier must be restrictive. "The restrictive reading can be teased out by using 
certain D[eterminer]s or particles that are inconsistent with appositive [nonrestrictive] readings, yielding such 
unambiguously restrictive constructions as the only industrious Japanese, every industrious Japanese, and no 
industrious Japanese." Alexander Grosu, "Type-Resolution in Relative Constructions," in The Syntax of Relative 
Clauses (ed. Artemis Alexiadou, Paul Law, Andre Meinunger and Chris Wilder; Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 
2000), 115-6. Though outside the scope of this dissertation, an area of beneficial study would be to determine how 
these assertions play out in the Greek of the New Testament. 
90 
 Jespersen, Philosophy of Grammar, 108. Cf. Matthews, Linguistics, 319. 
91 Cf. section titled "Restrictivity in Modern Languages" on pp. 61-67 above. 
92 Sole and Sole, Spanish Syntax, 234-35. 
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elderly professor."' They contend that the syntax of the adjective, being post-nominal, conveys 
restrictive modification in Spanish. 
While not a comprehensive analysis of the nature of adjective modification, these examples 
demonstrate that the adjective should be considered a valid strategy for restrictive modification. 
Prepositional Phrases. Prepositional phrases represent another strategy for restrictive 
modification. Jackendoff asserts that prepositional phrases can be "interpreted as restrictive 
modifiers."94 
 Lehmann provides an example of a restrictive prepositional phrase: the "book on 
the table."" In the Greek New Testament Young contends that most prepositional phrases 
function adverbially but they do function adjectivally as well." The adjectival prepositional 
phrase "is usually in the attributive position."97 He cites the following examples: "Romans 1 1:21 
TOW -Kat& Om Kket&ov (the according to nature branches) means 'the natural branches,' and 1 
Timothy 6:3 t icaf eixylistav otoctoicaAig (the according to godliness instruction) means 'the 
godly instruction.'" He also cites 1 Pet 1:10, Rept Tfic sic iliac xamog, and Matt 3:17, (pcovfi Etc 
titiv oi)pavebv." Adjectival prepositional phrases represent a viable strategy for restrictive 
modification. Furthermore, Young's examples seem to indicate that attributive prepositional 
phrases tend to be restrictive in the Greek New Testament. 
Genitive Constructions. Jespersen contends that a genitive construction serves as a 
strategy for restrictive modification. He states that "an adjunct consisting of a genitive or a 
93 Sold and Sold, Spanish Syntax, 234-35. 
94 Jackendoff. Syntax, 179. 
95 Christian Lehmann. "Relative Clauses." 461. Quirk et al., Grammar, 1321, likewise provides the example 
"the car outside the station.". 
96 Young, New Testament Greek, 87-88. These prepositional phrases are generally deemed to be in predicate 
position and attributive position respectively. 
97 Young, New Testament Greek. 88. 
98 Young, New Testament Greek, 88. 
99 Young, New Testament Greek. 88. Cf. also Luke 9:38 and Matt 27:21. Young, New Testament Greek, 91. 
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possessive pronoun always restricts.' Wallace evinces a restrictive understanding of the 
genitive when he states that the genitive "defines ... qualifies, restricts, limits."' Wallace 
demonstrates the restrictive nature of the genitive with an example from John 2:16, 011COV 
1.tiropiou. "The idea is 'a house in which merchandise is sold."' Notice that he interprets the 
phrase with an English restrictive relative clause. Additionally, Stanley Porter, basing his 
findings on such scholars as Dana & Mantey,' Roberston,' and Louvv,10' describes the genitive 
as a strategy for restrictive modification by using such descriptors as definition, specification and 
restriction respectively.' Genitive constructions represent one more strategy for restrictive 
modification. 
Appositional Constructions. With respect to appositional constructions serving as a 
strategy to highlight the restrictive/nonrestrictive contrast, there seems to be some debate among 
scholars.' Matthews states that apposition is "distinguished from modification (or attribution) in 
that there is no clear tendency for either element to qualify the other."'" Crystal highlights the 
notions above but also asserts that problems exist with such a definition of apposition. He states, 
Apposition(al) [is] a traditional term retained in some models of grammatical 
description for a sequence of units which are constituents at the same grammatical 
level, and which have an identity or similarity of reference ... There are, however, 
loo Jespersen. Philosophy of Grammar, 110. 
101 Wallace. Greek Grammar, 76. 
102 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 80. 
103 Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 72. 
104 Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 493. 
105 J. P. Louw. "Linguistic Theory and the Greek Case System," Acta Classica 9 (1966): 83-84. 
106 Porter, Idioms, 92. 
107 Matthews, Linguistics, 22. 
108 Matthews, Linguistics, 22. Similarly, Matthews, Linguistics, 22, states that "apposition" refers to a 
"syntactic relation in which an element is juxtaposed to another element of the same kind. Especially between noun 
phrases that do not have distinct referents." Jackson, Linguistics, 23, seems to agree with these sentiments when he 
states that apposition refers to "two contiguous linguistic items with the same reference, usually two noun phrases ." 
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many theoretical and methodological problems in defining the notion of apposition, 
because of several constructions which satisfy only some of these criteria, and where 
other semantic or syntactic issues are involved.'" 
Crystal highlights the problem with Matthews's assertion that appositional constructions do not 
qualify each other in any way, and Crystal eventually directly contradicts the assertions of 
Matthews. He does so in his discussion of the restrictive/nonrestrictive contrast by stating, 
"Several areas of grammar illustrate this contrast, such as relative clauses and appositional 
constructions."' 
Quirk affirms Crystal's assertions and contends that "apposition may be nonrestrictive or 
restrictive.""' Quirk gives the following example of restrictive apposition between two 
substantives: "Mr. Campbell the lawyer was here last night. (i.e., Mr. Campbell the lawyer as 
opposed to any other Mr. Campbell we know.)""' Quirk contends that this example of apposition 
is an instance "where the first appositive is the name of a person and the second is the 
designation of an occupation, relationship, etc."' For the purposes of this dissertation, this type 
of apposition describes certain substantival participles that exist in apposition to a proper noun. 
109 Crystal, Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 24. 
110 Crystal, Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 332. 
111 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1303-4. Quirk applies this assertion to nouns juxtaposed to each other, nouns 
coupled with personal pronouns, nouns with complex noun phrases, and nouns with infinitives and participial 
clauses. 
112 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1303-4. Quirk elaborates on this relationship for the English language and 
highlights three types of restrictive apposition. "The first appositive is preceded by a definite determiner (and 
possibly premodifier) and is more general than the second appositive," for example, "That famous critic Paul Jones" 
and "The soprano Janet Baker.- 
 "The second [type of restrictive] appositive is preceded by the determiner the, and is 
more general than the first" appositive, for example, "Paul Jones the critic" and "Janet Baker the soprano." The 
third type of restrictive apposition, according to Quirk et al., Grammar, 1316-17, is like the first one "but with 
omission of the determiner," for example, critic Paul Jones and "Soprano Janet Baker." Quirk et al., Grammar, 
1317, also notes that personal "pronouns followed by noun phrases, such as you girls, you British, and we men, can 
also be analysed as restrictive apposition." Additionally, Quirk et al., Grammar, 1321, details the restrictive contrast 
with respect to common nouns that are specified with complex noun-phrases in apposition. "Restrictive apposition is 
common with such general nouns as the fact, the view, the question, your duty: The fact that she wouldn't betray her 
friends is very much to her credit." 
113 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1319. 
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A clear New Testament example of this phenomenon comes from Mark 6:14, 'Iwavvirig 
13arri.cov. Clearly, the participle 6 Ocurr4ov stands in apposition to 'Icoacwtig. The nature of the 
relationship between the two substantives appears to be restrictive. 6 Parr4ov seems to limit the 
referent loavvng, which has the effect of identifying which 'Icoovvic is being discussed, John 
the Baptizer. 
Quirk also asserts that appositive modification by infinitives and participial clauses can be 
either restrictive or nonrestrictive."a Additionally, Porter speaks of the appositional nature of the 
infinitive and notes its ability "to serve as a modifier, specifying or defining the modified 
element.""5 Though he does not use the term restrictive, Porter does speak of restrictive 
modification when he utilizes the terms specifying and defining. 
Young treats the topic of apposition and states that "apposition occurs when one nominal is 
followed by another that explains or identifies the first one by giving more specific information. 
The two nominals are usually of the same case, whether nominative, genitive, dative, or 
accusative." 16 The way he speaks of apposition seems to highlight the restrictive (identifies) and 
nonrestrictive (explains) contrast. Additionally, the examples that he gives highlight this as 
well.' As we have noted earlier, Young additionally speaks of apposition with respect to 
substantival participles. He states, "Some examples of participles functioning in appositional 
noun phrases include Matthew 1:16, 'firrobc 6 4-yogsvog xplaTO; (Jesus, the one called Christ); 
Mark 6:14, 'Ioxivvric 6 Pairriccov (John the Baptist); and 1 Thess 1:10, 'Incroi5v toy Ovolievov 
114 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1271. 
15  Porter, Idioms, 198. 
16 Young, New Testament Greek, 12. 
117 Young, New Testament Greek, 12. 
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ill* 6( TN OPYIIC zrjS 
 glIolitvilc  (Jesus, the one who delivers us from the coming wrath)."' 
Matt 1:16119 and 1 Thess 1:10120, he translates as nonrestrictive, but he translates Mark 6:14 with 
a restrictive contrast as is noted by the omission of the comma after John. So, while Young does 
not explicitly state it, his usage of identifies and examples like Mark 6:14 indicate that he 
includes apposition as a strategy to demonstrate the restrictive/nonrestrictive contrast. 
While some debate does exist as to how to describe the nature of apposition, we contend 
that appositional constructions are capable of demonstrating the restrictive/nonrestrictive 
contrast. The relationship between the two substantives can represent one of contrast and that for 
examples like Mr. Campbell the lawyer and ThAvvric o I3curricav (John the Baptizer) the second 
appositive limits the domain of the first noun to one specific entity. Appositional constructions 
represent one more restrictive strategy. 
Relative Clauses. Whether it is in the broad sense of the term, which covers a variety of 
strategies (including nonfinite participial clauses), or in the narrow, traditional sense of the term 
(relativizer + finite clause),' it has been demonstrated that the relative clause serves as a 
strategy for restrictive modification. In this section, the focus centers on the narrow definition of 
relative clause. For the English language it has been noted that restrictive relative clauses can 
employ zero-heads, wh-relatives and the relativizer that. Specifically, in English, zero-heads and 
that can only be employed for restrictive modification.' It has also been demonstrated that in 
118 Young, New Testament Greek, 150. 
119 One could argue this to be restrictive, an example of entity differentiation, identifying which particular 
Jesus is being discussed. 
120 This seems to be an example of what Voelz would call "attributive position participles . . . that seem to be a 
restriction, not on what they modify directly but upon all other alternative possibilities." Voelz, "Grammarian's 
Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 403. This will be discussed more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
121  See section titled "Definition of Relative Clause" on pp. 68-71 above. 
122 Keenan, "Relative Clauses," 169. See also section above titled "Restrictivity in Modern Languages" on pp. 
61-67. 
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English, Spanish and Modem Greek restrictive relative clauses lack both commas (orthography) 
and parenthetical intonation (prosody).123 
Relative clauses that are introduced by an adverb of place may also modify substantives 
restrictively. Quirk notes that in English where is equivalent to in which. His example is: "That's 
the place where/in which she was born.' In the Greek of the New Testament a exists as an 
adverb of place and functions in the same way as Iv it) (as in Acts 4:31 ó tonoc Ev (I) irjaav 
o-ovrinitvot: "the place in which they were gathered"). Consider the similar usage of at) in verses 
such as Rom 9:26 (tv Tamp at) gpptari airroic: "in the place where it was said to them") and 
Luke 4:17 (toy tonov ov >1v y6ypattlievov: "the place where it was written"). Each of these Greek 
relative clauses modifies the substantive restrictively. Other examples of adverbs of place used in 
relative constructions could be noted cross-linguistically. However, the examples above 
demonstrate one more strategy for restrictive modification. 
Relative Clauses will be treated more thoroughly in subsequent chapters. It is noted, 
however, that examples like Acts 4:31 (above) demonstrate that, under certain prescribed 
circumstances, Greek relative clauses do modify substantives restrictively.' Consider also Rom 
4:6: Toy gaicaptailov TOI) aVepCi)7COU (I) o Osoc koyicerat Smatoo-bvriv xcopic Zpywv.126 
In English, Spanish, Modem Greek and Koine Greek, relative clauses represent one of 
many strategies for restrictive modification. 
123 Keenan, "Relative Clauses," 169. See also section above titled "Restrictivity in Modern Languages" on pp. 
61-67. 
124 Quirk et al.. Grammar, 1254. 
125 This will be surveyed more thoroughly in ch. 3 and 6. 
126 ESV: "the blessing of the one to whom God counts righteousness apart from works." 
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Attributive Participles. As noted above, in much of modern linguistics, adjectival 
participial constructions fall under the more general category of relative clause.' The focus in 
this section, however, centers on the traditional understanding of participial constructions, which 
have been labeled as "attributive" participles. 
As far as English is concerned, Quirk notes the restrictive nature of attributive participle 
modification. He labels post-modifying attributive participles as "-ing clauses" and "-ed 
clauses."128 Quirk maintains that both of these "postmodifying -ed and -ing participle clauses are 
. . . usually restrictive."' This includes, however, both post- and pre-modifying constructions. 
Consider, for example, the restrictive attributive participles in John 8:31 and Luke 18:31: tobc 
nEnto-rsuicerrac aimi) lou6aiovc (John 8:31 ESV: "the Jews who had believed in him") and t4 
akiwt tw 4pxogevq) (Luke 18:31 ESV: "the age to come"). 
The analysis in chapter 3 will consider restrictive attributive participles in greater detail; for 
our purposes at this point, we note that participial constructions (attributive participles) represent 
one more strategy for restrictive modification. 
Summary of Restrictive Strategies. A cursory survey of several scholars dealing with 
different aspects of grammar and linguistics has demonstrated that restrictivity finds 
representation through a variety of strategies. Articles, demonstrative pronouns, adjectives, 
prepositional phrases, genitive constructions, appositional constructions, relative clauses, and 
attributive participles all participate in restrictive modification. 
127 See "Clarification of Terminology" section above, pp. 68 ff. 
128 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1264-65. These attributive participles correspond "only with relative clauses that 
have the pronoun as subject." Fle states it another way, "The antecedent is always identical with the implied subject 
of the -ed postmodifying clause, as it is with the -ing construction." This reality also corresponds to the Greek of the 
New Testament, a fact that is very important for our purposes and that will be highlighted in subsequent chapters. 
129 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1265. We maintain that the attributive participles of the Greek New Testament are 
usually restrictive as well. 
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Restrictive Clauses 
A preliminary survey of a variety of restrictive clauses reinforces previous assertions on 
restrictive modification and makes preparation for a survey of restrictive clauses in the Greek 
New Testament (chapter 3). 
Attributive Participles and Relative Clauses. 
The restrictive clauses specifically referred to in this dissertation consist of both restrictive 
attributive participles and restrictive relative clauses.' It has been demonstrated that these 
clauses are two of many different syntactical strategies that are capable of the semantic notion of 
restrictive modification. English, Spanish, Modem Greek and Koine Greek all exhibit some form 
of attributive participle and relative clause.'3 ' As a result, there exists some freedom to utilize 
these terms (attributive participle and relative clause) somewhat universally and interchangeably 
with respect to these languages. 
Examples of Restrictive Clauses 
A variety of examples of restrictive clauses will be set forth in order to reinforce the 
existence of clausal restrictive modification and to specifically introduce an analysis of the 
restrictive clauses in the Greek New Testament. English, Spanish and Modem Greek restrictive 
clauses will be considered. Additionally, examples from the Greek New Testament coupled with 
English, Spanish and Modem Greek translations of the Bible will be presented. 
English. While discussing restrictive modification above, many examples of English 
restrictive participial constructions and restrictive relative clauses were utilized by scholars to 
130 The traditional definition of relative clause is in mind here: relativizer + finite clause. 
131 Spanish only utilizes the past participle as an attributive. Modem Greek actually uses the relative clause 
more often than the attributive participle. See further discussion in the section titled "Modem Greek" on pp. 90-91. 
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demonstrate their assertions."' Consider this brief sampling of examples to reinforce the 
existence of restrictive modification via two types of adjectival clauses in the English language. 
Attributive Participles:'" 
The dog barking next door sounded like a terrier. 
A tile falling from a roof shattered into fragments at his feet. 
The car repaired by that mechanic . . . 
A report written by my colleague appeared last week. 
Relative Clauses:' 
The woman who is approaching us seems to be somebody I know. 
The book which I was reading . . . 
They are delighted with the person that has been appointed. 
The woman whose daughter you met is Mrs. Brown. 
Spanish. In the discussion of restrictive modification above, a few examples of Spanish 
restrictive clauses were utilized by scholars in their assertions. Consider this brief sampling of 
examples to reinforce the existence of restrictive modification via two types of adjectival clauses 
in the Spanish language. 
Attributive Participles: 
Hay tres personas heridas.' 35  
La oficina tiene dos puertas abiertas.' 3° 
Compre la casa renovada.'" 
Los viajeros Ilegados fueron al restaurante.'" 
Relative Clauses: 
dejamos las manzanas que estaban verdes.' 39  
Las muchachas que vinieron ayer son mis primas.I40 
132 Examples of English restrictive relative clauses (zero-relatives, that-relatives, wh-relatives) and restrictive 
attributive participles have been presented above. 
133 Examples of English attributive participles taken from Quirk, Grammar, 1263-65. 
134 Examples of English relative clauses taken from Quirk. Grammar, 1247-49. 
135 -There are three wounded people.- 
136 "The office has two open doors." 
137 "I bought the renovated house.- 
138 
"The passengers who had arrived went to the restaurant." 
139 Butt and Benjamin, Modern Spanish, 518. "*We left the apples that were unripe'. This refers only to the 
unripe apples and therefore implies that some of them were ripe." 
'4° Eduardo Neale-Silva and John M. Lipski, El Espanol En Sintesis (New York: CBS College Publishing, 
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Esta es la habitation en la que muri6 Felipe II."' 
Mi hermano que vive en Mexico tiene dos hijos.14' 
Modern Greek. Modern Greek utilizes specific orthographic and prosodic means to 
indicate restrictive and nonrestrictive relative clauses. Modern Greek, however, seems to differ 
from Koine Greek with respect to the usage of the participle. All active voice, passive present 
and passive past participles that are found in Modern Greek "are those introduced into Standard 
Greek from the learned tradition.'" They are found in older written texts and even today in 
journalistic writing or in discourse which uses learned features to achieve high style, formality or 
irony.1/144 So, while restrictive attributive participles are present in Greek, their utilization seems 
to be due to the author/writer's choice of register. For this reason, the relative clause is utilized 
more often than the attributive participle. Nevertheless, restrictive attributive participles do seem 
to exist in Modern Greek, though to a lesser degree and for different purposes than Koine 
Greek.'" Consider this brief sampling of examples of these two types of adjectival clauses. 
Attributive Participles: 
AE11 OEXEL va coicap4trEt. ro rpf'xov yogara146 
Ot EirtCrjaavrEc irpoox-voirk Evbgix3av ccuniv TT111 DliCkp LOC.147 
Ta arplacparotitcua a5dcbri . 148 
1981), 263. "The girls who arrived yesterday are my cousins." 
141 Pountain, Spanish Language, 87. "This is the room in which Philip II died." 
142 Elson and Pickett, Beginning Morphology and Syntax, 132."My Brother who lives in Mexico has two sons 
(i.e. other brothers live elsewhere)." 
143 Holton et al. utilize the terminology learned tradition to denote borrowing grammar and vocabulary "from 
katharevousa or directly from Ancient Greek." Holton et al., Greek, xxxiii. 
144 Holton et al.. Greek, 307-9. 
145 While the literature clearly states that relative clauses in Modern Greek function restrictively and 
nonrestrictively, grammatical assertions pertaining to the restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the attributive participle 
do not appear to be readily available. 
146 "He does not wish to overturn current taste." Example and translation are taken from Holton et al., Greek, 
307. 
147 The surviving pilgrims strengthened this suspicion." Example and translation are taken from Holton et al., 
Greek, 308. 
148 "The British-occupied lands..." Example and translation are taken from Holton et al., Greek, 309. 
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Ta pi? EtaTrpazOr 'vra 067 tou Entooiou . . 149 
Relative Clauses: 
'1-1p0E 7) K0116112' irov cloape zo64...150 
0 dvepc,nroc 7rou 7jpGE Kac UE yl1pEUF . . 151 
H avairriari ny 07701a lailal.16 lipElTEL VOL IIEEVEL µEsau vocc.152  
AmiXuaccv TOW icathnlirc-fc Kai rLF Kca97iyrjrptEc 01 0710(01 6caval, a1rEpyia.' 53  
Greek New Testament. An introductory sampling of restrictive attributive participles and 
restrictive relative clauses from the Greek New Testament will be presented below. They are 
followed by English, Spanish and Modern Greek translations. The restrictive clauses present in 
the translations support the restrictive assessment of these Greek examples. 
Restrictive Attributive Participles  
Matt 1 I :21  
ai Syval.tEtc ai yEvoi.tevat Z•vt5giv 
the miracles that were performed in you (NIV) 
los milagros que se hicieron en medio de ustedes (NVI) 
oz Oavparovpyudc 6vveyivic rov eywav g' smic (MET) 
Mark 11:10 
tj gpxotitvri Pacasia TO itaTpoc fitubv AauiS (Mark 11:10) 
the kingdom of our father David that is coming (RSV) 
the coming kingdom of our father David (ESV) 
el reino de nuestro padre David que viene (LBA) 
vpxopsvri ficurblvia rov rarepa gag ilaflio (MET) 
Luke 7:32 
irat5iotc wig 61V ayop4 KaOriptvotg Kai apompcovoiknv akilfikotc 
children who sit in the market place and call to one another (NASB77) 
children sitting in the marketplace and calling to one another (ESV) 
los Milos sentados en la plaza y que gritan unos a otros (CAB) 
los muchachos que se sientan en la plaza y se Haman unos a otros (LBA) 
149 "The non-collected debts of the state." Example and translation are taken from Holton et al., Greek, 309. 
ISO "The girl (that) we saw yesterday came." Example and translation are taken from Holton et al.. Greek, 355. 
151 "The man who came looking for you." Example and translation are taken from Holton et al., Greek, 536. 
152 "The conversation which we had must remain between us." Example and translation are taken from Holton 
et al., Greek, 533. 
153 "They fired the male and female teachers who went on strike." Example and translation are taken from 
Holton et al., Greek, 534. 
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ratota irov KeZOOVTal crrriv ayopa Kat ymovacovv ro eva irpog To &LID (MET) 
John 15:2 
irdv K)iflta gv tot µt1 cptpov Kap& 
Every branch in me that does not bear fruit (ESV) 
Toda rama que en mi no da fruto (NVI) 
KaOs ithipasvarpavo p' epeva irov r5s ?Oa icapro (MET) 
Rom 8:24 
Esc 8E 134-gotitvi 
hope that is seen (ESV) 
una esperanza que se ve (RVA) 
EArioa (Sparc WV 'Via-EMI (MET) 
1 Cor 1:2  
Tr' giackrio-ict Tob Oso.13 oik gv Kopivect) 
to the church of God that is in Corinth (ESV) 
a la iglesia de Dios que ester en Corinto (NVI) 
npog rip; ex-Olio-1a rov eE01; irov that cmiv KopwOo (MET) 
1 Tim 5:17 
 
Oi Kockcbc irposo-nlyrsc irps(Virrspoi 
the elders who rule well (ESV) 
Los ancianos que dirigen bien (NVI) 
Ot rpscrfizirgpot irov vrrigav icculoi (MET) 
1 Pet 1:10  
npopitrat of asp' -dig sic bplic xdpitoc irpo(pritcbcsavrec 
the prophets who prophesied about the grace that was to be yours (ESV) 
Los profetas que profetizaron de la gracia destinada a vosotros (R95) 
7rpowirsc rov irpowirswav yta rri xelpri irov Oa bivorav c'  wag (MET) 
Restrictive Relative Clauses 
Luke 13:1  
"[CON' raktAktiON (.11V to Gaga Fhlecrog g111417 IIETZE TeEW OIXTICIN CtOTCOV 
the Galileans whose blood Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices (NASB77) 
los galileos cuya sangre Pilato habia mezclado con los sacrificios de ellos (R95) 
roes raA blalovg raw oroiaw ro aipa o fiblorrog avapetc paci fig rig Ova* rove (MET) 
John 17:22 
tfiv 564av tjv StSwidtg [tot 
The glory that you have given me (ESV) 
La gloria que me has dado (CAB) 
rri irov pov 4eig (kiwi (MET) 
Acts 4:22 
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o tivOrioNtoc gp' ov yEyov&i. io o-rwsiov Tato Tic iacraoc 
the man on whom this sign of healing was performed (ESV) 
el hombre en quien se habia realizado este signo de la curacion (CAB) 
o avaponrog arm; (mot° Eixs yivEt avro To Oavyarovpyuca aiyisio (MET) 
Rev 7:2  
Talc -rtaaapatv ilyytkoic ois goolEhi airroic 6.8ualuat rijv yriv Kai -cfiv Oa ctacsav 
to the four angels to whom it was granted to harm the earth and the sea (NASB95) 
a los cuatro angeles a quienes se les habia permitido hater dal° a la tierra y al mar (NVI) 
grovc recro-eptc ayy6lovg irov rovg 8601pce va Aloupovv Tr/ yr/ Kai yr, Beaaaaa (MET) 
It is significant to note the nature of the restrictive modification in the Modern Greek verses 
cited above. Every relative clause in Koine is represented by a Modern Greek restrictive relative 
clause. Of the eight attributive participles presented above, the Modern Greek orthographically 
represents seven of them as restrictive relative clauses. Mark 11:10 is the only example where 
the attributive participle has been retained. While Modern Greek tends to utilize the relative 
clause instead of the attributive participle, the fact that the Modern Greek restrictively renders at 
least seven of the eight participles is significant.' 
Summary of Restrictivity 
The restrictive (and nonrestrictive) distinction has been widely embraced and utilized in 
linguistic studies. Restrictive modifiers limit their antecedents and can be characterized as 
necessary to the linguistic identity of the noun phrase. The continuum of acceptability describes 
the tendency for general antecedents to attract restrictive modifiers. As a result, the semantic 
identity of the substantive being modified should be considered when seeking to understand the 
variety of restrictive (and nonrestrictive) strategies within a given language. The restrictive 
clauses set forth above confirm the existence of restrictive modification by attributive participles 
and relative clauses in English, Spanish, Modern Greek and Koine Greek. We will now look 
154 It should be noted that this is not to say that Modern Greek translations of the New Testament always 
portray the restrictive nonrestrictive distinction accurately. 
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more closely at the restrictive clauses present in the Greek of the New Testament, specifically the 
attributive participle and the relative clause. 
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ADDENDUM 2-A 
RESTRICTIVE MODIFICATION OF VERY SPECIFIC SUBSTANTIVES 
Normally, very specific substantives (e.g. proper nouns) tend to attract nonrestrictive 
modification. In certain semantic contexts, however, these very specific substantives are capable 
of accepting restrictive modification.'" Such restrictive modification can be classified in two 
different ways: entity differentiation and partitive restrictive modification. It should be noted that 
these occurrences are very rare. 
The first category, entity differentiation, is represented in the following English example: 
"The Dr. Brown I know comes from Australia."' Here the speaker differentiates between two 
different doctors named Dr. Brown, a very specific substantive. Matt 11:14 contains a similar 
example of entity differentiation: dyrog gcrrtv }Wag o ptakov EpxpuOat (ESV: "he is the Elijah 
who was to come"). Jesus differentiates the identity of 'HMac, denoting not the prophet Elijah of 
the Old Testament, but rather John the Baptist, the Elijah to come.'" Each of these examples 
differentiates between two or more entities (proper nouns) that bear the same designation. 
The second category, partitive restrictive modification, splits up the very specific 
substantive into parts or aspects in order to limit to one of those parts or aspects at the exclusion 
155 Though proper nouns are very specific, Jespersen, Grammar, 108-9, maintains that "it is possible to 
specialize them still more by adjuncts." Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 91, also treats this topic in a similar way. 
Schachter, "Focus and Relativization." 43, speaks of the presence of determiners and contends, "When a determiner 
precedes the proper noun. the noun is no longer interpreted as necessarily expressing a complete designation, and so 
may be used as the head of a [restrictive] relative construction, e.g. the Marsha that John loves, every Marsha that 
John loves." 
'56 Quirk et al., Grammar, 290. 
157 Consider also the following possible examples: John 11:2: Maptkt i  ifaciyaaa Toy rtiptov piipy (NASB95: 
"the Mary who anointed the Lord with ointment"); Acts 7:37: 0 Mcoijo-fic 0 drug Tot; lapatiX ("the Moses who 
said to the Israelites"); Matt 28:5: 'hysaiiv Toy saraupcoµhvov (ESV: "Jesus who was crucified"). 
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of the others.'" Consider the following example put forth by Jackendoff: "the Paris that I 
love."'" This could refer to an aspect of Paris, for example its embrace of the arts, as opposed to 
an aspect that the speaker does not love, for example the city's lack of efficient infrastructure. 
"The Paris that I love" could also refer to a part, for example the North part as opposed to the 
South. A possible New Testament corollary can be found in I Cor 1:23: fill* SE Kripbacrom 
Xpto-rov btrravpo4tivov, lovEciotc [tkv athvoakov, EOVEOW SE 1.1copiav (ESV: "but we preach 
Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and folly to Gentiles"). Paul appears to refer to a 
teaching or perspective about Christ that focuses on the reality of his crucifixion. The emphasis 
does not lie with Christ the great teacher, Christ the miracle-worker, Christ the King, etc. The 
preaching of a crucified messiah did not exist in the frame of reference to the typical Jew and 
sounded like pure foolishness to the Gentiles. Paul preaches of this type of christimessiah.' 
158 Quirk et al., Grammar, 290, labels this partitive meaning and states it has "the effect of splitting up the 
unique referent ... into different parts or aspects." I le contends that in English "in such cases, a determiner 
(especially the) is usual." 
159 Jackendoff, Syntax, 177. 
160 For further discussion on the relationship between partitive restrictive modification and metonymy, see 
Antonio Barcelona Sanchez, "Partitive Restrictive Modification of Names in English: Arguments for Their 
Metonymic Motivation," Ouaderns de Filologia. Estudis Linguistics 19 (2009): 33-56. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESTRICTIVE CLAUSES IN THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT 
Introduction 
In chapter 2 restrictive modification as a linguistic category was presented. A variety of 
strategies were considered across languages and it was demonstrated in a cursory manner that 
restrictive clauses exist in the Greek New Testament. Here, in chapter 3, the restrictive nature of 
two major subordinate clauses of the Greek New Testament, the attributive participle and the 
relative clause, will be considered. First, grammatical assertions pertaining to these restrictive 
clauses are presented. Next, a thorough survey of restrictive attributive participles will be 
presented followed by a survey of restrictive relative clauses. Finally, an observation of the 
general tendencies of these restrictive clauses in the Greek New Testament will be offered. 
Grammatical Assertions of Restrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament 
Grammatical assertions previously presented with respect to the restrictive nature of 
attributive participles and relative clauses in the Greek New Testament will be summarized. 
Furthermore, the grammatical assertions of James W. Voelz will be explored more 
comprehensively. These assertions underscore the need to understand the restrictive nature of 
attributive participles and relative clauses in the Greek New Testament. 
Summary of Previous Grammatical Assertions 
The grammatical assertions regarding the attributive participle and its relation to restrictive 
modification vary amongst grammarians. In chapter 1, it was established that there exists a lack 
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of clarity among scholars with respect to syntax/semantic issues of the attributive participle.' 
While grammarians such as Porter, Wallace, MacDonald, Burton, and Young all at varying 
levels deal with restrictive modification of attributive participles, their treatments vary 
considerably and demonstrate the need for this dissertation. Young's observations of the 
attributive participle stand above the others when he states, "The restrictive use is by far the most 
common type of adjectival participle."' The evaluation of grammatical assertions coupled with 
Young's helpful observations establish and support the need for this study. Additionally, 
however, as will be demonstrated below, Voelz's later observations stand, in essence, as an 
explicit call for inquiry. 
The grammatical assertions regarding the relative clause and its relation to restrictive 
modification vary as well. In chapter 1, we noted that grammarians such as Burton, Boyer, 
Wallace and Levinsohn all essentially assert that relative clauses in the Greek New Testament 
function both restrictively and nonrestrictively.3 With that said, however, no scholar makes any 
statement of tendencies or patterns as Young and Voelz have for the attributive participle. 
Additionally, most of their examples are nonrestrictive. Voelz, however, cursorily indicates some 
of the tendencies of the restrictive relative clause and his assertions will be considered below. 
The paucity of examples and the general cursory nature of these grammatical assertions support 
the need to consider the relative clause and its restrictive tendencies. 
Grammatical Assertions of James W. Voelz. In chapter 1, we noted that Voelz, in recent 
years, has observed that the assertions of grammarians regarding the attributive participle lacked 
I See "The Attributive Participle" section of ch. I. 
2 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 150. 
3 See "The Relative Clause" section of ch. I. 
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precision.' In fact Voelz observes that attributive participles tend to modify their antecedents 
restrictively. He thereby questions the generally accepted "assertion of equivalence" that states 
that an attributive participle is tantamount to an adjectival relative clause.' Voelz provides four 
primary examples from the New Testament to illustrate this reality: I Cor 12:22, Acts 9:7, Heb 
11:10 and Matt 21:15.6 Consider his translations and observations below:7 
1 Cor 12:22: Ta 80KOIWTCE µmoil to 6thtleaOc 6.60Ev6TTEpa Uncipxav avaintid 46TLV 
"The members of the body seeming actually to be weaker are necessary" 
Acts 9:7: oi 5t avopec of cruvobitiovrig airrefu 81(n- lms:Jay &sot 
"The men travelling with him were standing speechless" 
Heb 11:10: 445txero yap Ttjv TM); °qualm); Exoucrav noXtv 
"For he was looking forward to the city having the foundations" 
Matt 21:15: iSOvrec 8t oi apxtepeic Kai of ypaRtateic .r6 Octuttdo-ta . tati Tobc 
notioac To.bc Kp(Kovra; iv 111.) tEpcp 
"And the chief priests and the scribes, upon seeing the wonders...and the children 
crying out in the temple" 
Voelz contends that each of the attributive participles in these verses "is properly understood to 
be restrictive, i.e., the entity in the clause represents a smaller subcategory of a larger group."' 
Voelz explicates the restrictive nature of each attributive participle in these verses. For 1 
Cor 12:22 he notes that "the members of the body that seem to be weaker are a subcategory of all 
members of the body, some of which are not weaker." In Acts 9:7 Voelz asserts that "the men 
4 See "Explicit Call For Inquiry" section of ch. 1. 
5 
 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part II," 314. 
6 
 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 312 and Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 
111," 401. 
7 
 Verses and translations are from Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 312 and are 
reconsidered as well in Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 401. Bolded emphasis is from Voelz. 
8 
 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 401. 
9 Voelz notes, "Put another way, 'weaker' does not apply to all members of the body as it would in a non-
restrictive clause," Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 401-2. 
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who were traveling with Paul were a subgroup of all men."' With respect to Heb 11:10 he states 
that "the city which has foundations is a subcategory of all cities.' Furthermore, Voelz contends 
that in Matt 21:15 "the children who were crying out were a subgroup of all children in 
Jerusalem at the time."'2 Voelz's examples are drawn from a wide variety of New Testament 
texts and clearly illustrate the restrictive nature of attributive participles. 
Voelz also notes the restrictive nature of attributive participles located in Col 1:12, Luke 
20:46 and John 6:27. 
Col 1:12: skaptarol3v.rsc TO =apt -rip iicawbcrav-rt i.tac sic Ter 1.1spiSct -rob icklipou 
Tiov ayiaw sv r4 (purl 
"giving thanks to the father who has made you sufficient for the/your share of the 
portion of the saints in light"" 
Luke 20:46: fIpocrtxsts 670 -r6v ypap.p.attow Ti.bv OEX.oVTOW 7tEpl,TraniV Ev o-Tokaic 
"Beware of the scribes who desire to walk around in flowing robes"'" 
John 6:27: dpy4saes µt1 TO 13pcbatv -njv throautitviv aid 13pthatv Tiiv 
ptvouaav sic ciyijv aithviov 
"Do not work for food that spoils, but for food that endures to eternal life"'s 
Voelz notes the limiting nature of the attributive participle in Col 1:12 when he states, "There is 
only one father who has made us sufficient (it's not our earthly one), hence, the attributive 
position participle providing a restrictive clause." In Luke 20:46 Voelz observes that Jesus is 
advising his disciples to beware "of the (subcategory of) scribes who desire to walk around 
to Voelz. "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
11 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III." 402. 
12 Voelz. "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. These assertions pertaining to Matt 21:15 have 
been explicated in ch. I as well; see "Explicit Call For Inquiry" section of ch. I. 
13 Translation is from Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
14 Translation is from Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 401. 
15 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. English translation has been taken from NIV. 
16 Voelz. "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 111," 402. 
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gaining attention.' In John 6:27, two restrictive attributive participles limit the concept of food. 
The first identifies perishable food, which merely feeds the body for a moment. The second 
participle limits to food that does not perish but feeds the whole person forever. Notice that these 
two examples from John 6:27 represent the aspect of restrictivity that falls toward the concept 
formation pole (contra the entity identification pole, which is clearly presented in Col 1:12 
above). 
Voelz considers the restrictive nature of the attributive participle in relation to the relative 
clause and in the context of questioning the assertions of grammarians who assert that the two 
constructions are "equivalent." With respect to the relative clause he states that "subordinate 
clauses headed by a relative pronoun seem to be non-restrictive in their meaning."' Voelz does 
note, however, that on one level restrictive relative clauses do exist. He refers to "relative 
pronouns in the accusative" and states, "See e.g., John 6:51c: Kai 6 aproc ot ev gyd) ScixTcotj 
6dtp4 gob tarty. This seems to be restrictive, but, it should be noted, one could not use a 
participle to convey this idea unless it were in the passive voice (future tense!), viz., 6 
5oOr16Optevog 4tof.)." Voelz indicates that restrictive relative clauses do exist but that certain 
factors, constraints and tendencies may need to be considered. 
On the whole, Voelz puts forth an introductory and compelling case for the restrictive 
attributive participle in the Greek New Testament. Our study, which examines every example in 
the Greek New Testament, confirms Voelz's general assertions. Furthermore, his statements with 
respect to restrictive relative clauses support the need for a more thorough analysis of the 
17 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
18 
 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
19 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
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tendencies of the Greek language with respect to every restrictive relative clause in the Greek 
New Testament. 
The Restrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament 
The validity of restrictive modification as a linguistic category and the existence of this 
modification through various strategies cross-linguistically have been established. A general 
survey of restrictive clauses has confirmed the existence of restrictive attributive participles in 
English, Spanish, Modern Greek and Koine Greek. A presentation of restrictive attributive 
participles in the Greek New Testament will demonstrate the reality of these constructions. 
Restrictive attributive participles exist in multiple noun-phrase formation patterns, in various 
genres, among all authors of the New Testament, and with antecedents that range from very 
generic to very specific. 
Noun Phrase Formation Patterns Containing An Attributive Participle. 
Restrictive modification is commonly done through attributive participles. Four major noun 
phrase formation patterns containing an attributive participle can be discerned in the Greek New 
Testament:" 
I. Article + Substantive + Article + Participle (ASAP) 
2. Substantive + Participle (SP) 
3. Article + Participle + Substantive (APS) 
20 Young treats noun phrase formation patterns containing attributive participles and states, "The restrictive 
adjectival participle occurs in three basic forms." He describes them as follows: article-participle-noun; article-
noun-article-participle (which he claims is "the most common position for adjectival participles); and noun-
participle. He neglects to mention the SAP category but the three he does cite (which correspond to APS, ASAP, 
and SP) do represent a large number of attributive participles. Young, New Testament Greek, 151. 
Wallace, Greek Grammar, 618, highlights four different noun phrase formation patterns containing attributive 
participles that correspond to the designations set forth here: first attributive position (APS), second attributive 
position (ASAP, which he claims is "the most common construction for attributive participles"), third attributive 
position (SAP, he states this is "a frequent construction with participles, but not with adjectives") and fourth 
attributive position (SP). 
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4. Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP) 
An assessment of each of these formation patterns, noting frequency of occurrence, will be 
presented.' Additionally, multiple examples from each formation pattern will be offered to 
demonstrate a wide variety of restrictive attributive participles from various authors, genres, and 
books of the Greek New Testament. 
Article + Substantive + Article + Participle (ASAP). The ASAP formation pattern 
occurs more frequently in the Greek New Testament than any other formation pattern. The Greek 
New Testament contains 296 occurrences representing 37% of all attributive participles in the 
Greek New Testament. 
Restrictive attributive participles of the ASAP pattern are distributed evenly throughout the 
Greek New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic gospels, the gospel of John, 
Acts, Pauline Epistles (Romans, 1 & 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, 1 
Thessalonians, 2 Timothy, and Titus), Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, 1 & 2 John, Jude, and 
Revelation. Various examples that lean toward concept formation and entity identification from a 
cross section of these books will be presented in order to demonstrate the existence of these 
restrictive participles and to familiarize the reader with this formation pattern. 
First, a few examples will be presented and analyzed thoroughly to demonstrate the nature 
of these participles. Second, a succinct list of examples will be presented to familiarize the reader 
with a wide variety of occurrences. Finally, a few notable examples will be presented. 
Matthew 7:13-14 contains two attributive participles of the ASAP formation pattern, both 
modifying two separate occurrences of the common noun 11686c: EtatMars SW rillc arevilc 
Rang- 5-rt aka-rcia i  marl iccd 6-Optcovoc it  6456; it imayovcra sic Tip andikEtav Kai nokkoi 
21  The data put forth for each noun phrase formation pattern has been determined from the comprehensive list 
of verses located in app. I. 
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slaw of siospxogevot St' airrilc• TI t8VTI Ttl Kai TeRiggevri 7I 661); tl  inniyoutya EL; lip 
c(oilv Kai okiyot sio-iv of 6pio-Kovisc °tinily.' In the first instance the participial phrase Ij 
durayouaa sic Thy durciAstav limits the referent to the road or way that leads to destruction as 
opposed to the road or way that leads to life, which is demonstrated by the second restrictive 
participial phrase i  athyouoa sic TO corny. Both participial phrases limit the possible referents 
of i Mac. Therefore, they function restrictively. This restrictive modification sets up a contrast 
between two opposite roads/ways. 
John 6:27 contains two examples of attributive participles of the ASAP formation pattern. 
In one of the few instances where grammarians deal with restrictive attributive participles, 
MacDonald cites this verse as his lone example.' Both participles modify the common noun Tfiv 
01)6o-iv: 4py4a306 µI) TO 111)6criv Tip, itacalutitvqv dtaZt Tip? ppoiatv Tip, p.ivoucrav gig CAofiv 
aithvtov....24 The participle Thy anok).416"-vriv limits the referent to physical earthly bread that 
spoils. The participial phrase -rtjv Rtvouoav sic co)flv aicoviov limits the referent to a type of bread 
that supersedes this-worldly bread and remains forever, pointing to a figurative interpretation of 
the complete noun phrase. Both restrictive participles limit the referent of the antecedent to set 
up a contrast between two different types of bread; therefore, they both function restrictively and, 
furthermore, lean toward the concept formation pole. 
22 
 NIV: "Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, 
and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it." 
23 
 MacDonald, Greek Enchiridion, 58. See also ch. 1. section titled "Grammatical Assertions Concerning the 
Nature of the Attributive Participle's Adjectival Modification." MacDonald erroneously equates restrictive 
modification solely with the ASAP noun phrase formation pattern. Additionally, see Voelz's treatment of this verse 
on p. 101 of this chapter 
24 ESV: "Do not work for the food that perishes, but for the food that endures to eternal life." 
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In 1 Thess 4:5 consider the modification of the specific noun to EOvri: µr1 tv2tot0et 
tirtOupiac KaOantp Kai Tit EAVTI Tat ILA ElfloTa toy 0E6V.25 The participial phrase T6 p3) EiSota toy 
0E6v limits the referent from all Gentiles to that subset of Gentiles who do not know God.26 
 
Therefore, it functions restrictively; and, furthermore, it leans toward entity identification. The 
context of 1 Thessalonians supports this restrictive understanding. In 1 Thess 2:16 Paul 
implicitly states that Gentiles are capable of knowing God and that he in turn desires for them to 
do so: toic g0vso-tv kakilaat iva 6o0thatv.27 
Consider the following additional restrictive examples of the ASAP formation pattern: 
Mark 3:22: Kai of ypatipartic of itno Igp000kinuov KataparrEg gX6-yov's 
• limits referent to specifically those scribes that came down from Jerusalem 
• leans toward entity identification 
Mark 4:15: onou o-nsiptrat 6 koyoc Kai Stay dicamoo-tv, to0i); Epxarai 6 Earavdc 
Kai dm Toy 1.6yov Toy EGirapptvov Etc airrobc29 
• limits the referent to that word that is sown in the ones along the path" 
• leans toward entity identification 
Luke 7:39: iSthv St 6 (Daptaalog 6 Kaktgac airrov31 
• limits referent to the Pharisee who had invited him 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
25 ESV: "not in the passion of lust like the Gentiles who do not know God" 
26 Consider also the attribute participles of the SAP formation pattern with the substantive L'Ovi in the Pauline 
epistle to the Romans in Rom 2:14 and 9:30, which appear to function restrictively. See p. 128. 
27 ESV: "speaking to the Gentiles that they might be saved" 
28 ESV: "And the scribes who came down from Jerusalem were saying" 
29 
 ESV: "where the word is sown: when they hear, Satan immediately comes and takes away the word that is 
sown in them." 
3° If the restrictive participial phrase were left out it remains possible that from context the reader could deduce 
that Toy 7,.6yov refers back to 6 koyoc in the preceding clause. However, the restrictive participial clause definitively 
limits the referent to that word that is sown in the ones along the path. 
31 ESV: "Now when the Pharisee who had invited him saw this" 
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Luke 9:32: ii5ov -roi)c of)o Etvepaq tobc amear6yrac ctimp.32 
• limits referent to specifically the two men standing with him33 
• leans toward entity identification 
John 6:22 : 6 oxkoc 6 icrrifiKiN iripav nig Oalitacrile 
• limits referent to the crowd that remained on the other side of the sea 
• leans toward entity identification 
John 6:58: 6 &roc 6 E4 oi)pavoi) Korrallac35 
• Limits referent to the bread that came down from heaven (metaphorical 
application) 
• Leans toward entity identification 
John 1 1 :52: ra TtKVa Tat) 0E0 TII otEaKOpIrlailiV1136 
• limits referent to those children of God who are scattered abroad 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
John 21:24: 6 potOnTfic 6 pairop6w irEpi Toirrow Kai 6 ypdavac Terra' 
• limits to the disciple who testified to these things and wrote them down 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
Acts 21:38: °irk Etpa c ET 6 Aiyinmoc 6 ape TOIYETOV TOiv Apiipibv aVearratthaac 
Kai 4ayayeov Eig Tile Epiutov TO) TETpaKtaxatovc livopag -rthv micapicov;38 
• limits the referent to identify specifically the Egyptian who some time ago 
stirred up a revolt and led 4,000 assassins out into the wilderness 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
Rom 7:23: T(T) Votap TI1G alutpriac Tip Ziv-rt iv Tag pazaiv pat).39 
• limits to specifically the law of sin that exists within the apostle Paul 
• leans toward entity identification 
32 ESV: "they . . . saw his glory and the two men who stood with him." 
33 
 Similar to Mark 4:15, above, the restrictive modification serves to reinforce the identity of the referent to a 
previously established entity in the immediate context of the pericope. The cardinal Si)o coupled with the participial 
phrase solidify definitively for the reader the two men who are standing (and talking) with Jesus, Moses and Elijah. 
34 ESV: "the crowd that remained on the other side of the sea." 
35 
 ESV: "the bread that came down from heaven" 
36 ESV: "the children of God who are scattered abroad." 
37 NASB95: "the disciple who is testifying to these things and wrote these things" Note that two restrictive 
attributive participles modify one substantive. This commonly occurs with attributive participles. 
38 NASB95: "Then you are not the Egyptian who some time ago stirred up a revolt and led the four 
thousand men of the Assassins out into the wilderness?" 
39 ESV: "to the law of sin that dwells in my members." 
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1 Cor 1:2: T11 iKKIlitrig Tot Ozot T11  oiion iv Kopiv0(9.4°  
• limits to the church that exists in Corinth 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
2 Cor 1:8: tfig aim/mg illu.bv yevottivric iv Ttj A6ict.41 
• limits referent to the affliction that happened to them in Asia 
• leans toward entity identification 
Eph 2:2: TOt 711%15110ETOG TOI) vtv ivepyotrroc iv Toic vioic Trig iurgalciac." 
• limits to specific spirit that is currently working in the sons of disobedience 
• leans toward entity identification 
Phil 4:17: Toy Kaprov Toy irkgovetcovra El; koyov i)µ6.)v.43 
• limits fruit to metaphorical meaning: "advantage, gain, [or] profit" that was 
"accruing to the Philippians fr[om] their generous giving." 44 
• leans toward entity identification 
Col 1:5: 8-toc Tito anti% rqv alroicitptiviriv bifiv Ev Tag oipavoic.45 
• limits to the hope that is laid up in heaven for the Colossian believers 
• leans toward entity identification 
Titus 1:9: tv othaakakig bytatvoball.46 
• limits to teaching that is sound/healthy 
• leans toward concept formation 
Heb 9:4: tj P&j SoS Aapiov tj 13kaarijactise 
• limits complex substantive to identify Aaron's staff that budded" 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
40 ESV: "to the church of God that is in Corinth" 
41 NASB95: "our affliction which came to us in Asia." 
42 ESV: "the spirit that is now at work in the sons of disobedience." 
43 ESV: "the fruit that increases to your credit." 
44 BDAG, s.v. Kapno; 2. 
45 ESV: "because of the hope laid up for you in heaven....- 
46 
 ESV: "in sound doctrine...." 
47 ESV: "Aaron's staff that budded..." 
48 See Exod 7 and Num 17 for reference to the staffs of Aaron. This example of restrictive modification could 
be partitive, distinguishing from the normal functions of Aaron's staff or the role it played as a serpent in Exod 7. 
However, in Num 17 Aaron's staff buds and is placed before the testimony permanently (according to Heb 9:4). 
Thus it is assumed that Aaron must have had another staff after the one in Num 17. Additionally, it is likely that 
Aaron had other statTs at different periods of his life. 
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Jas 5:4: i8ob 6 11100o; Teo V apyarthv rtvv aplacivrow rag oopag opeov 6 
airga-replugvoc Zap' UFKT)v icpacci.." 
• the first participle limits to workers who mowed their fields; the second 
participle limits to specifically the pay that the rich oppressors fraudulently 
withheld from them 
• both participles lean toward entity identification 
Pet 1:25: Taro 8i g071.11  TO Ofifla TO 611)7E1101W Etc 1.41.4.5° 
• limits to the word preached to the recipients of Peter's epistle 
• leans toward entity identification 
1 John 5:4: icul aiitri dm-iv it  vim] I) vuoicraaa rev Kocrtiov.s i 
• limits to specifically that victory which overcomes the world 
• leans toward entity identification 
2 John 2: .516 rile alijOctav rip Ittvcruaav Ev *ay.' 
• limits referent to specifically that truth that remains in John and all believers 
• leans slightly toward concept formation 
Rev 10:8: "Y7tayc kaf3c TO flifillov To iivapypivov 4v xstpi, tot ayygkou Tov 
GT(T)TO; g7[1 TA; Oakii.561; Kai gni 
• second participle limits to the angel who is standing on the sea and the land; 
first participle limits to the book that is open in the hand of that angel 
• both participles lean strongly toward entity identification 
Rev 1 1:4: &col duty at 8'60 Aaiat Kat at IWO 1,1)XVIat at ivdmov Toi5K-upiou TfIS 
yfic t:FT6.Yreg.54 
• limits to the two olive trees and two lampstands that stand before the Lord of 
the earth 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
49 "The pay of the workers who mowed your field that was fraudulently held back from you cries out." 
50 NASB95: "And this is the word which was preached to you." 
51 ESV: "And this is the victory that has overcome the world." 
52 
 ESV: "because of the truth that abides in us." 
53 ESV: "Go, take the scroll that is open in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea and on the 
land." 
54 ESV: "These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands that stand before the Lord of the earth." 
Notice that the article of the participle is feminine while the actual participle is masculine. "Revelation exhibits 
a quantity of striking solecisms which are based especially on inattention to agreement (a rough style), in contrast to 
the rest of the NT and to the other writings ascribed to John . . .. The masculine is often substituted for the feminine 
or neuter: 11:4 ai Stio kuxviat ai gate:Is-mg," BDF, § 136. Or it could refer to the two witnesses of verse three 
(constructio ad sensum). 
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Rev 14:13: of veKpoi of > v Kupio? ZuroOvijaKorrec an' 
• limits to people who die trusting in the Lord from the present time onward 
• leans toward concept formation 
Rev 16:2: Tot; tiVElpthlr01.); TObc Exovrac TO xdpaypa Tot OtipEau Kai Tobg 
RpoaKuvotvTag El1CUvt airroZ.5° 
• limits to people who have the mark of the beast and worship its image 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
Rev 22:8: tthv noSiov Tot ayytkov TOt SEIKV6OVT6; pot Tairra.' 
• limits to that angel that was showing to John the visions of the future 58 
• leans toward entity identification 
Rev 22:18: Tag gliriyitc Tag yvypappthvag Ev Tcp pipit!) 1.061.0,1,59 
• limits to plagues written about in the book of Revelation 
• leans toward entity identification 
Having surveyed a wide variety of examples of restrictive attributive participles of the 
ASAP formation pattern, a few notable examples will be presented and more thoroughly 
discussed. 
In Acts 3:2, 11, the modification of two attributive participles seems to coordinate well 
with archaeological evidence. In Acts 3:2 a participle limits a complex substantive: 8v gri.Omv 
xcefigtpav ape; TiIv Obpav Tot iepot Tfiv Azyopgvriv Ilpalay.' First the genitive modifier 
TO1-3 izpot limits the referent of tfivirch5pav from all gates to a gate of the temple. Then the 
attributive participle lir keyogtvriv limits the reference further to the gate of the temple called 
Beautiful. A non-contemporary reader of the text who is unfamiliar with the physical layout of 
55 
 ESV: "the dead who die in the Lord from now on." 
ESV: "the people who bore the mark of the beast and worshiped its image." In this context, toi►  
etvOptintouc represents all of humanity, persons "of either sex, w[ith] focus on participation in the human race." 
BDAG, s.v. EtvOpeNtoc. I. 
57 
 ESV: "the feet of the angel who showed them to me." 
58 This angel stands in contrast to, for example, one of the seven angels with the seven bowls (21:9) or one of 
the twelve angels at the gates (21:12). 
59 ESV: "the plagues described in this book." 
6° ESV: "whom they laid daily at the gate of the temple that is called the Beautiful Gate." 
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the temple would not know whether or not there would be one or more gates to the temple. With 
respect to Herod's temple Bimson et al. assert, "Four gates gave access on the N[orth] and 
S[outh] sides and one on the E[ast]. This last had doors of Corinthian bronze-work and may be 
the Beautiful Gate of Acts 3:2."'4 From these assertions one can readily conclude that there were 
at least five temple gates. The attributive participle limits the complex substantive to one specific 
entity thereby identifying the gate where the lame man was daily placed (entity identification). 
Thus, it functions restrictively. The restrictive participle points the reader toward an 
understanding of more than one gate and the archaeological evidence corroborates this view. 
In Acts 3:11, the attributive participle also seems to coordinate with archaeological 
realities: auvtopaptEv etc 6 A..ctocapoc ab-roi)c aro4 TI1 Kakovpiri Ecolop.thyrog.62 The 
attributive participle rll  icakoup.evn appears to limit the reference of o-roct to that portico 
(porch) that is called Solomon's. This implies that more than one portico exists. Bimson et al. 
confirm as much, "As described by Josephus (Ant. 15.410-416), the S[outh] porch had four rows 
of columns and was called the Royal Porch. The porticoes of the other sides each had two rows. 
Solomon's Porch stretched along the E[ast] side (Jn. 10:23; Acts 3:11; 5:12)."63 This example of 
restrictive modification lies toward the extreme of entity identification and corroborates well 
with the archaeological realities as attested by Josephus. 
Acts 17:24 contains a unique example of modification with the substantive 6 ecoc: 6 8E6; 6 
notilaac roy 100110V Kul 7raVTOt TEE Ev cuirr6,1" En the middle of the Areopagus, the apostle Paul 
61 J. J. Bimson, J. P. Kane, J. H. Paterson. D. J. Weisman and D. R. W. Wood, eds. New Bible Atlas (Downers 
Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 1985) 111. 
62 ESV: "all the people ... ran together to them in the portico called Solomon's." 
63 Bimson et al.. New Bible Atlas. 111. 
64 ESV: "The God who made the world and everything in it" Notice that the translation for 6 °sac here is 
capitalized "God." This tendency for translations to capitalize any reference to the Christian god diminishes and 
contradicts the function of the restrictive clause to identify the god referenced to be God. 
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speaks to the men of Athens after encountering an altar for "the unknown god."' In the New 
Testament, the term 0E6c does not only refer to the Christian god (God)66 but can also refer to 
any "transcendent being," non-transcendent being "considered worthy of special reverence or 
respect," or even the devil himself.' With the usage of the attributive participial phrase 6 
notficTac T6v KOcspov xai navra to Ev afrtio: Paul seems to identify the unknown transcendent 
being (Ayvtho-Tc 860) in the previous verse to be the god/God who made the world and 
everything in it. The usage of 6 Acoc in this context, in and of itself, refers to a transcendent 
being. While Paul clearly holds to the tenets of monotheism, he speaks to a polytheistic culture. 
His use of the participle limits the referent to the sole transcendent being that has created 
everything. Therefore, it is taken to be functioning restrictively. The restrictive participle coupled 
with the antecedent collectively refers then to the Christian god (God), but 6 866c alone does not, 
contrary to the assertions of Johannes Louw and Eugene Nida." 
65 See Acts 17:22-23. ESV: "So Paul, standing in the midst of the Areopagus, said: 'Men of Athens, I perceive 
that in every way you are very religious. For as I passed along and observed the objects of your worship, I found 
also an altar with this inscription, "To the unknown god." What therefore you worship as unknown, this I proclaim 
to you....'" 
66 
 BDAG, s.v. 0e6c, 3. This is the predominant usage in the New Testament. 
67 BDAG, s.v. 0e6c, 1.4, 5. Consider the following respective usages. First, in Acts 28:6 we see people 
claiming Paul to be a God: of St rpocrtoomv airrov i.ttattv niturpaciOat it xcrraninTetv &pm vtxpov. sm itoa St 
irpoaSotainruov xai Oswpo6vvav 'ITO& EtiOgOV dig airrov ytvomov Ite-cal30.61.tEvot EA.Eyov min& dvat Ocov 
(ESV: "They were waiting for him to swell up or suddenly fall down dead. But when they had waited a long time 
and saw no misfortune come to him, they changed their minds and said that he was a god"). Second, Phil 3:19 
contains a reference to the stomach as god, an example of a nontranscendent entity receiving special reverence or 
respect: wv to Tao; thratta, (..Tw O Otoc tj Koala Kai f  So4c Ev r j aicsxtivn aiceiw. of tGt tnlytta cppovoiivrtc (ESV: 
"Their end is destruction, their god is their belly, and they glory in their shame, with minds set on earthly things"). 
Third, 2 Cor 4:4 contains a reference to the devil as god of this world: tv or.c o Othc tou aichvoS VATOV trixpAtootv 
to voligata ubv torio-uov Eic to Luj ctintacrat Toy (porrtogov -roc) dictyyaiou tij SOric tou Xptatoii (ESV: "In their 
case the god of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel 
of the glory of Christ"). 
68 Louw-Nida describe this usage of Otoc to be "the one supreme supernatural being as creator and sustainer of 
the universe," Johannes E. Louw and Eugene A. Nida, Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament: Based on 
Semantic Domains (New York: United Bible Societies, 1989), s.v. Cock. However, in the context of this verse this 
meaning appears to be derived not from Cleog alone but from Citec coupled with the restrictive modification. 
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Attributive participles of the ASAP formation pattern occur throughout the New 
Testament, among different authors and various genres. Many of these constructions occur with 
very generic and common nouns, as well as with specific nouns and complex substantives. 
Substantive + Participle (SP). The SP formation pattern occurs more frequently in the 
Greek New Testament than the APS and SAP formation patterns and slightly less frequently than 
the ASAP pattern. The Greek New Testament contains 244 occurrences representing 31% of all 
attributive participles in the Greek New Testament. 
Restrictive attributive participles of the SP pattern are distributed evenly throughout the 
Greek New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic gospels, the gospel of John, 
Acts, Pauline Epistles (Romans, 1 & 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, 1 & 2 
Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, and Titus), Hebrews, James, Petrine Epistles, Jude and 
Revelation. Various examples that lean toward concept formation and entity identification from a 
cross section of these books will be presented in order to demonstrate the existence of these 
restrictive participles and to familiarize the reader with this formation pattern. 
First, a few examples will be presented and analyzed thoroughly to demonstrate the nature 
of these participles. Second, a succinct list of examples will be presented to familiarize the reader 
with a wide variety of occurrences. Finally, a few notable examples will be presented. 
Matthew 2:23 contains an example of a common noun modified by an attributive 
participle: Kai gX06v KorrOcricmv sic maw Xeyopivnv N4apit.' Jesus went and lived in a city. 
The author/narrator limits the referent from a (any) city to that one which is specifically called 
Nazareth. This example of restriction modification leans toward the entity identification pole. 
69 ESV: "And he went and lived in a city called Nazareth." 
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First Corinthians 11:4-5 contains two very generic substantives that are coupled with the 
determiner nag and modified by two attributive participles: rag 7rpoazux6psvog fl 
7rpowrztow Kat* Kmpakijc Excov lattialaUVEl TeIV Kapakrjv aka. niftact öt 
TC poagoxot irpowtrzoolma aicaTaKakimv Tfj KE9ctI41 KaTCLU6X6VEl Tfiv xwerkfiv 
It is noted that when the determiner atic modifies a substantive, further adjectival modification 
tends to be restrictive. In both cases the participial forms of RpocreUxottat and 7rpo(prit6-60) limit 
the reference of the two very generic substantives aviip and yuvrj; therefore, they function 
restrictively. Both examples lean toward the concept formation pole of restrictive modification 
describing a type of person, not necessarily pointing out one entity in particular. 
James 1 :6 contains a complex substantive modified by two participles: 6 yap 
Staxpivoligvog gOlKEV 0,68(ovt Oalliacrqc avEtttOpivo,) Kai fourtOtikvo.).71 The participles 
ayst4optvo,) and Ourr4ot.ttvcp limit the referent of xkliScovt Oakacro-ric to a certain type of wave of 
the sea, a wave that is driven and tossed by the wind, as opposed to, for example, a small, calm 
wave that barely disturbs the surface; therefore, they are restrictive. 
Consider the following additional restrictive examples of the SP formation pattern: 
Matt 13:24: `C21.tot6)0i tj Pao-tXsia TCOV obpavio-v av0p6mcp angiparrt Kakov claw 
Ev TG') aypci) airroii.72 
• limits from all men to specifically one who sowed good seed in his field 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
70 ESV: "Every man who prays or prophesies with his head covered dishonors his head, but every wife 
(woman] who prays or prophesies with her head uncovered dishonors her head." 
71 ESV: "for the one who doubts is like a wave of the sea that is driven and tossed by the wind." 
72 ESV: "The kingdom of heaven may be compared to a man who sowed good seed in his field...." 
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Matt 13:47: flaw ottoia i0711/1) fiaatX&Ia iwv oi)pavitiv aarivn f3ATIOciall Etc rip 
Oakaaaav KU.1 Etc irarroq yi'vauc auvayarnia11.73 
• limits to net that has been thrown into the sea and gathered fish of every kind 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
Mark 6:34: liaav (.1)6 mpopara µi1 Exovra Irotpiva' 
• limits to sheep not having a shepherd 
• leans toward concept formation 
Luke 2:23: Hav ?limy eatvoiyov lajwav's 
• limits to every male that opens the womb, which means the firstborn son 
• leans toward concept formation 
Luke 12:33: noujaars tam* 13allama pi' nakatrobttiva.' 
• limits to money bags that do not grow old, metaphorical application 
• leans toward concept formation 
John 4:10: Kai MaNciv av aot. ii8ow ;Coy.' 
• limits to living water, water that gives life, metaphorical application 
• leans slightly toward concept formation 
John 15:2: ir-av Kkibia iv ilia pi] Tipov Kapnov a'ipEt arra.' 
• limits to those branches in Jesus that remain fruitless 
• leans slightly toward concept formation 
Acts 7:38: 05 ESE ato kora thvra 8ofwat fittiv.79 
• limits to words that are not dead but living and effective.' 
• leans toward concept formation 
73 ESV: "Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a net that was thrown into the sea and gathered fish of every 
kind." 
74 NKJV: "they were like sheep not having a shepherd." 
75 ESV: "Every male who first opens the womb." 
76 ESV: "Provide yourselves with moneybags that do not grow old." 
77 ESV: "and he would have given you living water." 
78 ESV: "Every branch in me that does not bear fruit he takes away." 
79 NIV: "he received living words to pass on to us." 
8° ESV translates koyta as oracles. BDAG translates saying but notes in the Greek New Testament it is found 
only in the plural and refers specifically here to "the revelations received by Moses." See BDAG, s.v. koytov. 
Additionally BDAG states that one could describe these as words that "offer life" or "words that meant life," 
BDAG, s.v. quo. 5. 
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Acts 15:22: '1o156av . . Kai Eadv, &Spa; infoupivouc iv toi; itStLpoic.81 
• limits to the type of men that are leaders among the brothers 
• leans slightly toward concept formation 
Rom 8:24: iknic St 111.Eirottivg aim( gartv A.7ric• ö yap (3linst Tic Outicti;" 
• limits to the idea of hope that is seen 
• leans toward concept formation 
Rom 10:21: TEO; kaov enrctOoiyvTa KCL1 aVT1,140VTCE.83 
• limits to a type of people that are disobedient and opposing (obstinate) 
• leans toward concept formation 
Gal 5:3: nava avElpcono? pirrEttvoptivo.)84 
• limits to a subcategory of men who accept circumcision 
• leans strongly toward concept formation 
Gal 5:6: alai-Lc St' ityiurric ivEpyouptivq.' 
• limits to a faith that manifests in love 
• leans toward concept formation 
1 Tim 2:10: yvvat41v E'Irayr./lotti-vatc 
• limits to subset of women who profess godliness 
• leans toward concept formation 
Titus 1:14: avOiximov Zurocrrimpoptvow rqv ic1.110Etay.' 
• limits to subset of humanity typified by a disposition to turn from the truth 
• leans toward concept formation 
Heb 4:15: apxtepta Suvatievov auturaOilaat Taic ita0Evdatc 
• limits to high priest that is unable to sympathize with human weaknesses 
• leans toward concept formation 
si ESV: "Judas ... and Silas, leading men among the brothers." 
82 ESV: "Now hope that is seen is not hope. For who hopes for what he sees?" 
83 ESV: "to a disobedient and contrary people." 
84 ESV: "to every man who accepts circumcision." 
85 GWN: "a faith that expresses itself through love." 
sb ESV: "for women who profess godliness." 
87 ESV: "people who turn away from the truth." In this context, iiv0pconoc represents all of humanity, 
persons "of either sex, w[ith] focus on participation in the human race."BDAG, s.v. Etv0puntoc, 1. 
88 ESV: "a high priest who is unable to sympathize with our weaknesses." 
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Heb 12:29: icai yap 6 0E66 fiticbv zrup Karavallakov." 
• limits the type of fire to one that is not weak and diminishing, but consumes 
• leans strongly toward concept formation 
Heb 13:15: Kapnov xeilicov bµ0? 0y0115VTOW T() oVollaTI airrot.9°  
• limits to lips that confess the name of God (example of synecdoche) 
• leans strongly toward concept formation 
I Pet 5:8: 6 avriSucoc uµwv Sta(3okoc thc licov ovuoitivoc nip-ma-est' 
• limits to a certain type of lion, one that roars 
• leans strongly toward concept formation 
2 Pet 1:19: cbc lAixvq) ciaivovn. iv aincpripii) toncp.' 
• limits to lamp shining in a dark place 
• leans toward concept formation 
Rev 3:18: auttl3ouksim Got ayopacsat crap' igoij xpvaiov ninupcottivov EK nup493 
• limits from all types of gold to that which has been refined by fire 
• leans slightly toward concept formation 
Rev 6:14 —Kai 6 obpav6c anqccopiaEhi cbg atacropivov.94 
• limits to a scroll that is being rolled up (simile with vivid imagery) 
• leans strongly toward concept formation 
Rev 12:1: yuvii ReptlieParittivg 'rev iPdov." 
• limits from all possible women to one who is clothed with the sun 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
Rev 19:13: -Kai REpt13613kigtvoc iptinov ilaPagtavov ceipwrt.%  
• limits to a robe/garment that is dipped in blood 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
89 
 ESV: "for our God is a consuming fire." 
9° ESV: "the fruit of lips that acknowledge his name." 
91 ESV: "Your adversary the devil prowls around like a roaring lion." 
92 ESV: "as to a lamp shining in a dark place" 
93 ESV: "I counsel you to buy from me gold refined by fire." 
94 ESV: "The sky vanished like a scroll that is being rolled up." 
" ESV: "a woman clothed with the sun." 
96 NASB95:"He is clothed with a robe dipped in blood." 
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Having surveyed a wide variety of examples of restrictive attributive participles of the SP 
formation pattern, a few notable examples will be presented and examined. 
In Acts 27:2 and Acts 27:6, two similar attributive participles of the SP formation pattern 
occur. Both instances contain complex substantives that consist of the noun nkoiov coupled with 
adjectives that designate cities of origin. In Acts 27:2 the author describes not only an 
Adramyttium ship but one that specifically was about to set sail along the coast of Asia: 
g7nParrEc St it oiv Aeopagurrqviiiµ A1ovrt 76.EIV Eic "Mb; larra rip Acriav tio7rou5.97 In Acts 
27:6 the author describes not only an Alexandrian ship, but one that specifically was sailing for 
Italy: Kani Ei)pcbv 6 ticatorrappic 76,oiov AkE4av8pivov aliov Eic Irakiay." In both cases 
the attributive participles, iltaovrt and latov, modify their antecedents by limiting the referent 
to one specific ship; therefore, they function restrictively. These examples lean toward the entity 
identification pole of restrictive modification. A look at English translations of these two verses 
reveals the inconsistencies of translators with respect to the restrictive and nonrestrictive 
distinction. For Acts 27:2 the RSV translates the attributive participle nonrestrictively, "And 
embarking in a ship of Adramyttium, which was about to sail to the ports along the coast of 
Asia." The later edition of this translation, the NRSV, translates the verse restrictively." The 
ESV translates the participle nonrestrictively, "And embarking in a ship of Adramyttium, which 
was about to sail to the ports along the coast of Asia." Ironically, the ESV then translates the 
nearly identical construction in Acts 27:6 restrictively. 010 
97 NRSV: "Embarking on a ship of Adramyttium that was about to set sail to the ports along the coast of 
Asia...." 
98 ESV: "There the centurion found a ship of Alexandria sailing for Italy." 
" See n. 97 above. 
loo See n. 98 above. 
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First Corinthians 1:23 contains a rarely occurring example of an SP formation pattern with 
a very specific noun: figgic St Kripliaaom Xptarov bs-caupcottivov, louSaiotc pity oicavSakov, 
gOvsatv St 1.1copiay.' Since Xptarev stands toward the very specific extreme of the acceptability 
continuum the tendency for restrictive modification decreases. However, in this case, an example 
of partitive restrictive modification with the participle go-raupcogtvov seems to occur.' Paul 
appears to refer to a teaching or perspective about Christ that focuses on the reality of his 
crucifixion. The emphasis does not lie with Christ the great teacher, Christ the miracle-worker, 
Christ the King, etc. The preaching of a crucified messiah did not exist in the frame of reference 
to the typical Jew and sounded like pure foolishness to the Gentiles. Paul preaches of this type of 
christ/messiah. 
First Thessalonians 1:9 contains an attributive participle coupled with an adjective: Kai Kthc 
brecaptware npoc 'rev 0Eav a7<o TCo'v eiSawv Soukciittv Ocei) ViiVTI Kai akriOtvCo:." The first 
mention of God, Toy 986v, clearly refers to the god of the Old and New Testaments, that is, "God 
in Israelite/Christian monotheistic perspective.' The second mention ultimately references this 
same god but does so by means of restriction in contrast to Toil/ siScacov. In the New Testament, 
the term esoc does not only refer to the Christian god but can also refer to any "transcendent 
being," non-transcendent being "considered worthy of special reverence or respect," or even the 
devil himself. I' The attributive participle and the adjective, cciirn Kai alletV(), limit the broad 
reference of 8E6,5 to the deity that never dies and is true. This stands in direct contradiction to the 
":" ESV: "but we preach Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and folly to Gentiles." This verse has 
been treated briefly on p. 96 of add. 2-A, "Restrictive Modification of Very Specific Substantives." 
102 For a discussion of partitive restrictive modification see add. 2-A. 
103 ESV: "and how you turned to God from idols to serve the living and true God." 
104 BDAG. s.v. Oci5c, 3. This is the predominant usage in the New Testament. 
105 BDAG. s.v. 0E4 1,4, 5. See n. 67 above. 
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idols, or "fabricated deities"' that are by nature dead and completely false. As a result, the 
participle and the adjective function restrictively. 
Attributive participles of the SP formation pattern occur throughout the New Testament, 
among different authors and various genres. As can be expected many of these constructions 
occur with very generic and common nouns, while also occasionally occurring with very specific 
nouns and complex substantives. 
Article + Participle + Substantive (APS). The APS formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns. The Greek 
New Testament, however, does contain 108 occurrences representing 14% of all attributive 
participles in the Greek New Testament. 
Restrictive attributive participles of the APS pattern are found in the Synoptic gospels, the 
gospel of John, Acts, Pauline epistles (Romans, I & 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, 1 & 2 
Timothy, Titus), Hebrews, Petrine epistles, and Jude. A cross section of examples that lean 
toward concept formation and entity identification will be presented to demonstrate the existence 
of these restrictive participles and to familiarize the reader with these constructions. 
First, a few examples will be presented and analyzed thoroughly to demonstrate the nature 
of these participles. Second, a succinct list of examples will be presented to familiarize the reader 
with a variety of occurrences. Finally, a few notable examples will be presented and discussed. 
In Mark's account of Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem the people shouted out these 
words from Mark 11:10: Eia.oirigtvri Oxopiviri panada 'rob Nati* i1 ji v Aaulo• ncravvd 
gv Tots .6y/to-mtg.' The genitive modifier T013 ircapoc tjµury Davis limits fil3aaukgia, creating a 
specific complex antecedent. This specific complex antecedent, The kingdom of our father 
106 BDAG, s.v. giSaikov, 2. 
1°7 ESV: "Blessed is the coming kingdom of our father David! Hosanna in the highest!" 
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David, could refer to the actual kingdom over which David (or one of his descendants) reigned in 
history or it could refer to the prophesied messianic kingdom of David. The attributive participle 
gpxogtvii limits the complex substantive i 13aatksict 'rob nottpoc ligobv AauiS indicating that the 
kingdom referred to is in the future and is coming. Therefore, it functions restrictively. In fact it 
appears to limit the referent to the coming (1:71b34) days of the kingdom prophesied about in Jer 
23:5: 
niFV1 '7'?t,11 15/P 1591 P"ry nng /1"ib7;11 rirrokt? trkt4 1:7 14.0 
108
nkt4 1-/P:IPP 
Luke's prologue (Luke 1:1) provides us with an occurrence of an APS construction that 
contains the very generic neuter noun itpanat-rcov: ...Stfirrio-tv irspi Tiovacakiwo(popiiptvwv Ev 
apayperrow.' The attributive participle nenkripo(popril.itvcov modifies apaylgt-row and 
limits this nonassertive head to refer to those things that have been accomplished among the 
author and his associates. Therefore, the participles functions restrictively. Furthermore, since 
the substantive being modified stands toward the very generic extreme of the acceptability 
continuum, restrictive modification is expected. 
In Rom 8:18 one observes an attributive participle coupled with the common noun Stga: 
Aoy144tat yap lin °UK aitct -at 1tot01ip.ctut To.i3v6v Kcapoi5npac Tip' flikkOUGUV 864av 
ZuroKaWpOilvat The modification is necessary and appears to limit the potential 
referents of the substantive. The modification seems to limit the glory chronologically (to a 
108 ESV: "Behold, the days are coming, declares the LORD. when I will raise up for David a righteous Branch, 
and he shall reign as king and deal wisely, and shall execute justice and righteousness in the land." All Hebrew 
Scriptures cited in this dissertation come from BHS. 
109 ESV: "a narrative of the things that have been accomplished among us." 
110 NIV: consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in 
us." 
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future moment) and also to something that will be manifested within Paul, the Roman Christians 
and all who exist in Christ."' Thus, the participle functions restrictively. Furthermore, in this 
example a common structure that occurs with participles in the APS formation pattern can be 
discerned. 0.XXoucYav plus anoicakmpOilvat Eig iwthic constitute a restrictive participial clause that 
collectively modifies the substantive. However, notice that throiccOaxpOilvat siS ijp.dc comes after 
the substantive syntactically. Voelz notes this to be quite natural in the New Testament, "Not 
infrequently Greek allows portions of the participial phrase in the 'sandwich' [APS] position to 
extend beyond the article and noun."' 
Consider the following additional restrictive examples of the APS formation pattern: 
Matt 3:7: Tic ince8st4Ev uµiv cpuyeiv 117E6 Wig piEllobatic Opyilc;113 
• limits from the concept of wrath in general to specifically the coming wrath 
• leans toward entity identification 
John 8:31: 'Eksysv olw 6 'limb; apog tobc NENLGTEUKontc airrei)lovoctiovc."4 
• limits from all Jews in general to those Jews who had believed in him"' 
• leans toward entity identification 
Acts 16:13: Kai Ka0i.6avtec aceXatTi[tev Tat; CmckOotioutg yvvat4iv."' 
• limits to the women who came "together w[ith] others as a group."' 
• leans toward entity identification 
" I Glory in this context refers to the followers of Christ and explains their "state of being in the next life ... 
described as participation in the radiance or glory," BDAG. s.v. EN:54a, 1. 
112 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 11," 312. Though quite rare, it has also been asserted that at 
times the actual participle will extend beyond the article and the noun while the dependent modification will remain 
between the article and the noun. Acts 26:6 contains such an example: ril; cis toifc ircatpac fjp.(76v grEctyyekict; 
yevogvric... (ESV: "the promise made by God to our fathers"). See also Acts 13:32. See Burton. Moods and 
Tenses. 166-7. 
113 NIV: "Who warned you to flee from the coming wrath?" 
114 ESV: "So Jesus said to the Jews who had believed him." 
15 These Jews most likely consist of the many who believed in Jesus in the previous verse (John 8:30: nokkoi 
7116TED613tV Eic ClkoV). 
116 ESV: and we sat down and spoke to the women who had come together." 
117 BDAG, s.v. o-uvtpxop.at, I. 
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Acts 23:11: Tr] St imaml vyKri tnto-cac cnrr i o xi)ptog thccv.118 
• limits chronologically what night the Lord stood by and spoke to Paul 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
Rom 10:5: Ma)boilc yap ypapEt rtjv Sucatoutiviv rfiv gx [rob] vogou on 6 7r011ialic 
aura aV0pCOROG al)TOlg. 119 
• limits to the type of person who does these things (i.e. the commandments) 
• leans toward concept formation 
1 Cor 7:26: Noptico) ovv Tobto KaA,Ov inrapxctv St& riiv 4-vEuteocrav avapctiv, on 
Kock& av0pcbno? ro obro); 
• limits to the very distress that stands presently before Paul 
• leans toward entity identification 
1 Cor 12:22: do aa 7roxx4 Reaxov Ta soKotrra pail Toil crthltatoc acrOcvtattpa 
inrapxetv aVay1CCtili gatlV. 21  
• limits to specific parts of the body that seem to be weaker 
• leans slightly toward concept formation 
Heb 12:12: AtO rag iropetptvaq xtipac Kai T6 Napotkekuptva vivant 
dtvop8th6aas.' 
• both napetptvac and napaks.kuptva limit the possible referents to hands and 
feet that are respectively weak and feeble 
• both examples lean toward concept formation 
118 ESV: "The following night the Lord stood by him and said." Though Boyer's identification of attributive 
participles are quite comprehensive, he neglects to identify this example in Acts 23:11. See Boyer, "Participles" and 
Boyer, Participles. 
119 NIV: "Moses describes in this way the righteousness that is by the law: The man who does these things 
will live by them.' itv0pwcc5 is by nature a very generic noun and in this context even more so. It functions as a 
basic place holder for any person or human being. BDAG, s.v. avOpatoc, 4. 
120 ESV: "1 think that in view of the present distress it is good for a person to remain as he is." Paul is not 
speaking of any past distress or a distress that may be looming in the distant future. He speaks of the present or 
impending distress. See BDAG, s.v. &imp, 2 and 3. See also NRSV: "I think that, in view of the impending crisis, 
it is well for you to remain as you are." 
121 ESV: "On the contrary, the parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable." 
Voelz highlights this verse as well. See Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 401-2 and "The 
Grammatical Assertions of James W. Voelz" section, above. Additionally, similarly to Romans 8:18 above, note that 
part of the attributive participial phrase (aa0evecncpa inpipx6tv) falls outside of the APS structure. Voelz highlights 
this tendency of the Greek language and cites this verse specifically to illustrate this reality. Voelz, "Grammarian's 
Corner: Participles, Part II," 312. 
122 NASB95: "Therefore, strengthen the hands that are weak and the knees that are feeble." 
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Heb 2:2: Ei yap o St' ayyaow kal.q0eic Myoc eyevero I3E3300.06.123 
• limits to word or message that was spoken through the angels 
• leans toward entity identification 
1 Pet 4:3 yttp o irapanix0rOG xpovo6.124  
• limits to the time that is past 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
1 Pet 5:1: 6 Kai TIN 116101545TIG alrOK0.157TTEGOIltolggc Kotvcovoc.' 
• limits to a specific glory, one that is to be revealed 
• leans toward entity identification 
2 Pet 1:12: tv Tfi napoticryi 
• limits to the truth that remains in the possession of the Petrine readers 
• leans toward entity identification 
Having surveyed a variety of examples of restrictive attributive participles of the APS 
formation pattern, a couple notable examples will be presented and more thoroughly examined. 
First, consider John 6:57: KaOthc atcrreatv i.ts o VON, natilip Kayth go &a Tay na-rtpa, Kai 
6 -rpthycov j.ts KaKEIVIN VICLEI. St' slit.'" In the immediate context the most recent preceding 
reference to nartjp occurs in John 6:49: oi nartpEc .61.16.W gcpayov v Tll  gplition) To pavva Kai 
durt6avov.1 ' In verse 49 the context coupled with the personal pronoun clearly helps determine 
the fact that nattpsc refers to mortal human beings, ancestors, men "from whom one is 
descended and generally at least several generations removed."'" In John 6:57, cliv appears to 
limit the referent of iratijp. Jesus identifies not just a living earthly father, in distinction from the 
mortal fathers who ate manna and died, but the eternal father. In this context caw refers to 
123 NASB95: For if the word spoken through angels proved unalterable.- 
124 ESV: "For the time that is past." 
125 NASB95: "and a partaker also of the glory that is to be revealed." Compare with Rom 8:18, above. 
126 NASB95: "in the truth which is present with you." 
127 ESV: "As the living Father sent me, and I live because of the Father, so whoever feeds on me, he also will 
live because of me." 
128 ESV: "Your fathers ate the manna in the wilderness, and they died." 
129 BDAG, s.v. itarip, 2. 
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"life in contrast to death" and here specifically refers to "beings that in reality... are not subject 
to death."' Immediately following in John 6:58 the noun nargpg; occurs again and denotes the 
same referents of John 6:49. 6 4.bv naTijp stands in the middle of these two occurrences with the 
effect that cdiv appears to limit naTiip to identify the only eternal father, God the Father, in 
contrast to the earthly fathers/ancestors who die. Therefore, a restrictive reading is understood. 
Second Corinthians 3:10 contains an example of an attributive participle of the APS pattern 
that modifies the common noun So rig: Kai Tap o.6 Sgoo4ccolat TO Se&gaopgvov gv TeP 
p.t pet EivsKsv rrjS incEpikalobang 86411g."' Young contends that "phrases with words meaning 
'surpassing' are descriptive [nonrestrictive]."" Young's general observations have been noted to 
be quite helpful in that his work (and that of Voelz) concerning restrictive attributive participles 
is unique to the field of New Testament Greek grammar. Nevertheless, Young seems to 
misunderstand the nature of restrictive modification in this instance. The attributive participle 
-67rEp1361.0-66- 1g appears to limit 5641c in that the linguistic identity of this noun is dependent on 
the modification. If one were to remove the attributive participle, this sentence would lack 
semantic precision. The participle limits the potential referents of 564r1c and thereby 
distinguishes it from the referent of To SE800t6ggvov and points to a glory that is "surpassing, 
extraordinary, [or] outstanding."' This glory consists of a glory that is superior to any other sort 
of glory in existence. The limiting nature of this participles points to its restrictive function. 
Attributive participles of the APS formation pattern occur throughout the New Testament, 
among different authors and various genres. Many of these constructions occur with very generic 
130 BDAG specifically cites this usage in John 6:57. BDAG, s.v. taco, lac. 
131 NIV: "For what was glorious has no glory now in comparison with the surpassing glory." 
132 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 151. 
133 This is especially the case when this verb is used in participial form. See BDAG, s.v. inrcplieuUto. 
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and common nouns, while also occasionally occurring with specific nouns and complex 
substantives. 
Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP). The SAP formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns and slightly 
more frequently than the APS formation pattern. The Greek New Testament contains 122 
occurrences representing 15% of all attributive participles in the Greek New Testament. 
The attributive participles of the SAP pattern that are restrictive are distributed somewhat 
evenly throughout the Greek New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic gospels of 
Matthew and Luke, the gospel of John, Acts, Pauline Epistles (Romans, Galatians, Colossians 
and 2 Timothy), Hebrews, James, 1 Peter and Jude. Various examples that lean toward concept 
formation and entity identification will be presented in order to demonstrate the existence of 
these restrictive participles and to familiarize the reader with this formation pattern. 
First, a few examples will be presented and analyzed thoroughly to demonstrate the nature 
of these participles. Second, a brief list of examples will be presented to familiarize the reader 
with more occurrences. Finally, a few notable examples will be presented and discussed. 
Luke 23:49 contains an attributive participle of the SAP formation pattern that modifies the 
very generic substantive yvvailcEc: Kai rwaluN at cuvauokovOotcrai. air alto nig 
Takaaiac.' The participial phrase ai o-uvaicokoueoliaat ainci) tine TN laAiXalac limits the 
antecedent yuvaixec from all women to specifically identify that group of women who followed 
Jesus from Galilee; therefore, it functions restrictively. This example of restrictive modification 
leans toward the entity identification pole. 
134 ESV: "and the women who had followed him from Galilee." 
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Matthew 4:18 contains an example of modification in the SAP formation pattern with a 
proper name: siSev Si)o 68E46c, Eilmova TOY Agyopivoy IliTpoy Kai AvSptav toy aSel(pov 
aotoii.'" The participial clause Toy keyOttevov iltrpov limits Eiwova from all men named Simon 
to one who is not only named Simon but also called Peter; therefore, it functions restrictively. As 
has been stated above, very specific antecedents, such as proper names, tend to attract 
nonrestrictive modification. However, when they are modified restrictively, they tend to exhibit 
either a partitive meaning or, as is the case here, entity differentiation.'" This can be readily 
demonstrated in another SAP formation example in Luke 6:15: iced MaNalov Kai Cowpietv Kai 
laKcoi3ov AX(paiov Kai Eipcova Toy Kakobinvov Zlikortfv.' The participial clause Toy 
Kakoligevov lrilkyriiv limits the referent from all men who are named Simon to specifically the 
one who is called Zealot and distinguishes him from Simon Peter in Luke 6:14, the previous 
verse. Therefore, it functions restrictively in an instance of entity differentiation. 
Gal 3:21 contains an SAP formation pattern with a common noun: si yap 65601 yopoc 
obviiptivoq copnotficrat, ovraN Etc VollOU aV Trly f  otKatoo-Ovri.138 Paul limits the potential 
referents of vOttoc from all possible aspects, notions, or realities of law to form the concept of a 
law that is able to give life. Therefore it functions restrictively, leaning toward the concept 
formation pole of restrictive modification. 
Consider the following additional restrictive examples of the SAP formation pattern: 
Luke 7:32: ottotoi Eicstv natoioic /Vic iv ayopiic KaOitaivoic Kai npompffivotety 
aDalkotc.'" 
135 NASB95: "He saw two brothers, Simon who was called Peter, and Andrew his brother." 
136 See add. 2-A, "Restrictive Modification of Very Specific Substantives." 
137 ESV: "and Matthew, and Thomas, and James the son of Alphaeus. and Simon who was called the Zealot.- 
138 ESV: "For if a law had been given that could give life, then righteousness would indeed be by the law" (or 
alternatively: "if a law that could give life had been given"). 
138 NASB95: "They are like children who sit in the market place and call to one another.'" 
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• limits to the type of children that sit in the marketplace and call to one another 
• leans toward concept formation 
John 11:2: ljv Se Map*, rl iikeivaaa Toy Kiiptov fitpcp Kai aKiligacia Totc7r6Sac 
airrot Talc Opt4Iv aim-N.140 
• limits to specifically the Mary who anointed the Lord with ointment and 
wiped his feet with her hair"' 
• exhibits entity differentiation representative of proper noun modification' 
Acts 7:35: °IN xetpi. Tat) ociOirroc ain-q)Ev tri pau4).'43 
• limits to the angel who appeared to Moses in the bush 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
Acts 11:21: zokiic T£ apt0µ6; 6 ntatekrac ato-rpswEv Eiti Toy K6plov.144  
• limits the complex substantive to that great number (of people) who believed 
• leans slightly toward entity identification 
Acts 20:19: irsupaatabv To:iv aupfdrrow pot Ev Tai; Tthv loyeatow.'45  
• Limits to specifically the trials that happened to Paul through the plot of the 
Jews 
• Leans toward entity identification 
Col 4:11 Kai 'friaciii; 6 Xeyop.evoc lotaToc.I' 
• limits from all men named Jesus to the one specifically called Justus' 
• leans strongly toward entity identification 
Heb 6:7: yrj yap rj ntotaa Toy en' airnic epxopevov irollaKtc ibe-rov Kai TIKT01)011 
Potiivqv.'48  
140 NK- JV "It was that Mary who anointed the Lord with fragrant oil and wiped His feet with her hair." 
141 The narrative of the New Testament presents various women with the name Mary: Mary the mother of 
Jesus, Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James and Joses, Mary the wife of Clopas, Mary the mother of John 
Mark, the Mary of Rom 16:6, and the Mary presented here in this verse (sister of Martha). See BDAG, s.v. Mapia. 
142 See add. 2-A, "Restrictive Modification of Very Specific Substantives." 
143 ESV: "by the hand of the angel who appeared to him in the bush." 
144 ESV: "and a great number who believed turned to the Lord.- 
145 ESV: "Trials that happened to me through the plots of the Jews...." 
146 ESV: "and Jesus who is called Justus." For the usage of kgro to specifically identify an entity see BDAG, 
s.v. Xey(o, 4. 
147 The name 'Incsoiic was "common among Jews" and this example confirms the existence of other men named 
Jesus besides Jesus Christ. 'lira; is tantamount to the Hebrew il9ti2/iptiri;. (Joshua). Furthermore, other instances 
of 'Iriaofic that do not refer to Jesus Christ are found in Luke 2:39, variants of Matt 27:16 and some have conjectured 
in Phlm 23. See BDAG, s.v. 'hicrobc. 
148 NIV: "Land that drinks in the rain often falling on it and that produces a crop useful." Notice the 
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• limits to the type of land that is both able to receive the rain that often falls on 
it and to produce a useful crop 
• leans toward concept formation 
Jas 4:12: Erg 03-1•1V vopoOttrig KUIL Kim* 6 otwaltsvoc othaat Kai airolleat„'49 
• limits to the concept of a lawgiver-judge that is able to save and destroy 
• leans toward concept formation 
1 Pet 1:10: MIA rjS  cgoripiac E4E0rjtrlaav Kai g4ipaiwriaav apovilTat of sic 
.6ftdc xaptToc apovrelicrarrec.15° 
• limits to the subset of prophets who prophesied about the grace that was for 
the recipients of Peter's letter 
• leans toward entity identification 
Jude 1:6: ityyikovc TE Tobc µt1 Tqpijaarrac rile Eavrty apxir eant anokurovrac 
TO i8tov obarniptov.15' 
• limits to precisely those angels that did not keep their own sphere of influence 
and left behind their own (proper) dwelling place 
• leans toward entity identification 
Having surveyed examples of restrictive attributive participles of the SAP formation 
pattern, a couple notable examples will be presented and examined. 
Romans 2:14 and 9:30 both contain examples of the SAP formation pattern with the noun 
gevri. In both instances Paul appears to speak of a limited subset of all Gentiles. Consider Rom 
2:14: &ray yap ECM] rix µtl vottov Exorra cp6aEt to TOO vop.ou itoubo-tv.`" The participial phrase 
to µrl voftov kcovta limits the referent from all Gentiles to precisely those that do not have the 
law. Gentiles that do have the law would consist of Gentile God-fearers and proselytes. 
Consider, also, the similar example in Rom 9:30: Ti ouv gpoiipEv; ott EOVI1 Til µtl otthicorra 
restrictive attributive participle of the APS formation pattern within this SAP pattern: Toy be aimic epxopevov 
rroaiixt; i)crov. 
149 NRSV: "There is one lawgiver and judge who is able to save and to destroy." 
15° ESV: "Concerning this salvation, the prophets who prophesied about the grace that was to be yours 
searched and inquired carefully." 
151  NIV: "And the angels who did not keep their positions of authority but abandoned their own home." 
152 NASB95: "For when Gentiles who do not have the Law do instinctively the things of the Law." 
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oucatom5v1v rarractI36-v Succuoaiwriv, Sixatoo-r5viv SE TfIV Etc nicrtscog.'" The participial clause VI 
p.1) Sithicovra Sucatoo-r5viv appears to limit the referent from all Gentiles to specifically that 
subset of Gentiles who did not pursue righteousness (from the law). Paul speaks of Gentile 
Christians (and possibly some God-fearers and proselytes) who have attained righteousness by 
faith. Both of these examples limit their referents and, therefore, function restrictively. 
Furthermore, they lean toward the concept formation pole of restrictive modification. 
Restrictive attributive participles of the SAP formation pattern modify very generic, 
common and at times very specific substantives. These participles occur throughout the New 
Testament, among various authors and genres. 
Less Frequently Occurring Formation Pattern: Participle + Substantive (PS). The PS 
formation pattern occurs very infrequently within the text of the Greek New Testament. The 
analysis performed for this dissertation has revealed only 18 occurrences in the New Testament. 
As can be inferred from above, Young and Wallace do not treat this formation pattern at all.'" 
Boyer, however, does identify this "extremely rare" formation pattern in his discussion of 
"Adjectival Uses" of the participle.'" 
Restrictive participles of the PS formation pattern are found in Mark, John, Acts, 1 & 2 
Corinthians, Galatians, I & 2 Timothy, Hebrews and 2 Peter. A representative sample will be 
presented to demonstrate their existence and familiarize the reader with these constructions. 
Mark 15:23: Kai taiLom tab*" iattypvtaratvov avov• oc at mix 0436-v.'" 
• limits from wine in general to specifically wine that is mixed with myrrh 
• leans toward concept formation 
153 ESV: "What shall we say, then? That Gentiles who did not pursue righteousness have attained it, that is, a 
righteousness that is by faith." 
154 See section titled "Noun Phrase Formation Patterns Containing An Attributive Participle" on p. 102 above. 
155 Boyer, "Classification of Participles," 164, 167. 
156 ESV: "And they offered him wine mixed with myrrh, but he did not take it." 
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Acts 2:2: irpcoc etio-nsp (pepoptvilg fhaiac.' 
• limits to a rushing mighty wind 
• leans toward concept formation 
I Tim 6:3: irtiaivouutv koyoic ToiS 'rob Kw:4ov ijp.G.w Xpicrroi3.158 
• limits to those words that are correct/sound 
• leans toward concept formation 
Heb 6:5: Kai Kakov irsucraptvoug 880U 154.a 6uvapicic TE plikkOVTO; 
• limits from all possible ages (past, present, etc...) to the coming (future) age 
• leans toward entity identification 
Heb 7:8 86.Katac iuroOrjuKorrEc fiv0pwrot ?,.attl3avou6iv.' 
• limits to specifically that subset of men who die' 
• leans toward concept formation 
2 Pet 1:16: GU yap agaognai.avot; 00ot; gaicokouefiaavrEc.162 
• limits from all types of myths to specifically those that are cleverly devised 
• leans toward concept formation 
Every participle of the PS formation pattern participates in restrictive modification. These 
participles modify both common and generic substantives. Though only 18 examples exist, these 
participles occur fairly evenly throughout the New Testament. 
Summary of the Restrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament 
A presentation of restrictive attributive participles in the Greek New Testament has 
demonstrated the reality and prevalence of these constructions. Restrictive attributive participles 
157 ESV: "a sound like a mighty rushing wind." 
158 ESV: "sound words of our Lord Jesus Christ." 
'59 NIV: "who have tasted the goodness of the word of God and the powers of the coming age." 
160 KJV: "men that die receive tithes." 
161 The restrictive modification sets up a contrast with Melchizedek who has "neither beginning of days nor 
end of life, but resembling the Son of God he continues a priest forever" (Heb 7:3, ESV). 
162 ESV: "For we did not follow cleverly devised myths.- 
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exist in multiple noun-phrase formation patterns, in various genres, among all authors of the New 
Testament, and with antecedents that range from very generic to very specific. 
The Restrictive Relative Clause in the Greek New Testament 
The validity of restrictive modification as a linguistic category and the existence of this 
modification through various strategies cross-linguistically have been established. A general 
survey of restrictive clauses has confirmed the existence of restrictive relative clauses in English, 
Spanish, Modern Greek and Koine Greek. The relative clause in the Greek New Testament 
participates in two noun-phrase formation patterns and five different types of subordinate 
relationships.'" Restrictive relative clauses find representation in both patterns and all five types 
of subordinate relative clauses. The thesis of this dissertation contends that when both the 
attributive participle and relative clause are grammatically and stylistically feasible, the relative 
clause is predominantly utilized to modify a substantive nonrestrictively. It is, therefore, 
maintained that restrictive relative clauses exist within certain grammatical and stylistic 
parameters. A presentation of these restrictive relative clauses in the Greek New Testament will 
demonstrate the reality of their existence and familiarize the reader to these constructions. 
Relative Clause Formation Patterns 
While the above analysis of the attributive participle indicated four major formation 
patterns, the relative clause exhibits only one major noun-phrase formation pattern. Linguists 
normally speak of three patterns of relative clauses when considering the position of the relative 
clause with respect to its antecedent: pre-nominal, post-nominal, and internally-headed.'" Of the 
approximately 1,040 restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses in the Greek New Testament, the 
163 This will be explicated more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
164 Martin M. Culy, "A Typology of Koine Relative Clauses," in Work Papers of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics (University of North Dakota, 1989), 3:76. 
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post-nominal type "is by far the most common, encompassing more than 95% of the relative 
clauses found in the New Testament."' Internally-headed relative clauses make up the 
remainder.' An example of a restrictive post-nominal relative clause can be found in Matt 2:6: 
gic Gob y6p gsksbauat tobp.svog, ot711; 7rOtpaVei ToV AttifiV poi Toy laporrik.'" The relative 
clause follows (post-) its antecedent toUp.Evoc. An example of the rare restrictive internally-
headed relative clause can be found in Mark 4:24: & ir? Attpo,) pterpetre getp-notlacrat 
The head-noun pl-cpq.) stands in the middle (internally) of the relative clause. While internally-
headed relative clauses exist and are considered in this study, the majority of relative clauses in 
the Greek New Testament stand in post-nominal position and as a result make up the primary set 
of examples considered for analysis in this dissertation. 
Types of Subordinate Relative Clauses 
Whereas the attributive participle functions in one type of subordinate clause, the relative 
clause is capable of representing five different subordinate relationships. All attributive 
participles essentially function as subordinate subject clauses; the antecedent always functions as 
the subject within the subordinate participial clause. With respect to relative clauses, not only can 
antecedents serve the role of subject in the subordinate clause, but they can also serve as direct 
object, indirect object, oblique, or possessor. Restrictive examples of these five types of 
165 Culy, "Koine Relative Clauses," 76. 
166 Culy, "Koine Relative Clauses," 80. Additionally, Culy notes that while "some linguists have posited that 
Koine does in fact have prenominal RCs...all verses that are putative examples of prenominal RCs can be analyzed 
as l[nternally] H[eaded] R[elative] C[lause]s." He also notes that "the majority of the traditional Greek grammarians 
have treated what appear to be prenominal RCs as IHRCs (e.g., Robertson 1934:718; Blass and Debrunner 
1961:154).- 
167 ESV: "for from you shall come a ruler who will shepherd my people Israel." 
168 "with the measure with which you measure, it shall be measured to you." 
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subordinate relative clauses will be presented in order to demonstrate their existence and to 
familiarize the reader with these types of subordinate relative clauses.'" 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Subject. Subject relative clauses occur slightly less 
frequently than direct object relative clauses') and more frequently than the rest of the other 
types of subordinate relative clauses. The Greek New Testament contains 364 occurrences 
representing 35% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. In each of these occurrences it 
can be readily discerned that the antecedent referenced within the subordinate clause fills the role 
of subject within that clause. All relative pronouns in subject relative clauses stand in the 
nominative case. 
Restrictive subject relative clauses are distributed somewhat sparsely throughout the Greek 
New Testament. They find representation in the Gospels, Acts, Romans, 1 Corinthians, 
Philippians, 2 Timothy, Hebrews, James, 1 John and Revelation. A representative sample of 
examples that lean toward concept formation and entity identification are presented in order to 
demonstrate the existence and familiarize the reader with these restrictive subject relative 
clauses. 
Matt 2:6: infoiwevog, ofTric 7T011110VET Toy IA& µau Toy lapaill..171 
• Limits to a ruler who will shepherd/lead Israel 
• Leans slightly toward entity identification 
Luke 8:2: Kai TuvaiKg6 nye; ai irle5UV TEOzpairt-upivat aire nveiluaircov movripoiv Kai 
acr6eveuliv.'72 
169 The categorization of the five types of subordinate relative clauses stems from linguistic universals 
established by what linguists refer to as the Accessibility Hierarchy. The linguistic realities of this hierarchy will be 
fully explicated in ch. 6. 
170 One might think that there would be more subject relative clauses than direct object relative clauses. While 
this will be treated more thoroughly in ch. 6, it is noted here that only one strategy for relativizing direct object 
clauses exists, the relative clause. Attributive participles do not directly relativize direct object clauses; they only 
relativize subject clauses. So. two strategies for relativizing subject clauses exist, the attributive participle and the 
relative clause. As a result, overall, there are more subject clauses than direct object clauses. 
171 ESV: "a ruler who will shepherd my people Israel." 
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• Limits to women who had been healed 
• Leans slightly toward entity identification 
Acts 7:40: liobiaov tidy (hot; of rpolropetworrau hpiov...173 
• Limits to tangible "gods" who will go before the Israelites, ultimately referencing 
idols/statues that can be seen 
• Leans toward concept formation 
1 Cor 6:5: oi5vog oinc Evt Ev vµly oi)8eic OS Swim-rat oumpivat &It picrov Tot') 
itociapoi) airroi);174 
• Limits to a wise man that will be able to judge between his brothers 
• Leans toward concept formation 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Direct Object. Direct object relative clauses occur slightly 
more frequently than subject relative clauses"' and more frequently than the remaining types of 
subordinate relative clauses. The Greek New Testament contains 369 occurrences representing 
35% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. With direct object relative clauses the 
antecedent referenced by a relative pronoun fills the role of direct object within that subordinate 
clause. Accusative relative pronouns make up the majority of relative pronouns utilized in these 
clauses. Genitive and dative relative pronouns also occur in direct object relative clauses due to 
attraction of the relative pronoun to the case of the antecedent and due to the fact that certain 
verbs require the genitive or dative case for the direct object.' 
Restrictive direct object relative clauses are distributed evenly and quite prevalent 
throughout the Greek New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic Gospels, John, 
Acts, Pauline Epistles (Romans, 1 & 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, 
Colossians, 2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, Titus, Philemon) Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, 1 & 3 
172 ESV: "and also some women who had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities." 
173 ESV. "Make for us gods who will go before us.- 
174 "so, there is among you no wise man that will be able to judge between his brothers?" 
175 See n. 170, above. 
176 See add. 5-A, "Relative Pronoun Agreement." 
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John, Jude and Revelation. A representative sample of examples that lean toward concept 
formation and entity identification are presented in order to demonstrate their existence and 
familiarize the reader with these restrictive direct object relative clauses. 
Luke 15:16: Kai bteNpst xopTaa0fivat Etc Toiv KepaTiow by ficrOtov of xoipot.'" 
• Limits to pods that the pigs ate 
• Leans toward entity identification 
• Relative pronoun genitive by attraction to antecedent 
John 17:22: icccyo Tip &gay ijv 8e8comic got St Sawa airrolc.178 
• Limits specifically to that glory given to Jesus by the Father 
• Leans toward entity identification 
• Relative pronoun accusative 
Acts 7:7: Kai To E0voc w iitv boulximovatv KptvOi gycb.'" 
• Limits to the nation that the Israelites serve 
• Leans toward entity identification 
• Relative pronoun dative; verb takes direct object in the dative 
Rom 16:17: irapa Tip Stonily ijv imEic 069ETE.18° 
• Limits to the teaching that the Romans learned 
• Leans toward entity identification 
• Relative pronoun accusative 
2 Cor 12:21: ggi r11 itica0apaill Kai nopviict Kai aackyzict j  isrpa4ay.18' 
• Limits to impurity, sexual immorality and sensuality that many of the Corinthian 
believers practiced 
• Leans toward entity identification 
• Relative pronoun dative by attraction to antecedent 
Col 4:17: atTCE rile otaKoviav f v scapEXaPec iv Kupio,), lva airrfiv nkripoic.' 
• Limits to the ministry that Archippus received in the Lord 
• Leans strongly toward entity identification 
• Relative pronoun accusative 
177 ESV: "And he was longing to be fed with the pods that the pigs ate." 
178 ESV: "The glory that you have given me 1 have given to them." 
179 ESV: "But I will judge the nation that they serve." 
180 NASB95: "contrary to the teaching which you learned." 
181 ESV: "of the impurity, sexual immorality, and sensuality that they have practiced." 
182 ESV: "See that you fulfill the ministry that you have received in the Lord." 
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Heb 2:13: g-yd) Kai TfL naioia a pot EeKoncv 6 0E4' 
• Limits to the children God has given to Jesus 
• Leans toward entity identification 
• Relative pronoun accusative 
1 Pet 4:11: iolctoc it; xopqyci 6 Odic.' 
• Limits to the strength that God supplies 
• Leans slightly toward concept formation 
• Relative pronoun genitive by attraction to antecedent 
Rev 3:8: 06pav oi)8Ei; oliVaTat iaticrat airrtiv.185 
• Limits to an open door that no one is able to close 
• Leans toward concept formation 
• Relative pronoun accusative 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Indirect Object. Indirect object relative clauses occur less 
frequently than any other type of subordinate relative clause. The Greek New Testament contains 
only 11 occurrences representing 1% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. With 
indirect object relative clauses the antecedent referenced by a relative pronoun fills the role of 
indirect object within that subordinate clause. Dative relative pronouns make up the majority of 
relative pronouns utilized in these clauses.' 
Only three restrictive indirect object relative clauses exist in the Greek New Testament; 
they are found in Luke 19:15, Rom 4:6 and Rev 7:2. Rom 4:6 serves as a representative example: 
Rom 4:6: Tot av9p6nou CI) 6 0E6; koyicerat oticatoniwriv owl; Epyaw.187 
• Limits from anyone to the one to whom God credits righteousness apart from works 
183 ESV: "I and the children God has given me.- 
184 ESV: "the strength that God supplies.- 
185 NASB95: "an open door which no one can shut." Notice the combination of restrictive strategies. The 
attributive participle limits the door to an open door and the restrictive direct object relative clause limits to an open 
door incapable of being closed by anyone. 
186 The nonrestrictive indirect object relative clause in Acts 26:17 utilizes a preposition with the accusative to 
indicate the indirect object: sK TOW cOvwv di; oii; &yip &morale) lac (NASB95: "from the Gentiles, to whom 1 am 
sending you"). 
187 ESV: "the one to whom God counts righteousness apart from works." 
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• Leans toward concept formation 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Oblique. Oblique relative clauses occur slightly less 
frequently than subject and direct object relative clauses but more frequently than indirect object 
and possessor relative clauses. The Greek New Testament contains 253 occurrences representing 
24% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. 
In an oblique relative clause the antecedent referenced by a relative pronoun fills the role of 
an oblique within that subordinate clause. Genitive, Dative and Accusative relative pronouns are 
utilized in these clauses. The oblique category contains a variety of roles which are not covered 
in the direct object, indirect object, and possessor categories. Roles such as locative, instrument, 
means, source, etc... describe this category. Oblique relative clauses often utilize prepositions 
with the pronoun in the subordinate clause (e.g. sic, Ev, Sta, Eni, thro, nspi, npoc, laud, xavic, 
Kara, =pat). 
Restrictive oblique relative clauses are distributed somewhat evenly throughout the Greek 
New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic Gospels, John, Acts, Romans, 1 & 2 
Corinthians, Ephesians, Hebrews and Revelation. A representative sample of examples that lean 
toward concept formation and entity identification are presented in order to demonstrate their 
existence and familiarize the reader with these restrictive oblique relative clauses. 
Matt 18:7: ia.fiv obai T(15 avOptinup &' ci5 To aulivoulov Epxs-rat.'" 
• Limits from any man to the type of man through whom an offence comes 
• Leans toward concept formation 
Luke 22:10: alcokoperjaan airco) sic Tile oixictv sic fiv eitnropstisTat.'" 
• Limits to the specific house the man enters into 
• Leans strongly toward entity identification 
188 ESV: "but woe to that man through whom the stumbling block comes!" 
189 "Follow him into the house into which he enters.- 
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John 13:5: Kai >>pi ato virmv 'rob; rcoSac -OW goaltyrajv Kai gicithaintv TcI) (.1.) ijv 
otEccoapitvoc.19° 
• Limits to the towel that was wrapped around Jesus 
• Leans strongly toward entity identification 
Acts 9:17: liaolic 6 6(pesig cot Ey rfi 666> 
• Limits to the specific road by which Paul came to Damascus 
• Leans toward entity identification 
1 Cor 7:20 — 04.11crEt iuMeq....192 
• Limits to the condition in which the believer was called 
• Leans slightly toward concept formation 
Heb 13:10: gxopicv aumaaniptov 4 oi) (payEiv outs Ex0IMIN 4oucriav oi. Tlj mairl 
Xcrrpei)ovitg.193 
• Limits to an altar distinct from the one from which those who serve the tent have a 
right to eat to an altar from which they do not have a right to eat 
• Leans slightly toward concept formation 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Possessor. Possessor relative clauses occur slightly more 
frequently than indirect object relative clauses and less frequently than the other types of 
subordinate relative clauses. The Greek New Testament contains 43 occurrences representing 4% 
of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. In a possessor relative clause the antecedent 
referenced by a relative pronoun fills the role of a possessor within that subordinate clause. Only 
genitive relative pronouns are utilized in these clauses. 
Restrictive possessor relative clauses are distributed sparsely throughout the Greek New 
Testament. Mark, Luke, Acts, Romans, 2 Corinthians, and Hebrews contain one occurrence each 
19° ESV: "and began to wash the disciples' feet and to wipe them with the towel with which He was girded." 
Robertson labels this relative pronoun as "instrumental." Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 716. 
191 ESV: "Jesus who appeared to you on the road by which you came." Robertson, Grammar of the Greek 
New Testament, 716, labels the relative pronoun as "locative." 
192 ESV: "in the condition in which he was called." Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 716, 
describes this relative pronoun as "locative." Maximilian Zerwick and Mary Grosvenor, A Grammatical Analysis of 
the Greek New Testament (vol. 2; Rome: Biblical Institute, 1979), 510, describes the relative pronoun as an 
"instrumental dative." 
193 ESV: "We have an altar from which those who serve the tent have no right to eat." Robertson describes 
the preposition as the "partitive use of sic."  Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 599. 
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and Revelation contains two occurrences. Consider Luke 13:1 and 2 Cor 8:18 as representative 
examples: 
Luke 13:1: tiov FaktA.aion iov ro aipa Haditoc Etn.4ev MT& TaV %COW CUUTOV.194 
• Limits from all Galileans to those whose blood Pilate mixed with their sacrifices 
• Leans toward entity identification 
2 Cor 8:18: 'rev itoclApov oi) o EiratvoG LI, 'r4 eimyekicp Sia Nuethy Tebv 
• Limits to the brother whose fame in the gospel is through all the churches 
• Leans strongly toward entity identification 
Summary of the Restrictive Relative Clause in the Greek New Testament 
A presentation of restrictive relative clauses in the Greek New Testament has demonstrated 
the reality and existence of these constructions. Restrictive relative clauses exist in two noun-
phrase formation patterns (post-nominal and internally-headed) but find representation primarily 
in the post-nominal pattern. Restrictive relative clauses exist in all of the five types of 
subordinate relative clauses: subject, direct object, indirect object, oblique and possessor. These 
restrictive clauses, to varying degrees, exist among all authors of the New Testament. 
General Tendencies of Restrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament 
Having surveyed restrictive attributive participles and restrictive relative clauses in the 
Greek New Testament, a presentation of the general tendencies of these restrictive clauses 
contributes to the analysis of these two constructions toward an assessment of their purported 
equivalence. 
194 ESV: "the Galileans whose blood Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices." 
195 "the brother whose fame in the gospel is through all the churches." 
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Restrictive Attributive Participles 
The general tendencies gathered from a thorough survey of noun phrase formation patterns 
that contain an attributive participle demonstrate the strong proclivity of the attributive participle 
toward restrictive modification. 
Article + Substantive + Article + Participle (ASAP). The ASAP formation pattern 
occurs more frequently in the Greek New Testament than any other formation pattern and 
demonstrates a high percentage of restrictive modification. At least 240 of the 296 occurrences 
modify their respective substantives restrictively, representing at least 81% of all occurrences. 
Substantive + Participle (SP). The SP formation pattern occurs more frequently in the 
Greek New Testament than the APS and SAP formation patterns and slightly less frequently than 
the ASAP pattern. This syntactical pattern demonstrates a very high percentage of restriction. At 
least 234 of the 244 instances participate in restrictive modification, representing at least 96% of 
all occurrences. 
Article + Participle + Substantive (APS). The APS formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns. This 
syntactical pattern also demonstrates a very high percentage of restriction. At least 96 of the 108 
instances are restrictive representing at least 89% of all occurrences. 
Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP).The SAP formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns and slightly 
more frequently than the APS formation pattern. Overall, this syntactical pattern does not 
demonstrate as high of a percentage of restrictive modification when compared to the other 
formation patterns.'" Only 59% percent of participles in the SAP formation pattern (72 of 122 
196 Additionally, it does not demonstrate as high a percentage as the infrequent PS formation pattern, which 
will be treated in the next section. 
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occurrences) could be described as restrictive. Many of the exceptions to the rule are located in 
this formation pattern. The tendencies of these exceptions are consistent and quite revelatory; 
they will be explored more thoroughly in chapter 6. For now, two statistics demonstrate some of 
the interesting tendencies of this formation pattern. First, 100% of all common or generic 
substantives modified in the SAP formation pattern are restrictive. Second, Only 11% of divine 
names' modified in the SAP formation pattern are restrictive. 
Less Frequently Occurring Formation Pattern: Participle + Substantive (PS). The PS 
formation pattern occurs very infrequently within the text of the Greek New Testament. While 
the number of occurrences is small (18), 100% percent of these participles modify their 
respective substantives restrictively. 
Summary of General Tendencies of Restrictive Attributive Participles. It has been 
demonstrated that a high percentage of attributive participles in the Greek New Testament 
participate in restrictive modification. 81% of ASAP formation pattern participles restrict their 
antecedents. 96% of the participles in the SP formation pattern participate in restrictive 
modification. 89% of the participles in the APS formation pattern are restrictive. 100% of the 
participles in the PS formation pattern are restrictive. Overall, approximately 84% of the nearly 
800 attributive participles in the Greek New Testament participate in restrictive modification. 
These tendencies of the attributive participle support the assertion of this dissertation that the 
attributive participle is primarily utilized to restrict the substantive except under certain 
prescribed circumstances. 
197 For example: Jesus, God, Holy Spirit, etc. This will be treated more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
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Restrictive Relative Clauses 
The existence of five different types of subordinate relative clauses contributes 
significantly to the analysis undertaken in this dissertation. The general tendencies of restrictive 
relative clauses within the respective types of subordinate relative clauses will be considered. 
Specifically, the tendencies of restrictive subject clauses significantly contribute to the analysis 
of this dissertation. 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Subject. Subject relative clauses occur slightly less 
frequently than direct object relative clauses and more frequently than the rest of the other types 
of subordinate relative clauses. Only 68 of the 364 definitively function restrictively, 
representing merely 19% of all subject relative clauses. 
Since attributive participles participate solely in subject relativization, the category of 
subject relative clauses is of primary significance. While the specific nature of restrictive subject 
relative clauses will be discussed more thoroughly in chapter 6, some generalizations are noted. 
The restrictive subject relative clauses tend to exhibit one or more of the following 
characteristics: 
1. Verb constructions that are incapable of participial representation 
2. Semitic Vorlagen 
3. Very generic antecedents 
4. Unique usage of Dull 
5. Idiomatic usage of oi)6sic 071,V 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Direct Object. Direct object relative clauses occur slightly 
more frequently than subject relative clauses and more frequently than the remaining types of 
subordinate relative clauses. 223 of the 369 instances modify their antecedents restrictively, 
representing 60% of all direct object relative clauses. 
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Restrictive Relative Clauses—Indirect Object. Indirect object relative clauses occur less 
frequently than any other type of subordinate relative clause. 3 of the 11 occurrences are 
restrictive, representing 27% of all indirect object relative clauses. Due to the paucity of 
occurrences the percentage is almost inconsequential. 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Oblique. Oblique relative clauses occur slightly less 
frequently than subject and direct object relative clauses but more frequently than indirect object 
and possessor relative clauses. 84 of the 253 occurrences participate in restrictive modification, 
representing 33% of all oblique relative clauses. 
Restrictive Relative Clauses—Possessor. Possessor relative clauses occur slightly more 
frequently than indirect object relative clauses and less frequently than the other types of 
subordinate relative clauses. 9 of the 43 instances restrict their antecedents, representing 21% of 
all possessor relative clauses. 
Summary of General Tendencies of Restrictive Relative Clauses. Relative clauses 
exhibit a wide range of participation in restrictive modification across the five types of 
subordinate relative clauses. The percentages vary from 19% for subject relative clauses up to 
60% for direct object clauses. Overall, only 37% percent of all relative clauses participate in 
restrictive modification. Since all attributive participles function as subordinate subject clauses, 
the tendencies of subject relative clauses contributes significantly to our thesis. While 84% of all 
attributive participles are restrictive only 19% of subject relative clauses participate in restrictive 
modification.'" 
Summary of Restrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament 
The presentation of restrictivity as a linguistic category in chapter two and the grammatical 
198 This will be explicated more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
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assertions pertaining to restrictive clauses presented here have revealed the need for studying the 
restrictive nature of attributive participles and relative clauses in the Greek New Testament. For 
both constructions the scholarly research with respect to restrictive modification is both cursory 
and inconsistent. 
The writings of Young and Voelz have suggested the restrictive nature of attributive 
participles but no comprehensive study has been done to confirm these observations heretofore. 
Our survey of the attributive participle has confirmed the inclinations of Voelz and demonstrated 
that overall the majority of attributive participles (84%) participate in restrictive modification, 
particularly those of the ASAP (81%), SP (96%), APS (89%) and PS (100%) formation patterns. 
Grammatically speaking much less has been asserted regarding the restrictive nature of the 
relative clause. Our study, however, has demonstrated that overall only 37% of relative clauses 
participate in restrictive modification. Since all attributive participles are subordinate subject 
clauses, it is quite significant that only 19% of subject relative clauses modify their antecedents 
restrictively. The specific nuances of these tendencies will be explored in chapter 6 of this 
dissertation in connection with the explication and application of the Accessibility Hierarchy. 
The goal of this dissertation to assess the purported equivalence of the attributive participle 
and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament has led us to assess their respective 
restrictive and nonrestrictive tendencies. The nature of restrictivity has been explicated in chapter 
2 and those findings have been applied to the attributive participle and relative clause here in 
chapter 3. The other side of that inquiry involves the nonrestrictive nature of these grammatical 
constructions. In chapter 4, nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category will be explored, and in 
chapter 5 the nonrestrictivity of the attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New 
Testament will be presented. In chapter 6, the specific nuances of these tendencies will be 





Restrictive modification as a linguistic category was presented in chapter 2, which laid a 
necessary foundation for a survey of restrictive clauses in the Greek New Testament in chapter 3. 
Nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category will be explored in this chapter, coupled with an 
introductory presentation of nonrestrictive clauses. This exploration of nonrestrictivity 
establishes a necessary foundation for the survey of nonrestrictive clauses in the Greek New 
Testament in chapter 5.' 
Nonrestrictivity As A Linguistic Category 
A study of the validity of nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category, a clear definition of 
nonrestrictivity, an understanding of the nature of antecedents connected to nonrestrictive 
strategies, an awareness of a variety of nonrestrictive strategies, and the framework of a 
continuum of nonrestrictivity contribute to an overall understanding of the concept of 
nonrestrictivity. 
Validity of Nonrestrictivity as a Linguistic Category 
A review of the history and acceptance of nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category coupled 
with a brief presentation of nonrestrictivity in modern languages helps establish the validity of 
In many ways this chapter mirrors the structure of ch. 2, but from the perspective of nonrestrictivity instead of 
restrictivity. As a result, some of the information will be redundant. 
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this linguistic distinction and underscores the need to explore nonrestrictivity in the Greek New 
Testament. 
History and Acceptance of Nonrestrictivity as a Linguistic Category. As was asserted 
in chapter 2, the nonrestrictive/restrictive distinction originated in areas of traditional grammar, 
yet the distinction has been widely embraced and utilized in formal linguistic studies.' Consider 
Haussamen's helpful summary: 
The contrast between restrictive and nonrestrictive has historically been one of the 
most successful conceptualizations of recent grammar theory . . . . One sign of the 
success of the two terms is that they have spread from conventional grammar to 
linguistics, a field which has been very careful about its terminology. Linguistic 
grammars use the terms, as conventional grammars do, to describe not only relative 
clauses but modifiers of all kinds in their relation to the term they modify.' 
It has been established that a vast number of grammarians and linguists uphold the existence of 
nonrestrictivity (and restrictivity) as a helpful distinction for analyzing a variety of strategies for 
adnominal modification (coordination) in any language.' 
Nonrestrictivity in Modern Languages. A presentation of a few nonrestrictive strategies 
within modern languages serves as a beneficial heuristic to validate and clarify the existence of 
the nonrestrictive distinction.' The nonrestrictive tendencies of English and Spanish that were 
introduced in chapter 16 will be expounded.' Additionally, some brief illustrations of 
2 See section titled "History and Acceptance of Restrictivity as a Linguistic Category" on pp. 59-61 of ch. 2. 
3 Haussamen, "Restrictive and Nonrestrictive," 2. For more details of Haussamen's assertions see section titled 
"History and Acceptance of Restrictivity as a Linguistic Category" on pp. 59-61 of ch. 2. 
For a more detailed presentation see section titled "History and Acceptance of Restrictivity as a Linguistic 
Category" on pp. 59-61 of ch. 2. 
5 A more detailed survey of strategies will be presented later in the chapter; highlighting a few strategies from a 
variety of languages here helps demonstrate the validity of the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. 
6 See section titled "The Restrictive/Nonrestrictive Distinction" on p. 4 of ch. I. 
Since English speakers represent the major readership for this dissertation and since Spanish is the second 
most spoken language in the U.S.A. a consideration of the restrictive tendencies of these languages proves to be a 
beneficial heuristic to validate the nonrestrictive distinction and to elucidate the assertions made throughout this 
dissertation. For this reason, English and Spanish examples are utilized often in the dissertation. 
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nonrestrictive strategies cited in the literature will be presented. Finally, the nonrestrictivity of 
relative clauses in Modern Greek will be presented with the consideration of how this might be 
relevant to our study of the Koine Greek of the New Testament. The analysis of these languages 
will consider, to varying degrees, the orthographic, syntactic and prosodic' nature of 
nonrestrictivity. 
In English, as was noted in chapter 1,9 relative clauses serve as a nonrestrictive strategy. 
Orthographically this is noted with the presence of a comma before (and after if necessary) the 
entire relative clause (e.g. My father, who was here yesterday, is fine.).10 One also observes this 
distinction prosodically. There exists a very distinct prosodic variance between nonrestrictive 
and restrictive relative clauses. Jespersen states that there is "a marked difference in tone, a non-
restrictive clause beginning on a deeper tone than a restrictive one; besides, a pause is 
permissible before a non-restrictive, but hardly before a restrictive clause."" So, essentially 
Jespersen notes that when voicing a nonrestrictive relative clause, the tone of the clause is deeper 
than the intonation of the rest of the sentence and one may voice a pause.' If a native English 
speaker naturally speaks the following sentences, Jespersen's assertions are confirmed: "Mary, 
8 In the field of linguistics prosody refers to the rhythm, stress and/or intonation of speech. Most native 
speakers employ quite naturally the restrictive prosodic strategies of English and Spanish. Most, however, are not 
aware or conscious of the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction, linguistically speaking. The awareness of this reality 
helps to confirm the validity of the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction within English and Spanish and 
demonstrates the need for precision in translating Biblical texts with respect to restrictive and nonrestrictive 
strategies. 
9 See section titled "The Restrictive/Nonrestrictive Distinction" on p. 4 of ch. I. 
1° Lazarus. MacLeish Smith, Modern English: A Glossary of Literature and Language, 407. 
" Otto Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar (London: Allen & Unwin, 1968), 112. 
12 Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey Leech and Jan Svartik, eds. A Comprehensive Grammar of 
the English Language (New York: Longman, 1985), 366, confirm as much: "restrictive relative clauses are closely 
connected to their antecedent or head prosodically." With respect to nonrestrictive relative clauses he asserts that 
their "'parenthetic' relation is endorsed by being given a separate tone unit (frequently with reduced prominence and 
narrow pitch range)," 1242. Edward L. Keenan, "Relative Clauses." in Complex Constructions (vol. 2 of Language 
Typology and Syntactic Description; ed. Timothy Shopen; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 169, 
notes that in English (and Modern Hebrew) nonrestrictive relative clauses differ from restrictive ones by 
parenthetical intonation. 
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who plays soccer, is a nice girl." "John likes the girl who plays soccer."' Syntactically speaking, 
English nonrestrictive relative clauses must contain a wh-word (wh-relatives: which, who, whom, 
whose). Consider Eph 4:30 (ESV) as an example: "And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, by 
whom you were sealed for the day of redemption." Relative clauses "that contain that (that-
relatives) and those that do not (zero relatives)"14 cannot be nonrestrictive. 
English adjective modifiers may also function nonrestrictively, which is discerned 
prosodically. As was asserted in chapter 2: "The contrast is illustrated by...the sentence Look at 
John's black dog; with the [prosodic] emphasis on dog; the implication is that John has one dog 
with him, which happens to be black (i.e. the modification is non-restrictive)...."15 
With respect to the Spanish language, nonrestrictive relative clauses in Spanish are set off 
by commas (orthography). Prosodically speaking, Spanish nonrestrictive relative clauses "are 
characterized in speech by a falling terminal juncture"' and the presence of a pause.' Notice the 
pauses present when voicing: "Madrid, que es la capital de Espana, es una ciudad muy 
interesante."' The prosodic and orthographic tendencies of Spanish relative clauses closely 
parallel the tendencies in English. Additionally, syntactically speaking, the relative pronoun el 
13 Kleanthes K. Grohmann, "Clause" in Encyclopedia of Linguistics (ed. Philipp Stranzy; New York: Fitzroy 
Dearborn, 2005), 1:210-11. One should also note that this phenomenon applies to restrictive and nonrestrictive 
appositional constructions. One observes this phenomenon when voicing the following: "John the Baptist" 
(restrictive) and "Jesus Christ, the Son of God" (nonrestrictive). 
14 Borsley, "Relatives Clauses," 630. A zero relative describes a relative clause where the relative pronoun is 
only implied and is not explicitly present (i.e., Jack built the house I was born in or He is the person I saw). 
is Crystal, Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 332. Quirk highlights this distinction: "restrictive 
modification tends to be given more prosodic emphasis than the head, since there is a built-in contrast. He cites: 
"Susan is my ELDER daughter" and "John is my LAZY son." With respect to nonrestrictive modification, he states it 
tends "to be unstressed in prehead position." He cites, "My beautiful WIFE." Quirk et al., Grammar, 1242. Also, 
see Talmy Givon, Syntax: A Functional-Typological Introduction (Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1990), 2:473. 
16 Christopher J. Pountain, Exploring The Spanish Language (London: Arnold, 2003), 87-88. 
17 Yolanda R. Sole and Carlos A. Sole, Modern Spanish Syntax: A Study In Contrast (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. 
Heath and Company, 1977), 116. 
18 Sole and Sole, Spanish Syntax, 116. "Madrid, which is the capital of Spain, is a very interesting city." 
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cual (and its derivative forms) can only be utilized for nonrestrictive relative clauses. Consider 
Eph 4:30 as a representative example: "No agravien al Espiritu Santo de Dios, con el cual 
fueron sellados para el dia de la redenciOn" (NVI).19  
Additionally, prenominal adjectives tend to be nonrestrictive in Spanish. Sole & Sole put 
forth the following example: "Conoci a un famoso violinista en casa de unos amigos."' They 
maintain that this example would be the equivalent to the following nonrestrictive relative 
clause: "Conoci a un violinista, que es famoso, en casa de unos amigos.' 
Nikolaeva, Wellens and Keenan highlight a few nonrestrictive strategies in Somali, Nubi, 
French and Modern Hebrew. Nikolaeva maintains: "In some languages, restrictive and 
nonrestrictive clauses have a consistently different surface structure . ... In Somali the 
nonrestrictive clause is preceded by the conjunction oo, whereas the restrictive clause is not.' 22 In 
Nubi, nonrestrictive adjectives are not connected with a relative marker to the substantives they 
modify.' Additionally, in Nubi, "Very often, non-restrictive relative clauses (head + relative 
modifier) are modified by the definite article, or a demonstrative."' Also, similar to English (wh-
relatives) and Spanish (el cual and derivative forms), in French, Keenan notes that the relative 
pronoun lequel (and derivative forms) is used solely in nonrestrictive clauses.' Consider Eph 
19 ESV: "And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, by whom you were sealed for the day of redemption." 
20 Their translation: "I met a famous violinist at the house of some friends." Sold & Sold, Spanish Syntax, 234-
35. 
21 Their translation: "I met a violinist, who happens to be famous, at the house of some friends." Sold & Sole, 
Spanish Syntax, 234-35. 
22 Irina Nikolaeva. "Relative Clauses." Pages 501-8 in Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics. (ed. Keith 
Brown. 2d ed.; Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2006), 502. 
23 Inneke Hilda Werner Wellens, The Nubi Language of Uganda: An Arabic Creole in Africa (Boston: Brill, 
2005), 105-7; 127-36. See Adjectives section below for an example of this phenomenon. 
24 Wellens, Nubi, 126. Additionally Wellens, Nubi, 136, states, "Non-restrictive relative clauses are often 
marked by a determiner while restrictive relative clauses are not." 
25 
 Keenan, "Relative Clauses." 169. 
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4:30: "N'attristez pas le Saint -Esprit de Dieu, par lequel vous avez ete scenes pour le jour de la 
redemption" (NEG). Furthermore, Keenan Keenan notes that in Modern Hebrew nonrestrictive 
relative clauses differ from restrictive ones by parenthetical intonation (prosody).' 
Finally, as was briefly asserted in chapter 2, relative clauses in Modem Greek may function 
nonrestrictively (and restrictively).27 In Modem Greek "speakers rely heavily on 
prosodic/intonational information."' Furthermore, "non-restrictive relative clauses are set off by 
pauses (and by commas in written discourse)."' These relative clauses exhibit prosodic and 
orthographic tendencies similar to those of English and Spanish. Consider the following 
nonrestrictive examples of Modern Greek relative clauses:" 
0 Koavooproc Flag Ketenyrirk, vou arrolioccoE oto Reading, ECvat. TroA,O KaX6c 
`Our new teacher, who studied at Reading, is very good' 
0 Fticiivng, WV O1TOLOU 71 irperrami 1.LE ourdviioE, 
`John, whose proposal touched me, ...'37 
The orthographic, prosodic, and syntactic manifestations of nonrestrictivity (and 
restrictivity) presented above demonstrate the reality of this linguistic distinction in modern 
languages. As was asserted in chapter 2, this linguistic distinction is at the very least potentially 
valid for the analysis of older languages, including ancient Greek. Furthermore, the analysis of 
Modern Greek is very important since, on the whole, Greek has changed relatively little (in 
26 Keenan, "Relative Clauses," 169. 
27 See p. 65 of ch. 2. 
28 Chatsiou, "Modem Greek Relative Clauses," 63. 
29 Holton et al., Greek, 532. 
30 In Modern Greek relative clauses are introduced by "the relative complementizer rrou" or by "the pronoun 
phrase o oiroCoc." Holton et al., Greek, 532. 
31 Sentence and translations taken from Holton et al., Greek, 532. 
32 Sentences and translation taken from Holton et al., Greek, 535. 
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linguistic terms), less than virtually any other language. "Greek has changed less over the past 
two thousand years, and . . . N [Neohellenic/Modern Greek] is much closer to the New 
Testament than is generally supposed."' Thus, if nonrestrictive (and restrictive) strategies exist 
not only in many modern languages but also in Modern Greek, it is entirely proper to seek to 
discern the nonrestrictive (and restrictive) strategies of the Greek of the New Testament.' 
Summary of the Validity of Nonrestrictivity (and Restrictivity) as a Linguistic 
Category. The review of the history and acceptance of nonrestrictivity (and restrictivity) as a 
linguistic category has demonstrated the universal acceptance and application of this distinction 
across a variety of languages and strategies. Furthermore, the examples of these strategies 
presented above help establish the validity of this linguistic distinction and support the inquiry 
into the existence of specific nonrestrictive/restrictive strategies for the study of any language. 
Furthermore, for the sake of exegesis and translation of the New Testament, a study that takes 
this grammatical/linguistic classification into account is necessary even if the Greek of the New 
Testament may not seem to have specific orthographic, prosodic or syntactic strategies to 
demonstrate the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. Our study cannot take into account 
orthographic considerations, as punctuation was not prevalent in ancient Greek texts. 
Furthermore, while it is difficult to take into account prosodic research due to the nature of dead 
languages, the presence of prosodic (and orthographic) nonrestrictive (and restrictive) relative 
clauses in Modern Greek provides an impetus to discern the nonrestrictive/restrictive strategies 
of ancient Greek. We will, therefore, attempt to demonstrate that on a syntactic basis the Greek 
33 Caragounis, Development of Greek, 89. 
34 Furthermore, it is probably true to say that it is likely that what Modem Greek evidences can be seen already 
in Koine Greek, rather than that what Modem Greek evidences is probably fundamentally different than what is true 
of Koine Greek. 
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of the New Testament does exhibit certain nonrestrictive tendencies, especially with respect to 
the relative clause. 
Strictly Defining Nonrestrictivity—Negatively and Positively 
Scholars tend to describe nonrestrictivity in both negative and positive terms." Since 
nonrestrictive is a negative term (non), negative terms are to be expected. At an obvious, basic 
level, as Lehmann asserts, a nonrestrictive strategy does "not further restrict the concept" of its 
referent." In line with our assertions regarding restrictive modification (limiting), the concept of 
non-limiting is preferred with respect to nonrestrictivity. Nonrestrictive strategies "do not limit 
the scope of what they refer to."37 Positive definitions, however, provide clarity as well. 
Positively speaking, a nonrestrictive strategy provides additional information to an established 
(independent) antecedent." This additional information has been described as habitually 
35 
 Additionally, traditional grammarians and Transformation Grammar linguists refer to nonrestrictivity 
differently. "The traditional classification" utilizes the terms "restrictive and non-restrictive" while the "T-G 
classification" employs the terms "restrictive and appositive." Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 83. (See also: Christian 
Lehmann. "Relative Clauses." 461; Jackendoff. Syntax, 194; Mark De Vries, "The Syntax of Appositive 
Relativization.-  Linguistic Inquiry 37 (2006): 230, 267.) Joseph Emonds contends that appositive (nonrestrictive) 
relative clauses are really main clauses in the deep structure and on the surface appear as parentheticals. Joseph 
Emonds. "Appositive Relatives Have No Properties," Linguistic Inquiry 10 (1979): 211. Lucas elaborates stating 
that "the view has emerged among T-G grammarians that restrictive and non-restrictive clauses are quite different 
constructions in that, although they may have identical internal surface structures, the former type derives from a 
sentence embedded within a noun phrase and the latter from a sentence in apposition to a noun phrase—hence the 
latter being termed 'appositive'." Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 100. Similarly, Matthews states that nonrestrictive 
clauses may also be called appositional. Peter H. Matthews, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Linguistics (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 246. Additionally, Levinsohn utilizes the term appositional for nonrestrictive 
adjectival modification. See his assertions on p. 16 of ch. I. While there is much to be commended with respect to 
Transformation Grammar distinctions, the usage of the term appositive/appositional to denote nonrestrictivity offers 
confusion. In ch. 2, it was demonstrated that a variety of appositional constructions participate in restrictive (and 
nonrestrictive) modification. The preferred nomenclature in this dissertation remains with the terms restrictive and 
nonrestrictive. Awareness, however, that linguists often utilize the term appositive/appositional instead of 
nonrestrictive proves beneficial when surveying the literature. 
36 • Christian Lehmann, "Relative Clauses." 461. Matthews similarly states, "does not restrict the reference." 
Peter H. Matthews_ The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Linguistics (New York: Oxford University Press. 1997), 246. 
37 Butt and Benjamin, Modern Spanish, 518. Furthermore others describe the nonrestrictive distinction in 
negative terms as follows: "non-defining" (Jackson. Linguistics, 51); "do not further define" (Quirk et al., Grammar. 
366); "not essential for identification" (Quirk et al., Grammar. 1239); "not required for identification" (Grohmann, 
"Clause." 211); "not distinctive" and "inessential" (Wellens, Nubi, 105). 
38 
 See Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 85; Jackson, Linguistics, 51; Christopher J. Fountain, Exploring The Spanish 
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known," ornamental," or parenthetical..' So, nonrestrictivity is defined negatively by the notion 
of a non-limiting relationship between nonrestrictive strategy and referent, and positively by the 
notion of providing additional information. 
Nonrestrictivity and the Nature of Antecedents 
Certain types of substantives tend to attract or accept either restrictive or nonrestrictive 
strategies. This topic was dealt with in chapter 2 in the section titled "Restrictivity and the Nature 
of Antecedents."' A summary and expansion of those assertions will be presented below as they 
relate specifically to nonrestrictivity and both nominal and non-nominal antecedents. 
In chapter 2 it was asserted that the semantic identity of the referent places constraints upon 
whether or not restrictive or nonrestrictive strategies will be utilized. In general, there seems to 
exist a continuum of acceptability in which generic substantives tend to attract and accept 
restrictive modification and specific substantives tend to attract and accept nonrestrictive 
strategies. For example, consider the very general substantive with a restrictive attributive 
participle in Luke 1:1 and the very specific substantive with a nonrestrictive relative clause in 
John 4:12: 
Luke 1:1: teiv ICE'Kkripo(poptigvcov npayttataw.`" (Note that many matters 
exist. The participle limits those many matters down to specifically matters that have 
been accomplished, and specifically "among us." Context requires a restrictive 
reading.) 
Language (London: Arnold, 2003), 87-88; Platzack, "Restrictive and Non-Restrictive," 268. 
39 Talmy Given, Syntax: A Functional-Typological Introduction (Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1990), 2:473. 
He also contends that this information may be described as "part of the normal characterization" of the referent, "a 
habitual generic quality." See also Quirk et al., Grammar, 366. Similarly Jespersen, Grammar, 112, contends that 
nonrestrictive strategies "characterize" their referents. 
40 Jespersen, Grammar, 112. 
41  See: Jespersen, Grammar, 112; Quirk et al., Grammar, 366. 
42 See pp. 74-77 of ch. 2. 
43 ESV: "the things that have been accomplished among us." 
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John 4:12: itatpoc illucbv laxcb13, 8c gSamcsv fll.tiv to cppg .44 ap (Note that there is not 
another father named Jacob for the Samaritan people. Context requires a 
nonrestrictive reading) 
We will consider the continuum of acceptability with respect to nominal and non-nominal 
antecedents, especially as it pertains to nonrestrictivity. 
Nominal Antecedents and Nonrestrictivity. As was stated in chapter 2,45  
substantives/nominals that stand on the specific end of the continuum of acceptability (e.g. 
proper nouns) tend to attract nonrestrictive strategies.' Quirk cites the following nonrestrictive 
examples coupled with very specific substantives: 
Dr. Brown, who lives next door, comes from Australia. 
Theseus, a Greek hero, killed the Minotaur.' 
Consider the following New Testament correlatives to Quirk's examples. 2 Pet 2:15 contains a 
proper noun modified by a relative clause that is naturally understood as non-restrictive: 
4alcokovOliaavrEctfj 684i Toi3 Bakaagtoii Boaop, 8c pl6Bovet6ticiac fyydurrrEv 
(ESV: They have followed the way of Balaam, the son of Beor, who loved gain from 
wrongdoing) 
" N1V: "our father Jacob, who gave us the well." 
45 See pp. 74-77 with subsections "Continuum of Acceptability," "The General Extreme of the Acceptability 
Continuum" and specifically the section titled "The Specific Extreme of the Acceptability Continuum." 
46 Schachter and Quirk refer to proper nouns as "complete designations" and "unique denotations" 
respectively. See also Jespersen. Grammar, 112. Butt & Benjamin also contend that "A relative clause which refers 
to the whole of a unique entity is bound to be nonrestrictive." Butt and Benjamin, Modern Spanish, 518. 
Furthermore Sold & Sold assert, "Unique referents, such as proper names and pronouns, can only take non-
restrictive clauses since the antecedents are already identified and cannot be further restricted." Sold & Sold, Spanish 
Syntax, 116. Keenan contends that "non-restrictives modify fully specified, definite N[oun] P[hrase]s such as proper 
nouns." He also states that personal pronouns attract nonrestrictive modification as well. He contends that these 
substantives, like proper nouns, stand toward the very specific extreme of the acceptability continuum. However, 
instances do exist when personal pronouns may require restrictive modification. Keenan, "Relative Clauses," 169. 
Quirk points out, "In modern English, restrictive modification with personal pronouns is extremely limited." He 
does, however, note a few examples: "He who hesitates is lost. She who must be obeyed." Quirk notes that "Here he 
and she are cataphoric in that their meaning is defined by the following post modifier, which is a restrictive relative 
clause." Quirk et al., Grammar, 352. See also Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 92. See also add. 2-A. 
47 Quirk et al., Grammar, 290. 
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Matthew 1:1 contains an example with nouns in apposition that are naturally understood as 
nonrestrictive: 
Xpto-roi3 uioi5 AcwiS pia) Ar3paraLt (ESV: Jesus Christ, the son of David, the 
son of Abraham.) 
Generally, the more specific the antecedent, the more likely it will attract strategies that are 
nonrestrictive. 
Specific antecedents have also been described as "independent entities.' A substantive 
coupled with a nonrestrictive strategy is not dependent upon that strategy (modification) for 
reference;" the substantive is "independently established."" Otherwise expressed, the 
nonrestrictive adjunct merely provides additional information to an already established concept 
or entity.' To see what this means, consider, for example, Mark 15:43: Icooijcp o 67E6 
Apti.ta0aiag, 5; Kai autos tjv npoas6µEvoc Tfivr3ao-aziav -rob Osoi).' The substantive kocrficp 6 
6716 Apti.ta0aiac is independently established, referentially unique. It does not depend upon the 
non-limiting relative clause oS Kai akoc ?iv apocroExott&-voc ter 13ao-tksiav 'rob ()sob for entity 
identification. Certainly only one Joseph of Arimathea is referenced here; the relative clause 
48 Quirk describes these substantives as assertive heads and contends they accept nonrestrictive strategies. 
Quirk et al., Grammar, 1241. 
49 This is unlike the case of restrictive modification, in which the referent is not known apart from the 
modification. 
50 
 Platzack, "Restrictive and Non-Restrictive," 268. Safir also states "that the head of a nonrestrictive relative 
has reference independent of the modifying clause." Safir, "Relative Clauses," 668. See also the section titled 
"Definition of Restrictivity" on p. 71 of ch. 2. 
51 
 Wellens rightfully notes that the substantive referred to "is referentially unique, which implies that it belongs 
to the culturally or textually shared information, or that it is deictically available." Furthermore, he observes that the 
nonrestrictive clause "is not distinctive but may have some value for the hearer[/reader]."Wellens, Nubi. 127. 
52 
 ESV: "Joseph of Arimathea ..., who was also himself looking for the kingdom of God." As Wellens notes, 
the nonrestrictive clause "is not distinctive but may have some value for the hearer[/reader]." Wellens, Nubi, 127. 
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provides additional non-limiting information about him in order to further describe this very 
specific entity to the hearer/reader and is, therefore, nonrestrictive.' 
On the opposite side of the continuum exist more generic substantives/nominals.' With 
respect to these types of antecedents, Nikolaeva observes that "nonrestrictives are generally 
unavailable for nominals combined with negative and indefinite determiners' (for example ad; 
Tic, ()MEI; etc.).56 Quirk similarly observes that "nonspecific determiners...usually have only 
restrictive modification." Generally, the more generic the antecedent, the less likely it will attract 
a nonrestrictive strategy. 
Non-nominal Antecedents and Nonrestrictivity. Non-nominal antecedents can only 
accept nonrestrictive clauses.' Essentially, when "the relative clause refers to the 'contents of a 
whole sentence or clause,'" which is a non-nominal antecedent, the clause must be 
nonrestrictive." Quirk says as much when speaking about restrictive clauses, "Nor are restrictive 
relative clauses possible with non-nominal antecedents (`sentential relative clauses').' Consider 
Eph 6:2: riga Toy nattpa 6oi Kai TO wittpa, ijTtS gaTiV gyrokfi npcirrri gv brayyaig.' The 
relative clause headed by trig clearly refers to the entire preceding clause and is naturally 
53 
 It should be noted that the restrictive element here is the prepositional phrase o Cato Aptua0aiac. This 
restrictive prepositional phrase coupled with lux* constitutes a very specific entity. Thus the following relative 
clause does not limit but provides additional information. 
54 Quirk labels these substantives as nonassertive heads and contends that they do not attract nonrestrictive 
strategies. Quirk et al., Grammar, 1241. 
55 Nikolaeva, "Relative Clauses." 502. 
56 Similarly Alexiadou states that nonrestrictive "relative clauses may not attach to certain quantified heads." 
Alexiadou, Relative Clauses, 31. 
57 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1241. 
58 This topic will be treated more thoroughly below in the discussion of sentential relative clauses. See section 
titled "Continuum of Nonrestrictivity: Modification to Coordination," specifically pp. 164 ff., below. 
59 
 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 85. 
60 A relative clause coupled with a non-nominal antecedent is categorizes as a sentential relative clause. Quirk 
et al., Grammar, 1241. 
61 CSB: "Honor your father and mother, which is the first commandment with a promise." 
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understood as nonrestrictive. A restrictive clause would be impossible with such a non-nominal 
antecedent.62 
Summary of Nonrestrictivity and the Nature of Antecedents. The nature of the 
antecedent places some constraints upon whether or not a restrictive or nonrestrictive strategy 
will be utilized. For nominal antecedents, as was asserted in chapter 2,63 a continuum of 
acceptability seems to exist. Generally, the more specific the antecedent, the more likely it will 
attract a nonrestrictive strategy; the more generic the antecedent, the less likely it will attract 
such a strategy. Non-nominal antecedents can only accept nonrestrictive clauses. The nature of 
the antecedent should be considered when seeking to understand nonrestrictive strategies within 
a given language, including ancient languages. 
Specific Nonrestrictive Strategies 
A survey of nonrestrictive strategies reveals that nonrestrictivity exists on multiple levels. 
Some examples were considered in the section titled "Validity of Nonrestrictivity as a Linguistic 
Category," above.' It was demonstrated that nonrestrictive strategies exist in English, Spanish, 
Modern Greek, Somali, Nubi, French, and Modern Hebrew. 
Though it is not possible to produce an exhaustive analysis of all nonrestrictive strategies 
cross-linguistically, a survey of strategies coupled with additional analysis of strategies already 
presented reveals just how wide this linguistic category reaches. This reality underscores the 
need to understand the possibility of nonrestrictive strategies in the Greek of the New Testament. 
62 As Quirk et al., Grammar, I 118, point out, sentential relatives refer to non-nominals that are "the predicated 
or predication of a clause," "a whole clause or sentence." "a series of sentences," or in theory "could refer back to 
the whole length of [a] story." 
63 
 See section titled "Summary of Restrictivity and the Nature of Antecedents" on p. 77. 
64 See pp. 145-52. 
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The following nonrestrictive strategies will be considered: adjectives, prepositional phrases, 
appositional constructions, relative clauses, and attributive participles. 
Adjectives. The nonrestrictive nature of certain English, Spanish and Nubi adjectives was 
considered above,' but additional consideration will further demonstrate the existence of this 
nonrestrictive strategy. 
With respect to Nubi, Wellens notes that "Nubi adjectives often modify the noun in a kind 
of relative clause construction.' Thus beside `ragi ke'bir, we often find `ragi al ke'bir, where 
the noun `ragi 'man' and the adjective ke'bir 'big' are linked with a relative marker . . . al . . . 
/,67 
Wellens notes that the difference between `ragi ke'bir and 'ragi al ke'bir "is related to the 
distinction between non-restrictive and restrictive modifiers respectively.' Essentially, Wellens 
states that nonrestrictive adjectives do not have a relativizer. 
Nonrestrictive: `ragi ke 'bir 
Restrictive: `ragi al ke'bir 
With respect to English, Jespersen observes the nonrestrictive nature of adjectives in noun 
phrases such as: my dear little Ann." Furthermore, in line with the assertions above concerning 
the nature of antecedents and nonrestrictivity," he states that nonrestrictive adjectives modify 
very specific antecedents, very often proper names: "Rare Ben Johnson I Beautiful Evelyn Hope 
is dead (Browning) 'poor, hearty, honest, little Miss La Creevy (Dickens)..."' Consider a 
65 See pp. 148-49 above. 
66 Wellens, Nubi, 105. 
67 The relative markers in nubi consist of" 'all, all, a!, 'abu, a'bu, or ab." Wellens, Nubi, 105. 
68 Wellens, Nubi, 105. 
69 Jespersen, Grammar, 112. 
7° See section titled "Nominal Antecedents and Nonrestrictivity" on p. 154 above. 
71  Jespersen, Grammar, 112. 
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similar adjective that appears to function nonrestrictively in Rom 16:9: Etaxuv toy aywritrov 
goy.' Also, a comparable example exists in 3 John I coupled with a similar relative clause: '0 
itpaTf3irrepoc ratcp TG etyounr6), 8v gyth etyaw.T.) t v akriocia.' 
Quirk notes the role of context with respect to nonrestrictive adjectives and illustrates that 
in a monogamous society, "the premodifier beautiful is understood as nonrestrictive: Come and 
meet my beautiful wife."" In John chapter 17, Jesus addresses his father in prayer in verses 1, 5, 
21 and 24. The context of prayer and the broader theological context of Jesus relationship with 
the heavenly father within the triune God-head dictate that the recipient of this prayer is God the 
Father, not Jesus' earthly father. Jesus also addresses God the Father in John 17:11 and 25. 
Given the context, in both instances a nonrestrictive adjective modifies natcp: 
John 17:1 1: rlatsp ayuE, tripncTov airrobc g.-v T6) ovoi.tari am' 
John 17:25: itatEp &Katz, Kai 0 Kocri.toc as oinc 'gyv' 
While not a comprehensive analysis of the nature of adjective modification, these examples 
demonstrate that the adjective should be considered as a valid nonrestrictive strategy. 
Prepositional Phrases. Prepositional phrases represent another strategy for nonrestrictive 
modification. Like other nonrestrictive strategies, nonrestrictive prepositional phrases provide 
"supplementary information, not essential information."' Consider the following English 
example in the context of a graduation ceremony: "The graduates, in black robes and 
72 ESV: "my beloved Stachys." 
73 ESV: "The elder to the beloved Gaius, whom I love in truth." Consider also Luke 1:3, Acts 19:35, Acts 24:3, 
and 1 Cor 15:58. 
74 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1240. 
75 ESV: "Holy Father, keep them in your name." 
ESV: "0 righteous Father, even though the world does not know you." 
77 Gary Lutz and Diane Stevenson, The Writer's Digest Grammar Desk Reference (Cincinnati: Writer's Digest 
Books, 2005), 223. 
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mortarboards, looked quite ceremonial." The prepositional phrase in black robes and 
mortarboards does not limit the meaning of the graduates. 
In chapter 2, the assertions of Young pertaining to adjectival prepositional phrases in the 
Greek New Testament were noted." While Young does not indicate whether or not prepositional 
phrases tend to be restrictive or nonrestrictive, the examples he utilizes modify restrictively. It 
appears that most adjectival prepositional phrases in the New Testament participate in restrictive 
modification. Some examples of nonrestrictive prepositional phrases may, however, exist. 
Consider John 1 1 :1 : A4apog ana BiOaviac, Etc TijS  Kthtuiq Mapic% Kat Mc/0aq rtjS aoelApilc 
airrijc." The prepositional phrase appears to be non-limiting and provide additional information 
about the specific entity Mccapoc 67[6 13i0aviag. Prepositional phrases represent another strategy 
for nonrestrictivity. 
Appositional Constructions. In the presentation of appositional constructions in chapter 2 
it was asserted that while some debate exists as to how to describe the nature of apposition, 
Crystal, Quirk and Young contend that appositional constructions are capable of demonstrating 
the restrictive and nonrestrictive distinction.' 
Quirk puts forth the following English example of a noun in nonrestrictive apposition: Mr. 
Campbell, a lawyer, was here last night.' Consider Matt 1:1, which contains an example of 
apposition with a proper noun: '1-quoi) Xptcyroi) pia Aaui Al3padq.t.' Clearly, only one 
Xptcrroii exists; therefore, via Aaui and pia) Appaaµ stand in nonrestrictive apposition. 
78 See section titled "Prepositional Phrases" on p. 81 of ch. 2. 
79 ESV: "Lazarus of Bethany, of the village of Mary and her sister Martha." 
80 See pp. 82-85 of ch. 2, section titled "Appositional Constructions," for a more detailed analysis. 
81 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1303-4. 
82 ESV: "Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abraham." 
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Additionally, Young speaks of apposition with respect to substantival participles. He states, 
"Some examples of participles functioning in appositional noun phrases include Matt 1:16, 
'Inaoijc o 4761.tEvoc xptcrroc (Jesus, the one called Christ)... and 1 Thessalonians 1:10, 'Incrobv 
Toy Ouogsvov flitag gic f1  opyfig t jS gpxol.ttvic (Jesus, the one who delivers us from the coming 
wrath)."" Whether or not one completely agrees with Young's assessment, it is noted that at 
least one New Testament Greek grammarian considers nonrestrictive appositional 
constructions." Luke 9:35 also seems to contain an example of a substantival participle standing 
nonrestrictively in apposition: OirrOc g0-11V o Wog goy icl.el..eyp.tvog, crow° &Kobus." 
Consider also Acts 18:7: nvog 6v61.1crrt Talon loi5creou uerloptvcru Toy °soy.' Appositional 
constructions represent a viable nonrestrictive strategy. 
Relative Clauses. In chapter 2" and in the section titled "Validity of Nonrestrictivity as a 
Linguistic Category," above," it was demonstrated that nonrestrictive relative clauses exist in a 
variety of syntactical forms in English, Spanish, Modem Greek, and French." Nonrestrictive 
relative clauses will be treated more thoroughly below' and especially in chapter 5. Quirk puts 
forth the following example of an English nonrestrictive relative clause: "They operated like 
83 Young, New Testament Greek, 150. 
84 One could argue Matt 1:16 to be restrictive, an example of entity differentiation, identifying which particular 
Jesus is being discussed. 1 Thess 1:10 could be considered an example of what Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: 
Participles, Part III," 403, would call "attributive position participles . . . that seem to be a restriction, not on what 
they modify directly but upon all other alternative possibilities." 
85 CSB: "This is My Son, the Chosen One; listen to Him!" Multiple scholars view this participle as a 
substantive. See: Darrell L. Bock, Luke. Volume 1 (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, 1994), 874; Arthur A. 
Just, Luke 9:51-24:53 (St. Louis, Mo.: Concordia, 1997), 401; I. Howard Marshall, The Gospel of Luke: A 
Commentary on the Greek Text (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 388. 
86 ESV: "a man named Titius Justus, a worshiper of God." 
87 See the section titled "Restrictivity in Modern Languages-  on pp. 61-67 of ch. 2. 
88 See pp. 145-53. 
89 It was also asserted there that scholars note certain strategies for Somali, Nubi and Modern Hebrew as well. 
90 See section titled "Nonrestrictive Clauses" on p. 169 below. 
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politicians, who notoriously have no sense of humor at all."' Consider the relative clause in 
Luke 6:16: 
Koine Greek: Kai loaav loKapitho, og fryivvro apook-qc." (NA27) 
Modern Greek: Kat TOV loi5oa lo-Kapt6yrri, o oiroloc L-ytve 2rp000nic. (MET) 
As in the English example, the relative clauses headed by 8c and o onolog respectively do 
not seem to restrict the noun they reference and so are nonrestrictive. Relative clauses represent 
one more strategy for nonrestrictivity. 
Attributive Participles. As was noted in chapter 2, in much of modern linguistics, 
adjectival participial constructions fall under the more general category of relative clause.' The 
focus in this section, however, centers on the traditional understanding of participial 
constructions, which have been labeled as "attributive" participles.' Consider the following 
English example: The apple tree, swaying gently in the breeze, was a reminder of old times." 
While the thesis of this dissertation contends that attributive participles in the Greek New 
Testament are commonly restrictive, nonrestrictive attributive participles do exist (as attested by 
the English example above involving the apple tree). In the New Testament, consider 1 Thess 
2:4: o-ox thc avepthnotc aptcricovtsc aka Occii 111) 60K141140VTI TaCc icap8ictc figcbv.96 
Nonrestrictive attributive participles will be considered more below and more thoroughly in 
91 Quirk et al.. Grammar, 366. 
92 ESV: "and Judas Iscariot, who became a traitor." 
93 See "Clarification of Terminology" section in ch. 2, pp. 68 fl 
94 Quirk states, "Nonrestrictive postmodiiication can also be achieved with nonfinite clauses," which includes 
attributive participles. Quirk et al., Grammar, 1270. 
95 Quirk et al.. Grammar, 1270. 
96 NASB77: "not as pleasing men but God, who examines our hearts." I Thess 2:4 could be considered an 
example of what Voelz would call "attributive position participles . . . that seem to be a restriction, not on what they 
modify directly but upon all other alternative possibilities." Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III." 
403. While we agree with some of the sentiment of Voelz's assertions here, we prefer to use the term "restriction" to 
refer specifically to strategies that limit referents. This will be considered in ch. 6. 
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chapter 5 and 6; it is to be noted, however, that at times attributive participles can function 
nonrestrictively. 
Summary of Non restrictive Strategies. A survey of nonrestrictive strategies has revealed 
that nonrestrictivity exists on multiple levels in a variety of languages.' Adjectives, prepositional 
phrases, appositional constructions, relative clauses, and attributive participles can be considered 
viable nonrestrictive strategies. 
Continuum of Nonrestrictivity—Modification to Coordination 
In our study thus far, when referring to the restrictive/nonrestrictive contrast, restrictive 
strategies have often been labeled as "modifiers." Hence, the terminology restrictive 
modification has been employed. While restrictivity can be described as a type of modification, a 
description of nonrestrictivity that utilizes the terminology of "modification" alone is deficient. 
A continuum of nonrestrictivity, from nonrestrictive modification to nonrestrictive coordination, 
provides a clearer framework for understanding this linguistic distinction. Many nonrestrictive 
relative clauses fall under the classification of coordination rather than modification." 
Additionally, certain nonrestrictive relative clauses seem to lie somewhere toward the middle of 
the continuum." See the following chart: 
97 English, Spanish, Modem Greek, Somali, Nubi, French, Modem Hebrew and Koinc Greek have been 
considered above. 
98 For example consider the following English sentence with two coordinate clauses linked with and: This is 
John, and he will be managing our new store. Or the two coordinate clauses can be linked with a relative pronoun, 
thus the relative clause leans toward coordination: This is John, who will be managing our new store. 
99 It appears that nonrestrictive appositional constructions and nonrestrictive attributive participles span across 
modification and coordination as well. See fig. I below. 
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PROPER RELATIVE CLAUSES 
APPOSITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS 
ATTRIBUTIVE PARTICIPLES 
CONNECTIVE RELATIVE CLAUSES 
• Continuative RC 
• Sentential RC 
ADJECTIVES 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES 
CONTINUUM OF NONRESTRICTIVITY 
MODIFICATION COORDINATION 
Figure I. Continuum of Nonrestrictivity: Modification to Coordination. 
Figure 1 above helps to provide some clarity and order to the understanding of 
nonrestrictive strategies (including nonrestrictive relative clauses) and their place on the 
continuum of nonrestrictivity.' Nonrestrictive adjectives and prepositional phrases lie toward 
the modification pole.'" Appositional constructions and attributive participles stand toward the 
middle and can lean toward either pole.10' As far as relative clauses are concerned, proper 
nonrestrictive relative clauses (e.g., Give this to John, who sorely needs it'') stand toward the 
middle of the continuum and may lean to greater or lesser degrees to either pole. Connective 
nonrestrictive relative clauses (which include continuative relative clauses [e.g., he gave the 
letter to the clerk, who then copied and sentential relative clauses [e.g., Pam didn't go to the 
loo Inch. 1 it was demonstrated that a lack of clarity exists with respect to terminology referring to relative 
clauses. See section titled "Relative Clause" (and subsections) in ch. 1 on pp. 13 ff. 
1°1 See sections "Adjectives" and "Prepositional Phrases" on pp. 159-60, above. 
102 See "Appositional Constructions" and "Attributive Participles" on pp. 160-63, above. 
103 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 84-85. Lucas also describes the following as an example of a proper relative 
clause: The soldiers, who were brave, ran forward. 
104 Jespersen, Grammar, 113. 
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show, which is a pity']) are always nonrestrictive and fall toward the coordination pole of 
nonrestrictivity. I 06 
Concerning proper nonrestrictive relative clauses, Lucas states that these "offer additional 
information about the antecedent."' An example from the Greek New Testament can be found 
in Matthew 1:23: '15oi) tj napOgvoc gv yaatpi Zst Kai T4E-rat ploy, Kai KakkaoucTiv TO ovolta 
dna) 'Elittavamik, o do-rtv ttgegpgrivsuOggvov Ms0' IjitCov o 0E4' The relative clause o gam, 
1.1g0spturivauOptEvov MEO'fiRcbv o 066c refers to 'Elittavomik in a non-limiting capacity, providing 
additional parenthetic information for the benefit of the hearer/reader. This example seems to 
lean strongly toward modification (though not as much as a nonrestrictive adjective would). 
Certain proper nonrestrictive relative clauses, however, seem to stand somewhere in 
between or only lean slightly toward one extreme or the other. The notion of a continuum allows 
for flexibility and ambiguity while still striving toward clarity in exegesis and translation. For 
example, consider Luke 23:50-52: (50) Kai iooi) avtip 'Iwo* fIoasurijc bnapxwv [Kai] 
avfip aya06; Kai SiKatoc (51)--oinog obi( Av cmyKatate0aggvoc (301)4 Kai rfl npgst 
aincbv---ano Aptga8aiag IroXapc Tcbv louSaicov, Oc npocys6txato Ttjv ficaytkaav -rob ()gob, (52) 
OUTOc to athila 'rob 'Inaoi). Does the relative clause og apoacatxsto Tfivi3amkgiav 
'rob Osob represent modification or coordination? It seems that the ESV and NIV lean toward 
105 Quirk et al., Grammar, 983. 
106 Levinsohn subdivides nonrestrictive relative clauses into two different categories, appositional and 
continuative. Levinsohn's division points to a helpful understanding but his terminology is lacking. See ch. 1, pp. 
18-19 for Levinsohn's position. Lucas also points to a subdivision of nonrestrictive relative clauses. He contends 
that one can "subdivide non-restrictive clauses into two, or sometimes three, types: non-restrictive clauses proper...; 
continuative clauses... And...a type of clause...where the relative clause refers to the 'contents of a whole sentence 
or clause'." Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 85. 
107 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 85. These proper clauses appear to be equivalent to Levinsohn's appositional 
clauses. See ch. 1, pp. 18-19. 
los NRSV: "'Look, the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall name him Emmanuel,' which 
means. 'God is with us.'" 
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coordination when they translate, "...and he was waiting...." However, NASB95 and NKJV 
appear to lean toward modification in their respective translations: "...who was waiting..." and 
"...who himself was also waiting...." The framework of a continuum helps to provide categories 
to classify this example. One could plausibly argue that this relative clause may lean slightly 
toward either end of the continuum. The continuum, however, allows the exegete to entertain a 
certain amount of ambiguity and place the example toward the middle. The clause may simply be 
described as a proper nonrestrictive relative clause that stands in the middle of the nonrestrictive 
modification/coordination continuum. 
Connective relative clauses, by contrast, lean strongly toward the coordination pole of the 
nonrestrictive continuum.'" BDF's description of the connective relative clause is to be 
embraced. It states that connective relative clauses can be characterized by "a loosening of the 
connection of the relative clause to the preceding complex sentence."10 It conceives of them as 
two conjoined sentences;"' indeed, at times a connective relative clause could be considered 
equivalent to an independent clause following the main clause."' Consider Eph 1:6-7: 
sic gnal.V0V oo@lc tic xdprroc ocirroi3 ITN gxcEpfroxrev tjµac iv TO fiyanrip.tvq).7 Ev Cr) 
gxottsv Ti1v throb5-rpoxnv Stä 'rob aii.tatoc abtoi"), 69£61V ToW 7ECIpa1TWIlaTCOV, 
Kat& TO nkoirroc me  xaptrog airroi3. 
109 This position is contra Boyer, who contends that relative connective clauses can be both restrictive and 
nonrestrictive. See sections titled "Relative Connective/Continuative" and "Summary and Evaluation of Relative 
Connective/Continuative Assertions" on pp. 19-25 of ch. 1. 
Ito BDF. § 458. 
111 Schachter states that "constructions involving non-restrictive relative clauses may be closely related to 
conjoined sentences." Paul Schachter, "Focus and Relativization," Language 49 (1973): 19. 
112 Peter Sells has gone so far as to say that the "interpretation of a non-restrictive appears to be practically the 
same as the interpretation of a following independent clause." He contends that the following are equivalent: Every 
rice-grower in Korea owns a wooden cart, which he uses when he harvests the crop and Every rice-grower in Korea 
owns a wooden cart. He uses it when he harvests the crop. Peter Sells, Restrictive and Non-restrictive Modification 
(Stanford, CA: Center for the Study of Language and Information, 1985), 2-3. 
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ESV: to the praise of his glorious grace, with which he has blessed us in the Beloved. 
7 In him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, 
according to the riches of his grace. 
The relative clause iv 4) 'ixogsv .. seems clearly to go beyond modification to coordination. 
Notice that the ESV translates this relative clause with a new sentence. Similarly, NA" has a 
period after fiyanrativo,). 
Continuative clauses are a subset of connective nonrestrictive relative clauses. As Lucas 
asserts, "continuative clauses ... are used to convey information temporally subsequent to the 
information in the clause containing the antecedent.' Levinsohn presents Acts 17:10 as an 
example of a continuative relative clause: Oi Si etoskcpoi sikicoc St& vuiereg itast.twav Toy TE 
Flatijkov Kai. Toy Ea.& sic Bipotav, oi:TivF.c"4 7rapaysvogsvot sic Trjv o-uvaywyfiv 're& lookticov 
eurfisaay."5 He states that "the effect of the relative pronoun is to background the journey with 
respect to the event performed on arrival at the destination."' 
Sentential relative clauses"' are also a subset of connective relative clauses.' Similar to 
continuative relative clauses, they are always nonrestrictive and stand toward the coordination 
pole of the nonrestrictivity continuum. A sentential relative clause "refers to the 'contents of a 
113 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 85. 
114 Note that "quite oft[en] ocsitc takes the place of the simple relative] oc." Cf. BDAG, s.v. oartc, 3. 
115 ASV: "And the brethren immediately sent away Paul and Silas by night unto Beroea: who when they were 
come thither went into the synagogue of the Jews.- 
116 Levinsohn, New Testament Greek. 192. See also Acts 12:13-14. Additionally, see Levinsohn's assertions 
on p. 22 of ch. 1 where Acts 28:23 is referenced. Additionally, Jespersen affirms our assessment of the 
nonrestrictive nature of continuative relative clauses and states, "A so-called continuative relative clause is, of 
course, non-restrictive: he gave the letter to the clerk, who then copied it." Jespersen, Grammar, 113. 
117 See Quirk et al., Grammar, 983, 1048, 1118, 1245. 
118 Quirk et al., Grammar, 983, highlights the notion of nonrestrictive coordination and the sentential relative 
when he states that certain "nonrestrictive relative clauses have also been considered semantically equivalent to 
coordinated clauses. Such a classification seems particularly appropriate in the case of sentential relative clauses, 
where the relative clause has the rest of the superordinate clause as its antecedent." 
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whole sentence or clause'."'" The antecedent does not consist of an individual substantive (noun, 
noun phrase, substantival participle, etc.); the antecedent is non-nominal.'" An example of such 
a clause in the Greek New Testament can be found in Eph 6:2: -riga Toy nattpa 6ou Kai njv 
wirepa, trig gcrciv Mai) npoin-q gv girayyskict.'" The sentential relative clause refers to the 
entire clause 'riga Toy nattpa (Top Kai TO grittpa. Consider also Phil 1:28: Kai tii) ircupOticvoi gv 
grOevi into Tcbv av-nKcilitvcov, frnc gcrciv air* EvSgi4tc ancokgiac.'" Robertson affirms this 
analysis of Phil 1:28, stating that "the antecedent is the general idea of the preceding clause."'" 
Quirk puts forth the following English example of a sentential relative clause being equivalent to 
a coordinate clause: "Pam didn't go to the show, which is a pity. (` . and that is a pity').11124 
These examples demonstrate that the relationship between the relative clause and its non-
nominal antecedent goes beyond modification and is more akin to coordination. 
The modification/coordination continuum of nonrestrictivity helps categorize a variety of 
nonrestrictive strategies, in particular both proper relative clauses and connective relative 
clauses. The continuum of nonrestrictivity allows for a certain level of ambiguity when 
classifying proper nonrestrictive relative clauses. Furthermore, all connective relative clauses 
(including continuative and sentential relative clauses) stand at the coordination pole of 
nonrestrictivity. 
119 Lucas, "Relative Clauses," 85. 
120 See "Non-nominal Antecedents and Nonrestrictivity" on pp. 156 ff. above. Quirk et al., Grammar, 1048, 
further explain the sentential relative and its non-nominal antecedent, "The sentential relative clause does not 
function as a modifier of a noun phrase; its relative item refers anaphorically to a unit larger than a phrase, usually to 
a clause but sometimes even to a series of sentences." 
121 CSB: "Honor your father and mother, which is the first commandment with a promise. 
122 NKJV: "and not in any way terrified by your adversaries, which is to them a proof of perdition." 
123 Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 729. Furthermore he states that the gender of the relative 
pronoun (feminine) reflects the gender of the predicate noun Ev.5ettc. 
124 Quirk et al., Grammar, 983. 
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Nonrestrictive Clauses 
A preliminary survey of a variety of nonrestrictive clauses reinforces previous assertions on 
nonrestrictivity and makes preparation for a survey of nonrestrictive clauses in the Greek New 
Testament (chapter 5). 
Relative Clauses and Attributive Participles 
The nonrestrictive clauses specifically referred to in this dissertation consist of both 
nonrestrictive relative clauses and nonrestrictive attributive participles.' It has been 
demonstrated that these clauses are two of many different nonrestrictive strategies. English, 
Spanish, Modern Greek and Koine Greek all exhibit some form of relative clause and attributive 
participle.'' As a result, there exists some freedom to utilize these terms (relative clause and 
attributive participle) somewhat universally and interchangeably with respect to these three 
languages. 
Examples of Nonrestrictive Clauses 
A variety of examples of nonrestrictive clauses will be set forth in order to reinforce their 
existence and to specifically introduce an analysis of the nonrestrictive clauses in the Greek New 
Testament. English, Spanish and Modern Greek nonrestrictive clauses will be considered. 
Additionally, examples from the Greek New Testament coupled with English, Spanish and 
Modern Greek translations of the Bible will be presented. 
English. Consider this brief sampling of examples to reinforce the existence of 
nonrestrictive clauses in the English language. 
125 The traditional definition of relative clause is in mind here: relativizer + finite clause. 
126 Spanish only utilizes the past participle as an attributive. Modern Greek actually uses the relative clause 




Mary, who plays soccer, is a nice girl.'" 
My father, who is very sorry, can't come.' 
They acted like children, who are known to be immature. 
The Bible, which I often read, is my favourite book.'" 
Attributive Participles: 
Jonathan Smith, described as eccentric, achieved great success as an investor. 
The quarterback, wearing number 15 on his jersey, threw for a touchdown. 
The living room, recently remodeled, looked great. 
My mother, sitting by the window, is talking to herself.'" 
Spanish. Consider this brief sampling of examples to reinforce the existence of 
nonrestrictive clauses in the Spanish language. 
Relative Clauses: 
Dejamos las manzanas, que/las cuales estaban verdes.'31  
las piramides egipcias, que/las cuales son uno de los monumentos mas visitados por los 
turistas.'32 
 
Fuimos a visitar el Prado, que es el museo mas conocido de todo Madrid.'33 
Juan, que no es tonto, se deja convencer por ese hombre.'" 
Attributive Participles: 
La Guardia Civil, reconocido y valorado por los ciudadanos, es muy importante en este 
pais. 135 
El Papa, conocido previamente como el cardenal Jorge Bergoglio, es un hombre humilde.'" 
127 Grohmann, "Clause." 211. 
128 Peter H. Matthews, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Linguistics (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1997), 246. 
129 Crystal, Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 329. 
130 Martha Kolln, Rhetorical Grammar: Grammatical Choices, Rhetorical Effects (New York: Longman, 
2003), 274. 
131 Their translation: "'we left the apples, which were unripe.'" Butt and Benjamin, Modern Spanish, 518. 
132 Their translation: "the Egyptian pyramids, which are one of the monuments most visited by tourists." Butt 
and Benjamin. Modern Spanish, 518. 
133 "We went to visit the Prado, which is the most well known museum of all Madrid." Pountain, Spanish 
Language, 88. 
134 Their translation: "John, who is not stupid, let himself be convinced by that man." Sold and Sold, Spanish 
Syntax, 116. 
135 "The Civil Guard, recognized and valued by the citizens, is very important in this country." 
136 "The Pope, known previously as Cardenal Jorge Bergoglio, is a humble man." 
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El vicepresidente asistiO a la ceremonia de asuncion del Presidente, realizada en el Palacio 
Legislativo nacional.'" 
Santa Ana es una gran Santa de la Iglesia catOlica, conocida por los fieles como madre de 
la Virgen Maria.'" 
Modern Greek. Modern Greek utilizes specific orthographic and prosodic means to 
indicate nonrestrictive and restrictive relative clauses. Modem Greek, however, seems to differ 
from Koine Greek with respect to the usage of the participle. All active voice, passive present 
and passive past participles that are found in Modern Greek "are those introduced into Standard 
Greek from the learned tradition.'" They are found in older written texts and even today in 
journalistic writing or in discourse which uses teamed features to achieve high style, formality or 
irony."4° For this reason, the relative clause is utilized far more frequently than the attributive 
participle. While restrictive attributive participles seem to exist on a limited basis in Modern 
Greek, this does not appear to be the case for nonrestrictive attributive participles. Utilization of 
the relative clause appears to be preferred.' For this reason a brief sampling of only 
nonrestrictive relative clauses will be presented: 
137 "The Vice President attended the inauguration ceremony of the President, held at the national Legislative 
Palace. 
138 "Saint Ana is a great saint of the Catholic Church, known to the faithful as the mother of the Virgin Mary." 
139 Holton et al. utilize the terminology learned tradition to denote borrowing grammar and vocabulary "from 
katharevousa or directly from Ancient Greek." Holton et al., Greek, xxxiii. 
140 Holton et al., Greek, 307-9. 
141 While an exhaustive study of the existence of nonrestrictive attributive participles has not been done, it is 
noted that every example of an attributive participle put forth in one of the definitive grammars of Modern Greek is 
restrictive. Furthermore, while a discussion exists as to the restrictive and nonrestrictive nature of relative clauses, 
no such discussion exists regarding attributive participles. See Hotlon et al., Greek. In general, while the literature 
clearly states that relative clauses in Modern Greek function restrictively and nonrestrictively, grammatical 




iTircpac p.ou, o OTT0004/1T01) rlrav EEKL) )OE(, ELVOLL KCOLoi. 142 
H Mapf.a, tl  mroCahrou iroci.CEL TroSoo:Imp°, ELVOLL KCCAO Kopf:to:n.143 
H Ayi.a rpo411, rriv oiroCahrou 8LaPci(co Guava, ELVOLL to aycorii0vo ilou 13LpAt0.1" 
KoaEOCCV toil 4:410 T011c, 'MD OIL 1161/0 autos ea 111T0130EL va touc POTIOTIOEL.'45 
Greek New Testament. An introductory sampling of nonrestrictive relative clauses and 
nonrestrictive attributive participles from the Greek New Testament will be presented below. 
They are followed by English, Spanish and Modern Greek translations. The nonrestrictive 
clauses present in the translations support the nonrestrictive assessment of these Greek examples. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses  
Mark 15:43  
'Ioxn)q [6] line Aptp.a0aiac..., oc Kai airrOg tjv npo68sxottEvog Tijv [3acnXsiav rou °sob 
Joseph of Arimathea..., who was also himself looking for the kingdom of God (ESV) 
Jose de Arimatea..., que tambien esperaba el reino de Dios (R95) 
o ICJ0710...17OU Karayorav OaTó rty Aptgatkia, o OITOL'Oc trpoagoicooac EIT(07)C T77 flaCIAtht 
roy Ocoti (DNT) 
(There clearly was not a Joseph from Arimathea who was not anticipating the Kingdom of 
God) 
2 Cor 4:4  
toil Xparrob, 8g to-rtv eilabv to Elea 
of Christ, who is the image of God (ESV) 
de Cristo, el cual es la imagen de Dios (R95) 
toy XpICIT015, o 07T0104- ELICthia toy 060o (TGV) 
(Paul clearly is not distinguishing from Christ who is not the image of God) 
John 14:26 
To nvablia To iirov, b 7rtilli/El 6 na-rfip gv Tel) 6VoplaTi. 1101) 
the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name (ESV) 
el Espiritu Santo, a quien el Padre enviara en mi nombre (R95) 
TO 17vetipa to To, rov 9a (mast o Harepac OTO (Swope( juov (MET) 
(Jesus is not distinguishing from the Holy Spirit whom the father will not send) 
142 "My father, who was here yesterday, is fine:- 
143 "Mary, who plays soccer, is a nice girl." 
144 "The Bible, which I often read, is my favourite book." 
145 "They called their friend, who[m] I think is the only one who can help." Example and translation are taken 
from Holton et al.. Greek, 536. 
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Gal 2:101' 
govov TOW =coxCov Iva pvigove6a4tev, 8 Kai ganat58aaa ("Oro Tato noulaat 
only they would that we should remember the poor; which very thing I was also zealous to 
do (ASV) 
Solamente...que nos acordaramos de los pobres; lo cual tambien me apresure a cumplir 
con diligencia (R95) 
biz-quay povo va Ovpotipacac Tovg gorcoxoog, To otrolo Kat copovrtaa auto axpificbg va Kowa) 
(MET) 
(sentential antecedent requires a nonrestrictive reading) 
Rom 4:24 
akka Kai St' otgiltUst koygeo-Oat 
but for our sake also, to whom it will be credited (NASB95) 
sino tambien para nosotros, a quienes nos habria de ser contada (RVA) 
aLlet Kat yta et*, grovg oroiovg pe.U.ct va Aoyaptaccrat (MET) 
(Paul clearly does not distinguish two different types of fig-etc) 
Luke 8:2  
Mapia t1  xakougtvn May8akivti, atp' lig &wawa kn.-at gekriki)0Et 
Mary who was called Magdalene, from whom seven demons had gone out (NASB95) 
Maria Magdalena, de la que habian salido siete demonios (PER) 
Mapia, 7COV KaAciTat Mayowtrivri, wro Trly °Kola EiXaV Seithel wroc oattuivia (MET)'" 
(clearly two different women called Mary Magdalene are not being referenced) 
Jas 1:17 
-cob =Tog Tan/ (*CON, nap' ip 06x '6-vt Rapakkayfi ij Tporric anooiciaaga 
the Father of lights, with whom there is no variation or shifting shadow (NASB95) 
del Padre de las lutes, en el cual no hay mudanza ni sombra de variation (R95) 
Top Hotrepa rcdp Ociraw, arou owl° (km utrtipx6-1 Starcopawcw 7j Epcbtivicrri cricau Efouriac 
Ktiffotac aLlapic arr7 eeo77 rot) (DNT) 
(clearly two or more different "Father of Lights" are not being distinguished) 
Matt 3:11  
6 8t &Imo µau gpxOgsvog io-xupo-rEpOc Rao 475.-C1V, Oir) ObK sigi ixavec Ta inrOollgara, 
13ao-raaat 
but he who is coming after me is mightier than I, whose sandals I am not worthy to carry 
(ESV) 
pero el que viene tras mi, cuyo calzado yo no soy digno de Ilevar, (R95) 
otaot avroc 7Tott apxcrat tio-Tcpa auto citeva civat toxvporcpog /JOU, WV 071-010V bey *at 
ticavog va ,8ao-Tecco ra mooripara (MET) 
(there is clearly not being referenced here more than one man coming after John that 
is mightier than him) 
146 Gal 2:10 contains a sentential relative clause; therefore the antecedent is non-nominal. 
147 Note that MET seems to incorrectly render the attributive participle nonrestrictively. 
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Nonrestrictive Attributive Participles'" 
1 Pet 1:3  
o Ococ Kai Iratijp Toi) Kupiou figeov Xptcrob, 6 . . . avayiwficrag fll.tag149  
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who . . . has caused us to be born again 
(NASB95) 
el Dios y Padre de nuestro Senor Jesucristo, que . . nos hizo renacer (R95) 
o ecog Kai Harepag toy Kvpiov ivag Irlvoti Xpurroo, o orolog pag avayevvricrE (MET) 
(there is not another God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ who has not caused us to be 
born again) 
Col 2:12 
'rob Elsa Tot) iTeipayrog airrov >hc vixpCo'v 
of God, who raised him from the dead (ESV) 
de Dios, quien lo resucito de entre los muertos (NVI) 
rou Oeou, o onvioc rov al/ea-mac ano row vacpok (TGV) 
(Paul clearly describes the powerful working of God as raising Christ from the dead) 
Acts 15:17  
ktyst K6ptoc not& Tata 
says the Lord, who does these things (NIV) 
Dice el Senor, que hate todas estas cocas (SRV) 
AEyEt o Kupto‘, o oiroloc- ra irpayparoiroid (5.ia aural (DNT) 
(clearly a distinction is not being made between the Lord who does these things and the 
Lord who does not do these things) 
1 Tim 6:17  
eta' id °a l.)tc irapixorri. fully 7ravra itkouoicog sic a7tokal151V 
but on God, who richly provides us with everything to enjoy (ESV) 
sino en Dios, que nos provee de todo en abundancia para que lo disfrutemos (NV1) 
aAAd aro Zcvvravo CPEo, o oiroloc- irapF'za ra Travra 1.16 al5Govia yur va ra 
anraapl3dpoviic (DNT) 
(Paul describes God and does not seem to be distinguishing between multiples Gods) 
Summary of Nonrestrictivity 
The concept of nonrestrictivity (and restrictivity) has been widely embraced and utilized in 
linguistic studies as a valid distinction and the existence of a variety of nonrestrictive strategies 
148 These examples could be viewed as what Voelz would call "attributive position participles ... that seem to 
be a restriction, not on what they modify directly but upon all other alternative possibilities." Voelz, "Grammarian's 
Corner: Participles, Part III," 403. Occurrences of this nature will be treated more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
149 It seems that Voelz would translate such an example as follows: "the God and Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, the one (and not anyone else) who has caused us to be born again." See Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: 
Participles, Part III," 403. 
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establishes the prevalence of this grammatical category. Nonrestrictivity can be defined 
negatively by the notion of a non-limiting relationship of the strategy to the antecedent and 
positively by the notion of providing additional information to an independent antecedent. 
Additionally, a continuum of nonrestrictivity, from modification to coordination, provides a 
helpful framework for understanding this linguistic category and a variety of nonrestrictive 
strategies. 
The nature of the antecedent places some constraints upon whether or not a nonrestrictive 
strategy will be utilized. For nominal antecedents, the more specific the antecedent, the more 
likely it will attract a nonrestrictive strategy; the more generic the antecedent, the less likely it 
will attract such a strategy. Non-nominal antecedents can only accept nonrestrictive clauses. The 
identity of the antecedent should be considered when seeking to understand nonrestrictive (and 
restrictive) strategies within a given language. 
With respect to nonrestrictive clauses, the examples set forth above confirm the existence 
of nonrestrictive clauses in English, Spanish, Modern Greek and Koine Greek. We will now look 
more closely at the nonrestrictive clauses present in the Greek of the New Testament, 
specifically the nonrestrictive relative clause and the nonrestrictive attributive participle. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
NONRESTRICTIVITE CLAUSES IN THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT 
Introduction 
In chapter 4, an exploration of nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category coupled with an 
introduction to nonrestrictive clauses in English, Spanish, Modern Greek and Koine Greek was 
presented. We now turn to consider specifically the nonrestrictive nature of two major 
subordinate clauses of the Greek New Testament, the relative clause and the attributive 
participle. First, grammatical assertions concerning these nonrestrictive clauses will be 
presented. Next, a thorough survey of nonrestrictive relative clauses will be presented followed 
by a survey of nonrestrictive attributive participles. Finally, an observation of the general 
tendencies of these nonrestrictive clauses in the Greek New Testament will be offered. 
Grammatical Assertions of Nonrestrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament 
Grammatical assertions that were previously presented pertaining to the nonrestrictive 
nature of relative clauses and attributive participles in the Greek New Testament will be 
summarized. In addition, the grammatical assertions of James W. Voelz will be explored more 
comprehensively. 
Summary of Previous Grammatical Assertions 
In chapter 1, we noted that grammarians such as Burton, Boyer, Wallace and Levinsohn all 
essentially assert that relative clauses in the Greek New Testament function both 
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nonrestrictively and restrictively,' though, it was noted that a lack of clarity and continuity exists 
among these scholars. Additionally, we observed that most of the examples of relative clauses 
given by these grammarians modify their respective antecedents nonrestrictively. This raises the 
question as to whether or not relative clauses tend to be nonrestrictive in the Greek of the New 
Testament. 
The grammatical assertions regarding the attributive participle and its relation to 
nonrestrictivity vary amongst scholars as well. In chapter 1, it was established that there exists a 
lack of clarity among scholars with respect to syntax/semantic aspects of the attributive 
participle.' While grammarians such as Porter, Wallace, MacDonald, Burton, and Young all deal 
with the nonrestrictive nature of attributive participles, their treatments vary considerably and 
demonstrate a need for clarity. Most of the examples utilized by these scholars consisted of 
restrictive attributive participles. Young's observations of the attributive participle stand above 
the others when he contends that the nonrestrictive use is the least common type of attributive 
participle.' 
On the whole, the paucity of examples, the general cursory nature of the grammatical 
assertions, and the leanings of Young concerning the nonrestrictive capabilities of relative 
clauses and attributive participles support the need for a survey which considers every example 
in the Greek New Testament. 
I See "The Relative Clause" section of ch. 1 on pp. 13-26. 
2 See "The Attributive Participle" section of ch. 1 on pp. 26-40. 
3 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek. 151. Young implicitly contends this when he states that the 
-restrictive use is by far the most common type of adjectival participle." 
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Grammatical Assertions of James W. Voelz 
In chapter 1, it was noted that Voelz, in recent years, has observed that the assertions of 
grammarians regarding the attributive participle and the relative clause lacked precision.' Voelz 
notes that attributive participles tend to modify their antecedents restrictively and relative clauses 
nonrestrictively. He thereby questions the generally accepted "assertion of equivalence" that 
states that an attributive participle is tantamount to an adjectival relative clause.' In so doing, he 
considers the nonrestrictive nature of relative clauses and to a lesser degree the nonrestrictivity of 
attributive participles. 
Voelz states concerning relative clauses (in contrast to restrictive participles), "By contrast, 
subordinate clauses headed by a relative pronoun seem to be non-restrictive in their meaning. A 
clear example is 1 Pet 2:11:"6 
Ayantrroi., irapaicakeii we  mapoixouc Kai napcnio-eittoug antxsoliat Toiv crapicucciw 
atOulitthv ainvsg TrpatE150Vrat Kat& Tfic Wuxijc• 
"Beloved, I exhort (you) as sojourners and exiles to abstain from the fleshly desires, 
which war against the sour' 
Voelz explicates: "Are there fleshly desires that do not war against the soul? Most certainly not. 
So, one could almost translate this verse thus: `...to abstain from the fleshly desires, which, by 
their very nature/which, by definition, war against the soul.' Voelz puts forth other examples as 
follows: 
Luke 2:4: sic nary AauiS iirtgicakeirat Br'Okteli 
"unto the city of David, which is called Bethlehem" 
Sec "Explicit Call For Inquiry" section of ch. 1. 
5 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part 11," 314. 
6 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. Translation is from Voelz. 
8 
 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
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John 8:53: IA o-i) Tot) 7ratpac futoiv Af3padp., ticyric antOaysv; 
"You are not greater than our father Abraham, who died are you?" 
Acts 1:10-1 I a: Kai Moab Liv6pEc 'Six> napEtoTTIKetaav aindic . . of Kai Einav 
"and behold, two men were standing by them . .., who also said"' 
Voelz presents five examples of relative clauses. His treatment is not exhaustive and he 
merely states that relative clauses "seem to be non-restrictive."'" All his examples of 
nonrestrictive relative clauses are subject clauses" and he cites only one example of a restrictive 
relative clause, which is a direct object clause.' Voelz appears to indicate that subject relative 
clauses lean toward nonrestrictivity. 
Voelz's initial inclinations and inquiry into nonrestrictive relative clauses support the need 
to analyze every relative clause toward understanding the nonrestrictive nature and tendencies of 
all types of relative clauses: subject, direct object, indirect object, oblique and possessor. 
While Voelz puts forth many restrictive attributive participles and asserts their prevalence, 
he also observes that nonrestrictive attributive participles exist. He cites 1 Pet 1:3 as follows: 
EaorTroc o Osoc Kai Kariip Tou xupiou Xpunoii, o Kat& TO noki.) dna 
0+.soc avaysvvriaag etc airioa Vocrav 
"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the one who has, according 
to his great mercy, begotten us again unto a living hope (as opposed to anyone else 
who might attempt such a salvation)"13 
This participle does not participate in the grammatical/linguistic notion of restrictive 
modification. Voelz explicates the nonrestrictive nature of the attributive participle when he 
states, "The sentence is certainly not implying that there are multiple gods and fathers of our 
9 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. Translations are from Voelz. 
Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402. 
II The referenced antecedent serves as subject in a subject relative clause. 
12 With respect to a direct object relative clause he states: "John 6:51c: Kai o liproc St ov tyth &bolo tj atip µa6 
tatty. This seems to be restrictive." Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 402. 
13 
 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 403. Translation is from Voelz. 
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Lord Jesus Christ so that it is restricting us to the one among these who did the begetting 
anew!"' Voelz maintains the prevalence of restrictive attributive participles, but he also states 
that this "analysis we suggest is not without its minor problems, especially attributive position 
participles . . . that seem to be a restriction, not on what they modify directly but upon all other 
alternative possibilities."' Voelz interprets 1 Pet 1:3 in this way. In this statement Voelz seems 
to preliminarily identify a classification of a small number of attributive participles that seem to 
be nonrestrictive. 
Voelz's initial inclinations and inquiry support the need to analyze every type of relative 
clause (subject, direct object, indirect object, oblique and possessor) and attributive participle 
toward understanding their nonrestrictive tendencies. 
The Nonrestrictive Relative Clause in the Greek New Testament 
The validity of nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category and its representation through 
various strategies have been established.' As was discussed in chapter 3, the relative clause in 
the Greek New Testament participates in two noun-phrase formation patterns and five different 
types of subordinate relationships." Nonrestrictive relative clauses find representation in both 
patterns and all five types of subordinate relative clauses. A presentation of nonrestrictive 
relative clauses in the Greek New Testament will demonstrate the nature of these constructions. 
14 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 403. 
15 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 403. 
16 See ch. 4. 
17 See "The Restrictive Relative Clause in the Greek New Testament" on pp. 131-43 of ch. 3. 
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Relative Clause Formation Patterns 
As was discussed in chapter 3, the relative clause exhibits only one major noun-phrase 
formation pattern.' Of the approximately 1,040 restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses in the 
Greek New Testament, the post-nominal type "is by far the most common, encompassing more 
than 95% of the relative clauses found in the New Testament."' Internally-headed relative 
clauses make up the remainder.' An example of the former can be found in Mark 12:42: )eta 
Sbo, o Earry KooparrT15.21 The relative clause follows ("post-") its antecedent, Azad 515o. An 
example of the latter can be found in 1 Pet 1:10: =pi lig Cfunripiac k.4stinitrav Kai 
i4lipalivricrav apoqvitrott of awl me sic bi.teig xdprroc apocpritslicrav-rEc"' The head-noun 
oarripiac stands in the middle (internally) of the relative clause. While internally-headed relative 
clauses exist and are part of the data set considered in this study,' the majority of relative clauses 
in the Greek New Testament stand in post-nominal position and thus make up the primary set of 
examples considered for analysis in this dissertation. 
Types of Subordinate Relative Clauses 
As was discussed in chapter 3, the relative clause is capable of representing five different 
subordinate relationships (whereas the attributive participle represents only one). Not only can 
relative pronouns serve the role of subject in the subordinate clause, but they can also serve as 
18 See "Relative Clause Formation Patterns" on p. 131 of ch. 3. 
19 Culy, "Koine Relative Clauses," 76. 
70 Culy, "Koine Relative Clauses," 80. Additionally, Culy notes that while -some linguists have posited that 
Koine does in fact have prenominal RCs all verses that are putative examples of prenominal RCs can be 
analyzed as 'Internally] H[eaded] R[elative] C[lause]s." Additionally he notes that "the majority of the traditional 
Greek grammarians have treated what appear to be prenominal RCs as IHRCs (e.g., Robertson 1934:718; Blass and 
Debrunner 1961:154)." 
21 ESV: "two small copper coins, which make a penny." 
22 "[this] salvation, concerning which the prophets who prophesied of the grace to you searched and sought 
out." 
23 These constructions are present throughout app. 2. 
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direct object, indirect object, oblique, or possessor. Nonrestrictive examples of these five types of 
subordinate relative clauses will be presented in order to demonstrate the nature of these types of 
subordinate relative clauses.' 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Subject. As was asserted in chapter 3, subject relative 
clauses occur slightly less frequently than direct object relative clauses and more frequently than 
the rest of the other types of subordinate relative clauses.' The Greek New Testament contains 
364 occurrences representing 35% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. In each of 
these occurrences it can be readily discerned that the relative pronoun fills the role of subject 
within the subordinate clause. All relative pronouns in subject relative clauses stand in the 
nominative case. 
Nonrestrictive subject relative clauses are distributed extensively throughout the Greek 
New Testament. They find representation in all the Gospels, Acts, Pauline Epistles (all except 
Philemon) Hebrews, I & 2 Peter, 1 & 3 John, and Revelation. A representative sample of 
examples that lean toward nonrestrictive modification and coordination will be presented. 
First, several examples will demonstrate clearly the nature of these relative clauses. 
Second, a succinct list of examples will familiarize the reader with a wide variety of occurrences. 
Finally, a few notable examples will be analyzed more thoroughly. 
Luke 17:12-13 contains a proper relative clause that refers to a specific noun-phrase: icut 
siaspxopttvou mita) sic Ttva Kcbwriv thrtivtriaav [aiyrio:] 454Ka 1.F.npoi (tvopeg, of Eargisav 
24  The categorization of the live types of subordinate relative clauses stems from linguistic universals 
established by what linguists refer to as the Accessibility Hierarchy. The universal linguistic realities of this 
hierarchy will be explicated in ch. 6. 
25  See section titled "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Subject" on p. 133 of ch. 3. One might think that there 
would be more subject relative clauses than direct object relative clauses. While this will be treated more thoroughly 
in ch. 6, it is noted here that only one strategy for relativizing direct object clauses exists, the relative clause. 
Attributive participles do not directly relativize direct object clauses; they only relativize subject clauses. So, two 
strategies for relativizing subject clauses exist, the attributive participle and the relative clause. As a result, overall, 
there are more subject clauses than direct object clauses. 
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iroppco0Ev Kai abtoi iipav cpcovijv Atyovreg, t7ROTata, gXtiCYOV fwarc." The relative clause 
provides additional information about the specific noun-phrase StKa ksapoi tiv8p8c. The relative 
clause does not limit the ten leprous men but provides the additional information that they stood 
at a distance. Therefore, it functions nonrestrictively. Furthermore, this relative clause helps 
move the thought forward as it leads into the idea that as a result of standing at a distance the ten 
lepers needed to lift up their voices so that Jesus could hear them as they cried out for mercy. 
This proper relative clause lies toward the middle of the nonrestrictive modification/coordination 
continuum. 
Consider the subject relative clause in Rom 16:12: &Urea:mak IlEpaioa Tile ayarlyrriv, 
fin; nokla iK07rifIGEV Kupicp.27 The relative clause provides additional information about the 
very specific substantive flEpo-16a rfiv ilycurriniv. Paul does not distinguish or limit to one of 
many different beloved women named Persis. Paul provides additional information about the 
beloved Persis, namely that she has worked hard in the Lord. This example of a proper 
nonrestrictive relative clause conveys nonrestrictive modification 
Luke 10:30 contains a subject relative clause: avOixonac Tic Kat4f3atvev duai 'Ispoucsaktjp 
sic IspIxci) Kal lacrraic =pit-nosy, of Kai iatioarrq airrov Kai TCATITIEG £1TIO&TEG alr111.00V 
Cupirrgc fiptOavil.28 The relative clause refers to Xtio-Taic and clearly conveys additional 
information about the robbers that is temporally subsequent to the information in the clause of 
the antecedent, namely that the man encountered the robbers. Therefore, it is classified as a 
continuative nonrestrictive relative clause, which by nature leans strongly toward coordination. 
26 "and as he entered into a certain village, ten leprous men met him, who stood at a distance and they lifted 
up their voices saying, 'Jesus, Master, have mercy on us." 
27 ESV: "Greet the beloved Persis, who has worked hard in the Lord." 
28 "a certain man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho and encountered robbers, who also, having 
stripped him and inflicted blows, departed, leaving !him] half-dead.- 
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Consider the following additional examples of nonrestrictive subject relative clauses: 
Matt 23:27: T6(potc KEKovtaitivoK, oirtvc; geAcv ptv (pctivorrat wpaiot, Eawetv 
SE yti.tovatv oaticov veicpcbv Kati 7r ants alCaOapaittc.29 
• describes commonly known aspects of tombs that have been white washed 
• proper relative clause (RC):" lies toward middle of modification/coordination 
continuum 
Matt 27:57: 40E%, 6ivOpowcog irkoliatog ano ApwaElaia; Toiivopta Um* 6; KU1 
afros ifIQOITTC1)01) TO) 11115013.31 
• provides additional information about Joseph, the rich man from Arimathea 
• proper RC: leans slightly toward modification 
Mark 3:17: xcui tatOrixtv aim* ovo[ta[ta] Doavripyic, o EOM viol Ppovn16.32 
• parenthetically explains what Boanerges means 
• proper RC: conveys modification 
Mark 5:2-3: 6-69bc innlyrriatv a&r Etc retiv tivrititicov avOpomroc Ev avaport 
akaOarmt), oc T>lv KaToixquiv Eixev Ev Tois pviittaatv.33 
• provides additional information about the man with an unclean spirit who had 
met Jesus immediately as he was exiting a boat 
• proper RC: lies toward middle of modification/coordination continuum 
John 1:12-13: &Jot at gkaf3ov an6v, gboAcev airroic tovolav TiKVa 0E0f) ytvtaAcci, 
toig margoovoiv tic to ovoRa aino13, of ()UK E4 aiperraw oust iK 00.1141UTOc Gaffe; 
oi)ai tic Oelajpiatoc avapoc eta' Ef 060i5 tycvvilhrray.34 
• describes the nature of the "birth" of the children of God, those who have 
received/believed Jesus 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
John 15:26: 6 napcludarroc...T6 rvattalc almOgiac 6 nap& Tot naTpoc 
tiorope1erat.35 
ESV: "whitewashed tombs, which outwardly appear beautiful, but within are full of dead people's 
bones and all uncleanness." Notice that the substantive modified consists of a noun plus restrictive attributive 
participle: tdcpot; xacoviaggvotc (tombs having been whitewashed). 
30  The abbreviation "RC" will be utilized in subsequent examples for the terminology "Relative Clause." 
31 ESV: "there came a rich man from Arimathea, named Joseph, who also was a disciple of Jesus." 
32 
 NIV: "to them he gave the name Boanerges, which means Sons of Thunder." 
33 NASB95: "immediately a man from the tombs with an unclean spirit met Him, and he had his dwelling 
among the tombs." 
34 NKJV: "But as many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become children of Cod, to those who 
believe in His name: who were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of 
God." 
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• provides additional information about the Helper/the Spirit of Truth 
• proper RC: leans slightly toward modification 
John 21:20: 'Eatcripacpsic o llgrpoci3ktnst Toy pa0Triiv ov infeura 6 Iiiaofic 
tiKaou0crt3vTa, 6; Kai avfarsacv Ev Tcii &lamp gni TO amlOog airrot Kai 81ircv, 
Mins, Tic, iCITIN 6 napaotomic as;36 
• provides additional information about the disciple whom Jesus loved 
• proper RC: modification 
Acts I : 12: TOTs intto-Tpswav sic IspouactXfp alto ifipauc 'rot Kalouptivau TA.ateivoc, 
o SGTIV E77 
• provides additional parenthetical information about the location of Mt. Olivet 
• proper RC: modification 
Acts 8:27: Kai i.Soi) avfjp AiOiow dvotixoc amicrt-qc Kav8dit-qc Paolkicro-ric 
AiOtonaw, oc tjv Elti nacnic TrIc y4ric abrijg, 6c iliiki)Ost apocricvviicrow sic 
Ispovaciatip." 
• the first relative clause describes the Ethiopian eunuch and the second 
describes his circumstances. 
• first relative clause leans toward modification (proper RC) and the second 
leans toward coordination (connective RC) 
Acts 10:47 Min to iiocop &Nana mokoacti rtg -rob pournovivat Toiyroug, artvEc 
TO irvatta to farov EXapov d)c Kai *tag.," 
• describes these people (the gentiles who received the Holy Spirit) 
• proper RC: modification 
Acts 12:10: iikeav bd. Tip, ni)1.1v Tile atagptiv Tip pipaucav sic Tip noktv, trig 
airropeurq ilvolyq aircoi54°  
35 ESV: "the Helper..., the Spirit of truth, who proceeds from the Father." 
36 "Peter, turning around, saw the disciple whom Jesus loved following, who also reclined at the supper 
upon his back and said, 'Lord, who is the one who betrays you?" Notice that the noun-phrase referenced consists 
of a noun with a restrictive direct object relative clause. Additionally, Boyer wrongly labels the subject relative 
clause as restrictive. Boyer. Relative Clauses, 14. 
37 ESV: "then they returned to Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet, which is near Jerusalem." 
38 "And there was an Ethiopian, a eunuch, a court official of Candace, queen of the Ethiopians, who was in 
charge of all her treasure, who had come to Jerusalem to worship." 
39 
 ESV: "Can anyone withhold water for baptizing these people, who have received the Holy Spirit just as 
we have?" : James W. Voelz, "The Language of the New Testament," in Aufstieg and Niedergang der Romischen 
Welt (ed. Hildegard Temporini and Wolfgang Haase; New York: de Gruyter, 1984), 2:955. labels this verse 
nonrestrictive. 
4° NASB95: "they came to the iron gate that leads into the city, which opened for them by itself." 
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• provides information regarding the iron gate that leads into the city; it is 
temporally subsequent to the event in the preceding clause 
• continuative RC: strong coordination 
Acts 28:7: Tci) apcirro? Trig vrieroo ovottatt IIWalk!), oS avabs4aluvoc 414 Tpeig 
(pamppowoc 
• provides additional information concerning the specific actions of Publius 
• connective RC: strong coordination 
Rom 1:25: Kai g6E06601CM KCti. gXlirpsuaav TT1 KTIGEt Kap& Toy KTIGTIVTa, 56 itTTIN 
Ei)10y111Tec Et; TObc akovac, 6;10.42 
• provides additional information about the Creator 
• proper RC: modification 
Rom 2:14-15: &rav yap EOVTI Tit µtj vopov EXOVTU 9.156et -ra Tot vollou 7[01.661V, 
OLTOI Vo110V pfi kcovrsc tautoic Eton/ vottoc• oinvec 6,8EiKvovtat TO Epyov Tot 
vopou ypawrov tv Talc Kap81aK airriov.43  
• provides additional information about gentiles who do not have the law 
• connective RC: coordination 
Rom 4:16: eakei Kai TO Etc iriataoc Appaatt, oS ECITtV Iratfip litiVTO)V inLICT)V.44 
• describes the patriarch Abraham as the father of us all 
• proper RC: modification 
Rom 5:14: akka gl3ao-i4-ouev o Oavatoc &no A6ap pitxpt Mcotato); Kai t7ti Tobc 
apaprficTavrac t4 6[101641CM TtjS itapaPaamg Adam, fog EaTty T157TO; TOt 
pli.1.1.0VT0c.45 
• provides additional information about Adam as type 
• proper RC: modification 
2 Cor 4:4: Tot Ebayydiao Trig 561.1; Tot Xpiatot, oS E0::1711.V EiKoW TOt 0E01).46 
• describes Christ as the image of God 
• proper RC: modification 
41 ESV: "to the chief man of the island, named Publius, who received us and entertained us hospitably for 
three days." 
42 ESV: "and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen." 
43 "for when gentiles who do not have the law by nature do the things in the law, these, although not having 
the law, are a law to themselves, who show the work of the law written on their hearts." Voelz, "The Language 
of the New Testament." 955, labels this verse nonrestrictive. 
44 ESV: "but also to the one of the faith of Abraham, who is the father of us all." 
45 ESV: "Yet death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over those whose sinning was not like the transgression 
of Adam, who was a type of the one who was to come." 
46 ESV: "of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God." 
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Gal 1:6-7: sic Etepov Eimyyatov, o oinc EaTIV ciao." 
• describes the other gospel to which the Galatians were turning 
• proper RC: modification 
Gal 2:4: T0i); ItapEIGliKTON wsuoct8avovg, &inn; mapetatilbov Karamcorilual 
Tily 1.svOspirav hpubv fiv Exopsv Ev Xptcrrci) 'hoot." 
• provides additional information about the false brothers who were secretly 
brought in 
• proper RC: coordination 
Gal 5:19-21: pnispet St Early Epya Tlic gam*, kirtva iaTIV nopvcia, 
Zukokiaperia, acraysta, ci8cokolArrpia, vappmcsia, Exepat, Epic, •tikoc, %poi, 
iptesiat, otxoutacriat, otiOusitc, 90ovoi, paw, Kthpot Kai Tit 5tiota TO15TOK." 
• describes what are the works of the flesh 
• proper RC: modification 
Eph 1:22-23: Tri iKlallaig, rjTIr EmTiv TO minim airrot.' 
• provides additional information about the church, describing it as the body of 
Christ 
• proper RC: modification 
Eph 5:4: Kai aiaxponic Kai pRopokoyia ii sinpcurekia, a oim 
• provides additional parenthetical information 
• proper RC: modification 
Eph 6:17: Tip Ltaxatpav Tot nvEiieroc, o 6:7TIN initla 0E01).52 
• provides additional parenthetical information about the sword of the spirit 
• proper RC: modification 
Col 3:5: rfiv2rAzovs4iav, ATI; EUTIV 61430A01.aTpia.53 
47 NASB95: "for a different gospel; which is realty not another." 
48 NASB95: "the false brethren secretly brought in, who had sneaked in to spy out our liberty which we 
have in Christ Jesus." Notice the example of a restrictive direct object relative clause: "Tilt' ikevOtpiav iipav iiv 
iX011iV sv Xpurrio: 
49 "and manifest are the works of the flesh, which are sexual immorality, impurity, sensuality, idolatry, 
sorcery, enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, rivalries, dissensions, divisions, envy, drunkenness, orgies, and 
things like these." 
5° ESV: "to the church, which is his body." Sec a similar example in Colossians 1:24: "inrip Tot) ctthi.tatoc 
aka), ö gam i giothria" ("for the sake of his body. which is the church"). 
51 NASB95: "and . . . filthiness and silly talk, or coarse jesting, which are not fitting." 
52 
 ESV: "the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God." See add. 5-A for treatment of the gender of this 
relative pronoun. 
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• describes covetousness parenthetically 
• proper RC: modification 
Col 3:14: Tiiiv itythriiv, 6 Earty cnivocattoc TYIg  Tame',Tip-N.' 
• provides additional information about love 
• proper RC: modification 
2 Tim 2:17-18: jov sooty Yptivatoc Kai Oil'roc, oinvec Ncpi, Tfiv aX1i0Etav 
havincrav, Ityovrec [TO] avacrrautv ij6rl ycyovtvat, Kai avatptirouatv tiliv -mow 
nianv.55 
• provides additional information about Hymenaeus and Philetus 
• connective RC: leans strongly toward coordination 
Heb 7:2 Potatkeiic Ealajp, 6 iaTIV Pactizbc 
• describes what "king of Salem" means 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
Heb 10:1 1: Kai Tag airritc noWtiag npomptpcov Woccia; airtvEc oii6i7rarg 6iivarrat 
7rEptekEiv apapt*.57 
• describes "the same sacrifices" 
• proper RC: lies toward middle of modification/coordination continuum 
Heb 11:32-34: 1-E866w, Bapatc, Eattip6v,1690dE, Aavi6 TE Kai E11110101)1. Kai Toh,  
7rpovnT6w, of 6tZt iricrrEoN icatqycovioarro Pactlxiac, EippiGaVTO 8ticatocriivriv, 
7riruxov inartekuthv, gvpa4av 45TopaTa A.E6VTOW, Ealkoccv 61watuv ropoc, 
Eqrwyov GrofiaTa ttaxotipqc, iouvatithOliaav into ita0eviiac, iyivrieriaav inupoi iv 
7C0A410,3, 7tapettfiolitc EKAAvav allorpicov.58 
• describes what these men did by faith 
• connective RC: leans strongly toward coordination 
53 
 ESV: "covetousness, which is idolatry" 
54 "love, which is the bond of perfection." See add. 5-A for treatment of this relative pronoun. 
55 ::of whom are Hymenaeus and Philetus, who, concerning the truth, have swerved, saying the resurrection 
to already have happened, and are upsetting the faith of some." 
56 NASB95: "king of Salem, which is king of peace." BDAG asserts, "The neut[er] is used . in explanations, 
esp[ecially] of foreign words .. . which or that is, which means: 13a6aci)c Eakeitt, o g6T1V flaoacbc 
BDAG, og. lga. Also, see add. 5-A. 
57 
 ESV: "offering repeatedly the same sacrifices, which can never take away sins." 
58 ESV: "of Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephthah, of David and Samuel and the prophets—who through 
faith conquered kingdoms, enforced justice, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of lions, quenched the 
power of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, were made strong out of weakness, became mighty in war, put 
foreign armies to flight." Note that Boyer, Relative Clauses, 27, neglects to identify this example in his 
examination of relative clauses. 
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1 Pet 2:9-10: 'Ypeic St ytvoc tiasKrov, 13aaiketov ispaTEuRa, getvog aytov, kaog sic 
nspuroiricrtv . . of NOTE al) 106; Vi3V St Woc °sot." 
• describes the recipients of Peter's epistle, 2nd person address 
• connective RC: leans toward coordination 
1 Pet 2:11: T6w aapKixthv tztauptibv ainvec aTpaTebovTat KaT6 Vic llibrit15.6°  
• describes nature of fleshly lust 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
1 John 2:8: iniktv &Tally Katviiv ypeupo) i tiv, O tatty algOtc tv wing) Kai kV 
14.11V.61 
• provides additional information about the new commandment 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
Rev 2:7: Mao) airrgi (pay& 4•K 'raj 4151.01) T.16 ccofic, o i6T1V Ev Tcr) napaSciacp Tot 
0801).62 
• provides additional information about the tree of life (location) 
• proper RC: modification 
Rev 5:6: Ktpara irrix Kai iopeakpoi); tiff& of tiny Ta [brat] 7TVEivata Tot 
()tot.' 
• describes the seven horns and seven eyes 
• proper RC: modification 
Rev 9:20: Tit EI8o)la Tat xpuatit Kai Ta apTupti Kai Tat XakKel Kai Ta ki0tva Kai Ta 
4-aiva, a oi5TE pi7TEIV oINCEVTal OUTS ilEKOtElV ovTE ircpuraTeiv.64 
• describes the nature of idols 
• proper RC: modification 
59 NKJV: -But you are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, His own special people ... who 
once were not a people but are now the people of God." Note that Boyer, Relative Clauses, 28. neglects to 
identify this example in his examination of relative clauses. 
NASB77: "fleshly lusts, which wage war against the soul." See Voelz's nonrestrictive assessment of this 
verse on p. 179 above and as follows: Voelz. "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part III," 402; Voelz, "The 
Language of the New Testament." 955. 
61 ESV: "On the other hand, I am writing a new commandment to you, which is true in Him and in you." 
See add. 5-A for treatment of this relative pronoun. 
62 ESV: "To the one who conquers I will grant to eat of the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God." 
63 NASB": "seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God." Consider a similar example 
in Rev 4:5. 
64 
 ESV: "idols of gold and silver and bronze and stone and wood, which cannot see or hear or walk." 
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Having surveyed a wide variety of clear examples of proper and connective nonrestrictive 
subject relative clauses, a few notable examples will be presented and more thoroughly 
discussed. 
Luke 15:7 contains a unique example of a noun phrase with a subject relative clause that is 
compared to a noun phrase with an attributive participle: ktyo) i)giv ort oiitcog xapd 
ObplIVO &nal sirs EVl aaarmokei) uz-cavoolivit ij gni EVEVAICOVTa &via Swaim; oinvec oi) 
ociav Exovatv twravoiac." The first complex substantive consists of the antecedent tvi 
atiarro)?,d): modified by pEravootivrt. The participle limits the referent to a sinner that repents as 
opposed to one that does not, therefore it is restrictive." This type of sinner is compared to 99 
righteous [ones/men/people]. The relative clause o'ittvEc oi) xp&iav kcouoiv weavoiac refers to 
the 99 righteous (tvsvf<ovta &vta Sucairotc). A righteous person, by definition, does not need to 
repent, so, this proper relative clause, in a non-limiting manner, merely provides additional 
information about righteous people. Therefore it functions nonrestrictively and furthermore, it 
leans toward modification. 
Additionally when considering translations of this text, most English and Spanish 
translations do not punctuate the relative clause correctly. Consider the following: 
ESV; NASB95; NASB77: ninety-nine righteous persons who need no repentance 
NIV: ninety-nine righteous persons who do not need to repent 
R95; LBA; NVI; PER: noventa y nueve justos que no necesitan [arrepentirse] 
These translations, which utilize restrictive relative clauses, imply that there exists a certain type 
of righteous person that needs to repent. This contradicts the very definition of what it means to 
be righteous. 
65ASV: "I say unto you, that even so there shall be joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more than over 
ninety and nine righteous persons, who need no repentance. 
66 
 An example of restrictive modification that leans toward concept formation. 
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Consider two examples of subject relative clauses in 1 Cor 4:17: St& Tato Ziregiva 
Tltio0E0V, og &MIA? pal) TiKVOV fiya7111ToV Kai KlaToV KupiT, tic vµag avattlact Tag oSobc 
pou -rag iv Xpicrre) Irlquot], Ka86)g navtaxa t v irdan hada-pia StSdoicco.' The first relative 
clause seems to be an example of a proper nonrestrictive relative clause that leans toward 
modification. The apostle Paul is not identifying Timothy but is providing additional 
information; he describes Timothy as his beloved son and faithful in the Lord. The second 
relative clause contains information that is temporally subsequent to the clause containing the 
referent. In the clause with the antecedent (Ttgo8cov), Paul sent Timothy. Temporally 
subsequent to this sending, Timothy will remind the Corinthian believers of Paul's ways in 
Christ. The relative clause moves the argument forward and into a new direction; therefore, it is a 
continuative nonrestrictive relative clause. As with all continuative clauses, it leans strongly 
toward coordination. Notice the treatment of these two relative clauses in the following English 
translation (NASB95), which seems to be correct: "For this reason I have sent to you Timothy, 
who is my beloved and faithful child in the Lord, and he will remind you of my ways which are 
in Christ, just as I teach everywhere in every church." The first relative clause is translated with a 
relative pronoun, "who," and the second with a coordinating conjunction and personal pronoun, 
"and he." Both of these clauses demonstrate the nonrestrictive nature of subject relative clauses 
as well as the continuum of nonrestrictivity from modification to coordination. 
I Pet 2:21-4 contains three subject relative clauses in series: 
sic Tato yap trafiOn-rs, on ical Xpicroc tna0EV i.)7Etp bgcby uµiv 157E0A.Igli&VCOV 
bRoypaggov Iva g7CalcoXouarlaits Toic ixvsoty airlOt, 22 oc &gap-day obi( diroirptv 
(AU ti)ptei Sokog a-rogan aiyro-5, 23 og kotSopongsvoc av-rskotSopet 
notaxwv oiric lfj7TEIXE1, Rapai501) St t4 Kpivovn Sucaikoc- -4 5; Tag &gap-dug fig.aby 
67 NASB95: "For this reason I have sent to you Timothy, who is my beloved and faithful child in the Lord, 
and he will remind you of my ways which are in Christ, just as I teach everywhere in every church." 
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afrrog avfiveyicsv iv TO ackta-ri aUTov tiri TO s -()Xov, Iva -rdic attapriatc anoysvOttevot 
Tlj Succnocnivri OrjoT.op.ev, ou TW 110nm idorrrs.' 
Each of the subject relative clauses refers back to Xptotog (and abtoi5) in verse 21. Since each 
relative clause clearly provides additional information about Christ and keeps the narrative 
moving forward building upon the previous clause, these are clearly connective relative clauses. 
These three connective subject relative clauses demonstrate a unique aspect of the coordinate 
capability and nonrestrictive nature of connective relative clauses. Most English translations 
reflect this with either coordinate clauses (NASB95, NASB77) or independent clauses (ESV, NIV, 
CSB, NRSV). See, for examples the NASB77 and ESV below: 
Coordinate Clauses (NASB77): For you have been called for this purpose, since 
Christ also suffered for you, leaving you an example for you to follow in His steps, 
22 who committed no sin, nor was any deceit found in His mouth; 23 and while being 
reviled, He did not revile in return; while suffering, He uttered no threats, but kept 
entrusting Himself to Him who judges righteously; 24 and He Himself bore our sins 
in His body on the cross, that we might die to sin and live to righteousness; for by His 
wounds you were healed. 
Independent Clauses (ESV): For to this you have been called, because Christ also 
suffered for you, leaving you an example, so that you might follow in his steps. 22 He 
committed no sin, neither was deceit found in his mouth. 23 When he was reviled, he 
did not revile in return; when he suffered, he did not threaten, but continued 
entrusting himself to him who judges justly. 24 He himself bore our sins in his body 
on the tree, that we might die to sin and live to righteousness. By his wounds you 
have been healed. 
Revelation 19:2 contains a notable example of a subject relative clause: on etkiptval Kai. 
Shawn ai xpiostc aiyroi5- on acptvsv Itopvir rI v ttgyiftkqv ijrig E90ElpEV tqv yiiv 
68 NASB77: "For you have been called for this purpose, since Christ also suffered for you, leaving you an 
example for you to follow in His steps, 22 who committed no sin, nor was any deceit found in His mouth; 23 and 
while being reviled, He did not revile in return; while suffering, He uttered no threats, but kept entrusting Himself to 
Him who judges righteously; 24 and He Himself bore our sins in His body on the cross, that we might die to sin and 
live to righteousness; [by whose] wounds you were healed." Notice also the nonrestrictive oblique connective 
relative clause in verse 24: ou Tei) iu.acon-t ioftagrc. 
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7ropvzict airrilc, Kai gESI.KriaEv to ati..ta TON, Soacov akoi3 Z-K xapoc avtric.69 NA27 and most 
English/Spanish translations seem to treat this relative clause as restrictive since no intervening 
comma exists between the referent and relative clause. When one considers the context, 
however, it is quite clear that this is a nonrestrictive proper relative clause that leans toward 
modification; there is no other great harlot. 
In Rev 17:1 the first mention of this prostitute occurs: Adipo, Sei4o) am to Kpipa ?tic 
Ropy% nig mock% TIN KO-rutty% ant i)8(iTow no/./..6v.7° The complex substantive occurs 
with a restrictive attributive participle that helps to identify her as the one who is seated on many 
waters. The subsequent narrative describes this great prostitute, the many waters, her actions and 
her judgment. 
In chapter 17, the kings of the earth commit sexual immorality with her and are intoxicated 
with her wine (17:2). She is referenced in 17:15 where the waters are described as multitudes of 
a variety of peoples; furthermore, she has dominion over the kings of the earth (17:18). 
In chapter 18 she is identified as Babylon, where she is again described as follows: "all 
nations have drunk the wine of the passion of her sexual immorality, and the kings of the earth 
have committed immorality with her, and the merchants of the earth have grown rich from the 
power of her luxurious living" (Rev 18:3 ESV). Chapter 18 continues to describe her fall and the 
kings of the earth mourning over her: "And the kings of the earth, who committed sexual 
immorality and lived in luxury with her, will weep and wail over her when they see the smoke of 
her burning" (Rev 18:9 ESV). God's judgment over her is announced, "Rejoice over her, 0 
heaven, and you saints and apostles and prophets, for God has given judgment for you against 
69 "for true and just are his judgments, for he has judged the great prostitute, who was corrupting the earth 
with her immorality, and [he] has avenged the blood of his servants against her hand." 
70 ESV: "Come, I will show you the judgment of the great prostitute who is seated on many waters." 
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her! (Rev 18:20 ESV)." Additionally, the corruption of the earth by the great prostitute, Babylon, 
is described again in 18:23, "all nations were deceived by your sorcery" (ESV). 
So, when Trjv7ropviv Ttjv licydariv is mentioned in 19:2, contextually speaking, this is a 
very specific entity and there would be no doubt of her identity in the hearer's mind. The proper 
relative clause (trig gcp0Etpcv rijv ytjv & nopvEict ainic) clearly modifies nonrestrictively, 
providing additional, non-limiting information about her; she was corrupting the earth with her 
immorality. By contrast, the modification of the great prostitute in 17:2 necessarily must be 
restrictive, since this is the first mention of her; therefore, the attributive participial clause (trig 
KaOrigtvric tat boa-row iroaCov) is utilized. 
Subject relative clauses occur throughout the New Testament, among different authors and 
various genres. These constructions commonly relate nonrestrictively to their antecedents and do 
so at all points across the modification/coordination continuum of nonrestrictivity. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Direct Object. As was asserted in chapter 3, direct 
object relative clauses occur slightly more frequently than subject relative clauses' and more 
frequently than the other types. The Greek New Testament contains 369 occurrences 
representing 35% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. In each of these occurrences it 
can be readily discerned that the relative pronoun fills the role of direct object within the 
subordinate clause. Accusative relative pronouns make up the majority of relative pronouns 
utilized in these clauses. Genitive and dative relative pronouns also occur in direct object relative 
clauses due to attraction of the relative pronoun to the case of the antecedent' or due to the fact 
that certain verbs require the genitive or dative case for the direct object. 
71 See n. 25 above. 
72 See add. 5-A for more information on relative pronoun attraction. 
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Nonrestrictive direct object relative clauses are distributed evenly throughout the Greek 
New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic Gospels, John, Acts, Pauline Epistles 
(all except Philippians) Hebrews, James, 1 & 2 Peter, 1-3 John, and Revelation. A representative 
sample of examples that lean toward nonrestrictive modification and coordination will be 
presented. 
First, several examples will clearly demonstrate the nature of these relative clauses. 
Second, a succinct list of examples will familiarize the reader with a wide variety of occurrences. 
Finally, a few notable examples will be analyzed. 
John 12:1 contains a direct object relative clause that refers to the specific entity Lazarus: 
O 74)6 i filicpCov 'rob nacrxa ijkOsv sic }Waylay, onov nv micapoc, Ov *yam iK 
vcKpiEw Inaotc." The immediate context of the verse establishes that this is the Lazarus from 







Agapoc alto Btleaviac 
6 658.2apo5 Adcapoc 
Toy Agapov 
Agapoc 6 pi.koc 
Agapoc thrt0avev 
Agape, Ssiipo g4co 
So, when John 12:1 mentions Bethany, where Lazarus was, the relative clause in no way could 
be construed as limiting. Rather, it provides non-limiting parenthetical information, presenting 
again the facts of John 11. This proper relative clause is therefore nonrestrictive and leans toward 
the modification end of the continuum of nonrestrictivity. 
Titus 3:5-6 contains an example of a direct object relative clause coupled with a very 
specific referent: nvEtpArroc tityiov, oi) inlet; akoixrioN oat Tricot Xpio-roi) Tot 
73 ESV "Six days before the Passover, Jesus therefore came to Bethany, where Lazarus was, whom Jesus had 
raised from the dead." Boyer wrongly classifies this example as restrictive. Boyer, Relative Clauses, 13. See also 
John 12:9. 
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acorripoc inlay.' Clearly Paul does not limit the referent; more than one Holy Spirit does not 
exist. The relative clause describes the source of the Holy Spirit (verse 4: to suarripoc 
08ou) and the vehicle through which the Holy Spirit was poured out (verse 6: ota Xplo-roi) 
-cob ountipoc iji.t6w). This proper nonrestrictive relative clause lies toward the middle of the 
nonrestrictive modification/coordination continuum. Additionally, the relative pronoun would 
usually be in the accusative but stands in the genitive here due to attraction to the antecedent's 
Consider the following additional examples of nonrestrictive direct object relative clauses: 
Matt 23:35: Toi3 a4tarog Zaxapiou viol Bapaxiou, ov l(povekraTs pETa4i) Tot yawl 
Kai Tot OuataaTripiou.' 
• provides additional information about the specific entity Zechariah the son of 
Barachiah 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
Mark 2:26: Tobc apToN nig apoOlaccog lcayev, of g ovK E4E6TIV (paydy gi, 'rob; 
4E477 
• describes an aspect of the bread of the Presence 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
Luke 2:30-31: TO aomiptoy 601), 6 itroiliaaa; KaTO 7rp000mrov narrow Tthv 
kathv.'s 
• describes God's salvation 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
John 6:27: TO PpOatv TO !flyaway sic aixoytoy, fly 6 vie; Tot itvOpthaao 
'Opiy 8thact.' 
74 ESV: "the Holy Spirit, whom he poured out on us richly through Jesus Christ our Savior." Boyer, 
Relative Clauses. 26, wrongly classifies this example as restrictive. 
75 See Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 716. See add. 5-A for treatment of relative pronoun 
agreement. 
76 ESV: "the blood of Zechariah the son of Barachiah, whom you murdered between the sanctuary and 
the altar." 
77 "he ate the bread of the Presence, which it is not lawful to eat except for the priests." See also parallel 
verses: Matt 12:4, Luke 6:4. 
78 NIV: "your salvation, which you have prepared in the sight of all people." 
79 ESV: "the food that endures to eternal life, which the Son of Man will give to you." Voelz, 
"Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill." 403, labels this example specifically as "the relative pronoun 
introducing a non-restrictive clause." Boyer, Relative Clauses, 12,.erroneously labels this relative clause as 
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• provides additional information about the food that endures to eternal life 
• proper RC: coordination 
John 17:11: gv Ta.): ovOlutati aov (T.) oi6coicec pot.' 
• provides additional information about God's name/authority 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
Acts 3:15: Toy St apply& Ti etICE1CTEIVCITE 6V 6 Ococ factpev EK VEKIXT)V, 01) 
figeic p.aprupgc 
• provides information about the author of life that is temporally subsequent to 
event in clause where antecedent is located 
• continuative RC: coordination 
Acts 11:29-30: Eig Staxoviav nittwat vac KOETOIKOIKUV EV r lou8ctict aorlapoic• 
Kai Emoirpsav anomrsikarrEc apec ToiN apecrilintpoug Sat xttpoc BapvaPil Kai 
Eabkov.' 
• provides additional information with reference to the act of sending relief 
(non-nominal antecedent) 
• sentential RC: coordination' 
Rom 3:24-25: 616 A; anavrpcbuga); rfic gv Xpurr6) livrot • ov apotOgro 6 Ogog 
• provides additional information about Jesus Christ 
• proper RC: leans toward coordination 
1 Cor 6:19: to labga votoc -rob gv vµiv atyiou aveopiatoc go:MV 01) EXETE ano 
0E0'6.85 
• provides additional information about the source of the Holy Spirit within the 
believer 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
restrictive. 
80 ESV: "in your name, which you have given me." See also John 17:12. Boyer, Relative Clauses. 13, 
erroneously labels this relative clause as restrictive. The relative pronoun is in the dative case due to attraction to 
antecedent. See Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 716. See also add. 5-A. 
81 ESV: "and you killed the Author of life, whom God raised from the dead. To this we are witnesses." BDF 
label this a "Relative Connective." BDF, §458. Boyer, Relative Clauses, 14, erroneously labels this relative clause as 
restrictive. Notice the second relative clause is a sentential oblique relative clause. 
82 
 ESV: "to send relief to the brothers living in Judea. And they did so, sending it to the elders by the 
hand of Barnabas and Saul." 
83 With sentential antecedents BDAG, os, 10, asserts that the neuter is used "when the relative pronoun looks 
back upon a whole clause." See also add. 5-A. 
84 ESV: "through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, whom God put forward as a propitiation." 
85 
 ESV: "our body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you, whom you have from God." 
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Gal 2:10: povov -coiv ir-rcogn iVa 1111V11110VE6COREV, 6 Kai ECFITOboaaa nine tuft° 
noulnat.' 
• provides additional information with respect to the request to remember the 
poor (non-nominal antecedent) 
• sentential RC: coordination' 
Eph 6:21-22: Tiqucoc 6 nyamyrog 66E1.96c Kai 7r147Toc olaKOVOG Ev KUIIIIIC!), ov 
Elrepwa ape; Vtatc.' 
• provides additional information about Tychicus 
• proper RC: leans toward coordination 
Col 1:5: &a rqv i1,7rioa aNOKEttliVipt bit& Ev TOic O'opaVOic, Inv 7rpowcofmats 
Ev Tci) 1.6ycp Trig itkriOsiac Tot) skryyskiou." 
• provides additional information about the hope laid up in the heavens 
• proper RC: leans toward coordination. 
1 Tim 6:14-15: µexpt ti  g eaupaveiac Tot 'copilot) illliTyv Iricrot Xptatot, iiv Katpolc 
16iotc 8sgst." 
• describes the manifestation of Jesus Christ at his second coming 
• proper RC: leans toward coordination 
Ph lm 1:10-13: 'Ovilatttov, Toy 7t0Tg 601 aXpliaTOV VIM SE [Kai] 601 Kai 4t01 
stxpicrrov, 6v avenstnita aw,"Ov 46) epoukopriv Irpoc eilainoV KaTtXEIV.91 
• Both relative clauses describe Onesimus in relation to Paul 
• connective RCs: coordination 
Heb 9:7: sic 5t 6suttpav Etna4 TM) &tonna Rovoc 0 apxispc6c, oi) xcopic 
di:pato; o apompipst inrep ectotot Kai To5v Tot knot ityvoripAircov.92 
86 
 "only that we might remember the poor, which also I was eager to do this very thing." 
87 Robertson supports this assessment, "Once more, O is used to refer to a verbal idea or to the whole 
sentence." Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 714. See also Acts 11:29-30, above, as well as add. 5-
A. 
88 
"Tychicus the beloved brother and faithful servant in the Lord, whom I have sent to you." See also a 
similar example in Col 4:8. 
89 "because of the hope laid up for you in heaven, which you have heard before in the word of the truth of 
the gospel." Notice the antecedent is a noun phrase with a restrictive attributive participle of the ASAP formation 
pattern. Boyer, Relative Clauses. 24, mislabels this relative clause as restrictive. 
9° ESV: "until the appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ, which he will display at the proper time." 
91 "Onesimus, formerly he was useless to you, but now he is indeed useful to you and to me, whom I have 
sent to you ..., whom I wished to keep with me." 
92 ESV: "but into the second only the high priest goes, and he but once a year, and not without taking blood, 
which he offers for himself and for the unintentional sins of the people." 
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• Describes what priest does with blood in the second tent 
• proper RC: lies toward middle of modification/coordination continuum 
Jas 1:12: Toy iniyavov nig comic ov intryyEactro toic erycureicriv airrov.93 
• provides additional information about the crown of life 
• proper RC: lies toward middle of modification/coordination continuum 
1 Pet 5:8-9: 6 arribucoc i)pubv ataPaoc• cu arriorqta.' 
• Describes relationship one should have toward the devil/adversary 
• connective RC: coordination 
1 John 4:3: Kal Tate) krTl.V TO Toe iivrtxpiorou, 6 aKTIKoCIETE 571 Enerat.95 
• provides additional information about the spirit of the antichrist 
• proper RC: leans toward coordination 
Rev 2:6: p.toEic Tht Epya Tay Nucaorthv a Kay6 titath.96 
• provides parenthetic information about Christ's hatred of the works of the 
Nicolaitans 
• proper RC: leans toward modification 
Having surveyed a variety of examples of nonrestrictive direct object relative clauses, 
several notable examples will be presented and more thoroughly discussed. 
Acts 3:20-21 contains two direct object relative clauses: -Kai eticoo-Tan Toy 
npoicExelptagtvov Otiiv xpi6T6v lquotv, ov Set oi)pavov tth 64acrOat Ccxpi xpowov 
euroicaTaIrracsuoc 70EVTOW GSV ikallonV O 0Eoc old CrrentaTO TOW biCOV dtIC CtithVO; abT01.)  
74)0011TOV.97 The first relative clause goes beyond modification to coordination and moves the 
thought process forward. The referent is definitely the specific entity of Jesus Christ; so, clearly 
there is no possibility of a limiting relationship between the clause and referent. Furthermore, the 
93 ESV: "the crown of life, which God has promised to those who love him." 
94 "Your adversary the devil ..., whom you must resist." The relative pronoun is in the dative case due the 
fact that aveiarrigt takes the direct object in the dative. 
95 
 ESV: "This is the spirit of the antichrist, which you heard was coming." Boyer, Relative Clauses, 29, 
incorrectly classifies this example as restrictive. 
96 ESV: "you hate the works of the Nicolaitans, which I also hate." 
97 
 "and that he may send the Christ appointed for you, Jesus, whom heaven must receive until the time of 
the restoration of everything., which God spoke of through the mouth of his holy prophets long ago." 
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information provided leads into the explanation of the time of the restoration of everything at 
Jesus' second coming. So, this first relative clause is a connective nonrestrictive relative clause. 
The second relative clause provides non-limiting information about the time of the restoration of 
everything. This additional information partly modifies the referent yet also moves the argument 
forward in a coordinate manner. Therefore, it is a proper nonrestrictive relative clause that lies 
toward the middle of the modification/coordination continuum of nonrestrictivity. Additionally, 
the relative pronoun would usually be in the accusative but stands in the genitive here due to 
attraction to the antecedent's So, Acts 3:20-21 contains two nonrestrictive direct object relative 
clauses, a connective relative and a proper relative. 
First Corinthians 15:1 contains two direct object relative clauses: 1-vovi4o) 
686Apoi, to sbayytkiov 8 sirriyysktaktriv billy, 8 Kai 7[apcX613 et 8."  The first relative clause, 8 
sbnyyskiviLtiv restricts its referent, To suayyeltov.'" This complex and very specific 
entity, "the gospel that I preached to you," stands as the referent for the subsequent relative 
clause.' The direct object relative clause o Kai Kapskaf3cre contains additional information 
about the antecedent that is temporally subsequent to the event of the preceding clause; therefore 
it is labeled a continuative nonrestrictive relative. The progression of events is that Paul preached 
the gospel to the Corinthians, who then received it. So, the first direct object relative clause 
limits the referent to establish a very specific complex substantive and is thus restrictive. The 
" See Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 716 and add. 5-A. 
" NASB95: "Now 1 make known to you, brethren, the gospel which I preached to you, which also you 
received.- 
loo Note that in order for this referent to be modified by a restrictive attributive participle, the participle would 
have to be in the passive. Additionally it would have to be coupled with the indirect object iniiv and an expression of 
agency such as int' sj.tou. While one could argue the grammatical possibility of such a structure, it would be 
stylistically awkward. See n. 29 on p. 234 of ch. 6. 
iol Note that two additional relative clauses follow and will be treated in a section below that treats oblique 
nonrestrictive relative clauses. See p. 203. 
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continuative nonrestrictive relative clause following moves the argument forward temporally, 
providing additional information about the gospel that Paul preached to the Corinthians. This 
example is particularly informative in that it shows two direct object relative clauses within close 
proximity. It has already been demonstrated in chapter 3," that restrictive direct object relative 
clauses exist and here, in chapter 5, that nonrestrictive direct object relative clauses exist. Note 
that in this example, context alone determines the restrictive and nonrestrictive nature of these 
two direct object relative clauses. 
Direct object relative clauses occur throughout the New Testament, among different 
authors and various genres. These constructions are capable of relating nonrestrictively to their 
antecedents and do so at all points across the modification/coordination continuum of 
nonrestrictivity. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Indirect Object. Indirect object relative clauses occur 
less frequently than any other type of subordinate relative clause. The Greek New Testament 
contains only 11 occurrences representing 1% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. In 
each of these occurrences it can be readily discerned that the relative pronoun fills the role of 
indirect object within the subordinate clause. Dative relative pronouns make up the majority of 
relative pronouns utilized in these clauses.' 
Only eight nonrestrictive indirect object relative clauses exist in the Greek New Testament; 
they are found in Acts, Romans, Colossians, Hebrews and 1 Peter. Consider Colossians 1:26-27 
as a representative example: 
102 See pp. 134 and 142 of ch. 3. 
103 The nonrestrictive indirect object relative clause in Acts 26:17 utilizes a preposition with the accusative to 
indicate the indirect object: iK ti5V EOWIN Eic of)c &yet) EC7COOTEUI0 CSE (NASB95: "from the Gentiles, to whom 1 am 
sending you"). 
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Col 1:26-27: WA/ 8E 4cpcmpcikri Toic ityiotq airrot, oic hOglarrEv 6 Ococ ympicrat ti 
TO 7C1,013TO; illg S454lic Tot proo-rqpioy Tot Toy & Toic EOVEGIV.1°4 
• Provides additional information about God's saints 
• connective RC: coordination 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Oblique. As was asserted in chapter 3, oblique relative 
clauses occur slightly less frequently than subject and direct object relative clauses but more 
frequently than indirect object and possessor relative clauses. The Greek New Testament 
contains 253 occurrences representing 24% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. In 
each of these occurrences it can be readily discerned that the relative pronoun fills the role of an 
oblique within the subordinate clause. Genitive, dative and accusative relative pronouns are 
utilized in these clauses. The oblique category contains a variety of roles which are not covered 
in the direct object, indirect object, and possessor categories. Roles such as locative, instrument, 
means, source, etc... describe this category. Oblique relative clauses often utilize prepositions 
with the pronoun in the subordinate clause (e.g. sic, thr, 616, ai, ano, nspi, npoc, p.sta, xcapic, 
ica.at, but!), lic, notp6). 
Nonrestrictive oblique relative clauses are distributed fairly evenly throughout the Greek 
New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic Gospels, John, Acts, Pauline Epistles 
(all except 1 Thessalonians and Philemon) Hebrews, James, 1 & 2 Peter, Jude, and Revelation. A 
representative sample of examples that lean toward nonrestrictive modification and coordination 
will be presented. 
First, several examples will clearly demonstrate the nature of these relative clauses. 
Second, a succinct list of examples will familiarize the reader with a variety of occurrences. 
Finally, a few notable examples will be analyzed. 
104 NASB95: "but has now been manifested to His saints, to whom God willed to make known what is the 
riches of the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles." 
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Mark 16:9 contains an oblique relative clause modifying a very specific entity: Mapia 
MaySalmi, Nap' tic  iKlieliktiKEt Enka Satttovta.' The proper relative clause provides 
additional information about Mary Magdalene. The context naturally dictates this relative clause 
to be nonrestrictive as the narrator clearly does not distinguish between two different women 
named Mary Magdalene. On the continuum of nonrestrictivity, this proper oblique relative clause 
leans toward modification. 
First Corinthians 15:1-2 contains two examples of oblique relative clauses: rvowi4o) 
etSsAspoi, To gbayyillov 6 einiyyatatitpriv bitiv, 6 Kai napskaPETE, Ev c Ma, kaTtiKaTC, Si' 
ol) Kai acKecrOg.' This complex and very specific entity, "T6 goayytktov 8 thiyyd.tadtp.riv 
bttiv/the gospel that I preached to you," stands as the referent for the subsequent relative clauses. 
The direct object relative clause, 8 Kai napEkatI3ETE, leans strongly toward coordination and was 
discussed above. The next two oblique relative clauses (gv ip Kai tcrrijKaTs' and St' oi!) Kai 
a4.4&080 function similarly by providing additional information that is subsequent to the event 
in the immediately preceding relative clause; therefore, they are continuative. The progression of 
events is that Paul preached the gospel to the Corinthians, who then received it and as a result 
now stand in that Gospel and are saved by it. So, the first direct object relative clause limits the 
referent to establish a very specific complex substantive. The following continuative direct 
object relative clause and the following two continuative oblique relative clauses move the 
argument forward temporally, providing additional information about the gospel that Paul 
preached to the Corinthians. As continuative clauses, they naturally lean toward coordination. 
105 ESV: "Mary Magdalene, from whom he had cast out seven demons." See parallel example at Luke 8:2. 
106 NASB95: Now I make known to you, brethren, the gospel which I preached to you, which also you 
received, in which also you stand, by which also you are saved." See the treatment of this verse with respect to 
direct object relative clauses on p. 201 above. The first relative clause, ö einiyyrluyetgiv i)piv, restricts its referent, 
To eixtyy0dov. 
107 Boyer incorrectly classifies this example as restrictive. Boyer, Relative Clauses. 21. 
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Consider the following additional examples of nonrestrictive oblique relative clauses: 
Matt 1:16: 'IaKd43 St tytvvrpsv Toy 'Iwo-ficp Toy avopa Mapiac, 4 IN iyevvii0q 
inaotg.108 
• describes Mary, the wife of Joseph, as also the one who gave birth to Jesus 
• proper RC: modification 
Luke 1:78: &a 117r7iityxva ellovc Oeot illubv, Ev oic EXICKtveral aVIITOMI e4 
invoug, ixuptivai Toic EV 6105TEL Kai aKtct &worm) Ka0ipivotc, Tot KattoNvai 
Tobc noSac filubv tic 6Sov 
• provides additional information about God's mercy and loosens connection 
with previous clause 
• connective RC: coordination 
John 5:45: EoTIV 6 Karriyopeov il.Kbv Wolk*, El; ov bp* ipariKaTi."' 
• describes hearer's relationship to Moses 
• proper RC: lies toward modification 
Acts 3:15" Toy St apnyov Trig c.tyrjg a7TEKTEiVOME ov 6 Oeog fiyetinv k viKp6w, ov 
papTupic 
• describes Peter (and others) as witness of Jesus' murder and resurrection 
• sentential RC: coordination"2 
Acts 13:22: Kai fiETCtOrtlaac ca n& ibraptv Toy Al11)1,8 akoic tic Pacnkta Kai dais,  
papropijaac• apov Aavio Toy Tot leaaai, avSpa KaTlit Kapoiav two."' 
• describes King David 
108 ESV: "And Jacob begot Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus." 
1°9 ESV: "because of the tender mercy of our God, by which the rising sun will come to us from heaven to 
shine on those living in darkness and in the shadow of death, to guide our feet into the path of peace." Zerwick 
identifies this as the instrumental use of the dative. See Zerwick, Grammatical Analysis, 175, and Maximilian 
Zerwick and Joseph Smith. Biblical Greek: Illustrated by Examples (Rome: Scripta Pontificii Instituti Biblici, 1963), 
40. 
Ito ESV: "There is one who accuses you: Moses, on whom you have set your hope." 
I I I "and you killed the Author of Life, whom God raised from the dead, of which we are witnesses." Note 
that the antecedent consists of the entire clause: "and you killed the Author of Life, whom God raised from the 
dead." Note that this sentential antecedent contains a nonrestrictive direct object relative clause (ov o 0E6c nyetpcv 
sx vmpciiv). See p. 198 for an analysis of this nonrestrictive direct object continuative relative clause. 
112 BDAG confirms the sentential assessment of this relative clause and cites this verse stating, "The neut[er] is 
used...when the relative pron[oun] looks back upon a whole clause..." BDAG, oc, 103. BDF confirm our assessment 
and label this relative clause as a "relative connective." BDF, §458. Boyer, Relative Clauses, 14, incorrectly 
classifies this as a restrictive relative clause. 
113 ESV: "After He had removed him. He raised up David to be their king, concerning whom He also 
testified and said, 'I HAVE FOUND DAVID the son of Jesse, A MAN AFTER MY HEART." The dative 
relative pronoun, C):), seems to be functioning as a dative of respect/reference. 
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• proper RC: lies toward coordination. 
Acts 26:26: into-carat ydp Rept Toinow 6 pacrtketc ap6; ov Kai irappriata‘61tivoc 
Auvo.114 
• describes relationship to the king 
• proper RC: lies toward coordination 
Rom 5:1-2: 516 to Kupiou ilitcbv Xptatot St' 017) KUI apoaavoyfiv 
iaxijKattiv [Tr! atom] etc Tfiv )(am Tam-p....1 '5 
• Provides additional information about Jesus Christ and relation to believer, 
loosens connection with previous clause 
• connective RC: coordination 
Eph 5:18: Kai pi) pcObaKeo0i oivcp, Ev ci) iattv amnia."' 
• describes being drunk with wine as an action in which debauchery may be 
found 
• sentential RC: coordination 
Phil 3:20: figeov yap to RoXi-rsuga Ev oi)pavoic inraprt, oi.) Kat acariripa 
angicaexoptea Kbpiav Ihroi3v XplarOv."7 
• Provides additional information about heaven and loosens connection to 
preceding clause 
• connective RC: coordination 
Col 1:28-29: 'Iva mapaatlia041EV 7TeLVTa etvepomov TiAztov Ev Xpto-r0- tic o IVA 
KO7T1,6) ayarv46µevog Mat Tip? ivipyitav airroii."8 
• provides additional information about presenting everyone mature in Christ; 
it is the reason for Paul's work 
• sentential RC: coordination 
Col 3:5-7: nopvziav 6KaAapaiav 71.6.0oc intRupiav Kaicily, Kai rijv irkeove4iav . 
Of Et Epxitat 6pyil rof) °cot . . . iv oic Kai bp.iic niptinatijaati noTE.119  
114 "for the king knows about these things, with whom also I speak boldly." 
115 NASB95: "through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have obtained our introduction by 
faith into this grace." 
116 NKJV: "And do not be drunk with wine, in which is dissipation." 
117 NASB95: "For our citizenship is in heaven, from which also we eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Jesus 
Christ...." 
118 ESV: "...that we may present everyone mature in Christ. For this I toil, struggling with all his 
energy." Robertson observes, "O is used to refer to a verbal idea or to the whole sentence." Robertson. Grammar of 
the Greek New Testament, 714. See also add. 5-A. 
119 ESV: "sexual immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, and covetousness .... On account of these the 
wrath of God is coming .... In these you too once walked." 
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• both relative clauses loosen connection to previous clause providing 
additional information about the list of evils 
• connective RCs: coordination 
Col 4:10: Kai Meipicog 6 tivsmito; Bapvallizi (nspi ov 045cI3ere errafic)12° 
• provides parenthetical information about Mark the cousin of Barnabas 
• proper RC: lies toward modification 
2 Thess 1:5: sic To Kata4twOilvat bild; rtl; paatkciac TOD °cot, inap tjS Kai 
TraeXETE121 
• describes Thessalonians as suffering for the kingdom of God 
• proper RC: lies toward modification 
Heb 11:4: Moist nksiova Obaiav Ar3sX, napa May npoo-fiveyKsv iw 080, 
liap.roprjeri civat &Kato;122 
• provides additional information about Abel's more acceptable sacrifice 
• proper RC: lies toward coordination 
Jas 1:17: icatapaivov ano Tot norrpog Titiv cocincov, nap' cl) oinc Evt napaaayil 
Tporil; anoaKiaapa.123 
• describes the Father of lights 
• proper RC: lies toward modification 
1 Pet 2:8: npoaKerroinnv TIT) 1.457w angtoorATEG sic 6 Kai frrt0qcray.124 
• refers to complete clause, describing the unbelievers as being appointed to 
stumbling and disobedience to the word 
• sentential RC: coordination 
Rev 17:1-2: osi4o) (Tot io Kpiga tirl; nopvq; tirl; psydli; nig Ka0qptvqg Fari 
b6(tunv noa.awv, pso' CIS inopvsuaav of Pacrasi; ruic 
120 ESV: "and Mark the cousin of Barnabas (concerning whom you have received instructions)." Boyer, 
Relative Clauses, 25, wrongly labels this as a restrictive relative clause. 
121 ESV: "that you may be considered worthy of the kingdom of God, for which you are also suffering." 
122 ESV: "By faith Abel offered to God a more acceptable sacrifice than Cain, through which he was 
commended as righteous." 
123 NASB95: "coming down from the Father of lights, with whom there is no variation or shifting shadow." 
124 NKJV: "They stumble, being disobedient to the word, to which they also were appointed." "Once 
more, o is used to refer to a verbal idea or to the whole sentence." Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New 
Testament. 714. See also add. 5-A. 
125 ESV: "I will show you the judgment of the great prostitute who is seated on many waters, with whom 
the kings of the earth have committed sexual immorality." Boyer wrongly labels this as a restrictive relative 
clause. Boyer, Relative Clauses, 31. 
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• provides additional information about the great prostitute who is seated on 
many waters 
• proper RC: stands toward middle of the modification/coordination continuum 
Having surveyed a variety of examples of nonrestrictive oblique relative clauses, several 
notable examples will be presented and more thoroughly discussed. 
Luke 11:22 contains a proper relative clause: Stay 6 tam* mOomrktagtvoc Tukacyari Tip/ 
tauToi> aariv, i=v siptjvrl t o-Tiv Ta intapxovia avtov tirav St kaupoTspog atiToii 470.96v vtxrjun 
airov, Tiv wavonliav airrot aipst invroiegt Kai Ta oKaa &nob StaSiScomv.'' The 
relative clause tcp' insnoiest provides additional information about the specific entity TO 
navoickiav airroi). Jesus does not limit the referent with the usage of the relative clause; he does 
not seek to contrast "the strong man's armor that he trusted in" over and against, for example, 
"his armor that he did not trust in." The relative clause relates nonrestrictively to its referent. 
Most English and Spanish translations, however, incorrectly translate this relative clause 
restrictively:'" 
ESV/NRSV/RSV/N KJ V his armor in which he trusted 
NASB95 his armor on which he relied 
NVI/R95/RVG las armas en que confiaba 
R60/RVA sus armas en que confiaba 
Hebrews 12:14 contains a proper relative clause: Eipfivriv St6KsTs ttcT& navrow tati Toy 
aracquiv, oi) xavirc oi)45Eic &mat TOV Kivtov.' First, notice that the preposition xcopic is post-
positive.'' The relative clause headed by ou provides additional information about the referent 
Toy aytacygov. The author of Hebrews clearly does not distinguish between a "holiness that 
126 
"When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own palace, his goods are in peace; but when a stronger man 
than he attacks him, he takes away his armor, in which he had trusted, and he divides his spoils." 
127 Boyer, Relative Clauses, 9, agrees with our assessment of this verse and labels it as a nonrestrictive relative 
clause that is descriptive in nature. 
128 KJV: "Pursue peace with all people, and holiness, without which no one will see the Lord." 
129 Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament. 648. BDAG, xwpic, 2. BDF, §216. 
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enables one to see the Lord" and "a holiness that does not enable one to see the Lord." The 
author of Hebrews provides additional descriptive information about the nature of 
holiness/sanctification. This relative clause seems to lie in the middle of the 
modification/coordination continuum of nonrestrictivity. One who has holiness/sanctification 
will see the Lord. An assessment of English and Spanish translations reveals a noteworthy 
incongruity. Most English translations incorrectly translate this noun-phrase restrictively while 
most Spanish translations correctly render it nonrestrictively. 
Restrictive English Translations: 
the holiness without which .. . ESV/NRSV/RSV/NJB 
the sanctification without which .. . NASB95/NASB77/ASV 
Nonrestrictive Spanish Translations: 
la santidad, sin la cual . .. 
la santificaciOn, sin la cual .. . 
LBA/NBH/NVI/R60/R95/RVG/SRV 
CAB 
Oblique relative clauses occur throughout the New Testament, among different authors and 
various genres. These constructions often relate nonrestrictively to their antecedents and do so at 
all points across the modification/coordination continuum of nonrestrictivity. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Possessor. As was asserted in chapter 3, possessor 
relative clauses occur slightly more frequently than indirect object relative clauses and less 
frequently than the other types of subordinate relative clauses. The Greek New Testament 
contains 43 occurrences representing 4% of all restrictive/nonrestrictive relative clauses. In each 
of these occurrences it can be readily discerned that the relative pronoun fills the role of 
possessor within the subordinate clause. Only genitive relative pronouns are utilized in these 
clauses. 
Nonrestrictive possessor relative clauses are distributed somewhat evenly throughout the 
Greek New Testament. They find representation in the Synoptic Gospels, John, Acts, Pauline 
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Epistles (Romans, 2 Corinthians, Ephesians, Philippians, 2 Thessalonians), Hebrews, 1 Peter, 
and Revelation. Consider the following representative examples: 
Matt 3:11-12: 'Eyet.) ptv 6j.tag Pair-rico) i5SaTt sic gsTavotav, o SE &duo) poi) 
ipxottivoc iolupoTspOc poi) g0-11V, 013 01)K Eipi iKavoc Tot inroSifjpaTa paatetaat- 
cuirrec 61.1'4 DanTicysi Ev irveiniaTi 6y1q) Kai nupi• 61) TO ati)ov iv it xitpi Kai 
5iaxa0apisi Eacova aka') Kai o-uva4st Toy oiTav a0To13 sic if-iv 67roOfpniv, To St 
tixopov xaTaxa66si wupi acri3to-up.'31  
• 1 St  RC describes the mightier nature of the one coming after John the 
Baptizer; 2nd  RC refers to personal pronoun a6Toc (which refers to referent of 
first RC) and describes what he has in his hand 
• 1 st  RC: proper RC: modification 
• 2" RC: connective RC: coordination 
John 6:42: -Kai asyov• oux outoS 4o-Ttv licrotc 6 vioc Icoariv, oir) i s1S ol:Sapiv -rev 
waripa Kai Tliv p1ltipa;132 
• Provides additional information about the speakers relation to Jesus son of 
Joseph 
• proper RC: lies toward modification 
Phil 4:3: airraic...piTilt Kai laiRtivroG Kai T6)V A.ourebv auvipy6)v polo, (.7ov Ta 
ovottara >w3IiAq 
• Provides additional information about Paul's coworkers 
• proper RC: modification 
Heb 12:25-26: Tev ale aopavthv . oi) (pcovil tilV ialikepaev Ton, vuv St 
Ern iyytkrat ktycov- Ell aura gyth crEIGC0 Of) provov Tijv yfiv «a« xai Toy o6pavov.'" 
• describes the One from heaven's voice and moves argument forward 
• connective RC: coordination 
130 Note the pleonastic use of the personal pronoun, which "above all is suggested by Semitic languages." 
BDAG, oc, 
131 KJV: "I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance: but he that cometh after me is mightier than I, 
whose shoes I am not worthy to bear: he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire: 12 Whose fan is in 
his hand, and he will thoroughly purge his floor, and gather his wheat into the garner; but he will burn up the chaff 
with unquenchable fire." 
132 "Isn't this one Jesus the son of Joseph, whose father and mother we know?" Boyer, Relative Clauses, 
12, wrongly labels this as a restrictive relative clause. 
133 ESV: "these women ... with Clement and the rest of my fellow workers, whose names are in the book 
of life.- 
134 "the One from heaven .. ., whose voice shook the earth then, but now he has promised saying, 'Yet once 
more I will shake not only the earth but also the heavens.'" 
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1 Pet 2:24: oc vac kiapti.ag fiticbv w'rroc tivijvcpcsv sv t othttatt airrot) thri to 415)..ov, 
IVOI. talc attaptictic dutoyevoptevot rlj 6ricato6Ovii qiocottev, CIL 1"(, Itchl.tont iciOnTE.135 
• describes the wounds of Christ as means by which recipients of the letter 
were healed 
• connective RC: coordination.'" 
Summary of the Nonrestrictive Relative Clause in the Greek New Testament 
A presentation of nonrestrictive relative clauses in the Greek New Testament has 
demonstrated the reality and existence of these constructions among all the authors of the New 
Testament. Nonrestrictive relative clauses find representation primarily in the post-nominal 
noun-phrase formation pattern and exist in all of the five types of subordinate relative clauses: 
subject, direct object, indirect object, oblique and possessor. These nonrestrictive clauses are 
both proper and connective (including continuative and sentential) and exist across the 
modification/coordination continuum of nonrestrictivity. 
The Nonrestrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament 
A general survey of nonrestrictive clauses has confirmed the existence of nonrestrictive 
attributive participles in English, Spanish and Koine Greek.' As was discussed in chapter 3, the 
attributive participle in the Greek New Testament participates in four major noun-phrase 
formation patterns (and one less frequently occurring pattern).138 
135 NKJV: "who Himself bore our sins in His own body on the tree, that we, having died to sins, might live for 
righteousness-- by whose stripes you were healed." "who himself/5g ... autos" ultimately refers back to Xptcrroc 
in I Pet 2:21. 
136 Notice the progression of connective relative clauses from I Pet 2:21-24, all referring back to Christ and all 
moving the argument forward and loosening the connection with the previous clause. 
137 See ch. 4 (p. 162, n. 96). It was noted there that Voelz describes many of these nonrestrictive attributive 
participles in Koine Greek as "attributive position participles ... that seem to be a restriction, not on what they 
modify directly but upon all other alternative possibilities." Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 
403. This will be treated more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
138 See section titled "Noun Phrase Formation Patterns Containing An Attributive Participle" on pp. 102 ff. of 
ch. 3. 
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Noun Phrase Formation Patterns Containing an Attributive Participle 
Four major noun phrase formation patterns containing an attributive participle can be 
discerned in the Greek New Testament:'" 
1. Article + Substantive + Article + Participle (ASAP) 
2. Substantive + Participle (SP) 
3. Article + Participle + Substantive (APS) 
4. Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP) 
A fifth less frequently occurring formation pattern also exists: 
5. Participle + Substantive (PS) 
An assessment of each of these formation patterns is presented below.'" 
Article + Substantive + Article + Participle (ASAP). As was asserted in chapter 3, the 
ASAP formation pattern occurs more frequently in the Greek New Testament than any other 
formation pattern. The Greek New Testament contains 296 occurrences representing 37% of all 
attributive participles in the Greek New Testament. 
Nonrestrictive attributive participles of the ASAP pattern are distributed sparsely 
throughout the Greek New Testament. They find representation in Matthew, Luke, Acts, 
Romans, 1 & 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 Timothy, 
139 Young treats noun phrase formation patterns containing attributive participles and states, "The restrictive 
adjectival participle occurs in three basic forms." He describes them as follows: article-participle-noun; article-
noun-article-participle (which he claims is "the most common position for adjectival participles); and noun-
participle. He neglects to mention the SAP category but the three he does cite (which correspond to APS, ASAP, 
and SP) do represent a large number of attributive participles. Young, New Testament Greek, 151. 
Wallace highlights four different noun phrase formation patterns containing attributive participles that 
correspond to the designations set forth here: first attributive position (APS), second attributive position (ASAP, 
which he claims is "the most common construction for attributive participles"), third attributive position (SAP, he 
states this is "a frequent construction with participles, but not with adjectives") and fourth attributive position (SP). 
Wallace, Greek Grammar, 618. 
14° The data put forth for each noun phrase formation pattern has been determined from the comprehensive list 
of verses located in app. 1. 
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James, 1 Peter, and Revelation. A few examples will be presented in order to familiarize the 
reader with the reality of this formation pattern. 
Consider Matt 9:8: Kai E364(4-sav 'rev Ogov Toy Sorra i4Gocriav unarm, Tot; 
av0p6mrotc.' This verse occurs in the context of Jesus healing a paralytic in Jesus' own town 
(TO 181av nOkiv).'" Because of this, the crowd present would be comprised of predominantly 
monotheistic Jews. As a result, it appears that the crowd who observed Jesus' healing and 
glorified Toy 0Eav were referencing "God" in the "Israelite/Christian monotheistic 
perspective."'" The attributive participle then provides additional information about God; 
therefore, it is considered to be nonrestrictive.'" Notice that NA27 does not place a comma after 
Toy kov. Most English and Spanish translations, however, do render this verse nonrestrictively. 
Consider the following additional examples of what appear to be nonrestrictive attributive 
participles of the ASAP formation pattern:1" 
Col 2:12: auvracptvicc tv Tw 13aitnagep, gv e) Kai auvrlytpOriTE ota rfjS Kicyraoc 
ifig gvspygiac TO6 0E01) Toil .iyeipavroc ain-ov tic vExp6w.146 
• provides additional parenthetic information about God 
• leans toward modification 
1 Pet 5:10: '0 St OES; mimic zap-roc, o icaXtuac eig akirmv airrot 
&gay v XptercI) okiyov na0ovrac airrOc KaTapitint, crnipict, crOgvthact, 
eqtaiksEt.'" 
141 ESV: "and they glorified God, who had given such authority to men." 
142 See Matt 9:1. 
143 See BDAG, s.v. ClcOc, 3. 
144 It could be possible that the crowd is referencing Ococ as "any transcendent being who exercises 
extraordinary control in human affairs or is responsible for bestowal of unusual benefits." See BDAG, s.v. Geoc, I. 
This understanding would then make the attributive participle restrictive. It does not appear, however, that the intent 
of the crowd is to single out one god of many, but rather they seem to be describing a specific entity, God, from their 
monotheistic perspective. 
145 Note that all four examples presented in this section occur with O 066; as the antecedent. It appears that a 
significant number of nonrestrictive attributive participles occur with divine names. See ch. 6 for further discussion. 
146 ESV: "having been buried with him in baptism, in which you were also raised with him through faith in the 
powerful working of God, who raised him from the dead." 
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• provides additional information about the God of all grace and his call to the 
recipients of the epistle 
• leans toward modification 
Heb 13:20: '0 SE OsOc Trig Eipirric, 6 avctyay6yv EK veupitiv toy notpiva TwV 
nporitErrow Toy ptyav iv ninon otctOtlicqc othoviou....148 
• provides additional information about the God of peace, describing his 
resurrection of Jesus 
• leans toward modification 
Substantive + Participle (SP). As was asserted in chapter 3, the SP formation pattern 
occurs more frequently in the Greek New Testament than the APS and SAP formation patterns 
and slightly less frequently than the ASAP pattern. The Greek New Testament contains 244 
occurrences representing 31% of all attributive participles in the Greek New Testament. 
Nonrestrictive attributive participles of the SP pattern are extremely rare in the Greek New 
Testament. A very small number of possible examples exist in Acts, 2 Timothy and 1 Peter.'' 
Consider, for example, the attributive participle in Acts 21:8: 71 6t gKai)inov gsk0OvrEc likOopsv 
EiS KataapEtav Kal. &i.:76.0ovrEg sic Toy otcov Otlialrob Tot dm-rata-rot, &To; EK T&V krac, 
giadvap.Ev nap' a&c.15.15° If the participle is taken to be functioning attributively, it modifies a 
very specific entity, OlkiKKOD -rob' eimyelto-roc). The narrator/author, Luke, clearly does not 
differentiate between two (or more) men designated (Dainnou TOO eimyyskto-roi3. Rather, he 
provides additional parenthetic information about Philip, namely that he is one of the seven 
described in Act 6:3. Thus, the participle functions nonrestrictively. 
147 ESV: "And the God of all grace, who called you to his eternal glory in Christ, after you have suffered a 
little while, will himself restore you and make you strong, firm and steadfast." 
148 NASB95: "Now the God of peace, who brought up from the dead the great Shepherd of the sheep 
through the blood of the eternal covenant:- 
149 See Acts 15:17, Acts 21:8, two occurrences in 2 Tim 1:10, and 1 Pet 1:12. Note the variant "6" for Acts 
15:17, which could make this an example of the SAP formation pattern (See NA27). 
15° ESV: "On the next day we departed and came to Caesarea. and we entered the house of Philip the 
evangelist, who was one of the seven, and stayed with him." 
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Article + Participle + Substantive (APS). The APS formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns. The Greek 
New Testament, however, does contain 108 occurrences representing 14% of all attributive 
participles in the Greek New Testament. 
Nonrestrictive attributive participles of the APS pattern are extremely rare in the Greek 
New Testament. Two possible examples occur in Romans and 3 John. Consider Rom 8:1 I : si St 
To nvei5tto Toi54-ycipavTog -thy 'Irmo& Etc vacp(ov oixsi bp.iv, o gyEipac Xptcrrov 4-K vsKpeov 
co)onotfloct Kat Ta °With crcoilaTabi.teov 516 TO ivoucotrrog abToi nvetipurroc It is 
possible to consider this attributive participle to be functioning nonrestrictively as the NIV 
translates: "And if the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead is living in you, he who 
raised Christ from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies through his Spirit,' who 
lives in you." This interpretation would takes -rob . (Awl) xv&-iiaToc as a very specific entity 
with the attributive participle merely providing additional information about the referent.' 
Consider also 3 John 9: "Eypalvd Tt 111 gtocAloicc- eta— 6 qn.l.mrponstcov airrthv Atowignic obi( 
at5txsrat 4.4. It is possible to consider the participle to be an attributive participle functioning 
nonrestrictively as the ESV translates: "I have written something to the church, but Diotrephes, 
who likes to put himself first, does not acknowledge our authority." The ESV renders the 
attributive participle as providing additional non-limiting information about a very specific 
entity.'" 
151 The antecedent could also be rendered "the same Spirit." 
152 Though instances are very rare, it may also be possible to consider this participle to be exhibiting partitive 
restrictive modification (see add. 2-A) as the NRSV may be rendering it: "his Spirit that dwells in you." The 
participle would be splitting up the unique referent into different aspects of the Spirit, focusing upon the role of the 
Spirit living within the recipient of the epistle in contrast to, perhaps, the role of the Spirit living in others. Context 
seems to suggest, however, that a nonrestrictive reading is preferred. 
153  It is also possible to consider 6 (pti'Lonpuyrg6wv airraw as a substantival participle with Atorp4qc standing in 
nonrestrictive apposition to it. The MIT renders this understanding in the following translation: "I wrote something 
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Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP). The SAP formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns and slightly 
more frequently than the APS formation pattern. The Greek New Testament contains 122 
occurrences representing 15% of all attributive participles in the Greek New Testament. 
Nonrestrictive attributive participles of the SAP pattern are distributed sparsely throughout 
the Greek New Testament. They find representation in Matthew, Luke, John, Acts, Romans, 2 
Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, Hebrews, and 1 
Peter. A few examples will be presented in order to familiarize the reader with the reality of this 
formation pattern. 
Consider 2 Cor 1:21-22:45 5t 'Wm& fiptag o-iw i4tiv sic Xptatov Kai xpicrac figeic 0E4 o 
Kai 6(ppaytaaptevoc inuttc Kai Sob; -rev appalkiiva Tot KVEollaTOG EV VA; Kap8iatc fu.16.w.154 
Like the ASAP example in Matt 9:8 above, due to context, it is quite evident that the author's 
usage of Aso; refers specifically to "God" in the "Israelite/Christian monotheistic perspective."' 
This can be surmised in two ways. First, from the broader context, this is a letter from the apostle 
Paul to the Corinthian church; both have the same understanding of "God." This is established 
from the outset of the letter in 2 Cor 1:1: Flai3Aoc thrOo-tokoc Xpt6roi3 ota Ockfipatoc 0E013 
xai itiloOSOg o et,o6spog tll  EIC10.1164 Tot) 9E017) tfi  0i5611 Ev KOpiVe(4) 01)V TOT; ayiotc tame TOic 
ovate 67 64 Tij Axata....' Secondly, the immediate textual context demonstrates this same 
understanding of Aso;. Consider the following verses surrounding 2 Cor 1:21-22: 
to the church. But the one who loves to be dominant among them, Diotrephes, does not accept our authority." 
154 NASB95: "Now He who establishes us with you in Christ and anointed us is God, who also sealed us and 
gave us the Spirit in our hearts as a pledge." 
155 See BDAG, s.v. 0c6c, 3. 
156 ESV: "Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, and Timothy our brother, To the church of God 
that is at Corinth, with all the saints who are in the whole of Achaia." 
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2 Cor 1:18: 
2 Cor 1:19 
2 Cor 1:20 
2 Cor 1:23 
ntatoc St 6 Ozoc 
6 Toi5 °tot yap Wog 
brayytkiat °cot 
TO attfiv Occii 
iLtap-cupa Toy Ocov 
God is faithful 
for the Son of God 
(the) promises of God 
Amen to God 
God as witness 
These surrounding verses seem to utilize Otog in the manner of monotheistic Christianity. So, 
both the broad and immediate context support this understanding of 0sog in 2 Cor 1:21. As a 
result, the following participial constructions in 2 Cor 1:22, 6 Kai ovpaytadi.tevoc fuldg Kai. So-6g, 
are understood as relating to Otoc nonrestrictively.157 Notice that NA27 places a comma after 066c 
and most English and Spanish translations render this verse nonrestrictively. 
Consider the following additional examples of what appear to be nonrestrictive attributive 
participles of the SAP formation pattern: 
Gal 4:27: tixppavOritt, crreipa tl oi Titcrovaa.'" 
• provides pleonastic information about the barren woman 
• modification 
I Tim 2:5-6: liV0p0)7t0; X111.076; ITIO0i5c, 6 Sobc tawrov arrilutpov inrp 
7TaVTCOV.1"  
• provides additional information about the specific entity of the man Christ 
Jesus 
157 It is also possible to understand this to be an example of nonrestrictive apposition. Rogers labels the 
participles in this construction as substantival. Cleon L. Rogers Jr. and Cleon L. Rogers III, The New Linguistic and 
Exegetical Key to the Greek New Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1998). 394. 
158 N1V: "Be glad, 0 barren woman, who bears no children." This OT quote follows the Hebrew of Isaiah 
54:1 : nt: te? 717.17, 
159 ESV: "the man Christ Jesus, who gave himself as a ransom for all." It is noted that this nonrestrictive 
attributive participle occurs in the context of verbless poetic/hymnic material. NA27 renders this poetic cluster as 
follows: 
di; yap °cog, 
et.c Kai limit% °cob Kai avOpthrwv, 
av0punroc Xpicrrog 
ó Soli); eautov avtibycpov Unto 21AMOV, 
to gaprnptov Katpoic 
For description of this material as poetic and hymnic see Gerald F. Hawthorne, Ralph P. Martin, and Daniel G.Reid, 
Dictionary of Paul and His Letters (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 1993), 664; T. Desmond Alexander, 
and Brian S. Rosner, New Dictionary of Biblical Theology (Electronic ed. Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 
2001). 
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• leans toward modification 
2 Tim 1:14: Tilly icctAilv napctotperiv qm:actov 8t6 nvetita-roc 1,71ou Tot) ivoticoiivroc 
iv rlµiv.160  
• provides additional information about the specific entity of the Holy Spirit 
• modification 
Less Frequently Occurring Formation Pattern: Participle + Substantive (PS). The PS 
formation pattern occurs very infrequently within the text of the Greek New Testament. The 
analysis performed for this dissertation has revealed only 18 occurrences in the New 
Testament.' Nonrestrictive attributive participles of the PS formation pattern do not exist in the 
Greek New Testament. 
Summary of the Nonrestrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament 
A presentation of nonrestrictive attributive participles in the Greek New Testament has 
demonstrated the reality and existence of these constructions. Nonrestrictive attributive 
participles are quite rare in the New Testament and seem to find representation in a limited way 
in the ASAP and SAP formation patterns. Additionally, a few examples may exist in the APS 
and SP formation patterns, while no examples exist in the less frequently occurring PS formation 
pattern. The antecedents of these attributive participles are often very specific. 
160 
"Guard the good deposit through the Holy Spirit, who dwells within us." Most English and Spanish 
translations punctuate this verse restrictively. This may be due to either a misunderstanding of the nature of the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction or the possibility that most translators do understand this attributive participle to 
be functioning restrictively. One could argue that partitive restrictive modification is present here (see Addendum 2-
A), distinguishing between aspects/functions of the Holy Spirit, at the exclusion of others. If so, Paul is commanding 
Timothy to guard the good deposit through that aspect/part of the Holy Spirit which dwells within the believer as 
opposed to the other functions/roles of the Holy Spirit at work in the world and throughout the heavens. Context, 
however, seems to favor the nonrestrictive reading rendered above. 
161 Young and Wallace do not treat this formation pattern at all. See ch. 3, section titled "Noun Phrase 
Formation Patterns Containing An Attributive Participle" on p. 102. Boyer, "Classification of Participles," 164, 167, 
however, does identify this "extremely rare" formation pattern in his discussion of "Adjectival Uses" of the 
participle. 
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General Tendencies of Nonrestrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament 
Having surveyed the nonrestrictive relative clauses and attributive participles of the Greek 
New Testament, a presentation of their general characteristics contributes to the analysis of their 
purported equivalence. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses 
The characteristics of usage of nonrestrictive relative clauses within the respective types of 
subordinate relative clauses will now be presented. Indeed, such characteristics contribute 
significantly to the analysis of this dissertation. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Subject. As was asserted in chapter 3, generally 
speaking, subject relative clauses occur slightly less frequently than direct object relative clauses 
and more frequently than the rest of the other types of subordinate relative clauses.' At least 291 
of the 364 occurrences are nonrestrictive, representing at least 80% of all subject relative clauses. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Direct Object. Direct object relative clauses occur 
only slightly more frequently than subject relative clauses and more frequently than the 
remaining types of subordinate relative clauses.' In 142 of the 369 instances the relative clauses 
relate nonrestrictively to their antecedents, representing 38% of all direct object relative clauses. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Indirect Object. Indirect object relative clauses occur 
less frequently than any other type of subordinate relative clause.' Only eleven examples can 
be discerned in the New Testament and eight of these eleven occurrences are nonrestrictive, 
representing 73% of all indirect object relative clauses. Due to the paucity of occurrences the 
percentage may be inconsequential. 
162 See p. 142 of ch. 3, section titled "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Subject." 
163 See p. 142 of ch. 3, section titled "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Direct Object." 
164 See p. 143 of ch. 3, section titled "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Indirect Object." 
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Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Oblique. Oblique relative clauses occur slightly less 
frequently than subject and direct object relative clauses but more frequently than indirect object 
and possessor relative clauses.'65 169 of the 253 occurrences relate to their antecedents 
nonrestrictively, representing 67% of all oblique relative clauses. 
Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Possessor. Possessor relative clauses occur slightly 
more frequently than indirect object relative clauses and less frequently than the other types of 
subordinate relative clauses.' In 34 of the 43 instances the relative clauses relate 
nonrestrictively to their antecedents, representing 79% of all possessor relative clauses. 
Summary of General Characteristics of Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses. Relative 
clauses exhibit a wide range of participation in nonrestrictivity across the five types of 
subordinate relative clauses. The percentages vary from 38% to 80%. Overall, 62% of all relative 
clauses relate to their antecedents nonrestrictively. Since all attributive participles function as 
subordinate subject clauses, the tendencies of subject relative clauses are significant to our thesis. 
A very high percentage (80%) of subject relative clauses function nonrestrictively; by contrast, 
only 13% of attributive participles function nonrestrictively. 
Nonrestrictive Attributive Participles 
The general characteristics of usage gathered from a thorough survey of noun phrase 
formation patterns that contain an attributive participle demonstrate the paucity of nonrestrictive 
attributive participles in the Greek New Testament. The tendencies of each formation pattern is 
as follows: 
165 See p. 143 of ch. 3, section titled "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Oblique.- 
166 See p. 143 of ch. 3, section titled "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Possessor." 
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Article + Substantive + Article + Participle (ASAP). The ASAP formation pattern 
occurs more frequently in the Greek New Testament than any other formation pattern and 
demonstrates a low percentage of nonrestrictivity.' In 47 of the 296 occurrences the attributive 
participles relate to their referents nonrestrictively, representing 16% of all occurrences. 
Substantive + Participle (SP). The SP formation pattern occurs more frequently in the 
Greek New Testament than the APS and SAP formation patterns and slightly less frequently than 
the ASAP pattern.' This syntactical pattern demonstrates a very low percentage of 
nonrestrictivity. It appears that 7 of the 244 instances function nonrestrictively, representing 
approximately 3% of all occurrences. 
Article + Participle + Substantive (APS). The APS formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns.' This 
syntactical pattern also demonstrates a very low percentage of nonrestrictivity. It seems that 7 of 
the 107 instances are nonrestrictive, representing roughly 7% of all occurrences. 
Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP). The SAP formation pattern occurs less 
frequently in the Greek New Testament than the ASAP and SP formation patterns and slightly 
more frequently than the APS formation pattern.' Overall, this syntactical pattern exhibits the 
highest percentage of nonrestrictivity among attributive participles. 38% percent of participles in 
the SAP formation pattern (46 of 122 occurrences) could definitively be described as 
nonrestrictive."' 
167 Sec p. 140 of ch. 3, section titled "Article + Substantive + Article + Participle (ASAP)." 
168 See p. 140 of ch. 3, section titled "Substantive + Participle (SP)." 
169 See p. 140 of ch. 3, section titled "Article + Participle + Substantive (APS)." 
17° See p. 140 of ch. 3, section titled "Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP)." 
171 Approximately nine examples of attributive participles of the SAP pattern are ambiguous constructions. 
This will be treated more thoroughly in ch. 6. 
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Less Frequently Occurring Formation Pattern: Participle + Substantive (PS). The PS 
formation pattern occurs very infrequently within the text of the Greek New Testament. 
Nonrestrictive attributive participles of the PS formation pattern do not exist in the Greek New 
Testament.'" 
Summary of General Characteristics of Nonrestrictive Attributive Participles. It has 
been demonstrated that an overall low percentage of attributive participles in the Greek New 
Testament function nonrestrictively, approximately only 13%. These tendencies of the attributive 
participle support the assertion of this dissertation that the attributive participle is primarily 
utilized to restrict the substantive except under certain prescribed circumstances. 
Summary of Nonrestrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament 
The presentation of nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category in chapter 4 and the 
grammatical assertions pertaining to nonrestrictive clauses presented here in chapter 5 have 
underscored the need for studying the nonrestrictive nature of relative clauses and attributive 
participles in the Greek New Testament. For both constructions the scholarly research with 
respect to nonrestrictivity is both cursory and inconsistent. 
With respect to the relative clause the observation was made that most examples put forth 
by scholars function nonrestrictively.'" Furthermore, Voelz appears to indicate that subject 
relative clauses tend to function nonrestrictively.' Our survey of the relative clause has brought 
clarity to these observations and inclinations. Relative clauses exhibit a wide range of 
participation in nonrestrictivity. The percentages vary from 38% to 80% across the five different 
172 See p. 217 above, section titled, "Less Frequently Occurring Formation Pattern: Participle + Substantive 
(PS)." See also section titled by the same on p. 141 of ch. 3. 
173 See p. 177 above. 
174 See p. 179 above. 
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types of subordinate relative clauses with an overall 62% of relative clauses functioning 
nonrestrictively. 
Since attributive participles participate solely in subject relativization, the category of 
subject relative clauses is of primary significance in the assessment of the purported equivalence 
between the two constructions. The fact that 80% of all subject relative clauses refer to their 
antecedents nonrestrictively supports the thesis of this dissertation, which states that when both 
the attributive participle and the relative clause are grammatically and stylistically feasible, the 
relative clause predominantly relates to its referent nonrestrictively.' 
With respect to the attributive participle, the assertions of Young and Voelz suggest a 
limited participation in nonrestrictivity.' Our survey of the attributive participle has confirmed 
their inclinations and demonstrated that overall approximately only 13% of the nearly 800 
attributive participles in the Greek New Testament seem to clearly function nonrestrictively: 
ASAP (16%), SP (3%), APS (7%), SAP (38%) and PS (0%). These tendencies of the attributive 
participle support the thesis of this dissertation, which states that the attributive participle is 
primarily utilized to restrict the substantive except under certain prescribed circumstances. 
The goal of this dissertation to assess the purported equivalence of the attributive participle 
and the relative clause in the Greek New Testament has led us to assess their respective 
restrictive and nonrestrictive tendencies. The nature of restrictivity has been explicated in chapter 
2 and those findings have been applied to the attributive participle and relative clause in chapter 
3. The other side of that inquiry involves the nonrestrictive nature of these grammatical 
constructions. In chapter 4, nonrestrictivity as a linguistic category was explored, and here in 
chapter 5 the nonrestrictivity of the attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New 
1'75 This topic will be treated more thoroughly in ch. 6 under the discussion of the Accessibility Hierarchy. 
176 See pp. 177 and 179 respectively above. 
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Testament was presented. Next, in ch. 6, the specific nuances of these tendencies will be 
presented to move toward a final synthesis. 
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ADDENDUM 5-A 
RELATIVE PRONOUN AGREEMENT 
Normally a relative pronoun agrees with its antecedent in gender and number while its case 
is derived from its function within the subordinate relative clause. Exceptions to these 
tendencies, however, do exist.'" At times the relative pronoun will agree with the gender or 
number of the predicate. Additionally, the neuter relative pronoun is utilized in certain prescribed 
circumstances. Furthermore, the case of the relative pronoun will occasionally be attracted to the 
case of the antecedent. 
With respect to number consider Eph 3:13: StO ai-roiittat µtj tvccocsiv sV Talc Kiwegiv gob 
inap imay, tiTic &-TiV olga 416w.178 Note that the relative pronoun agrees in number with the 
predicate.'" 
Ephesians 6:17 may contain a case where the relative pronoun agrees with the gender of 
the predicate: lip ttaxatpav Tot nveiliaToc, o Ec5rty Olga OEOU.18° 
Additionally, the neuter relative pronoun has some unique tendencies. "In explanatory 
phrases Koine employs the S to-rtv 'that is to say', a formulaic phrase used without reference 
177 Fora more exhaustive treatment see: BDAG, og; BDF, §123, 132; and Robertson, Grammar of the Greek 
New Testament, 7I3ff. 
178 NIV: "I ask you, therefore, not to be discouraged because of my sufferings for you, which are your 
glory." 
179 See BDF. §132 and Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 729. 
'8° ESV: "the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God." Citing this verse BDAG states that a "relative 
pron[oun] somet[imes] agrees in gender and number not w[ith] the noun to which it refers, but w[ith] the predicate." 
BDAG, oc, ldy. 
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to the gender of the word explained or to that of the word which explains."'" Consider 
Colossians 3:14, noting that the antecedent is feminine, the relative pronoun neuter and the 
predicate substantive masculine.: Ay apfurgv, 6 kunst cnivocapoc Tijc 
Neuter relative pronouns are also utilized with sentential antecedents. Consider Galatians 
2:10, where the antecedent consists of the idea of remembering the poor: Fuivov tcbv IrTWXCTIV Iva 
twitioveliowev, 6 Kul Ecuroboacra aka TOI/TO nouloat.'" Additionally, consider 1 John 2:8: 
Raw iv-rokiiv Karvilv ypacpco 6 Early alleEc EV Cling) Kai EV *iv.' Robertson states 
concerning the neuter relative pronoun here, "Sometimes also the relative agrees neither with the 
antecedent nor with a predicate substantive, but gathers the general notion of 'thing.' A good 
example occurs in 1 Jo. 2:8 .. . 'which thing is true."7S5 
With respect to case, at times the relative pronoun will be attracted to the antecedent. 
Consider Titus 3:5-6: nvEiwaTo; ayiou, 4ixEcv icp' inlet; nAovaicog Sla Irmot Xpiaroi) 
T0f) aornlpoc iwo5v.' The relative pronoun would normally be in the accusative but stands in 
the genitive here due to attraction to the antecedent's' 
181 
 BDF, §123. 
182 "love, which is the bond of perfection." 
183 "only that we might remember the poor, which also I was eager to do this very thing." Robertson, 
Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 714, supports this assessment, "Once more, 6 is used to refer to a verbal idea 
or to the whole sentence." 
184 ESV: "On the other hand, I am writing a new commandment to you, which is true in Him and in you.- 
185 Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 713. 
186 ESV: "the Holy Spirit, whom he poured out on us richly through Jesus Christ our Savior." 
187 See Robertson. Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 716. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
FINAL SYNTHESIS, IMPLICATIONS AND PROSPECTS 
Introduction 
Many grammarians assert that the attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek 
New Testament are equivalent; the observations of Voelz and Young, however, have led us to 
reassess those assertions, especially with respect to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. A 
thorough presentation of restrictivity and nonrestrictivity has been given. Numerous examples of 
restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses in the Greek New Testament have been examined, and their 
respective general characteristics illustrated. We now move toward a final synthesis by 
indicating how the two constructions are equivalent and how they are not. We will do so by 
employing the Accessibility Hierarchy, which provides the framework for accurately comparing 
the two constructions. The Accessibility Hierarchy aids in accurately focusing the field of 
comparison to the subject relative clause and the attributive participle. Finally, implications of 
our findings will be presented along with prospects for further study. 
The Question of Equivalence 
In certain respects the attributive participle and the relative clause could be considered 
equivalent, yet in many ways they function quite differently. Both constructions relate to 
antecedents, participate in modification, and relativize subjects. Both constructions, however, do 
not relate similarly with respect to coordination. While both constructions are capable of 
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modification, relative clauses are also capable of leaning strongly toward coordination;' 
attributive participles tend not to have this capability. Additionally, both constructions do not 
participate equally along and within the Accessibility Hierarchy. We turn now to consider the 
Accessibility Hierarchy more thoroughly. 
The Accessibility Hierarchy 
The Accessibility Hierarchy helps provide a structure for what has been observed 
throughout the analysis of this dissertation; it provides a framework that aids in more clearly 
assessing the purported equivalence of the attributive participle and relative clause in the Greek 
New Testament. We will lay the foundation for the explanation of this hierarchy by considering 
both relativization strategies and relativized positions. 
Relativization Strategies 
In chapter 2 it was observed that different languages employ different strategies for 
forming relative clauses.' Alternatively, one could say that there are different relativization 
strategies. Essentially, it was asserted there that the term relative clause often refers to various 
relativization strategies beyond the traditional notion of a relative clause (relative pronoun + 
finite clause). Keenan and Comrie assert that "our semantically based notion of R[elative] 
C[lause] justifies considering as RCs certain constructions that would perhaps not have been so 
considered in traditional grammar."' Furthermore it has been widely established in linguistics 
that "not only do different languages vary with respect to the way RCs are formed, but also 
within a given language there is often more than one distinct type of RC."' The two main 
I See section of ch. 4 titled "Continuum of Nonrestrictivity—Modification to Coordination" on pp. 165 
2 See section titled "Definition of Relative Clause" on pp. 68-71 of ch. 2. 
3 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility.: 64. 
4 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 64. 
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relativization strategies ("RCs") considered in this dissertation are what have been traditionally 
labeled the attributive participle and the relative clause. 
Relativized Positions 
Relativized position refers to the role the referenced antecedent fills within the 
relativization strategy.' In general, linguists refer to six different relativized positions: subject, 
direct object, indirect object, oblique, possessor and object of comparison.' For example in the 
following clause the relativized position is subject: the man who stands in the corner. 
Alternatively, one could say that the subject position is relativized (that is to say the man is the 
subject of the action stands in the corner). Consider the following English examples of all six 
relativized positions: 
Subject: the man who walked to the store 
Direct Object: the man whom 
Indirect Object: the man to whom 
Oblique: the man about whom 
Possessor: the man whose 
Object of Comparison: the man whohnl  
I saw at the bank 
I gave the check 
I was talking 
car was stolen 
Mary is taller than' 
5 
 See, J. Albert Bickford, Tools for Analyzing the World's Languages: Morphology and Syntax (Dallas: 
Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1998), 334. Alternatively. Kroeger utilizes the terminology relativized function. 
Kroeger, Analyzing Syntax, 175. 
6 See Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 66; Nikolaeva, "Relative Clauses," 504; Bickford, 
Morphology and Syntax, 340-41. 
7 This example comes from Keenan and Comrie, -Noun Phrase Accessibility," 74. They note that phrases like 
these do occur in the English language, but they also allow for the possibility that some may consider them 
ungrammatical when they state, "some find them rather uncomfortable." See also Bickford, Morphology and Syntax, 
340. Furthermore, it seems that perhaps the proper grammatical form should be rendered "whom" as in the brackets 
above: "the man whom Mary is taller than." 
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The Accessibility Hierarchy Defined 
The Accessibility Hierarchy observes what positions a given relativization strategy can 
relativize, as well as the strategy's distribution tendencies.' The Accessibility Hierarchy can be 
depicted as follows: 
Subject > Direct Object > Indirect Object > Oblique > Possessor > Obj. of Comp. 
The symbol ">" signifies "is more accessible to relativization."9 Thus, the Accessibility 
Hierarchy generalizes that subjects are the most accessible to relativization, direct objects are the 
next most accessible and so on down the hierarchy. 
The following generalizations that stem from the research behind the Accessibility 
Hierarchy have been noted by linguists:' 
1. Every language appears to have a relativization strategy for subjects but not necessarily 
for the lower positions. 
2. Any given strategy can only relativize a continuous segment of the hierarchy. 
3. If a language can relativize a given position on the hierarchy, it can relativize all 
positions higher up. 
4. Strategies that can relativize a given position on the hierarchy may cease to relativize a 
position at a lower point. 
5. Primary strategies are those strategies that can relativize subjects. 
a. A language is capable of having more than one primary strategy. 
s The seminal work for the Accessibility Hierarchy is Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 63-
99. For further information and development see Nikolaeva. "Relative Clauses," 504-5; Bickford, Morphology and 
Syntax, 340-41; Kroeger, Analyzing Syntax, 180-84; Christian Lehmann. "Relative Clauses." 462. 
9 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 66. 
I° See works in n. 8 above. 
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b. if a primary strategy in a given language applies to a low position on the 
hierarchy, then it applies to all higher positions. " 
c. A primary strategy may cut off at any point on the hierarchy.'2 
The Accessibility Hierarchy and Specific Languages 
In order to understand the implications of the Accessibility Hierarchy for our study, some 
observations with respect to modern languages will be considered. Next, the Accessibility 
Hierarchy and its implications for the assessment of the attributive participle and the relative 
clause in the Greek New Testament will be presented. 
The Accessibility Hierarchy and Modern Languages. In general, the observation of the 
Accessibility Hierarchy and relativization strategies in modern languages informs the inquiry of 
this dissertation. For example, Keenan and Comrie have observed that "many European 
languages (e.g. German, Russian, and Polish) have participial RC-forming strategies that apply 
only to subjects." 
Keenan and Comrie specifically cite the German language and note two different 
relativization strategies and their participation in the Accessibility Hierarchy. As cited above, 
they maintain that "our semantically based notion of R[elative] C[lause] justifies considering as 
RCs certain constructions that would perhaps not have been so considered in traditional 
grammar." With respect to German they state, "Thus, in German, alongside the traditional RC 
in (1) we also count the participial construction in (2): 
I I Primary strategies may also relativize other positions on the Accessibility Hierarchy. However, to be 
considered a primary relativization strategy it must at least be able to relativize subjects. 
12 
 So, primary strategies may occupy only the subject position or may cease to occupy lower positions at any 
point on the hierarchy. 
13 
 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 70. 
14 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 64. 
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(I) der Mann, der in seinem Buro arbeitet 
the man who in his study works 
`the man who is working in his study' 
(2) der in seinem Buro arbeitende Mann 
the in his study working man 
'the man who is working in his study' 
Keenan and Comrie demonstrate that different languages vary with respect to how relativization 
strategies are formed. Furthermore, within a language there may be more than one distinct 
relativization strategy. Additionally they maintain, "Different strategies differ with regard to 
which N[oun] P[hrase] positions they can relativize. Thus, the participial strategy in (2) above 
can only relativize subjects (that is, the head NP can only be understood to function as the 
subject of the main verb of the restricting clause), whereas the strategy in (1) above functions to 
relativize"' all positions on the Accessibility Hierarchy except object of comparison.' 
English also utilizes the traditional relative clause and a nonfinite participial clause as 
primary relativization strategies. Like German, the traditional relative clause in English 
relativizes the subject through possessor positions:8 Additionally, Quirk finds English participial 
relativization strategies similar to German. He cites the following as an example of the subject 
position relativized by a participial relativization strategy: "The person writing reports is my 
colleague."" He notes that "In all instances, the antecedent head corresponds to the implicit 
subject of the nonfinite clause.' So, similarly to German, the participial relativization strategy is 
15 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 64. 
16 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility." 64. 
17 Keenan and Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility," 77. See also Boas, "Restrictive and Non-restrictive." 49. 
18 See section titled "Relativized Positions" on p. 228, above. It was noted there that English may also be able 
to relativize the object of comparison position though some find these constructions to be ungrammatical or 
awkward. 
19 Quirk et al., Grammar, 1263. As a relative clause: "The person who is writing reports is my colleague." 
20 Quirk et al.. Grammar, 1263. See also Quirk et al., Grammar, 1264-65,1270. See also Boas, "Restrictive 
and Non-restrictive," 49 and Downing, "Relative Clause Structure.-  395. 
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confined to the subject position on the Accessibility Hierarchy. Downing agrees with this 
assessment of the English language and adds that in general, cross-linguistically, participial 
relativization strategies tend to be confined to the subject position of the Accessibility 
Hierarchy.' Furthermore, Downing states, "The participial relative constructions of Dyirbal and 
Turkish suggest the following generalization: the verb of a relative clause may assume a 
nonfinite, participial form if the relative NP is the subject of its clause. If the relative NP is not 
the subject, then either relativization is impossible or a distinct process is used.' 
The observations of Keenan and Comrie, coupled with the English examples in the 
presentation of relativized positions above, demonstrate the usage of the traditional relative 
clause as a strategy capable of relativizing subject through possessor positions on the 
Accessibility Hierarchy. Furthermore, Keenan and Comrie, Quirk, and Downing have all 
demonstrated a tendency for participial relativization strategies to be confined to the subject 
position on the Accessibility Hierarchy. We turn now to consider the similarities of these 
tendencies to the Greek New Testament. 
The Accessibility Hierarchy and the Greek of the New Testament. Two primary 
relativization strategies exist in the Greek New Testament, the relative clause and the attributive 
participle.' Their distribution along the Accessibility Hierarchy provides further clarity toward 
assessing the similarities and differences of these two constructions. 
The relative clause in the Greek New Testament is capable of relativizing the subject, 
direct object, indirect object, oblique and possessor positions on the Accessibility Hierarchy. It 
21 Downing, "Relative Clause Structure," 395-97. 
22 Downing, "Relative Clause Structure," 395-97. 
23 The traditional understanding of these constructions is assumed here (e.g. relative clause = relative pronoun 
+ finite clause). 
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does not relativize the object of comparison position. This reality has been observed throughout 
the dissertation, with multiple examples presented in chapters 3 and 5." 
The attributive participle is capable of relativizing the subject position alone." Though he 
utilizes a different grammatical framework and terminology, Karleen confirms as much and 
essentially asserts that in the Greek New Testament a participial relativization strategy, such as 
the attributive participle, is incapable of relativizing the direct object through object of 
comparison positions on the Accessibility Hierarchy." He demonstrates this reality with a 
relative clause that relativizes the indirect object position: "ho aner ho legO tauta/the man to 
whom I say these things" (6 aviip 4.) Xyw Toarct).27 Karleen shows the grammatical impossibility 
of representing such a noun phrase with an attributive participle in the following ungrammatical 
example: "*ho aner to legonti tauta"(*6 avijp t Xyovtt Tata)." 
This assessment of the capabilities of these two strategies on the Accessibility Hierarchy 
helps bring clarity to assessing their purported equivalence. The Accessibility Hierarchy reveals 
a definite area of equivalence: both the relative clause and the attributive participle are primary 
relativization strategies; they both relativize subjects. Indeed, this is one way in which it can be 
24 
 See section titled "The Restrictive Relative Clause in the Greek New Testament" on pp. 131-39 of ch. 3 and 
section titled "The Nonrestrictive Relative Clause in the Greek New Testament" on pp. 180-210 of ch. 5. 
25 This reality has been assumed at various places in the dissertation thus far. See the following sections: 
"Types of Subordinate Relative Clauses" on p. 132 of ch. 3; "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Subject" on p. 142 of 
ch. 3; "Summary of General Tendencies of Restrictive Relative Clauses" on p. 143 of ch. 3; "Summary of 
Nonrestrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament" on p. 221 of ch. 5. 
26 Karleen's assertions do not reflect the terminology or grammatical framework of the Accessibility 
Hierarchy, relativization strategies or relativized functions. Despite this, his assertions essentially confirm the 
singular capability of the attributive participle to relativize the subject position alone. He states that "relative clauses 
are not paraphrasable by attributive participles and vice-versa" with respect to "oblique cases." He states, "If the 
case of the noun in the subordinate sentence is anything other than nominative, a relative clause cannot be 
transformed to an attributive participle." Karleen, Syntax of the Participle, 88. 
27 Karleen, Syntax of the Participle, 88. Transliteration is Karleen's and Greek font is our rendition of the 
transliteration. 
28 Karleen, Syntax of the Participle, 89. Transliteration is Karleen's and Greek font is our rendition of the 
transliteration. * signifies ungrammatical. 
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asserted that the two constructions are equivalent. On the other hand, the Accessibility Hierarchy 
reveals a very significant area of nonequivalence. The relative clause is able to relativize the 
direct object position through the possessor position, while the attributive participle is not.29 It 
appears that no grammarian heretofore has utilized the Accessibility Hierarchy to assert this 
significant difference." Furthermore, no grammarian has made use of this significant difference 
in order to assess the purported equivalence of the attributive participle and the relative clause in 
the Greek New Testament. 
Some significant conclusions can be drawn from this difference. First, it informs us that for 
the exegete there are no predominant restrictive/nonrestrictive tendencies for relative clauses that 
relativize the direct object through possessor positions. Second, when comparing the two 
constructions, the tendencies of attributive participles should only be compared to the tendencies 
of subject relative clauses. It is impossible to overstate the importance of these conclusions. The 
following two paragraphs elucidate these two conclusions respectively. 
So, our thesis states that the attributive participle tends to relate to an antecedent 
restrictively and that when both the attributive participle and the relative clause are 
grammatically and stylistically feasible, relative clauses are predominantly utilized 
nonrestrictively. The attributive participle is grammatically incapable of relativizing any other 
position than subject; therefore, relative clauses do and must relativize those lower positions. As 
a result, since the relative clause is the only strategy utilized in positions other than subject for 
29 One could argue that direct object clauses could be transformed into attributive participle position by placing 
the verb in the passive and expressing agency. Out of the approximately 800 attributive participles, however, only 
22 of them do this. See, for example, 2 Pet 2:17: 61.tixkat i)7ri5 kaiXartoc Xi-,tuvott&vat. ESV: "mists driven by a 
storm." All 22 of these examples are restrictive and seem to be utilized for stylistic reasons. Furthermore, they are 
still subject clauses with the verb in the passive and explicit agency expressed. These are marked in app. 1. 
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both restrictivity and nonrestrictivity, there does not exist any predominant tendency toward one 
or the other. In other words, there is an equal chance that direct object through possessor relative 
clauses will be either restrictive or nonrestrictive. To see what this means, consider a question 
that was surfaced in chapter 1' about the restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the relative clause in 
Rom 11:2a: oinc anthaato 0 9&6g Toy Agov dna 8v npotyvo.).32 Moo's treatment of this verse 
was cited and is reproduced here: 
The placement of the comma in this statement is critical. Some commentators 
remove the comma and so treat "whom he foreknew" as a "restrictive" clause—that 
is, a clause that restricts the word it modifies by identifying it. On this view, Paul is 
asserting that God has not rejected the people whom he chose. Such a statement 
would build on the "remnant" idea of 9:6-29, claiming that God remains faithful to 
that "Israel within an Israel" whom he has chosen for salvation. But almost all 
modem versions, following most of the commentaries, rightly add the comma, 
making the clause nonrestrictive. "Whom he foreknew" does not identify the 
"people" Paul is talking about; rather, it explains why God remains faithful to that 
people." 
Moo demonstrates the exegetical significance of a restrictive versus nonrestrictive reading. In 
chapter I it was noted that this study will help determine when syntactical tendencies can aid the 
interpreter in determining a restrictive or nonrestrictive reading. Since an attributive participle is 
grammatically incapable of relativizing direct object clauses, the exegete must discern the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the relative clause in Rom 11:2a from context alone. Indeed, 
the exegete must use context alone to discern restrictive/nonrestrictive readings of all relative 
clauses that relativize positions lower than subject on the Accessibility Hierarchy. 
3° Though Karleen maintains this distinction, he does so with different terminology and grammatical 
framework. He does not mention the Accessibility Hierarchy and furthermore he does not make his assertions with 
respect to assessing the purported equivalence of the attributive participle and the relative clause in the Greek New 
Testament. 
31 See section titled "Exegesis" on pp. 45-46 of ch. I. 
32 N1V: God did not reject his people, whom he foreknew. 
" Moo. Romans, 354. 
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The only area of overlap for the attributive participle and the relative clause on the 
Accessibility Hierarchy, then, consists of subject position relativization. So, when comparing the 
restrictive and nonrestrictive capabilities of these two constructions, one must compare 
attributive participles to subject relative clauses only. This is to say, if an attributive participle is 
grammatically incapable of relativizing any position lower than subject, there does not exist a 
logical reason to compare it to relative clauses that relativize positions other than subject. To put 
it another way, the question at hand is why the attributive participle is used in certain contexts 
instead of the relative clause and vice versa (which implies they are both grammatically 
possible). If the attributive participle cannot grammatically exist for certain relativized positions, 
it cannot be compared to or analyzed with respect to the relative clauses that do relativize those 
positions. In fact, this narrowing of the field of comparison informs a major part of our thesis 
with respect to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. It, in essence, dictates the central 
analysis to be that of a comparison of subject relative clauses and attributive participles. It is to 
this task that we now turn. 
Subject Relative Clauses and Attributive Participles in the Greek New Testament 
A consideration of the general characteristics of the subject relative clause and the 
attributive participle is presented below. Next an examination of the specific nuances of each 
construction is put forth followed by a presentation of illustrative examples. 
General Characteristics 
In general, there are approximately 360 subject relative clauses and 800 attributive 
participles in the Greek New Testament. Furthermore, based upon our contextual analysis, 
subject relative clauses tend to relate nonrestrictively to their antecedents (80%) and attributive 
participles restrictively (84%). Concomitantly, subject relative clauses may relate restrictively 
(19%) and attributive participles may relate nonrestrictively (13%), but in each case with much 
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less frequency. Approximately 1% of subject relative clauses and 3% of attributive participles 
are ambiguous. 
Table 1. General Statistics for Subject Relative Clauses and Attributive Participles 
% Restrictive % Nonrestrictive % Ambiguous 
Subject Relative Clause 19 80 1 
Attributive Participle 84 13 3 
We turn now to consider the specific restrictive and nonrestrictive nuances of these two 
constructions with an eye toward discovering other instances of when, according to our thesis, 
both constructions might not be grammatically and stylistically feasible. 
Subject Relative Clauses 
Nonrestrictive, restrictive and ambiguous subject relative clause will be considered. 
Nonrestrictive Subject Relative Clauses. As has been asserted above and in chapter 5, 
80% of the approximately 360 subject relative clauses in the Greek New Testament relate 
nonrestrictively to their antecedents." A comparison to the relative clauses lower on the 
Accessibility Hierarchy is revealing. While 80% of subject relative clauses are nonrestrictive 
only 52% of the remaining relative clauses (direct object through possessor relative clauses) 
definitively function nonrestrictively. Multiple examples of nonrestrictive subject relative clauses 
have been presented in chapter 5.35 The question naturally arises as to the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the remaining 20% of subject relative clauses (19% restrictive 
and 1% ambiguous). This question is considered in the two subsequent sections. 
34 See section titled "General Tendencies of Nonrestrictive Clauses in the Greek New Testament" on pp. 218-
220 of ch. 5. 
3
5 See section titled "Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Subject" on pp. 182-94 of ch. 5. 
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Restrictive Subject Relative Clauses. It was asserted above and in chapter 3 that, at most, 
19% of the approximately 360 subject relative clauses function restrictively.' Comparing this 
statistic to relative clauses lower on the Accessibility Hierarchy is revealing. While only 19% of 
subject relative clauses seem to be restrictive, 47% of the remaining relative clauses appear to 
function restrictively (direct object through possessor relative clauses). The question naturally 
arises as to why 19% of subject relative clauses function restrictively. 
Most subject relative clauses that are restrictive seem to require the relative clause 
relativization strategy due to verb tense considerations. Additionally, some examples are 
restrictive due to other grammatical and stylistic reasons: texts with Semitic Vorlagen, very 
generic substantives, certain relative clauses headed by 5artc, and possibly "the idiom oi)6sic 
&rm."' Additionally, a few examples may be ill-formed. It is to these factors that we now turn. 
Most restrictive subject relative clauses contain a verb tense that seems to require the usage 
of a relative clause over an attributive participle. Most of these examples occur with the future 
tense.' In the New Testament, there exist only twelve total future participles and only one of 
these is an attributive participle (1 Cor 15:37).' Except for this single occurrence, the usage of 
future attributive participles in the Greek New Testament is not a grammatical reality. This 
tendency of the Greek of the New Testament seems to necessitate the usage of a relative clause 
with a future indicative even when the modification is restrictive. That is to say, the usage of the 
future indicative allows the author to explicitly indicate future time, which is not convenient with 
36 See section titled "Restrictive Relative Clauses—Subject" on p. 142 of ch. 3. 
37 
 Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 726. 
38 The future tense predominates but examples of subjunctive in various tenses and pluperfect periphrastics 
exist, as well, as do a few examples with the imperfect and perfect. 
39 "The twelve future participles can be found in Matt 27:49; Luke 22:49; John 6:64; Acts 8:27; 20:22; 22:5; 
24:11, 17; I Cor 15:37; Heb 3:5; 13:17; 1 Pet 3:13." Wallace, Greek Grammar, 567. 
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the usage of available participial tenses. This appears to be a grammatical and stylistic reality of 
the language. Consider 1 Cor 6:5: ...oiinoc ovx gvi sv uµiv 068* awl*, oS 8uvliccETat 
otaKpivat &le picov 'mei:180,mA cuirroi3;"' 
It also appears that some texts seem to retain the Semitic Vorlage from which they are 
derived.'" Consider Rom 11:4 as it reflects the Old Testament: twecticto-xiXiouc 6tv8pac, oirtvc; 
oinc Zicalawav Beak.' The Greek relative clause mirrors the syntax of the Hebrew relative 
clause in 1 Kgs 19:18: '7382)Inp,-te? 10.43 
Another small category of exceptions may be certain occurrences with the relative 6o-Ttc, 
where the sense is distinct from og. Consider Rev 9:4: Tobc avApciwrouc offivec Quit Exouct ttjv 
acipayiSa tou 06oi) ti Tiovi.tcnimrow." Thayer cites this verse explicitly to be an example where 
ZisaTtc is utilized specifically to note "a general notion or class ... and thus it indicates quality: 
one who, such a one as, of such a nature that.' This distinct semantic thrust appears to 
necessitate the usage of a relative clause headed by ocrrtc over an attributive participle. 
A smaller number of restrictive subject relative clauses seem to exist with extremely 
generic substantives (e.g. as iivOpconog, threw, yuvrj, etc.).' Consider John 4:29: `SEUTEIZETE 
40 "Is it so that there is among you no wise man that might/will be able to decide between his brothers?" 
Consider also 2 Tim 2:2. 
41 The words of Jesus (and others) that surely have Aramaic roots could also be included in this category. See 
Kenneth Bailey, who discusses the controlled nature of direct speech and the oral tradition behind it: Kenneth 
Bailey, "Middle Eastern Oral Tradition and the Synoptic Gospels," Expository Times 106 (1995): 363-67. 
42 ESV: "seven thousand men who have not bowed . . to Baal." 
43 ESV: "that have not bowed to Baal." 
44 ASV: "such men as have not the seal of God on their foreheads." 
45 Joseph 1-lenry Thayer, Carl Ludwig Wilibald Grimm, and Christian Gottlob Wilke, Thayer's Greek-English 
Lexicon of the New Testament: Coded with Strong's Concordance Numbers (Peabody, Mass: Hendrickson, 2003), 
&mg, 2. 
46 See section titled "The General Extreme of the Acceptability Continuum" on p. 74 of ch. 2, where Quirk 
calls these "nonassertive heads." 
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iivOpowrov og dirty pot wawa Oaa 7C0i11601-47 BDAG cites this verse specifically and claims 
that this usage of tivepomoc is "practically equiv[alent] to the indefinite] pron[oun], w[ith] the 
basic [meaning] of a[v0pconoc] greatly weakened."" These antecedents are so generic that any 
modification is necessarily restrictive. It should be noted that most of these occurrences also 
exhibit one of the other characteristics: verb tense incompatibility, Semitic Vorlage, and/or a 
unique usage of &inc." 
Additionally, Robertson notes "the idiom oagic gcatV" as a stylistic reality of the Greek of 
the New Testament.5° Consider Mark 9:39:... olio* yap gcrnv oS 7C01:46El oiwatitv gni 1-6? 
ovoliaTi Itov icai 8uvri6uat Taxi) iccucokoyrIcsai µE.' It should be noted, however, that most of 
these examples exhibit verb tense incompatibility and/or a Semitic Vorlage. Additionally, obSeic 
is an extremely generic substantive. 
The few exceptions presented so far are due to grammatical and stylistic reasons." The 
problem with corpus study of ancient languages consists in the fact that no native speakers exist 
to confirm whether or not these exceptions are ungrammatical or ill-formed. Palmer notes this 
reality when he states that "it is possible that some sentences may be included in the corpus 
which the authors themselves would reject as ill-formed if they were to reread them. The 
47 ESV: "'Come, see a man who told me all that I ever did.— This example also appears to have an underlying 
Aramaic derivation. 
48 BDAG. avOixonoc, 4a&. 
49 So, for example, John 4:29 cited above may reflect the Aramaic Vorlage of direct speech. 
50 Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 726. 
51 NASB95: "for there is no one who will perform a miracle in My name, and be able soon afterward to speak 
evil of Me." 
52 It should be noted that many of these example seem to have more than one of the categories of exception 
occurring at one time. For example Matt 2:6 utilizes a future verb and may occur with the unique sense of 5crric 
(BDAG, ocrric, 2a): infoUpEvoc, 5artc itowavei Toy kaov pou Toy lapaiik. 
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grammarian must also be ready to characterize such sentences as ill-formed."' Since there does 
seem to be some pattern for the restrictive subject relative clauses examined above, they may 
very well be accepted as proper formations. There do seem to exist a few examples, however, 
that may very well be considered "ill-formed." Consider the two beasts found in Rev 13. One 
rises out of the sea (13:1) and has a healed mortal wound (Rev 13:3). Then John sees another 
beast rising out of the earth (Rev 13:11: Kai clOov akko Ehipiov etva(3alvov Ex tfj rig). In Rev 
13:14 the relative clause appears to identify the first beast: To) Oripicp, oc Exst Ttiv akilyfiv Tfic, 
paxaiplic Kai g@pasv.' The restrictive relative clause does not appear to fall into any of the 
categories of exception. 
Ambiguous Subject Relative Clauses. In our classification of subject relative clauses, 
approximately 1% remain ambiguous as to their restrictive/nonrestrictive nature.' Status as an 
"amplifying clause"' and multiple possibilities of interpretation account for their ambiguous 
designation. 
In the terminology of Hausammen, an "amplifying clause" occurs with complex 
antecedents that exist with some sort of adjectival modifier. These examples seem to "spread the 
task of description over both the general adjective . .. and the more detailed clause.'"' Consider 2 
Tim 1:6 as a possible example: avaingvijo-Ka) as avaccorupsiv To xaptatta Tot Oeot, o &I'M iV 
601 5ta nig imOtagoN Tay xciprov pau. Note the confusion on how to interpret this clause with 
the difference between the NRSV and ESV. The NRSV renders restrictively: "I remind you to 
53 Palmer, Constituent Structure in the New Testament, 26. 
54 "the beast that has the wound (lithe sword and lived." 
55 These have been labeled with a "?" in app. 2 under the restrictive/nonrestrictive column. It may very well be 
that more examples could be considered ambiguous. For this reason, the appendices has been included to show how 
every example has been categorized and allows the reader to independently examine our assessment. 
56 Haussamen, "Restrictive and Nonrestrictive," 2. 
57 
 Haussamen, "Restrictive and Nonrestrictive," 3. 
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rekindle the gift of God that is within you through the laying on of my hands." The ESV 
renders nonrestrictively: "I remind you to fan into flame the gift of God, which is in you 
through the laying on of my hands." On the one hand, the relative clause seems to amplify the 
adjectival genitive modifier -rob 9Eoi3 ("of/from God"), and could be seen to provide additional 
information about the overall complex substantive To xdpinTia Toi3 @sob. While it does not 
grammatically modify the genitive modifier, semantically speaking the clause appears to amplify 
or give more detail to how this gift came from God, namely through the laying on of hands. On 
the other hand, the relative clause does not seem to be nonessential. Haussamen points out that 
there seems to be, at times, difficult examples such as these that seem to lie in between a 
restrictive and nonrestrictive reading. An example like this may slightly lean toward restrictivity 
or nonrestrictivity. Since there seems to be some level of ambiguity, we have left it in a 
questionable status, allowing for the exegete to take this into consideration when applying all the 
tools of exegesis to the task of interpretation. 
Additionally, see the discussion of the ambiguous example in Jas 5:10 below. Essentially, it 
has been labeled ambiguous due to multiple possibilities of interpretation.' 
Attributive Participles 
The majority of attributive participles modify their antecedents restrictively (84%). There 
seems to be a smaller number of occurrences that function nonrestrictively (13%). Additionally, 
some examples remain ambiguous as to their restrictive/nonrestrictive nature (3%). 
Restrictive Attributive Participles. As was asserted above and in chapter 3, nearly 84% 
of the approximately 800 attributive participles in the Greek New Testament restrictively modify 
58 See p. 254 below under the section titled "Illustrative Examples." 
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their antecedents." Numerous examples of restrictive attributive participles have been presented 
in chapter 3 and should be familiar to the reader thus far.' The question naturally arises as to the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the remaining 16% of attributive participles (13% 
nonrestrictive and 3% ambiguous). This question is considered in the two subsequent sections. 
Nonrestrictive Attributive Participles. It was asserted above and in chapter 5 that 13% of 
the approximately 800 attributive participles appear to function nonrestrictively.' Some 
examples were presented in chapter 562 and some initial patterns have been noted previously as to 
why this may be the case.' We turn now to identify these patterns more comprehensively. 
On the whole, most nonrestrictive attributive participles occur in the ASAP and SAP 
formation patterns with divine proper names (e.g. 6 WO and to a lesser degree with other 
proper names of supernatural beings and humans. Additionally, some nonrestrictive attributive 
participles occur with personal pronouns. Furthermore, at times a very small number of 
nonrestrictive attributive participles occur in connection with adjectives and texts that reflect 
Semitic Vorlagen. Additionally, a few examples may be considered ill-formed. 
The majority of nonrestrictive attributive participles occur with a divine proper name." 
Specifically, most antecedents contain 6 Asps, 0g6g, or some other denotation of God (the 
59 See section titled "Summary of General Tendencies of Restrictive Attributive Participles" on p. 141 of ch. 3. 
60 See section titled "The Restrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament" on pp. 102-31 of ch. 
3. 
61 See section titled "Summary of General Characteristics of Nonrestrictive Attributive Participles" on p. 221 
of ch. 5. 
62 See section titled "The Nonrestrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament" on pp. 210-18. 
63 See sections titled "Summary of the Nonrestrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament" on p. 
217 of ch.5 and "Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP)" on p. 140 of ch. 3. 
64 A handful of examples occur with supernatural beings (Gabriel, Devil) and humans (Levi, Mary, Jezebel). 
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Father), Jesus Christ, or the Holy Spirit." It may be that this tendency reflects a stylistic 
preference of the Greek of the New Testament and that, when considering relativization 
strategies with divine names, either the attributive participle or the relative clause can be utilized. 
Alternatively, the participle may be utilized in these instances to demonstrate an emphasis that 
the relative clause would not convey. Furthermore, it may very well be that these examples 
should be considered more akin to articular substantival participles that stand in apposition to 
another substantive. The assertions of Voelz, Dana & Mantey, Wallace, Young, and Rogers & 
Rogers will be considered with respect to these articular participles. 
Voelz appears to label these participles as "attributive position participles . .. that seem to 
be a restriction, not on what they modify directly but upon all other alternative possibilities.' 
Voelz cites 1 Pet 1:3 as an example: 
Eaopyroc o Osoc Kai 7tartjp toi Kupi.ov 'Irpo-13 Xptcyrob, o MET& TO 7(0k0 auto) 
EX.Eoc avaygvvfluag ti'dc sic gX.7rioa 
"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the one who has, according 
to his great mercy, begotten us again unto a living hope (as opposed to anyone else 
who might attempt such a salvation)."67 
Voelz's assertions are by no means exhaustive and in many ways exploratory, calling for the 
research done in this dissertation. After further analysis of these types of participles, it was 
discovered that most of them (such as 1 Pet 1:3) consist of articular participles. An examination 
of the tendencies of the article reveals a similarity between Voelz's exploratory assertions above 
65 For example: .0 Ococ Tr); ciptivt1;, Ocoi) =vac, o Trpoiic, Xpt6rc6; o ictiptoc, 6 vie; roti Oca, 
nvetiparoc ayiou, etc. Note that most the examples of nonrestrictive attributive participles cited thus far in this 
dissertation have a divine proper name as an antecedent. See "Attributive Participles" on p. 162 of ch. 4; p. 174 of 
ch. 4; "The Nonrestrictive Attributive Participle in the Greek New Testament" on pp. 210-17 of ch. 5. 
66 
 Voelz. "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill," 403. 
67 Voelz, "Grammarian's Corner: Participles, Part Ill." 403.Translation is from Voelz. 
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and the way grammarians speak about the individualizing use of the article with substantives." 
Dana and Mantey assert with respect to the individualizing nature of the article: "Nearest to the 
real genius of its function is the use of the article to point out a particular object."" In fact this 
example from 1 Pet 1:3 seems to resemble a subset of the individualizing article, par excellence. 
Wallace describes the par excellence usage of the individualizing article to be those instances 
where the article is "used to point out a substantive that is, in a sense, 'in a class by itself.' It is 
the only one deserving" that designation.' It should be noted that this emphasis could not be 
accomplished by means of a nonrestrictive relative clause. The article before the participle and 
the participle itself are necessary to bring this emphasis to the fore. In fact, it should be noted that 
93 of the 107 nonrestrictive attributive participles consist of articular participles of the ASAP 
(47) or SAP (46) formation pattern. 
Additionally, with respect to the SAP formation pattern, as was noted in chapter 3, 100% of 
all common or generic substantives modified in this formation pattern are restrictive. On the 
other hand, 89% of divine names modified in the SAP formation pattern are nonrestrictive.' 
The question at hand, then, becomes whether or not these articular participles are 
attributive participles, substantival participles standing in apposition to another substantive, or 
something in between. From certain examples in the New Testament it is clear that the 
substantival participle in apposition to another substantive does exist. This was treated more 
68 This is similar to our treatment of the restrictive nature of the article in ch. 2. See section titled "Articles" on 
pp. 78 ff. of ch. 2. 
69 Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 141. Emphasis mine. 
7° Wallace, Greek Grammar, 222. Cyril of Alexandria. Commentary on John (vol. 1; ed. Joel C. Elowsky; 
trans. David Maxwell; Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 2013), 26, may be highlighting this as well when he states, 
"When Holy Scripture puts the definite article in front of nouns, it indicates the one entity that is called by that name 
in the true and strict sense." 
71 See section titled "Substantive + Article + Participle (SAP)" on p. 140 of ch. 3. 
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thoroughly in chapter 2 and chapter 4 in the respective sections titled "Appositional 
Constructions."' Mark 6:14 contains a clear example: 'wavy% 6 f3curr4ov.' 
Additionally, consider 2 Cor 5:5 as a possible example of the substantival participle in 
apposition: ...0E6g, 6 5obc rlµiv toy appal3diva T013 nni51.tatoc.' It seems that the article could be 
functioning in an individualizing manner. Furthermore, Rogers and Rogers contend that this is an 
example of the "Substantival use of the part[iciple] to emphasize a defining character trait." Not 
only do they claim the participle is substantival and in apposition to Ococ, but they also assert 
that the substantival participle has been purposely utilized for emphasis. The example from Mark 
6:14 also seems to fit this usage of emphasizing a defining character trait. Once again, a 
nonrestrictive relative clause would not be able to so readily bring this emphasis to the fore. 
In chapter 2, it was noted that Young cites Mark 6:14 (see above), Matt 1:16 ('Iwl* 6 
4-761.igvog xptcrrOgnesus, the one called Christ), and 1 Thess 1:10 (Irpoiiv Tay f5u6i.tEvov figEtc Etc 
Tic opync plc  gpxopitvgg/Jesus, the one who delivers us from the coming wrath) as examples of 
substantival participles in apposition.' It was noted, however, that Burton claims 1 Thess 1:10 to 
be an example of a nonrestrictive attributive participle.' 
In fact, this is where the difficulty lies. Some examples are clearly substantival participles 
in apposition and others seem to be taken either way. Voelz appears to demonstrate this tension 
in his citation of I Pet 1:3 above. He labels the participial phrase (6 Kat& to iroXi) mita gksoc 
avayevvilaac fu.teic sic gkniSa Wxyav) as "attributive" but then translates it into English as a 
72 See pp. 82-85 of ch. 2 and pp. 160-61 ff. of ch. 4. 
73 See our treatment of this verse in section titled "Appositional Constructions" on p. 84 of ch. 2.Additionally, 
examples like these that are clearly appositional have been labeled as substantival participles and are included in 
app. 1. 
74 "God, the one who has given to us the pledge of the Spirit." 
75 See section titled "Appositional Constructions" on pp. 82-85 of ch. 2. 
76 See p. 37 of section titled "Attributive Participle or Substantival Participle in Apposition?" in ch. I. 
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substantival participle with the apparent usage of the individualizing article par excellence: "the 
one who has, according to his great mercy, begotten us again unto a living hope (as opposed to 
anyone else who might attempt such a salvation)." If we are to take examples such as these as 
substantival, then we can label the individualizing article as restrictive, limiting the substantival 
participle. So, for example, in I Pet 1:3, it is not just any "one who has begotten us" but rather it 
is "THE one who has begotten us." The article serves "to point out a particular object"' and 
could, therefore, be considered restrictive. Whether or not, however, the articular participle as a 
whole is described as an attributive participle or a substantive in apposition, the relationship 
between the articular participle and the antecedent/substantive is nonrestrictive. For this reason 
we prefer not to describe the actual articular participle as restrictive. 
Overall, the usage of the articular participle in these nonrestrictive relationships with very 
specific divine names seems to be utilized to emphasize something that the nonrestrictive relative 
clause cannot. With the usage of the article an individualizing notion (perhaps par excellence)" 
may be emphasized and with the usage of the substantival participle a characteristic trait may be 
underscored. It remains difficult to discern whether one should categorize these participles as 
attributive or substantival. In the end, a rigid adherence to such categories may very well be 
unnecessary and pedantic. In our data set located in appendix 1, most of these examples have 
been labeled as Voelz has described them, "attributive position participles," and have been 
categorized as nonrestrictive. If they were to be relabeled as substantival participles in 
apposition, the percentage of attributive participles functioning restrictively would increase 
significantly beyond 84%. 
77 Dana and Manley, Manual Grammar, 141. Emphasis mine. 
78 See Wallace for more sub-functions of the individualizing article. Wallace, Greek Grammar, 216-27. 
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A smaller number of nonrestrictive attributive participles occur with personal pronouns. 
Consider 1 Thess 2:10: uµsiS Ayrupec Kai ó Ods, thc Ocriwc xcei &Icalicoc Kai eq.ttturtcoc bp.iv toic 
nicrrebovinv 4-ysvii0twev...." Paul does not seem to be singling out only those recipients of the 
letter who believe, but describing those recipients as believers; therefore, the participle appears 
to be functioning nonrestrictively. Karleen's observations of the participle in the New Testament 
reveal the stylistic preference of the Greek of the New Testament to modify personal pronouns 
with attributive participles and not relative clauses. He goes so far as to say, "Whereas pronouns 
can be followed by articular participles, there is no equivalent relative clause construction" It 
should be noted, however, that some scholars consider these participles to be substantival, 
standing in apposition to the personal pronoun. In fact, in Wallace's treatment of the article as a 
"Substantiver (With Certain Parts of Speech),'"81 he specifically cites 1 Thess 2:10 as an example 
of the article functioning in this capacity "with participles.~8' In our data set located in appendix 
1, these examples have been labeled as attributive participles and have been categorized as 
restrictive or nonrestrictive depending on the context. If they were to be relabeled as substantival 
participles in apposition, the percentage of attributive participles functioning restrictively would 
obviously increase beyond 84%. 
A couple of examples occurring in the SP formation pattern seem to be nonrestrictive due 
to a connection to an adjective. Consider Col 3:12: cbc baEKTO1 TOt 0800 aytot xai 
79 "You are witnesses, God also, how devoutly and righteously and blamelessly we were to you, the 
believers." 
8° Karleen, Syntax of the Participle, 90. While he may be overstating the case, this does seem to be the overall 
tendency of the Greek of the New Testament. 
81 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 231. 
82 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 234. Leedy also labels this participle to be in apposition with the personal 
pronoun.. Randy. A Leedy. BibleWorks New Testament Greek Sentence Diagrams in BibleWorks 7: Software for 
Biblical Exegesis and Research. Norfolk, Va.: BibleWorks, LLC. 2006. 
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iiyainutivot." The attributive participle parallels the nonrestrictive adjective and functions 
essentially as a nonrestrictive adjective. Stylistically speaking it would be awkward to utilize a 
nonrestrictive relative clause in instances such as these. 
Additionally, a couple of examples seem to reflect Semitic Vorlagen.' Consider the 
quotation of Amos 9:12 in Acts 15:17: Myst icOptoc ItotCo'v Tal3ta.' The participle does not seem 
to be distinguishing between different Lords; therefore, it functions nonrestrictively. A 
consideration of the Hebrew Text of Amos 9:12 reveals the Greek text to be mirroring the 
Hebrew: 
T1 1tA7 mr-M9.86 
Finally, as was noted above in our treatment of the restrictive subject relative clause, it is 
possible that in any language some constructions are "ill-formed" and such occurrences are 
normal for any language.' A very small number of occurrences may very well be "ill-formed." 
For example Jas 3:9 seems to exist without parallel: icatap61.1s0a Tobc avOpthaing Tot; Ka0' 
ottokoatv Ogai") movoTac." Clearly, men who are not made in the likeness of God do not exist; 
therefore a nonrestrictive reading is understood." 
83 
 NIV: "as God's chosen people, holy and dearly loved." 
84 It should be noted that attributive participles reflecting Semitic Vorlage are very rare. They seem to be 
confined to mirroring the text of the Old Testament. Subject relative clauses that reflect a Semitic Vorlage are more 
prevalent and include both Old Testament texts and direct speech reflecting the underlying Aramaic. 
85 
 NIV: "says the Lord, who does these things." 
86 "declares the LORD, who does these things." 
81 See the discussion in relation to Palmer on p. 240 above. 
88 
 NASB": "we curse men, who have been made in the likeness of God." 
89 
 It might be possible to consider this to be a case where the articular participle is utilized to convey something 
that the relative clause could not, similar to the participles with divine names discussed above. Consider the 
following gloss: "we curse men, THE ones who have been made in the likeness of God (as opposed to everything 
else that has been made, not in the likeness of God)." 
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Ambiguous Attributive Participles. In our categorization of attributive participles, close 
to 3% have been classified as ambiguous with respect to their restrictive or nonrestrictive 
nature.% These examples are ambiguous due to multiple possibilities of interpretation, 
amplification status, and/or long-distance dependencies. 
For example, consider the attributive participial usage of attinco with nattlp in the Gospel 
of John. Seven times this pairing occurs in John: five in the APS formation pattern" and two in 
the ASAP pattern." Consider John 5:37: 6 nt[iyac Its natilp." It appears that this could be an 
example of titular restriction, where the attributive participle may have originally distinguished 
between Jesus' earthly father, Joseph, and his heavenly father. In fact this usage seems to be 
peculiar to the gospel of John. Alternatively, since this is a divine proper name, the usage of the 
attributive participle could be a stylistic tendency of the language, as was presented above. Or, it 
could just be that this is a nonrestrictive usage. On the whole, there are too many factors to 
decide definitively without the aid of native readers from the first century. So, a small number of 
examples such as these have been left in a questionable status. 
Furthermore, a few examples remain questionable as to status and could be described, per 
Hausammen, as "amplifying clauses."" They occur with complex antecedents that are usually 
modified by an adjective. These examples seem to "spread the task of description over both the 
general adjective . .. and the more detailed clause.'"5 Consider I Pet 3:5: OiSTO); yap ROTE Kai at 
arca malice; ai ilargouoai sic Ocov giceputtouv tawrac. Note the confusion on how to interpret 
90 These have been labeled with a "?" in app. 1 under the restrictive/nonrestrictive column. 
91 John 5:37; 8:16; 8:18; 12:49 and 14:24. 
92 John 5:23 and 6:44. 
93 ESV: "the Father who sent me" 
94 Haussamen, "Restrictive and Nonrestrictive," 2. See section titled "Ambiguous Subject Relative Clauses" on 
p. 241 above. 
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this clause with the difference between the ESV and NASB95. The ESV renders restrictively: 
"For this is how the holy women who hoped in God used to adorn themselves." The NASB95  
renders nonrestrictively: "For in this way in former times the holy women also, who hoped in 
God, used to adorn themselves." On the one hand, the participial clause seems to amplify the 
adjectival descriptor, &rat, yet does not seem to limit the complex substantive ai iiytat yuvaikgc. 
On the other hand, the participial clause does not seem to be nonessential. Haussamen points out 
that there seems to be, at times, difficult examples such as these that seem to lie in between a 
restrictive and nonrestrictive reading. Even though examples like these may slightly lean toward 
restrictivity or nonrestrictivity, since there seems to be some level of ambiguity, we have left 
them in a questionable status, allowing for the exegete to take this into consideration. 
One last possible area of ambiguity lies with attributive participles in long distance 
dependencies. Indeed these examples may very well be considered substantival participles. 
Consider Phil 3:18-19: naloi yap Kepincuroiiatv oii nokketxtg ZkEyov i tiv, viw St Kai KXaicov 
ktyco, Tobc xElpoi)c roll araupoii rov Xpiotoi), 19 thy TO TtA,Oc 67/641.CL, ci)v 6 Osog Tl Koala Kai fi 
864a gv r aiaxiwn aordiv, of is E rtysia (ppovotvng."' Three relative clauses intervene before 
the occurrence of the participle. If we describe this as an attributive participle, it appears to be 
functioning nonrestrictively, further describing the many who walk as enemies of the cross of 
Christ. Boyer and Leedy, however, interpret this as a substantival participle in apposition to 
noaoi." Since there seems to exist a certain level of ambiguity, a few examples such as these 
have been left to a questionable status. 
95 
 Haussamen, "Restrictive and Nonrestrictive." 3. 
96 NASB95: "For many walk, of whom I often told you, and now tell you even weeping, that they are enemies 
of the cross of Christ, 19 whose end is destruction, whose god is their appetite, and whose glory is in their shame, 
who set their minds on earthly things." 
97 Boyer, Participles, 64. Leedy, Sentence Diagrams. 
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Summary of Subject Relative Clauses and Attributive Participles 
In General, the subject relative clause predominantly relates nonrestrictively to its 
antecedent. It is significant to note, that 80% of subject relative clauses relate nonrestrictively 
compared to only 52% of the rest of the relative clauses on the Accessibility Hierarchy (direct 
object through possessor). Furthermore, the attributive participle primarily modifies its 
antecedents restrictively (84%). 
Exceptions to these general tendencies exist and can be categorized relatively coherently." 
The majority of restrictive subject relative clauses seem to exist due to verb tense issues. Other 
exceptions seem to exist with texts with Semitic Vorlagen, very generic substantives, a unique 
usages of &mg, and the idiom obSeic go-nv. With respect to the participle, nonrestrictive 
attributive participles occur predominantly with divine proper names and are articular (SAP and 
ASAP formation patterns). The presence of the articular participle seems to be utilized to 
demonstrate an emphasis that cannot be achieved with the relative clause. A small number of 
nonrestrictive attributive participles seem to exist in connection with personal pronouns, 
nonrestrictive adjectives and texts with Semitic Vorlagen, while a few may be considered "ill-
formed." 
A small percentage of examples remain difficult to categorize. The ambiguous examples of 
subject relative clauses and attributive participles are due to multiple possibilities of 
interpretation and possible status as an amplifying clause. Additionally, for attributive 
participles, a few with long distance dependency may be considered nonrestrictive. 
98 Only a very small number of examples may he ill-formed. 
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Illustrative Examples 
Throughout the dissertation multiple examples of restrictive attributive participles and 
nonrestrictive (subject) relative clauses have been presented; these have demonstrated the 
tendencies of these constructions. We have noted above the patterns of exceptions with examples 
of nonrestrictive attributive participles and restrictive subject relative clauses. We turn now to 
examine some illustrative examples in light of the predominant tendencies of these constructions 
along with the patterns of exception. We also consider the predominant example traditionally 
used by grammarians to establish the ostensible equivalence of the attributive participle and the 
relative clause. 
In General, Luke 15:7 depicts the overall tendency of attributive participles to be restrictive 
and subject relative clauses to be nonrestrictive: ktico -ottiV on oiitcoc xapa > v aw °I:Tuve!) gcrrat 
ETti vi attaptaAo) tiztavooihat ij gni EVEVT1KOVV1 EVViU 811C411.016 OITIVEG xpeiav Zxouutv 
petavoiac." The attributive participle ptcravoobvrt limits the referent to a sinner that repents as 
opposed to one that does not, therefore it is restrictive.'® The relative clause °hive; ov xpsiav 
gxouoiv pletavoiac, in a non-limiting manner, merely provides additional information about 
righteous people; therefore it functions nonrestrictively. This simple verse illustrates the major 
tendencies of these constructions. Multiple examples have been given in previous chapters and 
the general statistics based on the data in the appendices greatly support this reality. 
The general tendencies of attributive participles toward restrictivity and subject relative 
clauses toward nonrestrictivity helps inform the exegesis of ambiguous examples. We turn now 
to consider an ambiguous relative clause and an ambiguous attributive participle. 
99ASV: "I say unto you, that even so there shall be joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more than over 
ninety and nine righteous persons, who need no repentance." See the treatment of this verse on p. 190 of ch. 5 in 
the section titled "Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—Subject." 
100 An example of restrictive modification that leans toward concept formation. 
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With respect to subject relative clauses, consider Jas 5:10: 'rob; apognirac of il.ethicrav Ev 
r4 &own Kvpitro. At first glance, it seems to be that the relative clause should be taken 
restrictively, as it is in most English translations. Consider the ESV: "the prophets who spoke 
in the name of the Lord." This would be a restriction from all prophets to only those who spoke 
in the name of the Lord, i.e., contra false prophets. This may very well be the case. However, it 
does not seem to fit any of the patterns of exception for restrictive subject relative clauses. It 
could be the case that this example is ill-formed. Or, in light of the tendencies and patterns thus 
far demonstrated, perhaps it should be considered to be nonrestrictive. The only English version 
to render it thusly is the NKJV: "the prophets, who spoke in the name of the Lord." Actually, 
when considering the whole verse, this nonrestrictive reading, is conceivably plausible and 
perhaps preferable: bnoSetwa kalkcE, 650Apoi, Trig KaKonaOlac Kai trig p.aKpo0m.tiac Tot; 
irpocniTac of ikediwav iv Tif.) &open Kupiou.'°' The recipients of the letter (a86 poi) are 
exhorted to take as an example of suffering and patience, the prophets. Most likely, false 
prophets would not be considered an example of patience and suffering. So the immediate 
context may very well limit the referent Toll); apocinjtac to the prophets of the Lord from the Old 
Testament. The predominant tendency for subject relative clauses to relate nonrestrictively to 
antecedents coupled with contextual clues plausibly supports a nonrestrictive reading, contra 
most English translations. 
Romans 16:11 contains an example of an attributive participle: acuracrao-Os T0i); EK TOV 
Napiciouou T0i); tirrac Ev Kvpiv. Context alone does not permit a definitive restrictive or 
nonrestrictive reading. The NIV renders restrictively, "those of the household of Narcissus who 
are in the Lord," while the NASB95 renders nonrestrictively, "those of the household of 
lot "Brothers, as an example of suffering and patience, take the prophets, who spoke in the name of the 
Lord." 
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Narcissus, who are in the Lord." The attributive participle does not seem to fit any of the 
exceptions to restrictivity. So, based upon the predominant tendency for attributive participles to 
be restrictive, Paul seems to be indicating a Christian subset of the ones of Narcissus.' 
Not only might the general tendencies of the attributive participle and subject relative 
clause inform the exegesis of certain passages, the patterns of exception may as well. 
One of the most interesting and puzzling set of examples surfaced by the research of this 
dissertation has to do with texts of the Lord's Supper. Consider the following four participles 
from Matthew, Mark and Luke: 
Matt 26:28: wino yap g6ILV To ctina pm) TA; ota01pcqc TO =pi nollav 
icxuwettcvov Etc Cupgatv ittlapTt6)v. 
Mark 14:24: Taro to-riv To (and pou Trig Eitcteipcqc TO Eicxuwoµsvov lurk) no/X(5v. 
Luke 22:19: ToirrO &MN to 06)µ6. µau To luttp bite& otoottevov. 
Luke 22:20: TotTo To noTiiptov tl  Katvij Siaarlicq gv TCO ctigari pou TO inap 6pubv 
icxuweltzvov. 
 
Clearly not one of these participles serves to restrict the antecedent. Furthermore, the 
occurrences in Luke could not be designated as amplifying clauses. The examples in Matthew 
and Mark could possibly be considered as amplifying clauses, but it seems unlikely. One could 
assert that they are ill-formed. Since there are four similar examples, however, this too seems 
unlikely. At first glance, these examples seem to be unique and without precedent. Upon closer 
examination, however, they align rather well with the nonrestrictive articular participles that 
accompany divine entities (God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit). These types of articular 
participles make up the majority of exceptions to the tendency of attributive participles to be 
102 Consider also Mark 15:39: WIN SE o Kerrupicav o irapurrqx6c 4 ivavriac airoi) on oirrwc tt aveuctev 
cincv• aktiOcitc arm; 0 avOptairoc ulbc Ocoil Could the syntax be pointing to more than one centurion being 
present at the crucifixion of Jesus? 
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restrictive. Furthermore, such articular participles seem to be utilized with divine entities in an 
individualizing and emphatic manner. As was asserted above, it is possible that such participles 
may more appropriately be considered substantival participles or lie somewhere between an 
attributive and substantival participle. However one classifies the syntax, the usage of the 
articular participle in these verses of the Lord's Supper may very well serve to elevate their 
respective referents as the very divine "things" or "entities" (par excellence) above all others that 
might attempt to be poured out (to ticxuvvottsvov) and given (to 61561.tsvov) for the forgiveness 
of sins (sic &puny dvapticbv), on behalf of the many/you (nwi iroadiv; inttp noacTiv; inttp 
ii[Kbv). Furthermore, since most of these types of articular participles occur with divine entities, 
they may very well be highlighting the divine attributes of the body and blood of our Lord Jesus 
in the bread and wine of the Lord's Supper. Certainly, there are many scholarly assertions about 
the nature of these texts and multiple tools of exegesis should be applied. It appears, however, 
that the exegete of these texts surrounding the Lord's Supper should seriously consider the 
individualizing and emphatic nature of these articular participles. 
In chapter 1, it was demonstrated that multiple scholars asserted that the attributive 
participle is equivalent to the relative clause.' Furthermore, they all exhibited a very similar line 
of reasoning with practically identical argumentation and proof texts, giving the appearance of a 
lack of original research.'" The key proof texts consistently cited consist of Luke 6:48 (avOpthitcp 
obcoSottoiiv-n oiiciav) and Matt 7:24 (avE91 (ppovii.up, oaric dmco8oplasv). We agree that both the 
103 See section titled "Explicit Assertions of Equivalence" on pp. 6-10 of ch. 1. 
104 See section titled "Evaluation of Assertions of Equivalence" on p. 12 of ch. 1. 
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attributive participle and the relative clause relate restrictively to their respective antecedents.'" 
Luke 6:48 follows the predominant tendency for the attributive participle to relate restrictively to 
its antecedent. Furthermore, Matt 7:24 seems to align well with the pattern of exceptions. In fact, 
Matt 7:24 may contain a unique usage of the relative pronoun &mg. Robertson cites Matt 7:24 
specifically as an example where the distinct meaning of the indefinite relative pronoun is 
retained and states, "ocrtc is correctly used in connection with a substantive of indefinite 
reference."'" Additionally, since the text is a direct quote of a parabolic teaching of Jesus, it may 
reflect a mirroring of its Semitic Vorlagen. Even if this example did not align with these patterns, 
it seems that the grammatical "rule" of the attributive participle being equivalent to a relative 
clause should not have been formulated upon this exception to the norm. Regrettably, it appears 
that multiple scholars have repeated this "rule" without conducting independent and 
comprehensive analysis.' 
105 Note the nebulous punctuation of NA27 for Matt 7:24. Does the comma signify nonrestrictivity (as it does in 
Modem Greek, English and Spanish) or does it merely signify a subordinate clause (as it would in German)? 
Furthermore, some may argue that the adjective, (moving), restricts avSpi and the additional information provided in 
the relative clause is non-limiting, and therefore nonrestrictive. The ASV, NASB77, and KJV render the relative 
clauses nonrestrictively. Most English translations, however, translate it restrictively. The context of the following 
verse seems to require a restrictive reading. 
106 Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 153. While we may disagree with Robertson's usage of 
the word "correctly," his assertions demonstrate a unique usage of ocrn; that is different from the common relative 
pronoun Eic. 
107 Additionally the examples in Acts 10 could be considered as another case where the exception is cited to 
establish a grammatical "rule." See discussion on pp. 8 ff. of ch. 1. Acts 10:18 and 10:32 are cited to demonstrate 
the two constructions as being equivalent. Admittedly there are some ambiguous occurrences in this section of 
Scripture, which includes also Acts 10:5 and 11:13. Furthermore, the relative clause in Acts 10:5 also has multiple 
variants with an attributive participle. As well there exist multiple levels of quotation and narration that further 
complicate the analysis. Without addressing all the issues, it should be noted, however, that these verses should 
never have been used as proof texts to establish the general "rule" that attributive participles are equivalent to 
relative clauses. 
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Implications for Related Fields of Study 
It was asserted in chapter 1 that related fields of study support the need for the analysis of 
this dissertation.'" The analysis performed in this dissertation has demonstrated this support and 
in turn demonstrates implications for these related fields: exegesis, punctuation practices of 
modern editions of the Greek New Testament, and translation practices of the Greek New 
Testament. 
Exegesis 
In terms of exegesis, Moo's treatment of Rom 11:2a demonstrated the importance of 
determining the restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of adjectival clauses.'" The research of this 
dissertation demonstrates that when considering subordinate subject clauses, the majority of the 
time attributive participles function restrictively except under certain prescribed circumstances; 
and the majority of subject relative clauses function nonrestrictively except under certain 
prescribed circumstances. So, consider again Rom 11:2a: oim eurthaato o 0E6c Toy kaov dna 
ov apotyvoln° When the exegete approaches texts like Rom 11:2a, it is known that there are no 
major tendencies toward restrictivity or nonrestrictivity for a direct object relative clause such as 
this. 
Furthermore, in chapter 1, the restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the attributive participle in 
1 Thess 2:14-15 was discussed: Da dna indOETE Kaibi.teic biro tcbv iSiow o-upspukuciw KaOcbc 
Kai aircoi Tebv lovSaicov, Toiv Kai Toy K15ptov anorcavarrow 'IricTobv xai tobc npogyetrac.'" 
108 See section titled "Related Fields of Study" on pp. 45-52 of ch. 1. 
109 See p. 236 above and section titled "Exegesis" on pp. 45-46 of ch. I. 
1l° NIV: "God did not reject his people, whom he foreknew." 
1 11 ESV: "you suffered the same things from your own countrymen as they did from the Jews, who killed both 
the Lord Jesus and the prophets." 
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How should the exegete interpret the attributive participle?"2 Despite the overwhelming 
contextual evidence for a restrictive reading,' the majority of commentators and translators have 
interpreted the participle nonrestrictively." In essence, doing so assigns the killing of Jesus and 
the prophets to the Jewish people as a whole. The predominant tendency for attributive 
participles to modify restrictively coupled with strong contextual evidence strongly support a 
restrictive reading, assigning the killing of Jesus and the prophets to a limited number of the 
Jewish people, not the Jewish people as a whole. 
Additionally, with examples such as Rom 16:11, the exegete has precedence for relying on 
the major tendencies discovered in order to interpret the text: acrthaacsOs tobc Ex TON/ 
Napicicraou 'rob; &Tag sv icupicp. As was asserted above,' Paul seems to be indicating a 
Christian subset of the ones of Narcissus. BDAG agrees with this restrictive understanding when 
they gloss: "those belonging to the household of Narcissus who are Christians."' 
Punctuation Practices for Greek New Testament Texts 
In terms of punctuation, it was demonstrated in chapter 1 that, first, the punctuation of the 
Greek Text is inconsistent in modern editions."' Secondly, the nature of the punctuation is 
H2 This includes the subsequent participles as well. 
1" See Rom 9-11 and Gal. See also Frank D. Gilliard, "The Problem of the Antisemitic Comma Between 1 
Thessalonians 2.14 and 15," New Testament Studies 35 (1989): 499-500. 
114 For a more thorough treatment of this reality see Gilliard, "I Thessalonians 2.14 and 15," 481-502. 
Gilliard's assessment of the restrictive nature of the attributive participle, though very limited in scope, aligns well 
with our analysis. His assertions regarding the restrictive/nonrestrictive nature of the relative clause, however, lack 
precision and neglect the distinctions provided by the framework of the Accessibility Hierarchy. His work was made 
known to us through a congruent work to this dissertation: Stanley E. Porter, "Translation, Exegesis, and 1 
Thessalonians 2.14-15: Could a Comma Have Changed the Course of History?" The Bible Translator 64 (2013): 
82-98. Following Gilliard, Porter's assertions regarding the attributive participle align well with our work; his 
assertions with respect to the relative clause, however, like Gilliard, lack precision and inaccurately describe the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive tendencies of relative clauses, especially with respect to the Accessibility Hierarchy. 
"5 See p. 254 above. 
16 BDAG, NetpKtocroc. 
117 See section titled "Punctuation Practices for Greek New Testament Texts" on pp. 46 ff. of ch. I. 
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nebulous, especially with reference to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. These two points 
demonstrate a need for consistency in punctuation and also transparency with respect to the 
nature of such punctuation. Editors of the Greek New Testament need to determine whether or 
not the comma functions as a restrictive/nonrestrictive designator, as in Modern Greek and 
English, or whether it merely signals a subordinate clause, as in German. This should be made 
explicit in introductions. Furthermore, the actual classification of attributive participles and 
relative clauses in the appendices serves as a guide for punctuating these restrictive and 
nonrestrictive clauses. 
Consider the inconsistency of punctuation found in Luke 15:7."8 NA27 punctuates the 
relative clause without a comma: 4vsvfixov-ra twta Succtioic anvgc ou xpciav gxouo-ty 
1.taavoiag."9 It was demonstrated in chapter 1 that the editors of NA27 do not clearly define the 
nature of the comma when they claim to represent "Greek usage."' BYZ, however, punctuates 
the verse with a comma: gni &mai-Kowa gvvta Swaim; orrtv&c of) xpdav gxouotv ttaavoiac. It 
was also demonstrated in chapter 1 that the editors of BYZ acknowledge the exegetical 
implications of punctuation but their claim to have followed the "general usage found in standard 
printed editions" remains vague and unhelpful, especially since it does not align with the 
118 See the treatment of this verse on p. 190 of ch. 5 in the section titled "Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses—
Subject" and on p. 253 above in the section titled "Illustrative Examples." 
119 SBLGNT also punctuates this verse without a comma. 
120 See p. 48 of ch. I in the section titled "Punctuation Practices for Greek New Testament Texts." 
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punctuation of NA27, SBLGNT, or WH.121 The apparent contradiction between "Greek usage" 
and "general usage" further demonstrates the need for clarity with respect to punctuation.' 
Translation Practices of the Greek New Testament 
In terms of translation practices for the Greek New Testament, languages that have explicit 
strategies for demonstrating the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction benefit greatly from the 
major tendencies (and their exceptions) discerned in this study. Additionally, the appendices can 
serve as a helpful tool to consult when translating these clauses. Multiple examples have been 
presented that demonstrate that a variety of inconsistencies exist within and between translations 
with respect to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction.' In essence, the patterns discerned here 
serve as a call to translators to consider more diligently the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction, 
especially in languages that exhibit specific restrictive/nonrestrictive orthographic, prosodic and 
syntactic strategies. 
To illustrate the inconsistency and necessity for more precision in translation, consider two 
verses previously examined from Acts 27.1' Both instances (Acts 27:2 and 6) contain complex 
substantives that consist of the noun irkoiov coupled with adjectives that designate cities of 
origin. In Acts 27:2 the author describes not only an Adramyttium ship but one that specifically 
121 See p. 49 of ch. 1 in the section titled "Punctuation Practices for Greek New Testament Texts." 
Furthermore, it is noted that SBLGNT claims that its punctuation "generally follows that of Westcott and Hort" 
(Holmes, The Greek New Testament, xiv). WH make no explicit assertions concerning the nature of its punctuation. 
See Brooke Foss Westcott and Fenton John Anthony Hort, The Greek New Testament: with Comparative Apparatus 
Showing Variations from the Nestle-Aland and Robinson-Pierpont Editions (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 2007), 
introduction. 
122 For an example with an attributive participle consider Col 1:29. NA27 does not utilize a comma: tip, 
ivipyetav mita trjv ivspyowtivnv 4v ipoi iv hvanit. BYZ, however, does: rip, ivipygtav aka, TO 
evepyouttivriv iv 4E01 iv Suvapct. 
123 See pp. 50-51 of ch. 1, section titled "Translation Practices of the Greek New Testament," where Mark 
12:38 and Col 1:29 are treated. Consider also the treatment of Luke 15:7 (p. 190 of ch. 5), Luke 11:22 (p. 207 of ch. 
5), and Heb 12:14 (p. 207 of ch. 5). 
124 See a more thorough treatment of these verses on p. 117 of ch. 3. 
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was about to set sail along the coast of Asia: an.13(ivrtc St nkoicp Aopap-urrnwii piAlovn nkeiv 
etc -rot; nal* Tile Acriav tonovc.'" In Acts 27:6 the author describes not only an Alexandrian 
ship, but one that specifically was sailing for Italy: Keucti ti5pcbv o ticato-vtdcpxric nkoirov 
AkE4avopivov akiov etc "Cir 'Itakiay.' In both cases the attributive participles, ttakovn and 
nktov respectively, modify their antecedents by limiting the referent to one specific ship.'" A 
look at English translations of these two verses reveals the inconsistencies of translators with 
respect to the restrictive and nonrestrictive distinction. For Acts 27:2 the RSV translates the 
attributive participle nonrestrictively while the later edition of this translation, the NRSV, 
translates the verse restrictively. The ESV translates the participle in 27:2 nonrestrictively, but 
ironically, translates the nearly identical construction in 27:6 restrictively.' 
Summary of Implications 
While it may be discovered that other related fields may also benefit from this dissertation, 
it has been demonstrated that exegesis, punctuation practices for modern editions of the Greek 
New Testament, and translation practices into languages with restrictive and nonrestrictive 
strategies all may benefit from the restrictive and nonrestrictive tendencies of attributive 
participles and relative clauses discerned in this study. 
Prospects for Further Study 
Two potential prospects for further study consist of additional synchronic studies of the 
Greek language and further analyses of restrictive/nonrestrictive strategies in the Greek New 
125 NRSV: "Embarking on a ship of Adramyttium that was about to set sail to the ports along the coast of 
126 ESV: "There the centurion found a ship of Alexandria sailing for Italy." 
127 These examples lean toward the entity identification pole of restrictive modification. 
128 The RSV also punctuates these two verses as does the ESV. 
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Testament. Multiple synchronic studies, similar to the one conducted here, covering different 
time periods of the Greek language could help toward a diachronic understanding of the 
tendencies of attributive participles and relative clauses throughout the centuries. Do the major 
tendencies and their exceptions identified in this study exist in earlier and later iterations of the 
Greek Language? How are they similar or different? 
In establishing an understanding of the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction, a variety of 
strategies were identified: articles, demonstrative pronouns, adjectives, prepositional phrases, 
genitive constructions, appositional constructions, relative clauses, and attributive participles.'" 
No comprehensive studies heretofore have analyzed the restrictive and nonrestrictive tendencies 
of each of these grammatical constructions in the Greek New Testament. Additional studies on 
each of these constructions would be beneficial in and of themselves; furthermore, these 
additional analyses coupled with the analysis of this dissertation would contribute to a 
comprehensive synchronic understanding of restrictivity and nonrestrictivity in the Greek New 
Testament. 
Conclusion 
The underlying motivation for this dissertation stems from Martin Luther's elevation of the 
church's responsibility to serve as steward of the Scriptures. Luther writes, "And let us be sure of 
this: we will not long preserve the gospel without the languages . . . . If through our neglect we 
let the languages go (which God forbid!), we shall . . . lose the gospel."'" The pursuit of 
129 See section titled "Specific Restrictive Strategies" on pp. 77-87 of ch. 2 and section titled "Specific 
Nonrestrictive Strategies" on pp. 157-63 of eh. 4. Furthermore, it seems that adjectives, prepositional phrases, 
appositional constructions, relative clauses, and attributive participles are all in some capacity able to relate to 
referents both restrictively and nonrestrictively. 
130 Luther. "Christian Schools," in LW, 45:360. See p. 1 of ch. 1. 
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linguistic clarity has led us to reassess the often maintained assertion that the attributive 
participle and the relative clause are equivalent in the Greek New Testament. 
The writings of James W. Voelz have indicated that the two constructions may very well 
not be equivalent, especially as it relates to the restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction. Voelz's 
work has clearly demonstrated the need for this study and in essence has explicitly called for the 
inquiry undertaken in this dissertation. As a result, the linguistic realities of restrictivity and 
nonrestrictivity as a universal reality have been thoroughly considered. Furthermore, every 
attributive participle and relative clause has been analyzed with respect to this distinction. 
Multiple examples have been presented to illustrate this reality and the general tendencies (and 
exceptions) of these constructions have been presented. 
It has been discovered that these constructions may be considered equivalent on some basic 
fundament levels, but that in many ways they function quite distinctively. Attributive participles 
are not capable of subordinate relationships on the Accessibility Hierarchy below the subject 
position. This demonstrates a significant area where the two constructions are not equivalent, 
which no grammarian heretofore has made explicit. The relative clause serves as the only 
relativization strategy to relativize the direct object through possessor positions. The subject 
position, however, is relativized by the two primary relativization strategies: the attributive 
participle and the relative clause. Our analysis has led us to conclude that with respect to the 
restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction these two constructions could in no way be described as 
"equivalent." The attributive participle is primarily utilized to restrict its antecedent except under 
certain prescribed circumstances, and when both constructions are grammatically and 
stylistically feasible, the relative clause is predominantly utilized to relate nonrestrictively to its 
antecedent. 
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Martin Luther not only asserted the necessity to attend to the languages of Scripture for the 
sake of the Gospel, but also described this pursuit as "the ability to treat Scripture with certainty 
and thoroughness and to be useful to other nations."''' Not only have we endeavored to 
thoroughly investigate the purported equivalence of the attributive participle and the relative 
clause; we have also added more certainty toward the ability of the exegete to interpret Scripture. 
In so doing our findings have demonstrated themselves to be "useful to other nations," especially 
those languages in which the restrictive and nonrestrictive distinction is made explicit through 
orthographic, prosodic and syntactic means. 
As a result, our study serves as a call to clarity and correction for New Testament Greek 
grammarians, exegetes/commentators, and modern editors and translators of the Greek New 
Testament. Furthermore, this study provides a starting point for further synchronic studies of the 
attributive participle and relative clause in the Greek language and further analyses of the various 
restrictive and nonrestrictive strategies within the Greek New Testament. 
131 
 LW, 45:366. 
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APPENDIX ONE 
PARTICIPIAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT 
This appendix includes every attributive, substantival, and predicate adjective participle in 
the Greek New Testament. Furthermore, many adverbial participles (including predicate position 
participles of additional statement, idiomatic usages, object complement, etc.) and a few 
periphrastic participles have been included in this appendix due to the possible debatable nature 
of their classification. 
All of the examples beyond the primary focus of attributive participles have been identified 
and included in this appendix for the sake of thoroughness and transparency. This allows the 
reader to discern the greater pool of examples from which the specific set for analysis has been 
derived. This appendix, which in total contains 2,612 examples, allows for an independent 
assessment of the assertions maintained in this dissertation and an understanding of how each 
occurrence has been categorized. Furthermore, the data contained herein serves as a resource to 
consult for modem editors, translators, and exegetes of the Greek New Testament. 
Seven columns comprise the table of this appendix. The identification of each column and 
its contents are explained below. 
Verse (Column 1). This column identifies what verse is being considered and 
follows the traditional ordering of the books of the New Testament. 
Text (Column 2). This column contains the actual participial construction located in 
the text. 
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Case (Column 3). This column contains the case of the cited participle. The cases 






Fact', (Column 4). The grammatical function of the participle is cited here and is 




P: Predicate Adjective 
PP: Periphrastic Participle 
S: Substantival 
?: Ambiguous 
Rest (Column 5). The restrictivity/nonrestrictivity of the cited attributive participle 
is identified here as follows: 
NR: Nonrestrictive 
R: Restrictive 
- : Not applicable 
?: Ambiguous 
Ptrn (Column 6). The formation pattern of the cited participle is abbreviated here as 
follows: 
Attributive Participles: 
ASAP: Article + Substantive + Article + Participle 
SP: Substantive + Participle 
APS: Article + Participle + Substantive 
SAP: Substantive + Article + Participle 
PS: Participle + Substantive 
Substantival Participles: 
AP: Article + Participle 
P: Participle 
PA (Column 7). This column identifies the small number of passive attributive 
participles with agency (abbreviated by PA). 
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Verse Text Case Fnctn Rest Ptrn PA 
Matt 1:16 6 Aky6p.Evoc N A NR SAP 
Matt 1:20 TO ... yEvvriOv N S - AP 
Matt 2:2 TEx0Eic N A R APS 
Matt 2:6 hyoUlovoc N S - P 
Matt 2:7 Oavogvou G A R APS 
Matt 2:15 TO rcyriOv N S - AP 
Matt 2:17 TO 151-0v N S - AP 
Matt 2:18 acctouacc N B - - 
Matt 2:20 of (70f/1/TEC N S - AS 
Matt 2:23 ),kyol.thVT1V A A R SP 
Matt 2:23 TO 6r10Eli N S - AP 
Matt 3:3 6 6i0E14 N S - AP 
Matt 3:3 3oG-3yr oc G S - P 
Matt 3:7 1.1,EA.A.01)011c G A R APS 
Matt 3:10 Trowbv N A R SP 
Matt 3:11 6 ... Epx6µEvoc N S - AP 
Matt 4:3 6 irapec(wv N S - AP 
Matt 4:4 EKTTOpEUOµEVGJ D A R SP 
Matt 4:14 TO 6r19Ev N S - AP 
Matt 4:16 6 Koc0i*Evoc N A R ASAP 
Matt 4:16 TOic KocOrig VOL c D S - AP 
Matt 4:18 -thy A.Ey6p.Evov A A R SAP 
Matt 4:24 Tobc ... '4xovrocc A S - AP 
Matt 4:24 ouvExoOvouc A S - P 
Matt 4:24 Sat.[Lovi(olthvouc A S - P 
Matt 4:24 GE.A.rivta.(ogyouc A S - P 
Matt 5:4 oi. TrEveouvrEc N S - AP 
Matt 5:6 of 1TE I. VG31/TEc N S - AP 
Matt 5:6 of . . . 151.111611TEc N S - AP 
Matt 5:10 oi. i5o5LcoyOvoi. N S - AP 
Matt 5:14 KEL gvn N A R SP 
Matt 5:22 6 OpytC6µEvoc N S - AP 
Matt 5:28 6 r3VTrcav N S - AP 
Matt 5:32 6 OurroA.ticov N S - AP 
Matt 5:32 OciroXEXugyriv A S - P 
Matt 5:40 T(..) OEA.OVTL D S - AP 
Matt 5:42 Ili) ceitavi I. D S - AP 
Matt 5:42 tbv OE X011ta A S - AP 
Matt 5:44 T6311 8 1. COKOVT OW G S - AP 
Matt 5:46 Tobc ecycorCwrac A S - AP 
Matt 6:4 6 13Vmov N A R ASAP 
Matt 6:6 6 13V.Trcov N A R ASAP 
Matt 6:18 6 13A.47.ov N A R ASAP 
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Verse Text Case Fnctn Rest Ptrn PA 
Matt 6:30 Ovum A B - - 
Matt 6:30 (3ocA.X61.tEvov A B - - 
Matt 7:8 6 attG3v N S - AP 
Matt 7:8 6 (TITC.iv N S - AP 
Matt 7:8 T6.): Kpoisovit D S - AP 
Matt 7:11 OvrEc N B - - 
Matt 7:11 toic ocitoilotv D S - AP 
Matt 7:13 ii cinciyoucca N A R ASAP 
Matt 7:13 ot EtoEpx6i.tEvot N S - AP 
Matt 7:14 TERtp.1.14vn N P - - 
Matt 7:14 h OcTrayouoa N A R ASAP 
Matt 7:14 of Ei)p(oKovrEc N S - AP 
Matt 7:19 Trototh, N A R ASAP 
Matt 7:21 6 A..r.ov N S - AP 
Matt 7:21 O irotiov N S - AP 
Matt 7:23 oi pycc(15p.Evot. N S - AP 
Matt 7:26 45 ecKoixov N S - AP 
Matt 7:26 6 .. . rrotCav N S - AP 
Matt 7:29 'eXui N S - P 
Matt 8:9 
'4X(ov N B - - 
Matt 8:10 Toic emoAou0obotv D S - AP 
Matt 8:16 ocagovt(opbouc A S - P 
Matt 8:16 tok ... 4ovrecq A S - AP 
Matt 8:17 TO errOv N S - AP 
Matt 8:28 Eatp.ovt(OREvot N S - AP 
Matt 8:30 POOKOVEVTI N A R SP 
Matt 8:33 °L... pooKovrEc N S - AP 
Matt 8:33 occtµovt(oi.thvGni G S - P 
Matt 9:2 130344vov A A R SP 
Matt 9:8 Tell Mina A A NR ASAP 
Matt 9:9 A.Ey6p.Evov A A R SP 
Matt 9:12 oi top5ovrEc N S - AP 
Matt 9:12 oi ... '4xovrEc N S - AP 
Matt 9:20 aitioppoob'aa N A R SP 
Matt 9:32 EallI0VI.C1511EVOV A A R SP 
Matt 9:36 EQ1(1141E1)01. N PP - - 
Matt 9:36 EppLµµEvoL N PP - - 
Matt 9:36 '4X0VTCC N A R SP 
Matt 10:2 6 A.Eyop.cvoc N A R SAP 
Matt 10:4 6 .. . Trapecook N A NR SAP 
Matt 10:6 t& daroAtalyroc A A R ASAP 
Matt 10:8 ciaEvoinnac A S - P 
Matt 10:20 ot XoclormitEc N S - AP 
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Matt 10:20 re Aoaav N S - AP 
Matt 10:22 6 a inrop.dvac N S - AP 
Matt 10:28 TCJV 6.1T0KTEVV6KCJI1 G S - AP 
Matt 10:28 r6v ... SuvocOvwv G S - AP 
Matt 10:28 r6v ouvcip.Evov A S - AP 
Matt 10:37 '0 cptkilv N S - AP 
Matt 10:37 6 clm.A.Civ N S - AP 
Matt 10:39 6 €Upthv N S - AP 
Matt 10:39 6 CaroAkrocc N S - AP 
Matt 10:40 '0 15Ex6µEvoc N S - AP 
Matt 10:40 6 ... Eicx6p,Evoc N S - AP 
Matt 10:40 rev ecitoorEilavrec A S - AP 
Matt 10:41 6 15Ex6i.tEvoc N S - AP 
Matt 10:41 6 SEx6p,Evoc N S - AP 
Matt 11:3 6 Epx6µEvoc N S - AP 
Matt 11:7 occAku6pkvov A A R SP PA 
Matt 11:8 TDJAPLEGOVOV A A R SP 
Matt 11:8 of ...1:popobvrEc N S - AP 
Matt 11:14 6 OA.A.cav N A R SAP 
Matt 11:15 6 '4xcav N S - AP 
Matt 11:16 Ka0710110Lc N A R SP 
Matt 11:21 at yEv6i.tEvat N A R ASAP 
Matt 11:23 cci. yEv6µEvca N A R ASAP 
Matt 11:28 01 KOITIC3VTEc N S - AP 
Matt 11:28 oi ... TrEcpoprtoplvoL N S - AP 
Matt 12:10 '4X(ov N A R SP 
Matt 12:17 r6 (yriOv N S - AP 
Matt 12:20 OUVTETpLillthVOV A A R SP 
Matt 12:20 ruck6µEvov A A R SP 
Matt 12:22 Eatp.o1i(4LEvoc N S - P 
Matt 12:25 1.tEpLoed.00C N A R SP 
Matt 12:25 ilEpt.o0EiCra N A R SP 
Matt 12:30 6 IA div N S - AP 
Matt 12:30 6 pii ouvecycov N S - AP 
Matt 12:32 -r4) 1.thA.xovn. D S - AP 
Matt 12:48 rci) APyovr L D S - AP 
Matt 13:3 6 arrctpcov N S - AP 
Matt 13:9 6 '4x,cov N S - AP 
Matt 13:14 ij Ahouoa N A R ASAP 
Matt 13:18 rob OTTECpUlitOc G S - AP 
Matt 13:19 re FOTrapµEvov A S - AP 
Matt 13:19 6 ... airapEic. N S - AP 
Matt 13:20 6 ... oirapEic N S - AP 
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Matt 13:20 6 ... ecKoix.ov N S - AP 
Matt 13:20 6 ... Aappecycav N S - AP 
Matt 13:22 6 ... onapdc N S - AP 
Matt 13:22 6 ... &Kau', N S - AP 
Matt 13:23 6 ... oirapEic N S - AP 
Matt 13:23 6 . . . Coco&Ai N S - AP 
Matt 13:23 6 ... ouvt.Eic N S - AP 
Matt 13:24 CrirEi.pavr I. D A R SP 
Matt 13:35 To firiev N S - AP 
Matt 13:35 KEKpup.Ova A S - P 
Matt 13:37 6 CrITE[pcov N S - AP 
Matt 13:39 6 oirEi.pac N A R ASAP 
Matt 13:41 TOiJc TroLobvTocc A S - AP 
Matt 13:43 6 '4xcov N S - AP 
Matt 13:44 KEKputip.6vo.) D A R SP 
Matt 13:45 (riTobvTi. D A R SP 
Matt 13:47 1349Ei.o.0 D A R SP 
Matt 13:47 ouvayayoUori D A R SP 
Matt 13:52 p.oc0r1rEu0Eic N A R SP 
Matt 14:9 -Eck GthlallaKELI1b011c A S - AP 
Matt 14:20 TO TrEp 1.00E00V A S - AP 
Matt 14:21 of a Eo0LovrES  N S - AP 
Matt 14:35 Toic ... '4xovicec A S - AP 
Matt 15:4 6 KCCKoAoy65v N S - AP 
Matt 15:11 TO EizEpxopkvov N S - AP 
Matt 15:11 TO EKTrOpEUOµEVOV N S - AP 
Matt 15:17 TO EtoiropEu6µEvov N S - AP 
Matt 15:18 Teic SE ICITOpEU451J.EVCC N S - AP 
Matt 15:20 TOc KoLvoiivia N S - AP 
Matt 15:24 r& ecirokaoroc A A R ASAP 
Matt 15:27 Tcbsv TrurrT6vTcov G A R ASAP 
Matt 15:30 '4X0Lacc N B - - 
Matt 15:37 To ITEpLOOEUOLY A S - AP 
Matt 15:38 oi. SE kr0CovTEc N S - AP 
Matt 16:16 TOD (611T0c G A R ASAP 
Matt 16:28 TCov WOE kFT6C101) G S - AP 
Matt 17:5 )i.youoiac N A R SP 
Matt 17:17 Ett.eaTpatiOvri V A R SP 
Matt 17:24 oi ... XagriewovrEc N S - AP 
Matt 17:27 ecvaptivra A A R APS 
Matt 18:6 tf..)V TT LOTE1)61,ROV G A R ASAP 
Matt 18:12 TO laccv4Evov A S - AP 
Matt 18:13 TOic IA ITE1TXCEVTIOVOLC D A R ASAP 
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Matt 18:30 TO O4ELA.611Evov A S - AP 
Matt 18:31 to ?Ev(*Eva A S - AP 
Matt 18:31 to yEvolovot A S - AP 
Matt 18:34 TO 64:1ELA.611Evov A S - AP 
Matt 19:4 6 KTiOCCC N S - AP 
Matt 19:12 6 ouv&p.Evoc N S - AP 
Matt 19:21 rac inrcipxovta A S - AP 
Matt 19:28 oi. duccaouelioccyck N A NR SAP 
Matt 20:12 toic 13ccOTOCOCCOL D A R SAP 
Matt 20:30 KIXOTIIIEVOL N A R SP 
Matt 21:4 TO 157101, N S AP 
Matt 21:5 eI1LPE1311K(;)c N B - - 
Matt 21:9 of 'ffp00iy0VTEc N A R ASAP 
Matt 21:9 oi. ecKoA.ou0oifrEc N A R ASAP 
Matt 21:9 Eiaoyrigvoc N P - - 
Matt 21:9 6 epx6µEvoc N S - AP 
Matt 21:12 tobc irca.othitocc A S - AP 
Matt 21:12 toiic ... dcyopOcCovrac A S - AP 
Matt 21:12 T(51, 11CJA.oUvrwv G S - AP 
Matt 21:15 roux KOCOVTac A A R ASAP 
Matt 21:15 tout . . . A.yovt.ccc A B - - 
Matt 21:16 Or1A.oc(6v-rwv G S - P 
Matt 21:42 01 0 LIC08.0110ilviEc N S - AP 
Matt 21:43 TrOLOINT L D A R SP 
Matt 21:44 6 irEodw N S - AP 
Matt 22:3 tok KEKA.riithvouc A S - AP 
Matt 22:4 T Oil c KEKATIOVO Lc D S - AP 
Matt 22:4 TEOLOVCC N P - - 
Matt 22:8 oi g KEK1TIOVOL N S - AP 
Matt 22:10 tiVOCKE LOvcav G S - P 
Matt 22:11 tout &vow E L 1.thV OK A S - AP 
Matt 22:23 A4ovrEc N B - - 
Matt 22:31 TO 6-1104,  N S - AP 
Matt 22:32 CGSVCCJV G S - P 
Matt 23:13 tok EizEpxol.gvoug A S - AP 
Matt 23:16 oi. A4 OM C N A R SAP 
Matt 23:17 6 OcyLoioac N A R ASAP 
Matt 23:19 TO liyuicCov N A R ASAP 
Matt 23:20 6 oily 6µ6oac N S - AP 
Matt 23:21 6 6µ6oac N S - AP 
Matt 23:21 TO KaTOL Kann L D S - AP 
Matt 23:22 6 6i.t6oac N S - AP 
Matt 23:22 TO KaOriithvq) D S - AP 
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Matt 23:24 of EaAi(ovrEc NN A R SAP 
Matt 23:24 Kat CCIT(.1101/TEc NN A R SAP 
Matt 23:27 KEKOVUXIIEVOLc D A R SP 
Matt 23:31 tu3v (1)ovEucuivrwv G S - AP 
Matt 23:35 eQuvv6µEvov N A R SP 
Matt 23:37 ii &1TOKtELVOUOt N ? ? ? 
Matt 23:37 AtOopaoboa N ? ? ? 
Matt 23:37 Tok darEoToal.thvoug A S - AP 
Matt 23:39 E6Aolcriµvoc N P - - 
Matt 23:39 6 epx6µEvoc N S - AP 
Matt 24:13 6 g irrrovEivac N S - AP 
Matt 24:14 1 oiK01)01,11 D S - AP 
Matt 24:15 TO (51-101, A A R ASAP 
Matt 24:15 6 rivecy tvG.SaKcov N S - AP 
Matt 24:19 Talc . . . FxouaaLS D S - AP 
Matt 24:19 Talc OriAtc(otiaalc D S - AP 
Matt 24:47 Toic 6TrecpX0U01.11 D S - AP 
Matt 24:49 To3v p.E0u6vicov G S - AP 
Matt 25:9 tour ITGAofivrac A S - AP 
Matt 25:14 Coroonp.63v N A R SP 
Matt 25:14 to inTolpxovra A S - AP 
Matt 25:16 6 . .. Aai3Wv N S - AP 
Matt 25:18 6 SE TO Zii Ac43Wv N S - AP 
Matt 25:20 6 . . . Ao43Wv N S - AP 
Matt 25:24 6 . .. Etkr146c N S - AP 
Matt 25:24 OEFACcav N B - - 
Matt 25:24 ouvO:yom, N B - - 
Matt 25:28 TC;) '4X011n. D S - AP 
Matt 25:29 V-13  yap ' )C011T1 D S - AP 
Matt 25:29 toll SE IA 4011C0c G S - AP 
Matt 25:34 oi., Eiaop-Ovoi., V S - AP 
Matt 25:34 i1T01.11a0[1.VT1V A A R APS 
Matt 25:41 KatripccOvoi V S - - 
Matt 25:41 to igoLvccoOvov A A R ASAP 
Matt 26:3 Tot) Akyol.thvou G A R ASAP 
Matt 26:14 6 AEy6p.Evoc N A R SAP 
Matt 26:23 6 eilikalfas N S - AP 
Matt 26:25 6 TrapaoLooic N A ? SAP 
Man 26:28 TO TrEpi iToAlo3v eiquvv6p.Evov N A NR ASAP 
Matt 26:36 XEy6µEvov A A R SP 
Matt 26:43 pEpapii0vot. N P - - 
Matt 26:46 6 TrapaoLook N S - AP 
Matt 26:48 6 SE TrapccoLoobc N S - AP 
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Matt 26:52 oi. Alx136vrE N S - AP 
Matt 26:63 IOU CG311T04 G A R ASAP 
Matt 26:68 6 TraCoac N S - AP 
Matt 26:73 of EoTWTES N S - AP 
Matt 26:75 Elprpaitoc G B - - 
Matt 27:3 6 TrapccoLSoiic N A ? SAP 
Matt 27:9 TO 15i-0v N S - AP 
Matt 27:9 TO1) TETLIITBIEV011 G S - AP 
Matt 27:16 A.Eyop.Evov A A R SP 
Matt 27:17 toy Acy6µEvov A A R SAP 
Matt 27:22 Toll A.Eyol.LEVOV A A R SAP 
Matt 27:33 XEyop.Evov A A R SP 
Matt 27:34 µEinyOvov A A R SP 
Matt 27:37 YEYPallOvflv A P - - 
Matt 27:39 01 SE TrapaTTOpEt)0.1.EVOL N S - AP 
Matt 27:40 6 KataXikm) V S - AP 
Matt 27:40 6 . .. otic000p.Cw V S - AP 
Matt 27:44 of ouoraupwEgVTEc N A R ASAP 
Matt 27:47 T651, EKE6 ktrpconav G S - AP 
Matt 27:52 KEKOLI.InOmov G A R APS 
Matt 27:54 oi .. . ripoinitEc N S - AP 
Matt 27:54 rex yEv6µEva A S - AP 
Matt 27:55 Oaapoboal, N B - - 
Matt 28:1 t ..rruticooKoi.sori D S - AP 
Matt 28:4 of upotwiEc N S - AP 
Matt 28:5 Toy kruxupcoOvov A A R SAP 
Matt 28:11 r& yEvoliEva A S - AP 
Mark 1:3 pociivroc G S - P 
Mark 1:4 [6] 13txTrri.(6)v N S - AP 
Mark 1:4 Kripicsmov N S - - 
Mark 1:22 bccav N S - P 
Mark 1:32 tobc KccK6c '4xovrac A S - AP 
Mark 1:32 TObc Salp.ov1.(011Evouc A S - AP 
Mark 1:34 '4xovrac A S - P 
Mark 1:38 ExoµEvac A A R APS 
Mark 2:3 aLpOilEvov A B - - 
Mark 2:17 oi. ioxliovrEc N S - AP 
Mark 2:17 bCoviEc N S - P 
Mark 2:26 Tots obv ainci) oiioLv D S - AP 
Mark 3:1 
'4X(01) N A R SP 
Mark 3:1 kripocµOvriv A B - - 
Mark 3:3 TC..? . . . EXOlin D A R ASAP 
Mark 3:22 oi. . . . Katafiecvmc N A R ASAP 
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Mark 3:34 Tobc ... KccOni.thvouc A S - AP 
Mark 4:3 O oTrEtpwv N S - AP 
Mark 4:14 O arrEf.pcov N S - AP 
Mark 4:15 tbv Eo'rrapilevov A A R ASAP 
Mark 4:16 of ... 01TE I. p61.1EVO I. N S - AP 
Mark 4:18 oi.... 01TE LOWY° L. N S - AP 
Mark 4:18 of ... OcKoUoccvrEc N S - AP 
Mark 4:20 of ... 011'001/TEC N S - AP 
Mark 5:11 pooKolievi N A R SP 
Mark 5:14 of 13613KOVTEc N S - AP 
Mark 5:14 TO yEyovec N S - AP 
Mark 5:15 rbv oon.p.ovt(Opkvov A S - AP 
Mark 5:15 Teti eorriKota A S - AP 
Mark 5:16 01 toovrEc N S - AP 
Mark 5:16 TO 6octoovi.(o0vo.) D S - AP 
Mark 5:18 IS oco.p.om.o9Eic N S - AP 
Mark 5:25 dm N B - - 
Mark 5:26 iraGoboa N B - - 
Mark 5:26 boaraviiaotoa N B - - 
Mark 5:26 64)E7lri9Eioa N B - - 
Mark 5:26 E1lGouoa N B - - 
Mark 5:32 Tip/ TOOT° 10010001W A S - AP 
Mark 6:2 CocoUovrEc N S - P 
Mark 6:2 ii 6o0Eiza N A R ASAP 
Mark 6:2 yonipkvo. N P - - 
Mark 6:9 iinoSESE[thvoug A B - - 
Mark 6:14 b pairri.(cov N S - AP 
Mark 6:22 TOiC GUI/MAME 11.4 VOL c D S - AP 
Mark 6:24 TO6 pOUTIti(OVTOC G S - AP 
Mark 6:26 rout doicacELlleVOK A S - AP 
Mark 6:31 of EpxoµEvol N S - AP 
Mark 6:31 of inrckyovrEc N S - AP 
Mark 6:34 'xovroc N A R SP 
Mark 6:44 oi. d)ccytivrEc N S - AP 
Mark 6:55 Tobc '<cock '4x011tac A S - AP 
Mark 7:10 ö KaKo7Lor.3v N S - AP 
Mark 7:15 uk ... kITOpE1J61.1EVOG N S - AP 
Mark 7:15 Tic Kot.voinna N S - AP 
Mark 7:18 TO ... E 1 criTopEu6µEvov N S - AP 
Mark 7:20 Ti) ... K11-OpE1J61.LEVOV N S - AP 
Mark 8:17 ITE111414)0VTIV A P - - 
Mark 9:1 TG511 EQTnKOTWV G S - AP 
Mark 9:3 GT CAPOVTCC N P - - 
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Mark 9:7 EITLOKLOODOCC N B - - 
Mark 9:17 Fxovta A B - - 
Mark 9:23 TG;) T1IGTE110VTL. D S - AP 
Mark 9:37 TOV OCITOOTECAccurec A S - AP 
Mark 9:42 TC.11, ITLOTEUOvnov G A R ASAP 
Mark 10:23 oi....'exoviEc N S - AP 
Mark 10:30 TG,5 epX0p.EVG) D A R ASAP 
Mark 10:32 oi g dcaou0ouvTEc N S - AP 
Mark 10:32 T& ileUovra A S - AP 
Mark 10:42 oi SoKoiivrEc N S - AP 
Mark 11:5 Tc.3v EKEL EOTr1KOTWv G S - AP 
Mark 11:8 KOITTOWTEC N B - - 
Mark 11:9 oi irpociy0VTEC N S - AP 
Mark 11:9 oi ducoXoul3oilivrEc N S - AP 
Mark 11:9 EUXoyrivevoc N P - - 
Mark 11:9 6 epx6µEvoc N S - AP 
Mark 11:10 EUA.orrOvri N P - P 
Mark 11:10 Epxoµhvrl N A R APS 
Mark 11:13 exouoav A A R SP 
Mark 11:15 Tok 76.A.obvTccc A S - AP 
Mark 11:15 Tok ayopci(ovrac A S - AP 
Mark 11:15 TL3V ITCA0151,T(Ov G S - AP 
Mark 12:10 01 otK000pobvTEc N S - AP 
Mark 12:27 (65vT6w G S - P 
Mark 12:38 Tcov 00.6mov G A R ASAP 
Mark 12:40 oi KOCTEGOCOVTEC N S - AP 
Mark 12:40 irpooEuxOtiEVOL N S - AP 
Mark 12:43 TC)v paX14.6vTwv G S - AP 
Mark 12:44 Tor) 1TEpLOOE1OVTOC G S - AP 
Mark 13:11 oi AaAolivrEc N S - - 
Mark 13:13 6 g UrropEtvccc N S - AP 
Mark 13:14 6 avaymiSaKwv N S - AP 
Mark 13:17 Talc ev yaoTp1 ExouaaLS D S - AP 
Mark 13:17 Talc OrVux(otiong D S - AP 
Mark 14:3 '4Xouoa N B - - 
Mark 14:4 ayavarcoiliviEc N P - - 
Mark 14:13 paclici(wv N A R SP 
Mark 14:15 ecrupwevov A A R SP 
Mark 14:18 6 eo0Cum, N S - AP 
Mark 14:20 6 eµ13airrOpkvoc N S - AP 
Mark 14:24 TO eKxuvv6p,evov N A NR ASAP 
Mark 14:42 6 TrapabLook N S - AP 
Mark 14:44 6 irapa6Loobc N S - AP 
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Mark 14:47 Tciiv •IrapEon1K6Twv G S - AP 
Mark 14:51 liEp1.13EI3AITIEVOC
_ 
N A R SP 
Mark 14:69 TOic TrapEoicZiow D S - AP 
Mark 14:70 oi. TrapEo-cfArrEc N S - AP 
Mark 15:7 6 AEy6p.Evoc N S - AP 
Mark 15:21 irapecyovra A S - P 
Mark 15:21 EpxoµEvov A B - - 
Mark 15:23 eop.upvt.cri.tvov A A R PS 
Mark 15:29 6 KataVKAA) N S - AP 
Mark 15:29 oi.KobopLii N S - P 
Mark 15:32 of ouvEoraupwp.voi. N S - AP 
Mark 15:35 to3v TrapEorrpcOnov G S - AP 
Mark 15:39 6 ITU pEarrpak N A ? ASAP 
Mark 15:41 ai. ouvavar3Ccoat. N S - AP 
Mark 16:6 tbv otaupwl.tvov• A S - - 
Mark 16: 1 0 toic . . . yEvo0voic D S - AP 
Mark 16:14 'Lac OECCOCCOV 0 L C D S - AP 
Mark 16:16 6 TriGTE6oac N S - AP 
Mark 16:16 PairtweEic N S - AP 
Mark 16:16 6 g darLonicrac N S - AP 
Mark 16:17 toic in. OTEUOCCG L V D S - AP 
Mark 16:20 ETraKoa.oU0015VVill) G A R APS 
Mark 16:20 TOC liapiwyEA.Ovcc A S - AP 
Luke 1:1 TC311 TrEITXT1p04oprOvcov G A R APS 
Luke 1:2 of ... yEv6p.Evot. N S - AP 
Luke 1:6 1TOpEui*Evol. N P - - 
Luke 1:17 KCCTEGKEDCWOVOV A A R SP 
Luke 1:18 irpopEr3TIKuila N P - - 
Luke 1:19 6 irapEotrimk N A NR SAP 
Luke 1:27 eilliTICYCELOVTIV A A R SP 
Luke 1:28 KExapLTGA.LEVT1 V S - P 
Luke 1:35 yEvv4.Evov N A R APS 
Luke 1:36 It kaXoul.thyri D A NR SAP 
Luke 1:42 €6A.origvri N P - - 
Luke 1:42 E6XorrOvoc N P - - 
Luke 1:45 ii IT LOTE60000CC N S - AP 
Luke 1:45 'Ric A€A.carp6,oLc D S - AP 
Luke 1:50 TOic CI)ol3ouOvoLc D S - AP 
Luke 1:53 TTE LV63VTOCc A S - P 
Luke 1:53 TrXoutaviccc A S - P 
Luke 1:65 Tobc ITEpLot.Kobvtac A S - AP 
Luke 1:66 of aKoUocn-Ec N S - AP 
Luke 1:71 TC., p.L000vicav G S - AP 
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Luke 1:79 toic ... Koc0rOvoLc D S - AP 
Luke 2:1 TO oixoup.6VT)V A S - AP 
Luke 2:5 1 4.unlorEui.thyri D A NR SAP 
Luke 2:15 TO yEyovOc A A R ASAP 
Luke 2:17 Tot) A.can0611r0c G A R ASAP 
Luke 2:18 of et1(01500C11TEC N S - AP 
Luke 2:18 Tb3v A.a11106vrow G S - AP 
Luke 2:21 TO Kkriev N S - AP 
Luke 2:23 5Lavoi.yov N A R SP 
Luke 2:24 TO Etprigvov A S - AP 
Luke 2:25 Trpoo5ex6µEvoc N P - - 
Luke 2:27 TO ELOLotthvov A S - AP 
Luke 2:33 TOic ACCA.04161,0 LC D S - AP 
Luke 2:34 Citt.A.Ey6wvov A A R SP 
Luke 2:36 ITOOPEPTIKUla N P - - 
Luke 2:38 toic irpoo5Exo0votc D S - AP 
Luke 2:47 oi. OcKotiovicc N S - AP 
Luke 3:4 13o63vroc G S - P 
Luke 3:7 eKITOOE1)01.thVOLc D A R APS 
Luke 3:7 ii,EA.Aotiotic G A R APS 
Luke 3:9 7101.01)1/ N A R SP 
Luke 3:11 0 'xci.)v N S - AP 
Luke 3:11 TC,) ilii '4x0VTL D S - AP 
Luke 3:11 0 'xcov N S - AP 
Luke 3:13 TO 5LccrEtay0vov A S - AP 
Luke 3:14 otpcacuOpc VOL N S - AP 
Luke 3:23 (3v N B - - 
Luke 4:5 -clic oixout.thvric G S - AP 
Luke 4:16 TO E i.6)06c A S - AP 
Luke 4:18 TEOpocuov6vouc A S - P 
Luke 4:22 Toic EKTTOPEUOµEVOLS D A R ASAP 
Luke 4:33 46)1/ N A R SP 
Luke 4:40 OLGOE yam- a c A S - - 
Luke 5:24 TG) irccpocA.EXuOvo.) D S - AP 
Luke 5:31 oi. by I CC IIVOlitEc N S - AP 
Luke 5:31 of KOCKCic ' XO1ITEc N S - - 
Luke 6:3 of 'lee (dna [OvtEc] N S - AP 
Luke 6:8 u.,) .iipilv '4)(011it D A R ASAP 
Luke 6:15 TO', Kaloi*Evov A A R SAP 
Luke 6:18 01 evoxAoUi.tEvol. N S - AP 
Luke 6:21 oi. TrELV611TEC N S - AP 
Luke 6:21 ol. accCovrEc N S - AP 
Luke 6:25 of 4.11TE1TA.1100VOL N A  R SAP 
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Luke 6:25 oi. yao3vtEc N S - - 
Luke 6:27 'mac CacoiSoucy(' D A R SAP 
Luke 6:27 Toic incroliat.v D S - AP 
Luke 6:28 Tobc Korrapcolthvouc A S - AP 
Luke 6:28 T63v k-ripEaCovccov G S - AP 
Luke 6:29 T(A) tirITTOVIL D S - AP 
Luke 6:29 -rob gpovr6 G S - AP 
Luke 6:30 aLtoinni. D S - P 
Luke 6:30 ¶0u Ca, povr oc G S - AP 
Luke 6:32 tobc (iyourr(Zyrocc A S - AP 
Luke 6:32 -Eck (iyairCovtac A S - AP 
Luke 6:33 Tobc (iyocOoTroLoUvrac A S - AP 
Luke 6:38 nerrLECJI.111,01) A A R SP 
Luke 6:38 oEocclEuOvov A A R SP 
Luke 6:38 inrEpoquvvopkvov A A R SP 
Luke 6:43 irot.av N PP - - 
Luke 6:43 TroLobv N PP - - 
Luke 6:47 (S EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
Luke 6:47 OGKOix.01/ N S - P 
Luke 6:47 Trou3v N S - P 
Luke 6:48 0 LIC080p.Oblit L D A R SP 
Luke 6:49 15 SE ciKo6crac N S - AP 
Luke 6:49 Trot:tc:rag N S - P 
Luke 6:49 011(050VilOalit I D A R SP 
Luke 7:2 '4X6N) N A R SP 
Luke 7:8 TCC00611Evoc N A R SP 
Luke 7:8 
'X(A)11  N B - - 
Luke 7:9 et KOADUO0I3VT L D A R APS 
Luke 7:10 of 1TE WigvrEc N S - AP 
Luke 7:11 KocXoup.evriv A A R SP 
Luke 7:12 TEOvriKk N S - P 
Luke 7:14 oL SE 13CI0TOCCOVTEc N S - AP 
Luke 7:19 (5 EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
Luke 7:20 6 EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
Luke 7:24 occA.Eu6p.Evov A A R SP PA 
Luke 7:25 iiµ(PLECIIIV011 A A R SP 
Luke 7:25 oL . . . inroipxovrEc N S - AP 
Luke 7:32 tolc . .. KccOrfithvoic D A R SAP 
Luke 7:32 Trpood)covobotv D A R SAP 
Luke 7:39 (5 KaAkocc N A R ASAP 
Luke 7:49 of 6UVCCVC(KEI:11EVOL N S - AP 
Luke 8:2 i KCiA011411/11 N A R SAP 
Luke 8:3 ta, iyincpxOvitov G S - AP 
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Luke 8:5 6 01TE i pui N S - AP 
Luke 8:8 6 '4x6.n,
- 
N S - AP 
Luke 8:12 of liKOUOOLVTEc N S - AP 
Luke 8:14 TO . ..ITEGOV
_ 
N S - AP 
Luke 8:14 oi koUoavrEc N S - AP 
Luke 8:16 of E [01TOpEllollEVOL N S - AP 
Luke 8:21 of .. . Co<dovrEc N S - AP 
Luke 8:21 ITO LO blitEc N S - P 
Luke 8:27 '4xcov N A R SP 
Luke 8:32 PooKoOvri N PP - - 
Luke 8:34 oi. 1360KovrEc N S - AP 
Luke 8:34 TO yEyovOc A S - AP 
Luke 8:35 TO yEyovbc A S - AP 
Luke 8:36 oi, LoovrEc N S - AP 
Luke 8:36 6 oat.p.oviadc N S - AP 
Luke 8:43 dm N A R SP 
Luke 8:45 6 allicp,Evoc N S - AP 
Luke 8:56 TO yEyovOc A S - AP 
Luke 9:7 T.& y L1)01.1EVOC A S - AP 
Luke 9:10 Kalougyriv A A R SP 
Luke 9:11 Trak xpEtav '4xolfrac A S - AP 
Luke 9:17 TO 'Iwo I. GOE0OCCV N S - AP 
Luke 9:27 to3v ainot) c:ITIIKOTcov G S - AP 
Luke 9:29 eacur pournov N P - - 
Luke 9:31 64)0WrEc N B - - 
Luke 9:32 T Obc GUIlEaratac A A R ASAP 
Luke 9:35 AyoucFa N B - - 
Luke 9:35 6 icA.E)i.Eyp.4,oc N S - AP 
Luke 9:41 SI. ECITMIIIIEVII V A R SP 
Luke 9:48 TOV &MOTE I. MUT& A S - AP 
Luke 9:48 6 . . . innipxwv N S - AP 
Luke 10:8 Tat 1TOCIDOCT LOEFIEVCC A S - AP 
Luke 10:11 Toy KoAlrOvra A A R ASAP 
Luke 10:13 ai yEvOliEvai N A R ASAP 
Luke 10:16 `0 (iKotiuw N S - AP 
Luke 10:16 6 eceerCiv N S - AP 
Luke 10:16 6 SE 416 ci0m3v N S - AP 
Luke 10:16 toy iiITOOTE I. Mina A S - AP 
Luke 10:23 oi. pA,FITOVIEC N S - AP 
Luke 10:36 rot eliTIECH5VTOC G S - - 
Luke 10:37 6 irooloac N S - - 
Luke 10:39 KaA.ouOviii N A R SP 
Luke 11:4 OckE C ?LOVE L D S - P 
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Luke 11:10 6 ccitc3v N S - AP 
Luke 11:10 6 (iirc3v N S - AP 
Luke 11:10 ici) Kpoliovn. D S - AP 
Luke 11:13 inrcipxovrEc N B - - 
Luke 11:13 toic atio5oLv D S - AP 
Luke 11:17 61.ccilEpt.p0Eipa N A R SP 
Luke 11:21 KccOGYTTALoi.thvoc N B - - 
Luke 11:21 t& 6114X0VTOC A S - - 
Luke 11:23 '0 i.rii c3v N S - AP 
Luke 11:23 6 p.h ouvecywv N S - AP 
Luke 11:27 it 130LOTOIOCZOIX N A R ASAP 
Luke 11:28 01 dcK0UOVTEc N S - AP 
Luke 11:28 ifiuXec000vrEc. N S - P 
Luke 11:33 pi EioTropEtipEvot N S - AP 
Luke 11:40 6 Trouncrac N S - AP 
Luke 11:41 TO( ev6vra A S - AP 
Luke 11:44 [01] 1TEp LITOLTOUVTEc N A R ASAP 
Luke 11:50 16 EKKExuµEVOV N A R ASAP 
Luke 11:51 'LOU CoroloOvou G A R SAP 
Luke 11:52 tour EizEpxo0voug A S - Ap 
Luke 12:4 t(511 acITOKTE L vOvuov G S - AP 
Luke 12:4 Exovtwv G S - P 
Luke 12:5 Tay ... '4x0VTIX A S - AP 
Luke 12:9 6 6'E CcpvnocitiEvOc N S - AP 
Luke 12:10 -rcii . . .13Xecociriplioccvn D S - AP 
Luke 12:15 v.3v birapx6vuov G S - AP 
Luke 12:19 KE EVElla A A R SP 
Luke 12:21 6 GnoaupCNv N S - AP 
Luke 12:21 11-XOLITCW. N S - P 
Luke 12:28 tivta A B - - 
Luke 12:28 Pcd.X6p.Evov A B - - 
Luke 12:33 t& inliCPXOVICK A S - AP 
Luke 12:33 1TUA.CCLO4VEVCC A A R SP 
Luke 12:36 Trpoo6Exo0vot.c D A R SP 
Luke 12:44 -Epic olicipXOUG L V D S - AP 
Luke 12:47 6 yvoi)c N A R ASAP 
Luke 12:47 iiii EtoLµ&oac N A R ASAP 
Luke 12:47 irouloac N A R ASAP 
Luke 12:48 6 6E vil yvok N S - AP 
Luke 12:48 Troripac N S - AP 
Luke 13:4 TObc KaTOLKO011tac A A R ASAP 
Luke 13:6 irEcpurcuOviv A P - - 
Luke 13:9 TO p6A.Xov A S - AP 
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Luke 13:11 '4 xouacc N A R SP 
Luke 13:16 dorm A B - - 
Luke 13:17 oi. &VT LKECIIEVOL N ' S - AP 
Luke 13:17 Talc ytvo0voic D A R ASAP PA 
Luke 13:23 oi. 1:3601.EvoL N S - AP 
Luke 13:33 tti exo[thvi D S - AP 
Luke 13:34 i' Comic-co:1,mm N S - AP 
Luke 13:34 ALOol3oIobcra N S - AP 
Luke 13:34 Tok Carcarcap.bouc A S - AP 
Luke 13:35 EiaargOvoc N P - - 
Luke 13:35 6 Epx6µEvoc N S - AP 
Luke 14:7 roic KEKX111.1EVOK A S - AP 
Luke 14:9 6 . . . KaA.63occ N S - AP 
Luke 14:10 6 KEKA.TpLc N S - AP 
Luke 14:10 TC3 V Cr OVCCVCXKE LIIEVCOV G S - AP 
Luke 14:11 6 6u631) N S - AP 
Luke 14:11 6 TOME L V61/ N S - AP 
Luke 14:12 Tgi KEKXT1KOTL D S - AP 
Luke 14:15 TC3V 1:31)VOCVOCKEL[LEVCJV G S - AP 
Luke 14:17 Wig KEKATILEVOL C D S - AP 
Luke 14:24 iCov KEKA.T1p4mov G A R ASAP 
Luke 14:28 04.cav N B - - 
Luke 14:29 of ORapoilliTEc N S - AP 
Luke 14:31 vopEu6p.Evoc N B - - 
Luke 14:31 tr.,::) ... pxoOlic,? D S - AP 
Luke 14:33 Tots ... irillipXOUGLV D S - AP 
Luke 14:35 6 Excoi) N S - AP 
Luke 15:4 'Xcav N B - - 
Luke 15:4 earoAkac N B - - 
Luke 15:4 TO chroAxiabg A S - AP 
Luke 15:6 TO doroWX6c A A R ASAP 
Luke 15:7 11ETCWOOUVTL D A R SP 
Luke 15:8 Exouaa N B - - 
Luke 15:10 ILETCCV0ObVTL D A R SP 
Luke 15:12 ETiiRaa.Aov A A R APS 
Luke 15:24 chroltaXd4 N P - - 
Luke 15:30 6 Kalcutay65V N S - AP 
Luke 15:32 ciiroWA.k N P - - 
Luke 16:1 TOE inuipxovta A S - AP 
Luke 16:14 inrcipxomc N B - - 
Luke 16:15 oi. oucco.obv-cEc N S - AP 
Luke 16:18 6 Cc TroXixav N S - AP 
Luke 16:18 yap,Cw N S - AP 
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Luke 16:18 6 . . . yal.i.Cy N S - AP 
Luke 16:18 ciiroA.EXuOvriv A S - P 
Luke 16:21 to3v TrorrOvtuv G S - AP 
Luke 16:26 of Oaov-cEc N S - AP 
Luke 17:7 
'4X(ov N B - - 
Luke 17:7 cipotpujivra A A R SP 
Luke 17:7 ITOLlial VOVra A A R SP 
Luke 17:9 to 8 LaTaXEg KU A S - AP 
Luke 17:10 t& oLoctocxEgvra A S - AP 
Luke 17:18 inoorptirowtEc N S - P 
Luke 18:2 cl)ol3oUtievoc N A R SP 
Luke 18:2 EVTpEIT611EVOS N A R SP 
Luke 18:7 TGiv (3ouivuov G A R ASAP 
Luke 18:9 TOiJc TTEITO L. 06TOCC A S - AP 
Luke 18:9 eEou0Evoiwrac A S - AP 
Luke 18:14 6 6111611)
_ 
N S - AP 
Luke 18:14 615'E TCCITE I. Milli N S - AP 
Luke 18:24 oi to XPligata  EXOVTEC N S - AP 
Luke 18:26 oi. eCKOUGOCVTEc N S - AP 
Luke 18:30 v.') 4,xol.t6v6? D A R ASAP 
Luke 18:31 to yEypociitthvoc N S - AP 
Luke 18:34 to XEy6p.Eva A S - AP 
Luke 18:39 oi Trpociyomc N S - AP 
Luke 19:2 Kcao6i.tEvoc N A R SP 
Luke 19:8 T.C.)v 6Trapx6vccov G S - AP 
Luke 19:10 TO Chi OAXIA.6c A S - AP 
Luke 19:22 oci.pow N B - - 
Luke 19:22 &Wow N B - - 
Luke 19:24 'RAC 1rapEGT6GL V D S - AP 
Luke 19:24 nii . . . 'exovn D S - AP 
Luke 19:26 TCi '6cov-n. D S - AP 
Luke 19:26 rob i.rii 4ovroc G S - AP 
Luke 19:27 Tok 1.0 eanoccvroic A A R ASAP 
Luke 19:29 TO Kcamit.tEvov A A R ASAP 
Luke 19:32 oi cinfotcapIvot N S - AP 
Luke 19:38 E6A.orp6voc N P - - 
Luke 19:38 6 epx611Evoc N S - AP 
Luke 19:45 tour ITUAOINTOCC A S - AP 
Luke 20:2 6 Sok N S - AP 
Luke 20:17 TO yEypccp.Ovov N S - AP 
Luke 20:17 d of.K000poiivrEc N S - AP 
Luke 20:18 6 TTEI:36V N S - AP 
Luke 20:20 inr OK p L V 00 VOUC A A R SP 
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Luke 20:27 oi. [avit.WyovrEc N A NR SAP 
Luke 20:35 oi. 6'E KaTaELcoOvTEc N S - AP 
Luke 20:38 (6ivTwv G S - P 
Luke 20:46 V.i3V OEAL5VTGOV G A R ASAP 
Luke 20:46 (I) L A.Oinit(A.)V G A R ASAP 
Luke 21:1 136cAlovrac A A R APS 
Luke 21:4 Tot) 1TE p LOGE UOVT0c G S - - 
Luke 21:22 T2c yEypap.p.vcc A S - AP 
Luke 21:23 Talc . . . exotkraic D S - AP 
Luke 21:23 Talc OTIA.a(aonc D S - AP 
Luke 21:26 TG3V eTTE pxo0v6w G S - AP 
Luke 21:26 Ti) 011(01.*V71 D S - AP 
Luke 21:35 Tobc KaArOvouc A S - AP 
Luke 21:36 Tat 0A.X0VTCC A S - AP 
Luke 21:37 TO KaAnivEvov A A R ASAP 
Luke 22:1 h A.Eyo[thvT1 N A NR ASAP 
Luke 22:3 TOv Kcc)DUI.LEvov A A R SAP 
Luke 22:3 OvTa A B - - 
Luke 22:10 pccoviCow N A R SP 
Luke 22:12 kTpw[thvov A A R SP 
Luke 22:19 TO . . . 61.456p.Evou N A NR ASAP 
Luke 22:20 TO . . . icxuvv6p,Evov N A NR ASAP 
Luke 22:21 Tor) Trapa6tA56vToc G S - AP 
Luke 22:22 TO 65ptcrOvov A S - AP 
Luke 22:23 6 . . . i.thAlcov N S - AP 
Luke 22:25 of EouoLci(ovrEc N S - AP 
Luke 22:26 6 iiyaliEvoc N S - AP 
Luke 22:26 6 61.aKovCiv N S - AP 
Luke 22:27 6 dwaKECp.Evoc N S - AP 
Luke 22:27 6 81.(XKOVG31, N S - AP 
Luke 22:27 6 dwaKECI.LEvoc N S - AP 
Luke 22:27 6 ot.aKovo3v N S - AP 
Luke 22:28 of ot.ccilEµEvTIKOTEc N S - AP 
Luke 22:36 6 'excov N S - AP 
Luke 22:36 6 iiiri ')(,cov N S - AP 
Luke 22:37 TO yEypat.tp.vov N S - AP 
Luke 22:44 KaTapaivovrEc N A R SP 
Luke 22:47 6 A.Ey6µEvoc N S - AP 
Luke 22:49 TO EooµEvov A S - AP 
Luke 22:52 Trapaycvoi.thvouc A A R APS 
Luke 22:63 of ouvxovrEc N A R ASAP 
Luke 22:64 6 Traioac N S AP 
Luke 23:14 doroorp(1)ovTa A S - P 
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Luke 23:19 yEvogyriv A A R SP 
Luke 23:25 -rev . . .13E13kr*vov A S - AP 
Luke 23:33 -thy Kcao15µEvov A A R ASAP 
Luke 23:39 KpEilaaevuov G A R APS 
Luke 23:47 TO yEvop.Evov A S - AP 
Luke 23:48 01/111TapayEv6µEvot N A R APS 
Luke 23:48 Tiic yEv6µEvcc A S - AP 
Luke 23:49 ai ouvcoccAou0obocci. N A R SAP 
Luke 23:50 Oirdcpxwv N A R SP 
Luke 24:4 tiOrpft1TT01501:1 D A R SP 
Luke 24:5 TOV (61,Ta A S - AP 
Luke 24:12 TO yEyovoc A S - AP 
Luke 24:13 ecir4xouaLv A A R SP 
Luke 24:14 Tc2m, Gui.113031-1conov G S - AP 
Luke 24:18 TCc yEvop.Eva A S - AP 
Luke 24:21 6 tiaAkav N S - AP 
Luke 24:44 Tic yEypap.i.thvcc A S - AP 
John 1:6 eCITEOTOLOVOC N A R SP 
John 1:12 Toic 11LOTEUOUGLV D S - AP 
John 1:15 0...EpxoliEvoc N S - AP 
John 1:18 6 div N A NR SAP 
John 1:22 TOic 114.11/CCOLV D S - AP 
John 1:23 130c3vToc G S - P 
John 1:27 6 ... koxotiEvoc N S - AP 
John 1:29 6 ocIpun, N A R ASAP 
John 1:33 6 tr4ctirocc N S - AP 
John 1:33 6 13ccirri.(cov N S - AP 
John 1:40 TG3V ciKOUG&VTGOV G A R ASAP 
John 1:40 OcKoXouarpecyrum, G A R ASAP 
John 2:6 KEi.µEvat. N PP - - 
John 2:6 Xwpobaccc N A R SP 
John 2:9 yEyEvriOvov A B - - 
John 2:9 d ilvTATKOTEc N A R ASAP 
John 2:14 Tok irca.ornmcc A S - AP 
John 2:16 'WIC . . . TrcoXoticnv D S - AP 
John 3:6 TO yEyEvvrigevov N S - AP 
John 3:6 TO yEyEVVTilleVOV N S - AP 
John 3:8 6 yEyEvvr)Ovoc N S - AP 
John 3:13 6 . . . Kcaccpcic N S - AP 
John 3:15 6 Tfunokav N S - AP 
John 3:16 6 1TLGTEixav N S - AP 
John 3:18 6 1TLOTET5WV N S - AP 
John 3:18 6 SE IA IT L CrEdul) N S - AP 
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John 3:20 6 (kaiaa Trpcioaav N S - AP 
John 3:21 O SE iroLciiv N S - AP 
John 3:29 6 'xr...w N S - AP 
John 3:29 6 (:3-rritc(:)c N A R ASAP 
John 3:29 (1Koixov N A R ASAP 
John 3:31 '0 (1vco0Ev FpxoµEvOS N S AP 
John 3:31 6 (3v N S - AP 
John 3:31 6 ... epxopkvoc N S - AP 
John 3:33 6 Xark:w N S - AP 
John 3:36 6 IT LOTElkal, N S - AP 
John 3:36 6 E OLTTE L 06V N S - AP 
John 4:5 A.Eyop.vrIv A A R SP 
John 4:9 (3v N B - - 
John 4:9 oi5(yric G B - - 
John 4:10 6 Ahcov N S - AP 
John 4:10 155(op (c3v A A R SP 
John 4:1 1 TO (CA, A A R ASAP 
John 4:13 6 ITilIGN) N S - AP 
John 4:14 CcfloOvou G A R SP 
John 4:23 Tok irpooKuvoiivrac A S - AP 
John 4:24 'Eck irpooKiwobviac A S - AP 
John 4:25 6 A.Ey6µEvoc N A NR SAP 
John 4:26 6 MAGI/ N S - AP 
John 4:34 To() ir4ulicevroc G S - AP 
John 4:36 6 0Ept(cov N S - AP 
John 4:36 6 01TE t pow N S - AP 
John 4:36 6 OEpt(cov N S - AP 
John 4:37 6 CMECpui N S - AP 
John 4:37 6 OcpC((.4v N S - AP 
John 4:39 ppstupoUoric G B - - 
John 5:2 '6 eiraEyop.vri N A ? SAP 
John 5:2 Exouaa N I - - 
John 5:3 tc3v (ia0Evoirvrcov G S - AP 
John 5:5 'Xcov N A R SP 
John 5:7 6 cioeEvuiv N S - AP 
John 5:10 TC) 'MOE pcorEut.thvca D S - AP 
John 5:11 6 TroLipac N S - AP 
John 5:12 6 EtTr(6v N A R ASAP 
John 5:13 6 a ia0E14 N S - AP 
John 5:15 6 Trot:tic:lac N S - AP 
John 5:23 6µr} T(.12(5v N S - AP 
John 5:23 TO11 'ff gal/TM A A ? ASAP 
John 5:24 6 ... d(Koticov N S - AP 
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John 5:24 IT LOTE15CJV N S - AP 
John 5:24 'CC? irpAiravn, D S - AP 
John 5:25 d ecc5occvrEc N S - AP 
John 5:29 oi. ... TronjoavrEc N S - AP 
John 5:29 of SE to clxtiA,a ffpciEavtEc N S - AP 
John 5:30 rob 11.1111JaVT6c G S - AP 
John 5:32 6 paptupdiv N S - AP 
John 5:35 6 Kai. 6[1E110c N A R ASAP 
John 5:35 4ccEvum, N A R ASAP 
John 5:37 Trp.tpac N A ? APS 
John 5:39 ati µapt upotiocei N S - AP 
John 5:45 6 KocuiyopCw N S - AP 
John 6:2 tc..3v dco8Evoinum, G S - AP 
John 6:11 Toic ciVOLKELOVOLC D S - AP 
John 6:12 TrEpLOCTELOCCVM A A R APS 
John 6:13 Toic I3Eppwithau, D S - AP 
John 6:14 6 epxop,Evoc N A R ASAP 
John 6:22 6 E6tT1KWc N A R ASAP 
John 6:27 Tip daralt*viiv A A R ASAP 
John 6:27 Thy Ovouoccv A A R ASAP 
John 6:33 6 Karapocivwv N S - AP 
John 6:33 6L6obc N S - AP 
John 6:35 6 EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
John 6:35 6 ITLOTEUCOV N S - AP 
John 6:37 thy EpxoµEvov A S - AP 
John 6:38 "COD 1141.410WC6c G S - AP 
John 6:39 TOD 11411110/VT6c G S - AP 
John 6:40 6 0Ecapc3v N S - AP 
John 6:40 IT LOTEUCJV N S - AP 
John 6:41 6 Kocroci3Crc N A R ASAP 
John 6:44 6 *lilac N A ? ASAP 
John 6:45 6 emot5accc N S - AP 
John 6:45 vccOdw N S - AP 
John 6:46 6 (.3v N S - AP 
John 6:47 6 ITLOTEUCJV N S - AP 
John 6:50 ö . . . Karoc43ccivw N A R ASAP 
John 6:51 6 CG31, N A R ASAP 
John 6:51 6 ... Koaccrtic N A R ASAP 
John 6:54 6 tpchuni N S - AP 
John 6:54 Trtvu, N S - AP 
John 6:56 6 tp6Sycov N S - AP 
John 6:56 irtvom, N S - AP 
John 6:57 (2v N A R APS 
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John 6:57 6 t pcSrov N S - AP 
John 6:58 6 EE oUpavoii Kocrapcic N A R ASAP 
John 6:58 6 tpcSycov N S - AP 
John 6:63 TO NoTrotoiiv N S - AP 
John 6:64 oi tril TfLOTEUOVTEC N S - AP 
John 6:64 6 TrapaiScSoom, N S - AP 
John 7:16 Tot) Trytiravroc G S - AP 
John 7:18 6 &4' kuroii laX6v N S - AP 
John 7:18 6 a critCy N S - AP 
John 7:18 Tot) Tri.tilJavroc G S - AP 
John 7:28 6 Tr4i4rocc to N S - AP 
John 7:33 toy IT4p3.1Jocvici A S - AP 
John 7:38 6 ITLOTEUCJI) N S - AP 
John 7:38 (Cwroc G A R SP 
John 7:39 at ITLOTELOCCVTEC N S - AP 
John 7:49 6 p" ytWASOKWV N A R ASAP 
John 7:50 6 0.061, N S - - 
John 8:3 1[KUTELAmplthvivij A A R SP 
John 8:9 r[oLoa]l N B - - 
John 8:12 6 CocoAou863v N S - AP 
John 8:16 6 141.11ilac [LE Iltaflp N A ? APS 
John 8:18 6 Raptup63v N S - AP 
John 8:18 6 Tiii.ulfac p.E 1TOCCTIp N A ? APS 
John 8:26 6 llip.tiffac liE N S - AP 
John 8:29 6 Tiiining II( N S - AP 
John 8:31 7TETTLOTEUK6Tac A A R APS 
John 8:34 6 1roLc3v N S - AP 
John 8:47 6 cliv N S - AP 
John 8:50 6 (riviiv N S - AP 
John 8:50 Kpi.vcav N S - AP 
John 8:54 6 ooVe(wv N S - AP 
John 9:4 Tot) •rrp.tlJavrOc G S - AP 
John 9:7 ecirEorccA.Ovoc N S - P 
John 9:8 at OEcopoiivrEc N S - AP 
John 9:8 6 Kccarip.Evoc N S - AP 
John 9:8 Trpooceir6v N S - AP 
John 9:11 6 Akyriveioc N A R ASAP 
John 9:18 Tot) cival3A4ravroc G A R SAP 
John 9:32 yEyEvvrivevou G S - P 
John 9:37 6 AaA.Cw N S - AP 
John 9:39 of p.i-i 1:1)LirovrEc N S - AP 
John 9:39 oi. 132,11rovrEc N S - AP 
John 9:40 oi....OvrEc N S - AP 
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John 10:1 6  1-a1 EioEpx61.LEvoc N S - AP 
John 10:1 ecval3ccivcov N S - AP 
John 10:2 6 45'c EtcrEpxop.Evoc N S - AP 
John 10:12 c3v N S - - 
John 10:21 baci.tovc(op.vou G S - P 
John 10:33 c3v N B - - 
John 11:2 ii delei.rococc N A R SAP 
John 11:2 EKµaciaOa N A R SAP 
John 11:16 6 Akyopkvoc N A R SAP 
John 11:25 6 TrcotEixov N S - AP 
John 11:26 6 (63v N S - AP 
John 11:26 irt.OTE (kw N S - AP 
John 11:27 6 ... px6iEvoc N S - - 
John 11:31 oi, OviEc N A R ASAP 
John 11:31 Trapaµu0o6liEvoi. N A R ASAP 
John 11:33 CIUVEA.061,TOCC A A R APS 
John 11:37 O civoi.Eac N S - AP 
John 11:39 tot TETEXEtrunthc. oc G S - AP 
John 11:42 tbv ITEpLEGTCYCa A A R ASAP 
John 11:44 6 TEOvrpak N S - AP 
John 11:45 oi eABOvtEc N A R SAP 
John 11:45 eatocip.EVOL N A R SAP 
John 11:49 c3v N B - - 
John 11:52 to 8LEGKOVIT L °Ova A A R ASAP 
John 11:54 XEyolthvriv A A R PS 
John 12:2 tc3v &Val< E 1.011WV G S - AP 
John 12:4 6 ii.O.A.cov N S - - 
John 12:6 to paD.Op.Evec A S - AP 
John 12:12 6 eadni N A R ASAP 
John 12:13 EUXorril.thvoc N P - - 
John 12:13 6 EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
John 12:17 6 c3v N A R ASAP 
John 12:20 iciiv OCVIXPIX 1 VOV'EGN G S - AP 
John 12:25 6 cl)ac;iv N S - AP 
John 12:25 6 µcoc3v N S - AP 
John 12:29 6 km:4 N A R ASAP 
John 12:29 koixrac N A R ASAP 
John 12:35 6 irEpLITC/T631/ N S - AP 
John 12:44 6 1T LOTEUGN,  N S - AP 
John 12:44 Tim/ 114.11JaVni 1.1E N S - AP 
John 12:45 6 OEcapc3v N S - AP 
John 12:45 Tim, IT4111JOWTO1 11E. A S - AP 
John 12:46 6 TT LOTEUCOV N S - AP 
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John 12:48 6 eceET(.3v N S - AP 
John 12:48 iiii Xap.13(iv(ov N S - AP 
John 12:48 Tot) Kp Lvovra A S - AP 
John 12:49 irp,tliccc N A ? APS 
John 13:10 6 XE X01.01,0c N S - AP 
John 13:11 Ten, Trapatoovm A S - AP 
John 13:16 -rob 74.31ravioc G S - AP 
John 13:18 6 tp(..Sywv N S - AP 
John 13:20 6 A.ap,13cimov N S - AP 
John 13:20 6 8E 4iE A.ap.13Ocin.i.av N S - AP 
John 13:20 t6v 141111JaVTli [LE A S - AP 
John 13:28 T611 &PUKE L4VLOV G S - AP 
John 14:9 6 kapocK(.:4 N S - AP 
John 14:10 41)(..)v N B - - 
John 14:12 6 ITLGTEULOV N S - AP 
John 14:21 6 gx()v N S - AP 
John 14:21 trip(.5v N S - AP 
John 14:21 6 (iyairCav p.E N S - AP 
John 14:21 6 ,5g iirrirCw [1,E N S - AP 
John 14:24 6 A ecycerr6iv N S - AP 
John 14:24 -rob TrWiainoc G A ? APS 
John 15:2 IA Opov A A R SP 
John 15:2 (1:4pov A S - P 
John 15:5 6 p.gvcov N S - AP 
John 15:21 t6v Tr4tijravtec A S - AP 
John 15:23 6 gy:E pi.oc5v N S - AP 
John 15:25 6 ... yEypap4voc N A R ASAP 
John 16:2 6 delTOKTE Cvac N S - AP 
John 16:5 Ten, 114L1j1CLVTCi [LE A S - AP 
John 16:13 -ac EpxoµEva A S - AP 
John 17:13 Trorkriptap,frriv A P - - 
John 17:20 Tfoll IT LOTEUOMilli G S - AP 
John 18:2 6 Trapa6L6obc N ? ? ? 
John 18:4 to EpxoµEva A S - AP 
John 18:5 6 Trapa61.8obc N ? ? ? 
John 18:10 
'4X(ov N B - - 
John 18:14 6 autil3ouXEUaccc N S - AP 
John 18:21 tok duayootac A S - AP 
John 18:22 TrapEGTTIKk N S - P 
John 18:26 div N B - - 
John 18:37 6 div N S - AP 
John 19:11 6 ITCCpco5ac 1.LE N S - AP 
John 19:12 6 ... Trot.Cw N S - AP 
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John 19:13 Aky61.1.Evov A A R SP 
John 19:17 A.Eripkvov A A R APS 
John 19:24 [ii A.youacc] N A R ASAP 
John 19:32 tob auatecupwEgvroc G A R , ASAP 
John 19:35 6 kvcciceac N S AP 
John 19:38 c',1v N B - - 
John 19:38 KEKpup,tthvoc N B - - 
John 19:39 6 EA9wv N S - - 
John 20:8 6 EA6wv N A R ASAP 
John 20:24 6 A.cy61.tEvoc N S - - 
John 20:29 of idil LoCnitEc N S - AP 
John 20:29 7T LGTEUOCCVTEc N S - AP 
John 21:2 6 A.Eripkvoc N A R SAP 
John 21:20 6 napocoLoolic GE N S - AP 
John 21:24 6 µapt upCw N A R ASAP 
John 21:24 6 YPecligcC N A R ASAP 
John 21:25 ypoccf)6µEva A A R APS 
Acts 1:11 6 civakriwkeElc N A NR ASAP 
Acts 1:12 Tor) KaAoup.vou G A R SAP 
Acts 1:16 'WU yE11011EV01) G A R SAP 
Acts 1:16 wig cr uA.A.aPoba Li, D S - AP 
Acts 1:19 rdic KUTOLKObOLV D S - AP 
Acts 1:20 6 Ka-coucCov N S - AP 
Acts 1:21 a UVE A.Ocivuov G A R APS 
Acts 1:23 TOI, Kcadwvoi) A A R SAP 
Acts 2:2 (1)Epopkvic G A R PS 
Acts 2:3 OuxilEpi.(61.tEvat. N A R PS 
Acts 2:7 of A.alk.obviEc N S - AP 
Acts 2:9 01 KOMOL Ka/Mg N S - AP 
Acts 2:10 d Eli L 671401)VtEc N S - AP 
Acts 2:14 01 KCCTOLKOIJVTEc N S - AP 
Acts 2:16 TO Ettyrigvov N S - AP 
Acts 2:22 tiliOdESELy4vov A A R SP 
Acts 2:23 Wpt.op,Wo D A R APS 
Acts 2:41 oi. . . . icroSE&cipkvot. N S - AP 
Acts 2:44 01 IT LatE6OVTEc N S - AP 
Acts 2:47 tobc ocgogyouc A S - AP 
Acts 3:2 inuipxcov N A R SP 
Acts 3:2 Tip AEy01.111,11V A A R ASAP 
Acts 3:2 TL5V E101TOpEL)01.allLOV G S AP 
Acts 3:10 6 ... KccO4LEvoc N S - AP 
Acts 3:10 tc.;) 014113EPTIKOT L D S - AP 
Acts 3:11 tij KaA.cul.t6pr D A R ASAP 
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Acts 3:20 lip OKE XE Lp LOI.LVOV A A R APS 
Acts 4:4 T(.3v &KOUCYCCVTG)11 G S - AP 
Acts 4:11 6 E&ou9Evr19ELc N A R ASAP PA 
Acts 4:11 6 yElioilEVOc N ? ? ? 
Acts 4:12 TO SE(Sop.vov N A R SAP 
Acts 4:14 tbv TEOEpocircup.vov A A R ASAP 
Acts 4:16 tot KaTO LKOIXY I V D S - AP 
Acts 4:21 vii yEyov6TL D S - AP 
Acts 4:24 6 Troilloac N S - - 
Acts 4:25 6 . .. EtTro5v N S - - 
Acts 4:32 Tc.;3v TTLOTEUOtiVTWV G S - AP 
Acts 4:32 T631) inTCCpX611T(OV G S - AP 
Acts 4:34 TG3V IT LiTpCCGKOI.LEVWV G S - AP 
Acts 4:36 6 ETrLKA.TIOELS N A R SAP PA 
Acts 5:5 Tok Cocoliovrocc N S - AP 
Acts 5:7 TO yEyovOc A S - AP 
Acts 5:9 TC.i Ocaireoncov G S - AP 
Acts 5:11 Tok Co<oliOVICCc N S - AP 
Acts 5:14 IT LOTELOVTEc N S - P 
Acts 5:16 6xXouplvouc A S - P 
Acts 5:17 daa N A R APS 
Acts 5:22 TrapayEvey.Evot. N A R APS 
Acts 5:25 TrapayEvoilEvoc N B - - 
Acts 5:32 tot TTE Leap xolja LI, D S - AP 
Acts 6:3 1.taptupoui.L4ouc A A R SP 
Acts 6:9 till 11.Eyop,v-ric G A R ASAP 
Acts 6:15 oi. Koc0E(64EvoL N S - AP 
Acts 7:10 infoUpkvov A S - P 
Acts 7:24 t 6") Kcaccirovoup,vo,) D S - AP 
Acts 7:26 EzrLou6r1 D A R APS 
Acts 7:27 6 ,5'6 631.K6v N S - AP 
Acts 7:35 'rob 64)04vtoc G A R SAP 
Acts 7:37 6 ElTrac N A R ASAP 
Acts 7:38 6 yEv64Evoc N S - AP 
Acts 7:38 TOO A.caoiilit0c G A R ASAP 
Acts 7:38 (Cmita A A R SP 
Acts 7:44 6 Xed.c3v N S - AP 
Acts 7:52 robs -up OKCCTCCy yEi. Xalltag A S - AP 
Acts 7:58 Kcaouplvou G A R SP 
Acts 8:4 Oi . .. 6Lcc6uccpWrEc N S - AP 
Acts 8:6 tot A.Eyol.thvoLc N S - AP 
Acts 8:7 T63v ExovtWv G S - AP 
Acts 8:7 TrapecA.EXu44vot. N S 
- P 
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Acts 8:10 11 KCCX01/1 EVTI N A R ASAP 
Acts 8:26 tilt' Korcapoci.VOVJOCV A A R ASAP 
Acts 8:32 tot KE ipavroc G S - AP 
Acts 9:7 ol ouvoi5EL5ovrEc N A R ASAP 
Acts 9:11 TO KC/X0111.LEV1111 A A R ASAP 
Acts 9:14 TO bc ElT L. K OCA.041E VOK A S - AP 
Acts 9:17 6 6(1)8ECc N A NR SAP 
Acts 9:21 d ecKoUovrEc N S - AP 
Acts 9:21 6 TropOilciac N S - AP 
Acts 9:21 'CODS ElTLKOLADDIIEVOK A S - AP 
Acts 9:22 tobc Kea() L.Kalltac A A R ASAP 
Acts 9:32 tout KCCTO I Kattrac A A R ASAP 
Acts 9:33 KCCTOCKECIIEVOV A B - - 
Acts 9:33 irapcaEXuOvoc N P - - 
Acts 9:35 of KCCTOIXOUVTEC N S - AP 
Acts 9:41 Co3aav A P - - 
Acts 10:1 'clic KaXoul.t4vric G A R SAP 
Acts 10:2 01304,Evoc N B - - 
Acts 10:2 Trot.C.w N B - - 
Acts 10:2 be:51.LEvoc N B - - 
Acts 10:3 eiaea6via A B - - 
Acts 10:3 E iirOvra A B - - 
Acts 10:7 6 A.a.A.CA,  N A R ASAP 
Acts 10:7 tc3v TrpoaKcciatepoiwicav G S - AP 
Acts 10:17 oi. CillkataXIIEVOL N A R ASAP PA 
Acts 10:18 6 ETrLKaXouµEvoc N A R SAP 
Acts 10:22 cOopoUp.Evoc N A R SP 
Acts 10:22 p,ocinupoipev6c N B - - 
Acts 10:33 to irpootEtocy0va A S - AP 
Acts 10:35 6 41o13o4LEvoc N S - AP 
Acts 10:35 epyaC6µEvoc N S - AP 
Acts 10:37 yEvoilEvov A A R APS 
Acts 10:38 Tok KaTOCSUVCCOTEUCIIEVOK A S - AP 
Acts 10:41 tots ITIDOKEXELpOTOVIIIJ.EVOLC D A R SAP PA 
Acts 10:42 6 thpitrOvoc N S - AP 
Acts 10:42 CGSvuov G S - P 
Acts 10:43 TOv Tr LGTEUOVICC A S - AP 
Acts 10:44 tout (iKoUoviccc A S - AP 
Acts 1 1 : 1 oi, livrec N A R ASAP 
Acts 11:3 ExovTac A A R SP 
Acts 11:11 CareatccALLboL N A ? SP 
Acts 11:13 tbv ETr LKaAOUp.Evov A A R SAP 
Acts 11:19 01. ... 61.cto1TapfrrEc N S - AP 
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Acts 11:19 tfic yEVOI.LEV'Tlc G A R ASAP 
Acts 11:21 0 ITLOTE110Cic N A R SAP 
Acts 11:22 TIN olio.% G A R ASAP 
Acts 11:28 Tip, oixou*riv A S - AP 
Acts 11:29 Kea() I. KOU0 L V D A R APS 
Acts 12:9 TO yLvoi.LEvov N S - AP 
Acts 12:10 TO Opouoav A A R ASAP 
Acts 12:12 'Ea hTLKaXo4.11vou G A R SAP 
Acts 12:25 Til, ETrLKAT16EvTa A A R SAP 
Acts 13:1 °Loco, A A R APS 
Acts 13:1 45 KccXo6i.tEvoc N A R SAP 
Acts 13:12 TO yEyovk N S - AP 
Acts 13:16 of 4opoi4.1.EvoL N S - AP 
Acts 13:26 of Ev bp) 004Evot N S - AP 
Acts 13:27 01 yOcp KOCCOLKOMITEc N S - AP 
Acts 13:27 'Lk . . . Concywo3oKoplvac A A R ASAP 
Acts 13:29 Ta . . . yEypap+ilva A S - AP 
Acts 13:31 TO-Lc ouvavapow D S - AP 
Acts 13:32 yEVOi.LEVTill A A R ADSP 
Acts 13:39 O Tr L GTE (kW N S - AP 
Acts 13:40 TO Eiprigvov N S - AP 
Acts 13:43 oEpol.LIA...w G A R APS 
Acts 13:44 EpxoµEvw D A R APS 
Acts 13:45 toic ... Acaoul.t4votc D S AP 
Acts 13:50 oEpoi.avac A A R APS 
Acts 14:2 delTELOTICIOGVIEc N A R APS 
Acts 14:3 T6.5 i.taptupoiwit. D A NR ASAP 
Acts 14:12 O intotiµEvoc N S - AP 
Acts 14:13 Tab Ovroc G A R ASAP 
Acts 14:15 EimyyEAL(6p.EvoL N B - - 
Acts 14:15 (Civta A A R SP 
Acts 14:16 Trapcgro.i4vaic D A R APS 
Acts 15:5 11ETT LOTE UK OTEc N S - P 
Acts 15:16 TTIV ITEIMOKIACCV A A R ASAP 
Acts 15:16 t& KCCTECTKIX1.11.LE VOL A S AP 
Acts 15:17 TroLCA) N A NR SP 
Acts 15:19 toic ... ETtL6TpE4ouaiv D S AP 
Acts 15:21 TObg K710000Vtac A S - AP 
Acts 15:22 -rev KaXal.LEVOV A A R SAP 
Acts 15:22 hyoup,6,oug A A R SP 
Acts 15:24 [E EMOvrEc] N S - P 
Acts 15:26 trecpcoSEWK6ot D A R SP 
Acts 15:27 doTayy4Alovrocc A B - - 
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Acts 15:32 OvtEc N B - - 
Acts 15:33 Tobc larooTEDLowrocc A S - AP 
Acts 15:37 -rev KaAo151.1.Evov A A R ASAP 
Acts 15:38 Ten) &ROO-aim( A S - AP 
Acts 15:38 F.Lii ouvEA.06via A S - AP 
Acts 16:3 toiic Ovrac A A R ASAP 
Acts 16:4 t& KEKpLOPOC A A R ASAP PA 
Acts 16:11 1 CE ETrl0uo11 D S - AP 
Acts 16:13 GINEA.00150CC I g D A R APS 
Acts 16:14 crEpogvn N S - P 
Acts 16:14 tots A.caou4voLc D S - AP 
Acts 16:16 '4xolsou,  A A R SP 
Acts 16:37 inrcipxovtac A B - - 
Acts 17:2 TO Etwebc A S - AP 
Acts 17:4 GEpoµbcov G A R APS 
Acts 17:6 upi oilcou*lv A S - AP 
Acts 17:6 oi ... ecvaotauSclavrEc N S - AP 
Acts 17:8 eCKOLOVTac A B - - 
Acts 17:15 oi 45'E KCCOLOTOLVOVTEc N S - AP 
Acts 17:17 Toic oEpop1voLc D S - AP 
Acts 17:17 Toiic irocpcciuyx&voinccc A S - AP 
Acts 17:19 Xo:Xoty.6)ri N A R APS PA 
Acts 17:20 EEV[(OVTOG A S - P 
Acts 17:21 ETrLS11µ0UVTES N A R APS 
Acts 17:24 6 TroLiioac N A R ASAP 
Acts 17:26 TrpootEtay0vouc A A R PS 
Acts 17:31 Tip otKoupIviv A S - AP 
Acts 18:2 elailuecita A B - - 
Acts 18:7 oEpoplvou G S - P 
Acts 18:24 (2l) N B - - 
Acts 18:27 To% 1TETTLGTEUKOO IN D S - AP 
Acts 19:4 Tim, EpxoµEvov A S - AP 
Acts 19:13 TObc KaTOLKOUVTac A S - AP 
Acts 19:11 TOtc tuxdootc A A R SAP 
Acts 19:12 Tobc ao8Evo0vtac A S - AP 
Acts 19:13 TrEpLEpxol.Lvcov G A R APS 
Acts 19:13 tong 7 xovrecc A S - AP 
Acts 19:17 toig KaTOLKOUGLI, D A R SAP 
Acts 19:18 to3v ITEITLOTEUKOTOW G S - AP 
Acts 19:19 T6v ... TrpoOvrow G S - AP 
Acts 19:22 iCiw ot.ocKovoinmov G S - AP 
Acts 19:24 TroL6v N B - - 
Acts 19:26 of ... yiv6µEvot. N A R SAP 
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Acts 19:27 h oiKoul.avri N S - AP 
Acts 19:37 riA.acrcirpobvtac A S - P 
Acts 20:12 C65vra A B - - 
Acts 20:15 1 ETrLouari D S - AP 
Acts 20:15 Tfj a xop.&r,1 D S - AP 
Acts 20:19 TC)4) oup,f3Ownov G A R SAP 
Acts 20:20 tio'v au0EpOvrcov G S - AP 
Acts 20:22 Tic.. .. auvavrtioovrec A S - AP 
Acts 20:30 45 LEGTpap.gva A S - P 
Acts 20:32 t4 61)VOCOVG.) D A NR ASAP 
Acts 20:32 T01. C fry L Cia[1. 110 L c D S - AP 
Acts 20:34 Tag acriv D S - AP 
Acts 20:35 T(.45v eca0Evolimov G S - AP 
Acts 21:8 livroc G A NR SP 
Acts 21:9 Trpo4rritE6oUGUL N A NR SP 
Acts 21:18 Tit 15'E ETriOi D S - AP 
Acts 21:20 T431,  'REIT I CITELIKOTCJI) G S - AP 
Acts 21:23 '01,,TEc N A R SP 
Acts 21:25 ITEITLOTEUKOTOW G A R APS 
Acts 21:26 -63 Exot.LEvr,1 D A R APS 
Acts 21:28 6 . . .454.66canw N A R ASAP 
Acts 21:38 6 . . . CancatocuLaccc N A R ASAP 
Acts 21:38 EEayaywv N A R ASAP 
Acts 22:3 yEyEvvrivoc N B - - 
Acts 22:3 4ivccrEepoci.tp,voc N B - - 
Acts 22:3 ITEITOC LSE U4 voc N B - - 
Acts 22:3 irrreCpxcov N B - - 
Acts 22:5 Tobc EKE66E Ovrac A S - AP 
Acts 22:5 45E5E4vouc A B - - 
Acts 22:9 oi. 5'E °by EµoL iiinEc N S - AP 
Acts 22:9 toi) A.cc24.obv-coc N S - AP 
Acts 22:11 TC.A., OUVOVTCJV G S - AP 
Acts 22:12 liaptupoipEvoc N B - - 
Acts 22:12 Kat° L Kotivaov G A R APS 
Acts 22:19 -Eck ITLOTELOVTac A S - AP 
Acts 22:20 T631) devcdpotivccov G S - AP 
Acts 22:25 kruarce A A R APS 
Acts 22:29 oi. 1,4,4A.A.ovrEc N S - AP 
Acts 23:2 roc ITCCpEGT60 L V D S - AP 
Acts 23:3 KEKOVLagVE V A R SP 
Acts 23:4 oi. 15'c ITCCpECT6TEC N S - SP 
Acts 23:11 E1rLo1ksti D A R APS 
Acts 23:13 ot .. . TT01.1104IE VOL N S - AP 
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Acts 23:25 gxouaav A A R SP 
Acts 23:27 auXX-ru40v-ca A B - - 
Acts 23:27 1.12t.Xovra A B - - 
Acts 23:31 TO 61AXTETayllEVOV A S - AP 
Acts 24:5 KLVOIWTCC A S - P 
Acts 24:5 TO otKoup.briv A S - AP 
Acts 24:14 Toic .. . yEypccp+avot.c D S - AP 
Acts 24:24 oi5ari D B - - 
Acts 24:25 Tots I.J.A.Xov-coc G A R ASAP 
Acts 25:7 Katal3E131KerrEc N A R APS 
Acts 25:16 O KatriyopoivEvoc N S - AP 
Acts 25:19 TEOvrithroc G A R SP 
Acts 25:24 auilirapOvrEc N A R APS 
Acts 26:4 iiiv...yEvop,1111V A A NR ASAP 
Acts 26:6 yEvogviic G A R ADSP PA 
Acts 26:13 tobc . . . ITOpEUCIIIEVOlic A S - AP 
Acts 26:18 Toic i1ymai.4votc D S - AP 
Acts 26:22 [LE A.A.61M.011 G S - P 
Acts 26:29 tout eacotiovtoic A S - AP 
Acts 26:30 oi. auyKaOlip.Evot. N S - AP 
Acts 27:2 11EXXOVTL D A R SP 
Acts 27:6 TrVov A A R SP 
Acts 27:8 KaA.oUp.Evov A A R SP 
Acts 27:11 Talc . . . AEyoj.LEvoLc D S - AP 
Acts 27:12 (3Alirovra A A R SP 
Acts 27:14 o KaAdy.Evoc N A R SAP 
Acts 27:16 KaA.4Evov A A R SP 
Acts 27:24 Vywv N B - - 
Acts 27:24 toiic -0.6:Iv-mg A S - AP 
Acts 27:39 II EXOVTCC A A R SP 
Acts 27:40 iti TrvEoUcro D S - AP 
Acts 27:43 Tok ouvap,vouc A S - AP 
Acts 28:2 ruxofiaav A A R APS 
Acts 28:2 TOv E4Eatwta A A R ASAP 
Acts 28:9 ol . . . )(01,TEc N A R ASAP 
Acts 28:11 7TapaKEXEL+LaKOT L. D A R SP 
Acts 28:16 (InatiaGOVIL D A R APS 
Acts 28:17 toi ovrac A S - AP 
Acts 28:24 tots A.Eyop1voLc D S - AP 
Acts 28:30 TOUC E taTropEuoilvouc A S - AP 
Rom 1:1 ?Amp Lai.t4voc N S - P 
Rom 1:3 -rob yEVOi.LEVOU G A NR ASAP 
Rom 1:4 Tor) Op t.a0v-coc G A NR ASAP 
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Rom 1:7 Tag oi.icat,  D S - AP 
Rom 1:16 TO) 1TLGTEUOVT L. D S - AP 
Rom 1:18 T(.5v ... KaTEXOVV.41) G A R SAP 
Rom 1:25 'Ow KTCCIaVta A S - AP 
Rom 1:28 TOt pii KCCOilKOVTCC A S - AP 
Rom 1:32 of ... ITOCYGOVTEc N S - AP 
Rom 1:32 Tag Trpecaoouow D S - AP 
Rom 2:1 6 Kptvu) V/N S - AP 
Rom 2:1 6 Kpf.vcov V/N S - AP 
Rom 2:2 Tobc ... irpeamovrac. A S - AP 
Rom 2:3 6 Kpi.vcav V/N ? ? ? 
Rom 2:3 tobc ... TTOCYCJOVTac A S - AP 
Rom 2:3 TroLC.m, V/N ? ? ? 
Rom 2:7 TOIL . . . (11TOWLV D S - AP 
Rom 2:8 tots ... CciraeobaL D S - AP 
Rom 2:8 7E001141)0K D S - AP 
Rom 2:9 Toil KatEpycc(op.vou G A R SAP 
Rom 2:10 T(11.) toya(o0vo? D S - AP 
Rom 2:14 -th..hovra N A R SAP 
Rom 2:18 t& oux(1)povroc A S - AP 
Rom 2:20 gX0Itta A B - - 
Rom 2:21 6 di) &a:flaw V/N S - - 
Rom 2:21 6 KTIpUoacav V/N S - - 
Rom 2:22 6 A4())11 V/N S - - 
Rom 2:22 6 pSEAucalwvoc V/N S - - 
Rom 3:5 6 E1rL4Epwv N A NR ASAP 
Rom 3:11 6 auvitov N S - AP 
Rom 3:11 6 EKc,11TWw N S - AP 
Rom 3:12 6 TroL.C.w N S - AP 
Rom 3:13 divan.t4voc N A R SP 
Rom 3:22 TOIK Tr LatEli011tac. A S - AP 
Rom 3:25 irpoyEyovCruov G A R APS 
Rom 3:26 SLICCUOIIVTCC A S - P 
Rom 4:4 'GC? SE pyce(oil.vc.? D S - AP 
Rom 4:5 T(.7.? SE p,ii pycz(c)1.4v6? D S - AP 
Rom 4:5 ITLOTEI5OVTL D S - AP 
Rom 4:5 Teti Suact.orivra A S - AP 
Rom 4:11 tc3v ITLOTEUOVIOJV G S - AP 
Rom 4:12 Toic arotxobow D S - AP 
Rom 4:17 rou (yoiToLobvioc G A NR SAP 
Rom 4:17 Kcaobvioc G A NR SAP 
Rom 4:17 V& 1.ri1 Ovra A S - AP 
Rom 4:17 Ovra A S - P 
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Rom 4:18 TO Eip1m4vov A S - AP 
Rom 4:24 toic litZTEUOUGLV D S - - 
Rom 4:24 'COI, EyEi.pavTa A S - AP 
Rom 5:5 TOI) 6696i-roc G A NR SAP 
Rom 5:14 tobc p,ii Ocilaptilacevrac A S - AP 
Rom 5:14 toi) [..tXXovtog G S - AP 
Rom 5:16 egiapnicravroc N S - P 
Rom 5:17 ot ... Xog.t13civovrEc N S - AP 
Rom 6:7 6 Wei) ecTroeow6v N S - AP 
Rom 6:11 CC)vrecc A P - - 
Rom 6:13 CCnitocc A S - P 
Rom 7:1 yLVCSOKOUGLI) D S - P 
Rom 7:2 CCivii D A R APS 
Rom 7:4 to)...yEpEgyri.. D S - AP 
Rom 7:14 1TEITI3CCI.L4voc N P - - 
Rom 7:17 oixobacc N A R APS 
Rom 7:20 oi.Kobacc N A R APS 
Rom 7:21 tc 94A.ovrt. D S - AP 
Rom 7:23 To) OLT L D A R ASAP 
Rom 8:4 Tots ... TrEpt.Tratamv D A NR SAP 
Rom 8:5 oi.... OvrEc N S - AP 
Rom 8:8 of 4:5'E 6) cupid OvuEc N S - AP 
Rom 8:11 Tot) EyELpavtoc G S - AP 
Rom 8:11 6 4etpac N S - AP 
Rom 8:11 eVOLKOMN G A NR APS 
Rom 8:18 I.J.A.Xouaav A A R APS 
Rom 8:20 T61) 6iTcycabxvta A S - AP 
Rom 8:23 grvrEc N B - - 
Rom 8:24 pA.E.rrop, yr, N A R SP 
Rom 8:27 6 & Epauvwv N S AP 
Rom 8:28 Tag ecya1r6inv D S - AP 
Rom 8:28 TOic . . . (AMP D S - AP 
Rom 8:33 6 &ma) N S - AP 
Rom 8:34 6 KcaccKpwCw N S - AP 
Rom 8:34 6 ecrroOcci)651) N S - AP 
Rom 8:34 EyEp9Edc N S - AP 
Rom 8:37 'cob Ocycarrjaavr oc G S - AP 
Rom 8:38 hiEGTCYCC/ N S - P 
Rom 8:38 p.,X.A.opta N S - P 
Rom 9:5 6 ulv N S - AP 
Rom 9:12 'Cal KOCX0INTOc G S - AP 
Rom 9:16 tot eaovroc G S - AP 
Rom 9:16 Tor) .rpxov-roc G S - AP 
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Rom 9:16 EXEWVTos G A NR APS 
Rom 9:20 6 thiTCLITOKp t.1,611EVOc N/V ? ? 
Rom 9:20 V.I5 Tatiaavn D S - AP 
Rom 9:22 KCallpt tail, Mt A A R SP 
Rom 9:25 Thy 01)K kairrigyriv A S - AP 
Rom 9:25 kcarr4vIlv A S - P 
Rom 9:26 (tyros G A R SP 
Rom 9:30 tac pil 6 LoSKOVTOL A A R SAP 
Rom 9:33 6 TT LGTE 154)1) N S - AP 
Rom 10:4 to) TT LOTE UOVT L D S - AP 
Rom 10:5 7TO Lilt:lac N A R APS 
Rom 10:11 6 1TLCITEUCJV N S - AP 
Rom 10:12 Tobc ErriKaAouµEvous A S - AP 
Rom 10:14 Kripocaolitoc G S - P 
Rom 10:15 ta, EUayyEXL(o0vow G S - AP 
Rom 10:18 'LIN 0 i. KOUllhiTic G S - AP 
Rom 10:20 Tag EµE A Crl-robaLv D S - AP 
Rom 10:20 TOLL ... eTrEpGyrckliv D S - AP 
Rom 10:21 CcrrELOothita A A R SP 
Rom 10:21 eon L Ahovra. A A R SP 
Rom 11:17 d3v N B - - 
Rom 11:22 roux 1TEO &nag A S - AP 
Rom 11:26 6 1541.Evoc N S - AP 
Rom 12:1 (6aav A A R SP 
Rom 12:3 TIN 5o0dor1c G A R ASAP 
Rom 12:3 vi-ci Enn L. D S - AP 
Rom 12:6 Thy 5o8Eioav A A R ASAP 
Rom 12:7 6 5 I. 6CiCTICW1) N S - AP 
Rom 12:8 6 irapccKaA.6v N S - AP 
Rom 12:8 6 i.tera5L5ok N S - AP 
Rom 12:8 6 TrpoicrulREvoc N S - AP 
Rom 12:8 6 ),.(C)v N S - AP 
Rom 12:14 TOiJc 61.6SKOPTOCC A S - AP 
Rom 12:15 xat.povrwv G S - P 
Rom 12:15 KA.a1.611a011. G S - P 
Rom 13:1 inrEpExaaaLc D A R SP 
Rom 13:1 al 6'E oisaat N S - AP 
Rom 13:2 6 eaintacroop,Evoc N S - AP 
Rom 13:2 of El'E etveEcrriKOTEc N S - AP 
Rom 13:4 tcp ... TrpolocrovEL D S - AP 
Rom 13:6 irpocriacptEpoiwiEc N B - - 
Rom 13:8 6 * Cc-mm.3v N S - AP 
Rom 14:1 Thy SE &COE VOUVTIX A S - AP 
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Rom 14:2 (5 (YE eweEva, N S - AP 
Rom 14:3 (5 Ea9iwv N S - AP 
Rom 14:3 TOv ii.il EoO1.ovra A S - AP 
Rom 14:3 (5 15'E 1.1.i1 Eo0twv N S - AP 
Rom 14:3 toy kei.ovia. A S - AP 
Rom 14:4 (5 Kpfticov N ? ? ? 
Rom 14:6 8 (OpovC,m, N S - AP 
Rom 14:6 a kOicav N S - AP 
Rom 14:6 8 IA krEgwv N S - AP 
Rom 14:9 (Svuov G S - P 
Rom 14:14 'CC? Aoyt.Coilvc,,) D S - AP 
Rom 14:18 0 ... SoiJA.Eiuv N S - AP 
Rom 14:20 'LC? . . . cri3i Covn . D A R ASAP 
Rom 14:22 (S A Kpivcov N S - AP 
Rom 14:23 (5 SE b LW p Lv6p,Evoc N S - AP 
Rom 15:3 -c(.51, OvELot(ovrwv G S - AP 
Rom 15:12 0 Con.cyccip.Evoc N S - AP 
Rom 15:14 ITEITXTIp(.04VOL N P - - 
Rom 15:14 Eluvcip.Evoi.. N P - - 
Rom 15:15 Tip 1580Etaciv A A R ASAP PA 
Rom 15:16 tEpoupyouvrcc A B - - 
Rom 15:16 infLecailvri N P - - 
Rom 15:31 TC)11 OCITELOOUVWV G S - AP 
Rom 16:1 (Amy A B - - 
Rom 16:11 Tobc livrac A A ? ASAP 
Rom 16:12 Tag KO1T I. (.1SOCCc A S - AP 
Rom 16:17 Tobc ... Trowinitac A S - AP 
Rom 16:22 6 YO*04 N S - - 
Rom 16:25 [TC? SE 6uva4vcd] D S - AP 
Rom 16:25 0E0 1. riOvou G A R SP 
Rom 16:26 4:IcevEpohgvcoc G B - - 
Rom 16:26 yvcopLa64vroc G B - - 
1 Cor 1:2 it) oiScrri D A R ASAP 
1 Cor 1:2 iTyLacip.voic D S - P 
1 Cor 1:2 To6 EirLKcd.oup,4voLc D S - AP 
1 Cor 1:4 tf Elo0E6crr,1 D A R ASAP 
1 Cor 1:18 rots I.Lv eciroD.ugvoLc D S AP 
1 Cor 1:18 tots SE ocgoOvoLc D S - - 
1 Cor 1:21 tour IT LOTEUOVTac A S - AP 
1 Cor 1:23 EotaupwµEvov A A R SP 
1 Cor 1:28 r& E (:)1.)0Evii4vo: A S AP 
1 Cor 1:28 -th pii Ovra A S - AP 
1 Cor 1:28 t& Ovra A S - AP 
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1 Cor 1:31 6 Ketuxu*Evoc N S - AP 
1 Cor 2:2 EOiaupo...vov A A R SP 
1 Cor 2:6 To31) KCCICCpyoulavcov G A ? ASAP 
1 Cor 2:7 rill) darOKEKp141,41,1)V A S - AP 
1 Cor 2:9 toic ecycaro3ow D S - AP 
1 Cor 2:12 .dc ... xaptolEgvta A S - AP 
1 Cor 3:7 6 4:01.)TE15C8)11 N S - AP 
1 Cor 3:7 6 Trot Cccov N S - AP 
1 Cor 3:7 6 aiOvcov N A NR APS 
1 Cor 3:8 6 41YCEUCJV N S - AP 
1 Cor 3:8 6 ITOT[Ccav N S - AP 
1 Cor 3:10 Thy 6o9Eimiv A A R ASAP 
1 Cor 3:11 tbv KECµEvov A S - AP 
1 Cor 3:19 6 opctoo6p..Evoc N S - AP 
1 Cor 3:22 EVEOiwia N S - P 
1 Cor 3:22 11.A.A.ovra. N S - P 
1 Cor 4:4 6 SE Cwomptvcov N S - AP 
1 Cor 4:19 Tc.,3v TrE411.)0LCOgVWV G S - AP 
1 Cor 5:2 6 ... Trpc'Oc N S - AP 
1 Cor 5:3 TO.) ... KorrEpyolocillEvov A S - AP 
1 Cor 5:11 Ovolut(64Evoc N B - - 
1 Cor 6:1 
'4X6.)v N B - - 
1 Cor 6:4 TObc EEou9Evrj4vouc A S - AP 
1 Cor 6:16 6 KoA.X6SµEvoc N S - AP 
1 Cor 6:17 6 SE KoAXtiip,Evoc N S - AP 
1 Cor 6:18 6 a TTOpliEliGH,  N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:10 Tdc SE yEyap,r1K6ow D S - AP 
1 Cor 7:22 6 ... 0.10E1,c N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:22 6 ... KA.r03E14 N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:25 ilik.ETIOVOc N S - P 
1 Cor 7:26 vEcru.,-kra.v A A R APS 
1 Cor 7:29 oi. '4xovrEc N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:29 A NovTEc N B - - 
1 Cor 7:30 of KA.cdoviEc N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:30 p..ii Kla.COVTEc N B - - 
1 Cor 7:30 d xcapovrEc N S 
- AP 
1 Cor 7:30 p.ii xatpovtcc N B - - 
1 Cor 7:30 ot dryopeCOVTEc N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:30 p..ii KiXTX0VTEc N B - - 
1 Cor 7:31 oi. xp61.1,Evol. N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:31 Ilil KCCCOCXP 61,1E VO L N B - - 
1 Cor 7:33 6 ö'E yapdioac N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:34 it (YE yagoccoa N S - AP 
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1 Cor 7:37 Ilil '4xcov N B - - 
1 Cor 7:38 6 yocp.t(cov N S - AP 
1 Cor 7:38 6 IA yoci.a(cav N S - AP 
1 Cor 8:5 XEy6p,EVOL N S - - 
1 Cor 8:10 -rev '4xovta A A NR SAP 
1 Cor 8:10 O'vroc G B - - 
1 Cor 8:11 6 ciaeo,c5v N S - AP 
1 Cor 8:12 dayeEvoDaav A B - - 
1 Cor 9:3 toic EµE CogicKpixouatv D S - AP 
1 Cor 9:10 6 CeporpuIm) N S - AP 
1 Cor 9:10 6 OtA.661,  N S - AP 
1 Cor 9:13 ol...pya(64Evoi N S - AP 
1 Cor 9:13 of ... TrapE6pELovuEc N S - AP 
1 Cor 9:14 Tag . . , Kcciarblouaw D S - AP 
1 Cor 9:24 of ... -Epxov-rcc N S - AP 
1 Cor 9:25 6 dcycom(Opkvoc N S - AP 
1 Cor 10:4 ecKoXou0olicnic G A R PS 
1 Cor 10:12 6 6on5v N S - AP 
1 Cor 10:18 oi. Ea9i.ovrES N S - AP 
1 Cor 10:25 re ... iTuaoUp.Evov A S - AP 
1 Cor 10:27 TO Trccpecrap.Evov A S - AP 
1 Cor 10:28 -cOv p.rivileavra A S - AP 
1 Cor 11:4 IrpoaEux6p.Evoc N A R SP 
1 Cor 11:4 rpothrekov N A R SP 
I Cor 11:5 irpoaEuxogyr) N A R SP 
1 Cor 11:5 Trp0(1)11TEUOUGCC N A R SP 
1 Cor 11:5 til ECupilµEvll D S - AP 
1 Cor 11:22 rout 1.1.-ii '4xoviac A S - AP 
1 Cor 11:29 6 y&p Eo9Lwv N S - AP 
1 Cor 11:29 it Evwv N S - AP 
1 Cor 12:3 XcaCni N A R SP 
1 Cor 12:6 6 EVEpycwv N A NR ASAP 
1 Cor 12:7 TO avi.uk)ov A S - AP 
1 Cor 12:22 6oKobvto: N A R APS 
1 Cor 12:24 T41:1 UOTEpouOvy D S - AP 
1 Cor 13:1 l'IX63v N A R SP 
1 Cor 13:1 Cacao:Coy N A R SP 
1 Cor 13:3 -th irr&pxovcci A S - AP 
1 Cor 14:2 6 y&p JuxA.631) N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:3 6 SE TrporInTE6cov N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:4 6 A.0.631, N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:4 6 SE TrpoctrriTELow N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:5 6 irpol)ritEikov N S - AP 
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1 Cor 14:5 6 Xo:A.61) N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:7 81.84vra N B - - 
1 Cor 14:7 TO ociaoiSilEvov N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:7 TO K Leap I (6µEvov N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:9 TO Xo(2(0154Evov N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:11 ici) ACCAODVT L D S - AP 
1 Cor 14:11 6 Acc1(3v N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:13 6 MA.C.i N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:16 6 eclicerarpfav N S - AP 
1 Cor 14:22 Toic MOTEUOVOLV D S - AP 
1 Cor 14:22 Toic 1ROTE6O00LV D S - AP 
1 Cor 14:30 KccOrli.Lvo? D S - P 
1 Cor 15:18 of KoLp,r1067rEc N S - AP 
1 Cor 15:20 TO3V KEKO L 11714110W G S - AP 
1 Cor 15:27 TOD inTOT&ECCVT0c G S - AP 
1 Cor 15:28 TC,) irITOTecEOLVT L. D S - AP 
1 Cor 15:29 (A. flalTTLCOµEvot, N S - AP 
1 Cor 15:37 TO yEnclop,Evou A A R ASAP 
1 Cor 15:45 Naay A A R SP 
1 Cor 15:45 Cox:mm.0W A A R SP 
1 Cor 15:54 6 yEypap.plvoc N A R ASAP 
1 Cor 15:57 v..) otoOvTL D A NR ASAP 
1 Cor 15:58 ITEOLOGE6011TEc N P - - 
1 Cor 16:9 livrLKECIIEVOt N S - P 
1 Cor 16:16 Tb) auvEpyorwct D S - AP 
1 Cor 16:16 K01116VT L D S - AP 
2 Cor 1:1 1 oi5o11 D A R ASAP 
2 Cor 1:1 roic ()Low D A R ASAP 
2 Cor 1:4 6 mxpaKed.C.N, N A NR SAP 
2 Cor 1:6 tfic EvEpyouµEVris G A R ASAP 
2 Cor 1:8 tfic yEvogyric G A R ASAP 
2 Cor 1:9 t(i) EyELpoVTL D A NR ASAP 
2 Cor 1:19 6 ... rripuxedc N A NR SAP 
2 Cor 1:21 6 (5'E 1303ca(Bv N S - AP 
2 Cor 1:21 XP(Gac N S - AP 
2 Cor 1:22 6 KCCI. actipayLuecilEvoc N A NR SAP 
2 Cor 1:22 ook N A NR SAP 
2 Cor 2:2 6 €6(1)patvw N S - AP 
2 Cor 2:2 6 XVIT0151.1,EVOC N S - AP 
2 Cor 2:14 Tcji . . . OpLapikUovn D A NR ASAP 
2 Cor 2:14 4c(vEpotmit I. D A NR ASAP 
2 Cor 2:15 toic acp(oµEvot.c D S - - 
2 Cor 2:15 toic riff O)X1)1141l014 D S - - 
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2 Cor 2:17 Karrp.EilovtEc N PP - - 
2 Cor 3:2 EyyEypaµµEvr1 N P - - 
2 Cor 3:2 yl.vco6Kop.6v1 N P - - 
2 Cor 3:2 doncyLvwaKopIvri N P - - 
2 Cor 3:3 ot.cocovneElacc N P - - 
2 Cor 3:3 EyyEypaµµEvr1 N P - - 
2 Cor 3:3 CG3VTOC G A R SP 
2 Cor 3:7 elnETUITC041,11 N P - - 
2 Cor 3:7 Tip) Katccpyoup,biv A A R ASAP 
2 Cor 3:10 "CO 5E(SoEocalabov N S - AP 
2 Cor 3:10 inreppaDoUaric G A R APS 
2 Cor 3:11 TO KccrapyoUp.Evov N S - AP 
2 Cor 3:11 TO 1.tvov N S - AP 
2 Cor 3:13 -rob Kwrapyoup..6vou. G S - AP 
2 Cor 3:18 CevaKEKceicup.114vQ D A R PS 
2 Cor 4:3 Tag CaroA.A.up.boLc D S AP 
2 Cor 4:6 O EilT6V N S - - 
2 Cor 4:11 of (c.3vrEc N A ? SAP 
2 Cor 4:13 TO yEypaill.tvov A S - AP 
2 Cor 4:14 O EyELpaS N S - AP 
2 Cor 4:15 ITA.,Eovciaccocc N 13 - ASP 
2 Cor 4:18 tix 13XEIT6REvoc A S - AP 
2 Cor 4:18 -c& IA 13XEIT6p,Eva A S - AP 
2 Cor 4:18 .r& y&p I3Ak1r6µEva N S - AP 
2 Cor 4:18 TO: SE IA 13A.E7T6fIEVCC N S - AP 
2 Cor 5:4 oi. OvrEc N S - AP 
2 Cor 5:5 O SE KatEprocip.Evoc N S - AP 
2 Cor 5:5 O Sok N A NR SAP 
2 Cor 5:12 Tobc .. . KCCurAilbotic A S - AP 
2 Cor 5:15 oi. Nv-rEc N S - AP 
2 Cor 5:15 .rcii .. . Oc1roeccv6vrt. D S - AP 
2 Cor 5:15 EyEp8EVT I D S - AP 
2 Cor 5:18 'Ca KaTCCXX6&CITC0c G A NR ASAP 
2 Cor 5:18 bOvtoc G A NR ASAP 
2 Cor 5:21 -Coy IA yv6vra A S - AP 
2 Cor 6:9 CC)/V001ji.LEVOL N S - P 
2 Cor 6:9 E1rLyLVWQK6µEVOL N S - P 
2 Cor 6:9 ec1T00111jaKOVTEC N S - P 
2 Cor 6:9 ITCCLEIEU61.1,EVOL N S - P 
2 Cor 6:9 eavatoivEvol. N S - P 
2 Cor 6:10 Aurroiy.,EvoL N S - P 
2 Cor 6:10 xaipourEc N S - P 
2 Cor 6:10 TrloutiCoviEc N S - P 
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2 Cor 6:10 '4X0viEc N S - P 
2 Cor 6:10 KCCTEXOVTEc N S - P 
2 Cor 6:14 ErEp0CuyOtvtES N P - - 
2 Cor 6:16 ((.5vroc G A R SP 
2 Cor 7:6 6 TrapaKaA.Cw N S - AP 
2 Cor 7:12 -rob Ctotrriaavtoc G S - AP 
2 Cor 7:12 'LOU deS L KTIOE MN G S - AP 
2 Cor 8:1 Tip 6E6o[thirriv A A R ASAP 
2 Cor 8:16 t(i)* (56vrt. D A NR ASAP 
2 Cor 8:19 1 otaKovout.thvri D A R ASAP PA 
2 Cor 8:20 1 otocKovout.thyrj D A R ASAP PA 
2 Cor 9:5 irpoorrirE)p.briv A A R APS 
2 Cor 9:6 6 oirapum) N S - AP 
2 Cor 9:6 6 G1TE tow N S - AP 
2 Cor 9:10 6 a ETrLxoprlyWv N S - AP 
2 Cor 9:10 tli:i arr( I. p OVT L D S - AP 
2 Cor 9:14 inrEpl3ecXXouaav A A R APS 
2 Cor 10:2 tobc XoyL(o0voug A S - AP 
2 Cor 10:2 TrEpractrobvtac A B - - 
2 Cor 10:5 ETraLpoµEvov A A R SP 
2 Cor 10:10 E ou8Evrii.4voc N P - - 
2 Cor 10:12 tc3v . .. auvtatav6vtow G S - AP 
2 Cor 10:17 '0 SE Kaux(4LEvoc N S - AP 
2 Cor 10:18 6 Ecwt6v OUVLGTeCMOV N S - AP 
2 Cor 11:4 6 EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
2 Cor 11:12 TC:w OE A.01ITC011 G S - AP 
2 Cor 11:13 flETCW)(111.1.Cit I, C 01.1E VO L. N S - P 
2 Cor 11:31 6 c3v N S - AP 
2 Cor 12:2 itprocybut A P - - 
2 Cor 12:21 i(31,  "ffp0T1p,CCIYMKOTWV G S - AP 
2 Cor 12:21 p31 ilETCCVOTIO&VVAV G S - AP 
2 Cor 13:2 toic iTparll.tarrpiatv D S - AP 
2 Cor 13:3 A.caorivroc G A NR APS 
Gal 1:1 Tob EyELpconoc G A NR SAP 
Gal 1:4 -rob Sewroc G A NR SAP 
Gal 1:4 EVEatC.YrOc G A R ASAP 
Gal 1:6 TOD KCCXECYCCVICK G S - AP 
Gal 1:7 ci Tocpciacrovtec N S - AP 
Gal 1:7 EgX01,TEc N S - AP 
Gal 1:11 TO EUayyEXLOOEV A A R ASAP PA 
Gal 1:15 6 dl)opi.oac N A NR ASAP 
Gal 1:15 KOCXECFCCc N A NR ASAP 
Gal 1:23 6 ouiiKcov N S - AP 
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Gal 2:2 Toic SoKobaLv D S - AP 
Gal 2:6 TCov (SoKoUvEcov G S - AP 
Gal 2:6 oi SoKoinnEc N S - AP 
Gal 2:8 6 y&p EvEpyrjaac N S - AP 
Gal 2:9 Tip, 6006 CiriV A A R ASAP 
Gal 2:9 oi 6oKotivtEc N S - AP 
Gal 2:14 inrcipxu, N B - - 
Gal 2:20 'LOU (iyalTilOCCVDic G A NR ASAP 
Gal 2:20 Trapa56vroc G A NR ASAP 
Gal 3:1 EataupwµEvoS N P - - 
Gal 3:5 6 oin, ETrLxopriywv N S - AP 
Gal 3:5 EVEpyc v N S - AP 
Gal 3:10 Tot; yEypocitp,voic D S - AP 
Gal 3:12 o Trovijoac N S - AP 
Gal 3:13 6 KpEgip.Evoc N S - AP 
Gal 3:15 KEKUMlilITIV A A R PS 
Gal 3:17 IrpoKEKupcoµbriv A A R SP PA 
Gal 3:17 yEyovk N A R APS 
Gal 3:21 6 ouv&i.tEvoc N A R SAP 
Gal 3:22 rotc MOTEUOUOLV D S AP 
Gal 3:23 4XXouoccv A A R APS 
Gal 4:8 tots (I) UGE I, Ilii OiSCIL V D S - AP 
Gal 4:21 oi inr6 v6i.tov ea011tEc N S - AP 
Gal 4:27 I) Oil TiKTOUGM V/N? A NR SAP 
Gal 4:27 T1 °OK d)6tivouocc V/N? S - AP 
Gal 4:27 ii Tfic EXaanc G S - AP 
Gal 4:29 6 ... yEvvieEtc N S - AP 
Gal 5:3 irEpLtEp,vopIvo? D A R SP 
Gal 5:6 EvEpyouµEvrl N A R SP 
Gal 5:8 'cob KccXotnitoc G S - AP 
Gal 5:10 6 SE tecpcioacav N S - AP 
Gal 5:12 oi (illeanat ObvtEc N S - AP 
Gal 5:21 oi. . . . irpci000vrEc N S - AP 
Gal 6:6 6 KOCTTRAIEvoc N S - AP 
Gal 6:6 Tcii Katrixobvt L D S - AP 
Gal 6:8 6 OTTE [pcm) N S - AP 
Gal 6:8 6 45'E 01TELIKAM,  N S - AP 
Gal 6:13 of 1TEpLTE[LV6p.EVOL N S - AP 
Eph 1:1 tots olio 1.1) D A R ASAP 
Eph 1:3 6 EaOyilOac N A NR ASAP 
Eph 1:6 rcii ilycarrigm) D S - AP 
Eph 1:11 -rob ... vEpyotnrcoc G S - AP 
Eph 1:12 robc irponkirucerrac A A NR SAP 
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Eph 1:19 6TrEppcaXov N A R APS 
Eph 1:19 Tobc TT LOTE 601,Tac A A R SAP 
Eph 1:21 Ovop.aCcOvou G A R SP 
Eph 1:21 t4 IJAXOVT I D S - AP 
Eph 1:23 Toil . .. TrAmpouilvou. G S - AP 
Eph 2:2 Toil vUv EVEpyoUvtoc G A R ASAP 
Eph 2:7 toic ETrEpXOµEVOLS D A R ASAP 
Eph 2:7 inTEplicaXov A A R APS 
Eph 2:11 oi, Acy6µEvoi N S - - 
Eph 2:11 Akyogyric G A R APS 
Eph 2:12 tioniXiot pt.wp,i)ol. N P - - 
Eph 2:12 EXoVTES N P - - 
Eph 2:13 a Trot( livrEc N A NR SAP 
Eph 2:14 6 irovrioac N A NR SAP 
Eph 2:14 X.Loac N A NR SAP 
Eph 3:2 tfic 6o8E to-% G A R ASAP 
Eph 3:7 tisic 45o8Etaric G A R ASAP 
Eph 3:9 TOD CaroKEKpuplvou G A R ASAP 
Eph 3:9 'ail riX lidaPta. KT COCCVT L D A NR ASAP 
Eph 3:19 iriTEM30.Aoualxv A A R APS 
Eph 3:20 Tiii SE ouvailbc1) D S - AP 
Eph 3:20 TO EvEpyouµEvrly A A R ASAP 
Eph 4:10 6 K Oa CCI3k N S - AP 
Eph 4:10 6 civapOcc N S - AP 
Eph 4:14 KAACJI1L(61.LE VOL N P - - 
Eph 4:14 TrEpotEp6µEvot N P - - 
Eph 4:16 auvappXoyallEvov N B - - 
Eph 4:16 Gui.tpLPCC(Op.EVOV N B - - 
Eph 4:18 TO miaow A A R ASAP 
Eph 4:22 T6i, (1)0ELALEVOV A A ? ASAP 
Eph 4:24 Telv Kin& OEOV KTLOOEVTU A A ? ASAP 
Eph 4:28 6 KAITECOV N S - AP 
Eph 4:28 to). XPE Call '4X0VT L D S - AP 
Eph 4:29 tots fiK 0i)0110 IV D S - AP 
Eph 4:32 xapLC6µEvoi N P - - 
Eph 5:12 to .. . yiv6µEvcc A S - AP 
Eph 5:14 TO chccvEpollpkvov N S - AP 
Eph 5:14 6 KC& 66(.0V N/V S - AP 
Eph 5:27 A 'couoccv A P - - 
Eph 5:28 6 ecyovirCw N S - AP 
Eph 6:16 [th] TTETTUp(4114VCC A A R ASAP 
Eph 6:24 TC)v ecyociruSimov G S - AP 
Phil 1:1 roic °Law D A R ASAP 
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Phil 1:6 6 Evap&aµEvoc N S - AP 
Phil 1:10 vi oicl:14povra. A S - AP 
Phil 1:11 ITE1TXTIWIJ,6,01. N P - - 
Phil 1:28 T(.31) &VT L KE 1.1.1,114)11 G S - AP 
Phil 2:13 6 6,Epy6Iii, N S - AP 
Phil 2:15 otEatpap4.t.&11c G A R SP 
Phil 3:3 oi.... A.capEtiovrec N S - - 
Phil 3:3 Kauxuip,EVOL N S - - 
Phil 3:3 "REIT° L 06TEC N S - - 
Phil 3:6 oLGSKcov N S - P 
Phil 3:6 yEllOilEVOc N S - P 
Phil 3:8 TO ir1rEp4xov A S - AP 
Phil 3:17 tobc ... TrEpuratavrac A S - AP 
Phil 3:19 oi....4:•povobv-rEc N ? ? ? 
Phil 4:7 ij inTEpxouact N A ? ASAP 
Phil 4:13 TC,) Evbuvaµouvtt D S - AP 
Phil 4:17 TOv TIAEOVOC(OVTCC A A R ASAP 
Col 1:5 riiv doroKELplirqv A A R ASAP 
Col 1:6 Tab ITCCp611T0c G A R ASAP 
Col 1:8 O Kai 6T1X6Crac N ? ? ? 
Col 1:12 Tc.7? 1KCCV6SCFCCI1T L D A R ASAP 
Col 1:18 Trp COTE &DV N P - - 
Col 1:23 TOii KTIMA4VT0C G A R ASAP 
Col 1:25 Till) 600E1.151iV A A R ASAP 
Col 1:26 TO OCITOKEKpup..0vov A A R ASAP 
Col 1:29 tip, EVEpyOU.LVTIV A A R ASAP 
Col 2:8 6 auXocycor.b'y N S - AP 
Col 2:12 Tot) EyELpavtoc G A NR ASAP 
Col 2:13 15vrac A B - - 
Col 2:17 tc5v 1.1,EA.Xovtcav G S - AP 
Col 3:10 Tel, ewaKcavoililEvov A A R ASAP 
Col 3:10 To() KT COCCVT0c G S - AP 
Col 3:12 Aycarop.,voi N A NR SP 
Col 3:25 6 rip ecoLKC)v N S - AP 
Col 4:6 Aptup..6,oc N P - - 
Col 4:11 6 A.Eyop..Evoc N A R SAP 
Col 4:11 pi, OvrEc N A NR SAP 
Col 4:12 (iycav1(6µEvoc N B - - 
Col 4:12 Trorkripockoprigvo L. N P - - 
1 Thess 1:4 inicarri4vot. V A R SP PA 
1 Thess 1:7 toll IT L CiTE U011a l. V D S - AP 
1 Thess 1:9 (Cm,T L D A R SP 
1 Thess 1:10 1.6v Puopkvov A A NR SAP 
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1 Thess 1:10 viric 49CoilvTis G A R ASAP 
1 Thess 2:4 tQ SoK 41/Oyu D A NR SAP 
1 Thess 2:10 tuts TrLOTEUODOLV D A NR SAP 
1 Thess 2:12 "Mb KaXobvtoc G A NR ASAP 
1 Thess 2:13 tots VLOTEUOUGLV D A NR SAP 
1 Thess 2:14 tc..3v o6a(liv G A R ASAP 
1 Thess 2:15 T6iv ... CC1TOKTELVIWCWV G A R ASAP 
1 Thess 2:15 6<6Logciv-ro.m, G A R ASAP 
1 Thess 2:15 diCpEOKOVTWV G A R ASAP 
1 Thess 2:16 KOLuOvuov G B - - 
1 Thess 3:5 6 TrELOCcov N S - AP 
1 Thess 4:5 t& ph ELSOTa A A R ASAP 
1 Thess 4:8 6 eceEtai N S - AP 
1 Thess 4:8 telv [Kai] 6L66vEcc A A NR ASAP 
1 Thess 4:13 TC)11 KOL[LW4V4)11 G S - AP 
1 Thess 4:13 of p.ii 'xcnitEc N A R ASAP 
1 Thess 4:14 'MUG KOLIITIOEVCCec A S - AP 
1 Thess 4:15 of (arrEc N A R SAP 
1 Thess 4:15 Oi. ITEpLAELTAIEVOL N A R SAP 
1 Thess 4:15 TO11c KOLIITIObtac A S - AP 
1 Thess 4:17 (A C(.31PEEc N A R SAP 
1 Thess 4:17 of 1rEpaELIT6fIEVOL N A R SAP 
1 Thess 5:3 'al Ev yaaTpl Exouarl D S - AP 
1 Thess 5:7 O yOcp Kcc6EU6ovrEc N S - AP 
1 Thess 5:7 of ilEEKKiKoi.tEvot. N S - AP 
1 Thess 5:10 Tot, errroOavOvroc G A NR ASAP 
1 Thess 5:12 TObc KOTTLC5Inac A S - AP 
1 Thess 5:12 lipaCITOCIIEvoug A S - AP 
1 Thess 5:12 VODOETOCIVTac A S - AP 
1 Thess 5:24 6 ica21.631) N S - AP 
2 Thess 1:6 rag Nifiouay, D S - AP 
2 Thess 1:7 Talc 8XLI3opIvoLc D A NR SAP 
2 Thess 1:8 Tag p.ii EtoOotv D S - AP 
2 Thess 1:8 tots ilii inTaKoilouatv D S - AP 
2 Thess 1:10 tots ITLGTEUGOCULI, D S - AP 
2 Thess 2:4 6 CulttKEtp.Evoc N S - AP 
2 Thess 2:4 inrEpatp6µEvoc N S - AP 
2 Thess 2:4 XEALEV011 A S - P 
2 Thess 2:6 TO Ka-kov A S - AP 
2 Thess 2:7 6 Ka-kom, N S - AP 
2 Thess 2:10 tots errroAlul,thvoic D S - AP 
2 Thess 2:12 of 1111 1TLGTE600:11tEc N S - AP 
2 Thess 2:12 ELISOKTIOOWTEc N S - AP 
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2 Thess 2:13 iiyainiOvoi. NN A R SP PA 
2 Thess 2:16 O ecycanioac N A NR ASAP 
2 Thess 2:16 Sok N A NR ASAP 
2 Thess 3:6 1TE p LiTatalit04 G A R SP 
1 Tim 1:10 i.)yi.aLvoiKru D A R APS 
1 Tim 1:12 t4 EvouvawASaavd D S - AP 
1 Tim 1:16 ic;:w I.LEA.A.01)TOW G S - AP 
1 Tim 1:18 Trpootymlaac A A R APS 
1 Tim 2:2 Tai...Ovr coy G S - AP 
1 Tim 2:6 O Sobc N A NR SAP 
1 Tim 2:10 ETrayyEA.A.op,vaLc D A R SP 
1 Tim 3:4 iipdo-ccipkvov A P - - 
1 Tim 3:4 '4X0Vta A P - - 
1 Tim 3:8 Trpockoinac A P - - 
1 Tim 3:9 Exovtac A P - - 
1 Tim 3:12 irpdo-rcip.EvoL N S - P 
1 Tim 3:13 oi....61.otKopiloavtEc N S - AP 
1 Tim 3:15 (Cwroc G A R SP 
1 Tim 4:2 KEKccuarnpicco[Lbow G A R SP 
1 Tim 4:3 mamOincoi, G B - - 
1 Tim 4:3 Tag ... 71"Ey1,4)KOGI, D S - AP 
1 Tim 4:8 tics I.LEA.Aoimic G S - AP 
1 Tim 4:10 (63vt i. D A R SP 
1 Tim 4:16 tout OCK0110VVic A S - AP 
1 Tim 5:5 ii . . .11E1101)6)0ml N S - AP 
1 Tim 5:6 il 45'E oTrataX63oa N S - AP 
1 Tim 5:10 0141o0voic D S - P 
1 Tim 5:13 Xcdobacci. N B - - 
1 Tim 5:13 TOt ilii iSk,Tcc A S - AP 
1 Tim 5:14 vii &yr L. KELOVG.) D S - AP 
1 Tim 5:17 TrpoEarcirrEc N A R APS 
1 Tim 5:17 Ot K0111631,TEc N S - AP 
1 Tim 5:18 dclocZwta A B - - 
1 Tim 5:20 Tobc ap.aptdcuovrocc A S - AP 
1 Tim 5:25 to &A.16)c ExovTa A S - AP 
1 Tim 6:2 d SE 111.0T0 i4 EXOVTEC N S - AP 
1 Tim 6:2 of . . . drci.A.N43coi6p.Evot. N S - AP 
1 Tim 6:3 infi.cdvouoiv D A R PS 
1 Tim 6:5 5LEci8app,mov G A R PS 
1 Tim 6:5 CCITECFTEpTp.Emov G A R SP 
1 Tim 6:5 voi..ti.(civaov G B - - 
1 Tim 6:9 of a pouX6µEvot. N S - AP 
1 Tim 6:13 Tot) ( yoyovolivroc G A NR ASAP 
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1 Tim 6:13 TOD ilccptupiicyccvcoc G A NR SAP 
1 Tim 6:15 Tr.;iv Paccakuovcwv G S - AP 
1 Tim 6:15 T61) KUp LE DOVV.01) G S - AP 
1 Tim 6:16 (5 µOvoc gxcaw N A NR ASAP 
1 Tim 6:16 oba5v N A NR ASAP 
1 Tim 6:17 TCti TrocOxotitt D A NR SAP 
1 Tim 6:19 TO E.I.A.A.ov A S - AP 
2 Tim 1:9 Tot) (365aavroc G A NR SAP 
2 Tim 1:9 kocA.kccv-roc G A NR SAP 
2 Tim 1:9 Tip 45o0Etaav A A R SAP 
2 Tim 1:10 cl)owEpAdoccv A A R SAP 
2 Tim 1:10 KaTapyricravroc G A NR SP 
2 Tim 1:10 (IXOT I.CYCCIPCK G A NR SP 
2 Tim 1:13 bytociv6vccov G A R PS 
2 Tim 1:14 Toi) EvotKouvroc G A NR SAP 
2 Tim 2:4 GipaTE1/61.1.EVOc N A R SP 
2 Tim 2:4 Tcii arpccroADyiloccvn D S - AP 
2 Tim 2:6 KOIT 1.61,TCC A A R APS 
2 Tim 2:8 EyrryEpµEvov A B - - 
2 Tim 2:14 iciiii ecKouovcow G S - AP 
2 Tim 2:15 Opecyrop.obvta A A R SP 
2 Tim 2:19 TOiJc Ovtac A S - AP 
2 Tim 2:19 6 OvopicCcav N S - AP 
2 Tim 2:21 ifyLac.t4vov N P - - 
2 Tim 2:21 TITO Li.toccip,4vov N P - - 
2 Tim 2:22 TC511 EITLICOGA.OWLEV6M,  G S - AP 
2 Tim 2:25 TO bc &VT Lo Lin I eq.LEVOK A S - AP 
2 Tim 3:4 TETIKIXOI.LEVOL N P - - 
2 Tim 3:5 '4xovrEc N P - - 
2 Tim 3:5 iipyri4voi, N P - - 
2 Tim 3:6 oi EvSuvOVTES N S - - 
2 Tim 3:6 ccix[tocAtottcovcEc N S - P 
2 Tim 3:6 (ITEOGJpEUILEVCC A A R SP 
2 Tim 3:6 ecyop.Evcc A B - - 
2 Tim 3:7 liccvOlivovrcc A B - - 
2 Tim 3:7 ouvcipkva, A B - - 
2 Tim 3:8 KoctE4)8api.4 VOL N A R SP 
2 Tim 3:12 ot OXovrEc N S AP 
2 Tim 3:15 TOc ouvocp.,Evec A A R ASAP 
2 Tim 3:17 E •rip..c Lal.LEVOc N P - - 
2 Tim 4:1 TOD I.LEAAovcog G A NR SAP 
2 Tim 4:1 (3inccc A S - P 
2 Tim 4:3 byLaLvoiicric G A R APS 
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2 Tim 4:8 toIc iricarry6m. D S - AP 
Titus 1:5 to XE LITOVTOC A S - AP 
Titus 1:6 '4.6-w N P - - 
Titus 1:9 OwtExop,Evov A P - - 
Titus 1:9 Ti5 iJytaLvoLcro D A R ASAP 
Titus 1:9 TIDiic CCVTLA4yovEccc A S - AP 
Titus 1:14 earoorputioll.vcov G A R SP 
Titus 1:15 Toic SE f.iquccp.gvoic D S - AP 
Titus 2:1 byt.ouvoLcru D A R APS 
Titus 2:2 byLccEvovtac A P - - 
Titus 2:3 6E6oWaop..vccc A P - - 
Titus 2:5 inrotaaaol.tbac A P - - 
Titus 2:9 OCVT LA,Ey0VTac A P - - 
Titus 2:10 I.Lii voo(13, L(oilvoug A P - - 
Titus 2:10 h,6E LKV111.1.6)01.1c A P - - 
Titus 3:2 EVSELKVUµEVOUS A P - - 
Titus 3:3 ITAAXV44LEVOL N P - - 
Titus 3:3 6o1A.E15ovac N P - - 
Titus 3:3 6LciyovrEc N P - - 
Titus 3:3 p.Loobv-c€c N P - - 
Titus 3:8 oi. 'REIT LOTEUKOTEC N S - AP 
Titus 3:15 tobc 43$0.oiivuccc A S - AP 
Phlm 8 To CoifiKov A S - AP 
Heb 1:6 rip oixoup.briv A S - AP 
Heb 1:7 O Troia.,  N S - AP 
Heb 1:14 OCITOOTEXA.61.LEVOC N A R SP 
Heb 1:14 tobc 44A.A.ovrocc A S - AP 
Heb 2:1 Tag Cocoua0EICYL V D S - AP 
Heb 2:2 XccATIOEI.c N A R APS 
Heb 2:3 To3ii Cocoucrecyruw G S - AP 
Heb 2:5 Tip oixougviv A S - AP 
Heb 2:5 riiv p.a.A.ouoow A A R ASAP 
Heb 2:9 •thv ... i1XaTiciv.4vov A S - AP 
Heb 2:11 '6 TE yCcp ecylic(cov N S - AP 
Heb 2:11 oi. ecyLa(OµEvot N S - AP 
Heb 2:14 Tel, TO Kpecroc 'XOVICC A S - AP 
Heb 2:18 tors ITELpCC(0i.LVOL c D S - AP 
Heb 3:2 Ovra A 13 - - 
Heb 3:2 TC;) 1TO LTIGOCVT L D S - AP 
Heb 3:3 O KOCTUGKEliCGOCC N S - AP 
Heb 3:4 6 . .. KaTCONEUCcaac N S - AP 
Heb 3:5 TC)v XcarprioopIvum,  G S - AP 
Heb 3:12 (C)VTOC G A R SP 
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Heb 3:16 01 E EJLOOVTE4 N S - AP 
Heb 3:17 rolc OGIICCOVOOGO I. V D S - AP 
Heb 3:18 Sac ecITE LOA00(0 L. V D S - AP 
Heb 4:2 rol.c OcKm5accaLv D S - AP 
Heb 4:3 of 1T LOTEUGOCVSEc N S - AP 
Heb 4:6 of . . . EitcyyEALabrEc N S - AP 
Heb 4:10 6 yap ELo0.0d.w N S - AP 
Heb 4:12 Z6v N P - 
Heb 4:12 6LiK110111./EVOc N P - - 
Heb 4:13 rErpcxxriXtoilvcc N P - - 
Heb 4:14 6 I, EXI1X1/06TOC A A R SP 
Heb 4:15 6uvcipkvov A A R SP 
Heb 4:15 1TE1TE tpcco4vov A S - P 
Heb 5:1 71.ap..13av011Evoc N B - - 
Heb 5:2 roic ecyvoorioLv D S - AP 
Heb 5:2 Trlavuyivot.c D S - AP 
Heb 5:5 6 A.ccA.Tioac N S - AP 
Heb 5:7 rev 6uveci.tEvov A S - AP 
Heb 5:9 rag eiraKaouoLv D S - AP 
Heb 5:12 gxovrEc N P - - 
Heb 5:13 6 }.1,ET )(WV N S - AP 
Heb 5:14 rc.ov ... Ex6vr(...w G S - - 
Heb 5:14 yEyul.tvccop.ivcc A P - - 
Heb 6:4 roec ... cticoTLCrEglitClc A S - AP 
Heb 6:4 yEuoagvouc A S - AP 
Heb 6:4 yEvriebrac A S - AP 
Heb 6:5 yEuaccii.vouc A S - AP 
Heb 6:5 plia.ovroc G A R PS 
Heb 6:6 liapcarEcrovrac A S - P 
Heb 6:7 i Trioboa N A R SAP 
Heb 6:7 4)2(64Evov A A R APS 
Heb 6:7 itKrouoa N A R SAP 
Heb 6:9 r& ... 6(6p,Evcc A S - AP 
Heb 6:12 r6jv ... KA..-ripovop,oUvrcav G S - AP 
Heb 6:18 oi. KocrackurivrEc N S - AP 
Heb 6:18 1TOOKE LOvric G A R APS 
Heb 6:19 E 10Epxoi.avriv A A R SP 
Heb 7:1 6 OUVOCVTIfj0Clc N S - AP 
Heb 7:1 ELAOyilOac N S - AP 
Heb 7:2 EpJ.11lvEu6p.LEvog N B - - 
Heb 7:3 ,c(01,  N P - - 
Heb 7:3 46.v.oLo.N.avoc N P - - 
Heb 7:5 of ... XagoivovrEg N S - AP 
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Heb 7:6 6 ... yEvEcaoyotip..Evoc N S - AP 
Heb 7:6 T011 '4x0lita A S - AP 
Heb 7:8 OCITOO VliGKOVTEc N A R PS 
Heb 7:8 µapt upotipkvoc N S - P 
Heb 7:9 6...ki..436mov N A NR SAP 
Heb 7:18 TrpoayoUalic G A R PS 
Heb 7:21 TO i) Ai yovroc G S - AP 
Heb 7:25 Toth irpooEpxop.vouc A S - AP 
Heb 7:26 KExuvLGI.LEVOc N A R SP 
Heb 7:26 yEv6µEvoc N A R SP 
Heb 7:28 EXovtac A B - - 
Heb 7:28 TETEXE UJI.LEVOV A A R SP 
Heb 8:1 totc AEN.LEVOLc D S - AP 
Heb 8:4 -ca./ irpoo4EpOvadv G S - AP 
Heb 8:5 'rev SEtx0vta A A R ASAP 
Heb 8:13 TO ö'E na2unoiii.L.Evov N S - AP 
Heb 8:13 yripaoKov N S - AP 
Heb 9:3 ii XEyoOvn N A R SAP 
Heb 9:4 '4Xouoa N P - - 
Heb 9:4 1TEp LKEKcauR,frriv A P - - 
Heb 9:4 '4xouoa N A R SP 
Heb 9:4 Ti 13Aaatiloccoa N A R ASAP 
Heb 9:5 KOMICKLOGCOVTa N A R SP 
Heb 9:9 Ten, EVEaTT1KOTa A A R ASAP 
Heb 9:9 1.01 oll11011.1.EVal. N A R SP 
Heb 9:9 'thy XatpEUovta A S - AP 
Heb 9:10 ETrLKEIL4.LEVa N A R SP 
Heb 9:11 yEvop.vcov G A R APS 
Heb 9:13 fSav T CC oucla N A R SP 
Heb 9:13 tobc KE KO LVCJI.LEVOK A S - AP 
Heb 9:14 (63vr I. D A R SP 
Heb 9:15 oi, KEKXTHIEVOL N S - AP 
Heb 9:16 'rob oux9Ep.vou G S - AP 
Heb 9:17 6 151.04J.Evoc N S - AP 
Heb 9:28 toic ... eCITEK6EXO*01.4 A S - AP 
Heb 10:1 1   E WI/T(0V G A R APS 
Heb 10:1 tobc TrpooEpxo4voug A S - AP 
Heb 10:2 Tobc AatpEt5ovrac A S - AP 
Heb 10:14 tok CcyLa(op.vouc A S - AP 
Heb 10:20 C(Loav A A R SP 
Heb 10:23 6 ETrayyELXGCI.LEVOc N S - AP 
Heb 10:27 1.1.XXovroc G A R SP 
Heb 10:28 (18Errioccc N S - - 
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Heb 10:29 6 ... KOLTaTiCailOCCc N S - AP 
Heb 10:29 kriocip.Evoc N S - AP 
Heb 10:29 vul3pi.cfac N S - AP 
Heb 10:30 Tel, E LITCancc A S - AP 
Heb 10:31 (CwToc G A R SP 
Heb 10:33 TC)v ... devaoTpEcl)ogvwv G S - AP 
Heb 10:34 T631) irITCCPXOVIGJV G S - AP 
Heb 10:34 pIvouoav A A R SP 
Heb 10:37 6 EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
Heb 11:1 aTrtcoilivcov G S - P 
Heb 11:1 oU PA.EITOI.LEVOA,  G A R SP 
Heb 11:3 dmi.voilivwv G S - P 
Heb 11:3 TO OAETTOp,EVOV A S - AP 
Heb 11:6 TOv 7TpocrEpx6µEvov A S - AP 
Heb 11:6 Toic ic(TiTolx:n.v D S - AP 
Heb 11:7 TC.m, ...(3XETTOp,614)11 G S - AP 
Heb 11:10 '4xouoav A A R APS 
Heb 11:11 TO]) .i.rceyyELA.41.1.EVOV A S - AP 
Heb 11:14 oi.... Vy0litEc N S - AP 
Heb 11:17 6 ... OcvccElEcillEvoc N S - AP 
Heb 11:20 I.J.,EXXOvicov G S - P 
Heb 11:28 6 6XoOpEiuv N S - AP 
Heb 11:31 Tag OCITE 1. OTIOCCO I. V D S - AP 
Heb 12:1 1TEp LKE 1.1.LEVOV A A R PS 
Heb 12:1 1TpOKE EREVOV A A R APS 
Heb 12:2 1TpOKE Lgvic G A R APS 
Heb 12:3 TOv ... inroi.LEREvrIKOTa A S - AP 
Heb 12:10 TO Soicofw A S - AP 
Heb 12:10 TO auf.aVpov A S - AP 
Heb 12:11 TO TrapOv A S - AP 
Heb 12:11 TOI.c . . . yEyup.vaop1voLc D S - AP 
Heb 12:12 liapE I µbac A A R APS 
Heb 12:12 TrapalEA.u4vcc A A R APS 
Heb 12:18 ilfriA.cl.dOvy D S - P 
Heb 12:18 KEKaui.tvci.) D A R PS 
Heb 12:19 OL ecKoiJoavTEc N S - AP 
Heb 12:20 TO 5LaaTED.6.tEvov A S - AP 
Heb 12:21 TO ci)avTa(6µEvou N S - AP 
Heb 12:22 (6vToc G A R SP 
Heb 12:23 earoycypa40mv G A R SP 
Heb 12:23 TETEAELcop,bow G A R SP 
Heb 12:24 )LaXotIvTi. D A R SP 
Heb 12:25 'thy A.CCA.0iivra A S - AP 
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Heb 12:25 TrapccLrriacii.LEVOL N B - - 
Heb 12:25 tbv xorpat(.Covta A S - AP 
Heb 12:25 ()L... ecTroarpel)6µEvot. N A R SAP 
Heb 12:27 T(.51) CraXEuop..4v6A, G S - AP 
Heb 12:27 TrETrou14vaw G S - AP 
Heb 12:27 to pii aaA.Eu6p.Evcc A S - AP 
Heb 12:29 KaravaXiaKov N A R SP 
Heb 13:3 TC)v KaKouxouvcav G S - AP 
Heb 13:5 toic TrapobaLv D S - AP 
Heb 13:7 tc3v hyougvuw G S - AP 
Heb 13:9 o. ITEVITCCTOINTEC N S - AP 
Heb 13:10 of ... AIXTIDE1101,TEC N S - AP 
Heb 13:14 Ovouaav A A R PS 
Heb 13:14 TO 4XXouaav A S - AP 
Heb 13:15 6p.oXoyoUvwv G A R SP 
Heb 13:17 Tag infouplvo Lc D S - AP 
Heb 13:17 OcTro6Giaov-rEc N S - P 
Heb 13:20 6 avayay6v N A NR ASAP 
Heb 13:24 -Eck iiyoup1VOlic A S - AP 
Jas 1:4 XE L1T611E VO I N P - - 
Jas 1:5 6L66vtoc G A NR APS 
Jas 1:5 6VELS(.(011t0c G A NR APS 
Jas 1:6 6 yap ot.ccpt.v6p.Evoc N S - AP 
Jas 1:6 avEt.it.(oplvu? D A R SP 
Jas 1:6 ISLTR.Cop,v6? D A R SP 
Jas 1:12 Toic ayamila L V D S - AP 
Jas 1:21 T6v OuvCcilEvov A A R ASAP 
Jas 1:22 TrapaXoyt.(64EvoL N B - - 
Jas 1:23 KaTCCVOODVT I. D A R SP 
Jas 1:25 6 6'E TrapaKUxisac N S - AP 
Jas 1:25 irapapktliac N S - AP 
Jas 1:25 yEV61.I.EVOc N S - AP 
Jas 2:3 Teti (1)opotivra A S - AP 
Jas 2:5 toic &rinks I. V D S - AP 
Jas 2:7 TO hILKA.TIEEV A A R ASAP 
Jas 2:11 6 yOcp EtTruSV N S - AP 
Jas 2:12 p..XXoltrEc N S - P 
Jas 2:13 T6) p.ii TroLiiaavn D S - AP 
Jas 2:15 XE LIT6p,E V 0 L N P - - 
Jas 2:23 ii Vyouaa N A R ASAP 
Jas 3:4 tob EUOUvovtoc G S - AP 
Jas 3:6 ij aTrt.Xobaa N S - AP 
Jas 3:6 ft)Xoyf.(ouaa N S - AP 
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Jas 3:6 clAnyt.Coilvr1 N S - AP 
Jas 3:9 Tag ... yEyovOtccc A A NR ASAP 
Jas 3:15 KatEpxop.1,11 N PP - - 
Jas 3:18 tok Trowbow D S - AP 
Jas 4:1 "C(.51) CrtpaTE1.101.1,VCOV G A R ASAP 
Jas 4:11 6 KOCTIXXOCA.6.)V N S - AP 
Jas 4:11 KpiNci.n,  N S - AP 
Jas 4:12 6 6uv&p,Evoc N A R SAP 
Jas 4:12 6 Kpi.vcov N/V A NR SAP 
Jas 4:14 ii ... (Oca.vo4vii N A R SAP 
Jas 4:14 eutxxvLCo4vri N A R SAP 
Jas 4:17 E 156T L D S - P 
Jas 4:17 ITO L alit L D S - P 
Jas 5:1 Mk FTrEpxoµEvaLc D A R ASAP 
Jas 5:4 vliv e.alocivaav G A R ASAP 
Jas 5:4 6 &ITECTTEpri4voc N A R ASAP 
Jas 5:4 to3v 9EpLocivaAw G S - AP 
Jas 5:11 tobc triT0p-E[IneVtac A S - AP 
Jas 5:15 tbi, toip,vovcce A S - AP 
Jas 5:16 EyEpyouµEvrl N B - - 
Jas 5:20 6 ETrLarpE4ac N S - AP 
1 Pet 1:3 6 ... dwayEvvijoac N A NR ASAP 
1 Pet 1:3 C6000, A A R SP 
1 Pet 1:4 TErriprilibriv A A R SP 
1 Pet 1:5 tout ... (Opoupouplvouc A A NR SAP 
1 Pet 1:7 -rob CoroA.A.u4vou G A R SAP 
1 Pet 1:7 SoKy.a.Coi.t6vou G B - - 
1 Pet 1:8 6E6(k:cop.vri D A R SP 
1 Pet 1:10 of ... TrpO4TE6OCCI)TEc N A R SAP 
1 Pet 1:12 vi iv EinxyyatoocOvcov G S - AP 
1 Pet 1:12 eCTIOOTOCV VT L D A NR SP 
1 Pet 1:13 ckpoi.t4viv A A R APS 
1 Pet 1:15 TOv KCCA.GCCVTOL A S - AP 
1 Pet 1:17 'Lb, . . . KpCvovrec A S - AP 
1 Pet 1:21 Toy EyEipavta A A NR SAP 
1 Pet 1:21 Mvta A A NR SAP 
1 Pet 1:23 (Cw-roc G A ? SP 
1 Pet 1:23 µvovioc G A ? SP 
1 Pet 1:25 TO Eiwcyy€XwErEv N A R ASAP 
1 Pet 2:4 (Civcce A A R SP 
1 Pet 2:4 CaroogioKLII.00OIJ,V01, A A R SP 
1 Pet 2:5 c(.31,TEc N A R SP 
1 Pet 2:6 O it LOSE ix.JV N S - AP 
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1 Pet 2:7 toic Tr I GTE UOUG LV D A NR SAP 
1 Pet 2:7 OurLatobaLv D S - P 
1 Pet 2:7 oi. oLKobol.LobviEc N S - AP 
1 Pet 2:9 Tab ... KaA.aavroc G S - AP 
1 Pet 2:10 d o6K '6 41141101. N S - AP 
1 Pet 2:10 Ea.Er10EVTEc N S - AP 
1 Pet 2:13 117rEpEXOlit L D S - P 
1 Pet 2:14 ITE1.1.7TOREVO Lc D S - P 
1 Pet 2:16 '4XovrEc N B - - 
1 Pet 2:23 TC) Kp1.11011T I. D S - AP 
1 Pet 3:5 ai. A.Tri.(ouclaL N A ? ASAP 
1 Pet 3:9 ecTrooLoOvtEc N B - - 
1 Pet 3:9 Eia0y0i)VTEc N B - - 
1 Pet 3:10 6 yOcp EgA.Lov N S - AP 
1 Pet 3:12 TroLavrac A S - P 
1 Pet 3:13 O KOCKUSCRAW N S - AP 
1 Pet 3:15 TC:i.) attavrt D S - AP 
1 Pet 3:16 ot ITT)pECi(OVIEc N S - AP 
1 Pet 3:20 eC1TE LthiaCCat V D B - - 
1 Pet 4:1 O Tra061,  N S - AP 
1 Pet 4:3 1rapEA.T406c N A R APS 
1 Pet 4:5 Tc.ii EtoLµwc 'xolitt. D S AP 
1 Pet 4:5 (63-viag A S - P 
1 Pet 4:12 yLvol.4va D B - - 
1 Pet 4:17 TCAN, cinELOoLvaav G S - AP 
1 Pet 4:19 oi TreCOX01,TEc N S - AP 
1 Pet 5:1 REAloi)a-qc G A R APS 
I Pet 5:8 41)61.LEvoc N A R SP 
1 Pet 5:10 6 KOCXEGCCc N A NR ASAP 
2 Pet 1:1 Toic ... AaxoboLv D S - AP 
2 Pet 1:3 TOD KMA:EGCCVTOC G S - AP 
2 Pet 1:12 Trapotiari D A R APS 
2 Pet 1:16 OECY04:11.01.LEVOLc D A R PS 
2 Pet 1:19 dm i.V011t L. D A R SP 
2 Pet 2:1 ayopciaavia A A R APS 
2 Pet 2:6 I.LEA.A.Oviow G S - P 
2 Pet 2:7 KCCTIXTT01,061.LEVOV A B - - 
2 Pet 2:10 TObc . . . TrOpEU0p,h1014 A S - AP 
2 Pet 2:10 KatcaPpovoiwrac A S - AP 
2 Pet 2:12 yEyEvviLLba N S - - 
2 Pet 2:12 P.autnip.otivtEc N B - - 
2 Pet 2:13 eaSIACOISIIEVOL N B - - 
2 Pet 2:13 T1yo6p.EvoL N B - - 
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2 Pet 2:13 v-rpucl)C.itEc N B - - 
2 Pet 2:14 '4X0vrEc N B - - 
2 Pet 2:14 1501.E&COVTEc N B - - 
2 Pet 2:14 gxoircEc N B - - 
2 Pet 2:14 yEyupacri.th vriv A A R SP 
2 Pet 2:17 OLauvoµcvat. N A R SP PA 
2 Pet 2:18 tob ... derro*Uyovrac A S - AP 
2 Pet 2:18 T011c . . . devoca-cp4oi.t4ouc A S - AP 
2 Pet 2:21 rapczoo0ELGTc G A R APS 
2 Pet 2:22 EliLatp6tliac N B - - 
2 Pet 2:22 Xoucoc4vri N B - - 
2 Pet 3:2 Trpo€Lprti.,Imov G A R APS PA 
2 Pet 3:5 auvEctr6occ N P - - 
2 Pet 3:15 So9Eiclocv A A R APS 
1 John 2:4 6 Akycav N S - AP 
1 John 2:4 rrip6v N S - AP 
1 John 2:6 6 Alyow N S - AP 
1 John 2:9 `0 A.r...)v N S - AP 
1 John 2:9 µLaCw N S - AP 
1 John 2:10 6 ecycorCw N S - AP 
1 John 2:11 6 SE µLaCw N S - AP 
1 John 2:17 6 (5'E TroiCiv N S - AP 
1 John 2:22 6 dcpvoLI.LEvoc N S - AP 
1 John 2:22 6 ecpvoUp.Evoc N S - AP 
1 John 2:23 6 CepvoiglEvoc N S - AP 
1 John 2:23 6 64o2Loyciiv N S - AP 
1 John 2:26 to3v TaavoSvccav G S - AP 
1 John 2:29 6 Trouiiv N S - AP 
1 John 3:3 6 '4x(Aw N S - AP 
1 John 3:4 6 TrotLv N S - AP 
1 John 3:6 6 Ev ccirrcii p1vcav N S - AP 
1 John 3:6 6 Ccp.aptectmv N S - AP 
1 John 3:7 6 rot.65v N S - AP 
1 John 3:8 6 Trou3v N S - AP 
1 John 3:9 6 yEyEvvrip,voc N S - AP 
1 John 3:10 6 IA Trot.o3v N S - AP 
1 John 3:10 6 1.131 ecyaTrCiv N S - AP 
1 John 3:14 6 i.tii ecyairCov N S - AP 
1 John 3:15 eras 6 1.1Laci3v N S - AP 
1 John 3:15 1.tvoucrav A B - - 
1 John 3:24 6 rrifx3v N S - AP 
1 John 4:6 6 ywcSoKuw N S - AP 
1 John 4:7 6 ecyaTrCw N S - AP 
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1 John 4:8 6 p.ii ecyaTro5v N S - AP 
1 John 4:16 6 pkticov N S - AP 
1 John 4:18 6 a .t,o13oUp..Evoc N S - AP 
1 John 4:20 6 yap I.J..ii ecyarCw N S - AP 
1 John 4:21 6 ecyaTra, N S - AP 
1 John 5:1 6 1110TE15CJV N S - AP 
1 John 5:1 6 ecya-ru.;3v N S - AP 
1 John 5:1 tbv yEvirticravta A S - AP 
1 John 5:1 tbv yEyEvv114vov A S - AP 
1 John 5:4 TO yEyEllVTIOVOL,  N S - AP 
1 John 5:4 it VLICTIGOCGCC N A R ASAP 
1 John 5:5 6 vuarw N S - AP 
1 John 5:5 6 TriatEtkav N S - AP 
1 John 5:6 6 EX8wv N S - AP 
1 John 5:6 TO ilaptupobv N S - AP 
1 John 5:7 of iiaptuporiviEc N S - AP 
1 John 5:10 6 TTLCYTEUWV N S - AP 
1 John 5:10 6 p,ii 7rLaTEUumi N S - AP 
1 John 5:12 6 Exwv N S - AP 
1 John 5:12 6  I-al Exwv N S - AP 
1 John 5:13 tots IT LOTE601JOL V D S - AP 
1 John 5:16 tots ligiceptewouaLV D S - AP 
1 John 5:18 6 y(yEvvirOvoc N S - AP 
1 John 5:18 6 yEvvq0€1,c N S - AP 
2 John 2 tilt' 4voucrav A A R ASAP 
2 John 7 of i.tii 61.to)LoyornrrEc N S - AP 
2 John 7 EpxoµEvov A B - - 
2 John 9 6 Trpoecycov N S - AP 
2 John 9 µ11(.0V N S - AP 
2 John 9 6 Ovcov N S - AP 
2 John 11 6 Alycav N S - AP 
3 John 9 cl:illanpoycekov N A NR APS 
3 John 10 toiic pouXop,6,otic A S - AP 
3 John 11 6 eicyaOarroi.65v N S - AP 
3 John 11 6 KOCKOIT01.61,  N S - AP 
Jude 1 tots . . . ijyarrp6voic D S - AP 
Jude 1 TETrifyri4VOLC D S - AP 
Jude 3 Trapabo0Ei.cr11 D A R APS 
Jude 4 oi.... TrpoyEypaRtvoi. N A R SAP 
Jude 4 4ETOLTLEgVTEc N B - - 
Jude 4 cipvoUµEvot. N B - - 
Jude 5 'Mk Ili) 7110TFUOCCITEC(c A S - AP 
Jude 6 tour pii utinjoavtocc A A R SAP 
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Jude 6 cbroXt.Trovrac A A R SAP 
Jude 8 tio-Trina(Opkvoi N S - P 
Jude 12 oi, ... ouvEutoxotillEvot N B - - 
Jude 12 ITO L IICC t VOVTE c N B - - 
Jude 12 'ITCC pcapE pcii.tE vet I. N A R SP PA 
Jude 12 daroecw6vEcc N A R SP 
Jude 12 icpt.(c.,)0V"CCC N A R SP 
Jude 13 ETrw1 p CCOVTOC N A R SP 
Jude 16 TropEuop.Evot. N A R SP 
Jude 16 eauph(oviEc N B - - 
Jude 17 ta, Trpokipri4vcov G A R ASAP PA 
Jude 18 1TOpE1161.1.EVO I. N A R SP 
Jude 19 of eciro6LoptcoviEc N S - AP 
Jude 19 gxovific N P - - 
Jude 22 5 L UK ptvogvouc A B - - 
Jude 23 oi-r LA.(4vov A A R APS 
Jude 24 Toi) SE 5uvay.vo? D S - AP 
Rev 1:3 6 devanvoSonw N S - AP 
Rev 1:3 oi. CocoUourEc N S - AP 
Rev 1:3 nipouvrEc N S - AP 
Rev 1:3 to ... yEypai.tp.vcc A S - AP 
Rev 1:4 6w1, N S - AP 
Rev 1:4 6 px6p.Evoc N S - AP 
Rev 1:5 TC2 ciyam.5vn. D S - AP 
Rev 1:5 ALCIOLVT I. D S - AP 
Rev 1:8 6 div N S - AP 
Rev 1:8 6 EpxoµEvoc N S - AP 
Rev 1:9 -di KMA.01.11V11 D A R ASAP 
Rev 1:11 AEyoUoric G B - - 
Rev 1:13 Ev&ESuµEvov A B - - 
Rev 1:13 ITEpLEC4)04V0V A B - - 
Rev 1:15 1TE1T up 034VTic G A R SP 
Rev 1:18 6 (63t,  N S - AP 
Rev 2:1 6 Kpaviiv N S - AP 
Rev 2:1 6 ITEpLITIXTG5V N S - AP 
Rev 2:2 "CODS A.4yovrocc A S - AP 
Rev 2:7 '0 ')c(in,  N S - AP 
Rev 2:7 Tql vuaZin L. D S - AP 
Rev 2:9 to5v A.Erivadv G S - AP 
Rev 2:11 '0 griav N S - AP 
Rev 2:11 '0 V L K6V N S - AP 
Rev 2:12 6 gxcov N S - AP 
Rev 2:14 Koccrobviac A S - P 
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Rev 2:15 Kpatoillne‘c A S - P 
Rev 2:17 `0 '4xcov N S - AP 
Rev 2:17 Tor) litia.511TL D S - AP 
Rev 2:17 -cot) KEKplWEV011 G A R ASAP 
Rev 2:17 yeypaiip.bov A A R SP 
Rev 2:17 O laktpcimov N S AP 
Rev 2:18 6 '4x/...w N A NR ASAP 
Rev 2:20 ii Ahouacc N A NR ASAP 
Rev 2:22 tok lioLx6ovrocc A S - AP 
Rev 2:23 6 eixeuvoI) N S - AP 
Rev 2:26 O vl.K61, N S - AP 
Rev 2:26 6 Truyliv N S - AP 
Rev 2:29 '0 '4xcov N S - AP 
Rev 3:1 O '4xcov N S - AP 
Rev 3:2 yprnfop6v N P - - 
Rev 3:5 `O 1,1.1a5V N S - AP 
Rev 3:6 `O 'xi.ov N S - AP 
Rev 3:7 6 '4)mi) N S - AP 
Rev 3:7 O civoCycov N S - AP 
Rev 3:7 KAELWV N S - AP 
Rev 3:8 fivapyµfrriv A A R SP 
Rev 3:9 TCA, XEyenituw G S - AP 
Rev 3:10 tfic 1.1.EA.A.otialc G A R ASAP 
Rev 3:10 tfic oixou4vric G S - AP 
Rev 3:10 Tobc KatocKobvtac A S - AP 
Rev 3:12 '0 VLIC(.511 N S - AP 
Rev 3:12 il Katapcavouca N A R ASAP 
Rev 3:13 '0 '4x(,)v N S - AP 
Rev 3:18 IrcirupcopIvoi) A A R SP 
Rev 3:21 '0 lit.K6V N S - AP 
Rev 3:22 '0 'exu) N S - AP 
Rev 4:1 fivEcpyOvri N A R SP 
Rev 4:1 XaXacnic G A R SP 
Rev 4:2 Kaliiip.Evoc N S - P 
Rev 4:3 6 KCCOTII.LEvoc N S - AP 
Rev 4:6 A.tovta N A R SP 
Rev 4:7 Trerop.by D A R SP 
Rev 4:8 
'4X(i)v N I - - 
Rev 4:8 6 d3v N S - AP 
Rev 4:8 O px(I.acvo‘. N S - AP 
Rev 4:9 TC? KOCOTHIEVy D S - AP 
Rev 4:9 -Ecti (Cwr i D S - - 
Rev 4:10 To Kcceq.avou G S - AP 
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Rev 4:10 to") NvEL D S - AP 
Rev 5:1 TOD KCC6111.1,61,01) G S - AP 
Rev 5:1 yEypeci.tp,vov A A R SP 
Rev 5:1 KOCTEM§payLOI.LEVOI) A A R SP 
Rev 5:6 6:34ayp,6vov N P - - 
Rev 5:6 gxuw N I - - 
Rev 5:6 aTrEOTOCA+11 VO 1 N P - - 
Rev 5:7 tot Kot9rp.6vou G S - AP 
Rev 5:8 yEil.oUoccc A A R SP 
Rev 5:12 TO Ea4ayµEvov A A R ASAP 
Rev 5:13 T67) Kathigvu,) D S - AP 
Rev 6:2 (5 Kalif.LEVOc N S - AP 
Rev 6:2 gxuw N I - - 
Rev 6:4 TC? KccOriplvu,) D S - AP 
Rev 6:5 O KCLOTHIEVOc N S - AP 
Rev 6:8 6 KoceijilEvoc N S - AP 
Rev 6:9 -c6:w ocl:locyl.avuw G S - AP 
Rev 6:10 TCW Kat 01. KoUvrcov G S - AP 
Rev 6:11 ot 0A.lovrEc N A R ASAP 
Rev 6:14 EJi.Laa61.1.Evoi) N A R SP 
Rev 6:16 Toil KOCOTD.LEvou G S - AP 
Rev 7:2 gxovnt A B - - 
Rev 7:2 (6W-uoc G A R SP 
Rev 7:4 T C3 V &34payLoOtiuw G S - AP 
Rev 7:4 Ea4payLGii6voL N P - - 
Rev 7:5 Ea4payLaµEvoL N P - - 
Rev 7:8 EapayLaµEvol N P - - 
Rev 7:10 TC? KaOriplvo) D S - AP 
Rev 7:13 of TEE p LI3E0XIIIIEVOL N S - AP 
Rev 7:14 oi. EpxoµEVOL N S - AP 
Rev 7:15 O KaOitEvoc N S - AP 
Rev 8:3 
'4Xcav N B - - 
Rev 8:6 of gx0VTEc N A R ASAP 
Rev 8:7 µcp.Ly[i6va N A R SP 
Rev 8:8 KIX L 64Evov N A R SP 
Rev 8:9 T& EXOVTa N S - AP 
Rev 8:10 KCCLOI.LEVOc N A R SP 
Rev 8:13 tons K&TO L KO blatec A S - AP 
Rev 8:13 mil/ µOaf:Slimy G A R ASAP 
Rev 9:7 iroiliocoOvoLc D A R SP 
Rev 9:9 TpExoyruw G A R SP 
Rev 9:14 6 gxuw N A R ASAP 
Rev 9:14 tolls 15E6E0vouc A A R ASAP 
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Rev 9:15 of huni.tccagvoL N A R ASAP 
Rev 9:17 Tobc Kocehip.vouc A S - AP 
Rev 9:17 ExovTac A B - - 
Rev 9:18 to I<TrOpE1)01.1EVOI) G A R ASAP 
Rev 9:19 gxouoai N I - - 
Rev 10:1 1TEpLI3E13A.V.EVOV A B - - 
Rev 10:2 Ijvatynigvov A A R SP 
Rev 10:6 T6 (6vTi D S - AP 
Rev 10:8 T6 itivEyylivov A A R ASAP 
Rev 10:8 T01.) ECIT6T0c G A R ASAP 
Rev 11:1 Tok 11pOOKUVOilVtac A S - AP 
Rev 11:4 cci ... EGTC5tEc. N A R ASAP 
Rev 11:7 TO Concpctivov N A R ASAP 
Rev 11:10 of KaTOLKOMEc N S - AP 
Rev 11:10 tObc KCCTOLKObViac A S - AP 
Rev 11:11 Tok 8EcopoilvTac A S - AP 
Rev 11:16 [oi] ... KOCOTOIEVOL N A R ASAP 
Rev 11:17 6 d3v N S - AP 
Rev 11:18 Tots et)opouplvoic D S - AP 
Rev 11:18 TOiic 5icc(1)0ELpOVTac A S - AP 
Rev 12:1 ITEpt.PE(3X-ri4 VT1 N A R SP 
Rev 12:2 gxouocc N B - - 
Rev 12:3 
'4X(Aw N I - - 
Rev 12:4 Tfic I.LEXA.oixyric G A R ASAP 
Rev 12:6 iitOwaoithvov A A R SP PA 
Rev 12:9 6 KO:A.061.LE VOc N S - - 
Rev 12:9 6 Taavc-ov N S - - 
Rev 12:9 TO oiKoup1vr1v A S - AP 
Rev 12:10 6 KarnyopCw N S - AP 
Rev 12:12 of ... OKTiVaVTEC N S - AP 
Rev 12:17 T(.3v Tripoi)Tcov G S - AP 
Rev 12:17 Exov.rwv G S - AP 
Rev 13:1 Exov A I - - 
Rev 13:5 XaXotiv N A R SP 
Rev 13:6 Tok ... C3K11,0111)Tac A S - AP 
Rev 13:8 01 KOCTOLKoinnEc N S - AP 
Rev 13:8 Toil gal)txwbou G A R ASAP 
Rev 13:12 Tok ... KOGIOLKOINTCK A S - AP 
Rev 13:14 TO bc KOCTOLKOINTac A S - AP 
Rev 13:14 TOic KOCCOLKOba L V D S - AP 
Rev 13:17 6 gxu, N S - AP 
Rev 13:18 6 '4xcov N S - AP 
Rev 14:1 gxouaat N A R SP 
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Rev 14:1 yeypcctip.vov A P - - 
Rev 14:2 K Leccp t Coviow G A R SP 
Rev 14:3 oi. kopaal.thvot. N A R ASAP 
Rev 14:4 of OcKoA.oueotivrEc N S - AP 
Rev 14:6 '4X011Ta A I - - 
Rev 14:6 TObc KaOrplvouc A S - AP 
Rev 14:7 T43 Troalclown D S - AP 
Rev 14:10 tot KEKEpOtallEVOU G A R ASAP 
Rev 14:11 d 1TpOOKUVOillitEc N S - AP 
Rev 14:12 d tripoinnEc N S - AP 
Rev 14:13 of ... durroOvntalcoviEc N A R ASAP 
Rev 14:14 Ka0itEvov A B - - 
Rev 14:14 
'4)46)v N I - - 
Rev 14:15 TC?. Kccerg.tvci) D S - AP 
Rev 14:16 6 Ka0ipEvoc N S - AP 
Rev 14:17 '4 X.(ov N I - - 
Rev 14:18 [6] EXwv N S - - 
Rev 14:18 TG) '4 XOVT L D S - AP 
Rev 15:1 gxovrac A A R SP 
Rev 15:2 1.1,Epxyplvm, A A R SP 
Rev 15:2 tour vLK6ivrocc A S AP 
Rev 15:2 '4xottrocc A B - - 
Rev 15:6 [d] gxovrEc N A R ASAP 
Rev 15:7 yq..toticrac A A R SP 
Rev 15:7 -rob (C)vroc G A NR ASAP 
Rev 16:2 Tobc '4xoviccc A A R ASAP 
Rev 16:2 -Eck irpooKuvoliviac A A R ASAP 
Rev 16:5 6 Wv N S - AP 
Rev 16:9 -cob gxovtoc G A NR ASAP 
Rev 16:10 EoKOTwµEv11 N P - - 
Rev 16:14 iroLoinna N PP - - 
Rev 16:14 tfic dkoup,Anic G S - AP 
Rev 16:15 6 ypiiyopCw N S - AP 
Rev 16:15 TripCiv N S - AP 
Rev 16:16 TM/ 1(00.6(41E1)ov A A R ASAP 
Rev 17:1 TCov Exovtwv G A R ASAP 
Rev 17:1 tfic Kccer1p,v1c G A R ASAP 
Rev 17:2 01. KaTOLKOEWTEc N S - AP 
Rev 17:3 y4Lovjta] A A R SP 
Rev 17:3 gXcov N I - - 
Rev 17:4 y4Lov A A R SP 
Rev 17:5 yEypcwbov N B - - 
Rev 17:7 Toil DautecCovroc G A R ASAP 
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Rev 17:7 'Ca Exouroc G A R ASAP 
Rev 17:8 d KOCTOLKObVtEc N S - AP 
Rev 17:9 O Exwv N A R ASAP 
Rev 17:16 iipripAq.thyriv A P - - 
Rev 17:18 'n gxoucro: N A R ASAP 
Rev 18:1 gXovta A I - - 
Rev 18:2 ilEp,Lcip.vou G A R SP 
Rev 18:8 O Kpivac N A NR ASAP 
Rev 18:9 oi.... 1T0pVEUCialltEc N A R ASAP 
Rev 18:9 CriprivIAGCLVTEc N A R ASAP 
Rev 18:15 ot ITA.ouTr)aawTEc N A R ASAP 
Rev 18:16 ii 1rEpO3E13A.rip,frq N A R ASAP 
Rev 18:16 KExpucicop,VTI N A R ASAP 
Rev 18:17 6 E1rI, TOTTOV TT XECOV N S AP 
Rev 18:19 61. gX0VTEc N S - AP 
Rev 18:24 to3v EockayµEvwv G S - AP 
Rev 19:4 "CC? Kccero.1..61,6? D A NR ASAP 
Rev 19:5 61 ckopoUp,E1,0 I. N S - AP 
Rev 19:9 01. . . . KEK/114EVOL N S - AP 
Rev 19:10 tc.5v 6cOvrcov G A R ASAP 
Rev 19:11 6 Koceljj.LEvoc N S AP 
Rev 19:12 yEypaili.tbov A B - - 
Rev 19:13 PEPcci.tp.bov A A R SP 
Rev 19:14 EV&ESuµEvoL N B - - 
Rev 19:16 ycypap,µbov A B - - 
Rev 19:17 TOic TrETOI.LE VO 1. c D A R ASAP 
Rev 19:18 TG3V KCCOT)p..EVWV G S - AP 
Rev 19:19 TOD Kalli.LEV011 G S - AP 
Rev 19:20 6 Trot:ricrac N A R ASAP 
Rev 19:20 I Obc ACC13.61,TeCc A S AP 
Rev 19:20 Tok IrpOOKUVOUVC04 A S - AP 
Rev 19:20 tfic KOCL01.1.4 Vic G A R ASAP 
Rev 19:21 Tots KaOriOvou G S - AP 
Rev 19:21 Tit E E2t.9otiali D A R ASAP 
Rev 20:1 '4X011ta A I - 
Rev 20:4 TO3V 1TE1TEXEKL01.1,EVGJV G S - AP 
Rev 20:6 6 grim/ N S - AP 
Rev 20:9 Thy ilyearrip.briv A A R ASAP 
Rev 20:10 6 TrXecvCov N A NR ASAP 
Rev 20:11 ten, KaAip.Evov A S AP 
Rev 20:12 taw ycypap.p.6vGJV G S - AP 
Rev 21:2 1iTOLµacc4vriv A B - - 
Rev 21:2 KEKOOI.LTWLEVTIV A A R SP 
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Rev 21:5 6 Kcceiip,Evoc N S - AP 
Rev 21:6 i 6 tliffallt L D S - AP 
Rev 21:7 6 vt.K6v N S - AP 
Rev 21:8 EIMEAUyllEVOLc D S - P 
Rev 21:8 Tti Katop.v73 D A R ASAP 
Rev 21:9 TC,51) EX6vccov G A R ASAP 
Rev 21:9 tc3v yq.1.6vtcov G A R ASAP 
Rev 21:11 '4xouaav A I - - 
Rev 21:11 KpuatccA,A. C ( OVEL D A R SP 
Rev 21:12 EnLyEypaµµEva A B - - 
Rev 21:15 6 AaA.Cw N S - AP 
Rev 21:19 KEKoap,TiOvol. N P - - 
Rev 21:27 [6] Irma) N S - AP 
Rev 21:27 of yEypa[11,1vot. N S - AP 
Rev 22:2 TroLobv A B - - 
Rev 22:2 errro6o5obv A B - - 
Rev 22:7 6 Trip6v N S - AP 
Rev 22:8 6 Cacoi5wv N S - AP 
Rev 22:8 13A.Trcov N S - AP 
Rev 22:8 Tots oEtKvUovt6c G A R ASAP 
Rev 22:9 viiv tripotivrcov G S - AP 
Rev 22:11 6 6t6LK6v N S - AP 
Rev 22:14 oi. ITA.UvovtEc N S - AP 
Rev 22:15 4)LXCov N S - P 
Rev 22:15 Traub), N S - P 
Rev 22:17 6 emoticov N S - AP 
Rev 22:17 6 6LtIrCw N S - AP 
Rev 22:17 6 0auw N S - AP 
Rev 22:18 TC? eCICOUOIlt 1, D S - AP 
Rev 22:18 Tac yEypaw.tvac A A R ASAP 
Rev 22:19 tfav yEypal.44vcov G S - AP 
Rev 22:20 O p.aptup6iv N S - AP 
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RELATIVE CLAUSES IN THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT 
This appendix includes every relative clause in the Greek New Testament: adnominal, 
substantival, and adverbial.' All of the examples beyond the primary focus of adnominal relative 
clauses have been identified and included in this appendix for the sake of thoroughness and 
transparency. This allows the reader to discern the greater pool of examples from which the 
specific set for analysis has been derived. This appendix, which in total contains 1,573 examples, 
allows for an independent assessment of the assertions maintained in this dissertation and an 
understanding of how each occurrence has been categorized. Furthermore, the data contained 
herein serves as a resource to consult for modern editors, translators, and exegetes of the Greek 
New Testament. 
Seven columns comprise the table of this appendix. The identification of each column and 
its contents are explained below. 
Verse (Column 1). This column identifies what verse is being considered and 
follows the traditional ordering of the books of the New Testament. 
Text (Column 2). This column contains the actual relative pronoun that heads the 
relative clause in the verse. At times it includes a preposition or particle associated 
with it. 
Additionally an -alternating-  category was utilized with the relative clause to designate those examples 
where the relative pronoun is utilized with the particles IA& and öt to express alternatives. For example in Matthew 
22:5: CurfiXeov. ifoc µi v Eic toy tom aypov, 6; Si Eai rfjv 61.12ropiav aura (ESV: "they ... went off, one to his farm, 
another to his business."). Furthermore, sentential relative clauses have been subsumed under the adnominal 
category. 
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Case (Column 3). This column contains the case of the cited relative pronoun. The 






Fnctn (Column 4). The grammatical function of the cited construction is cited here 
and is abbreviated as follows: 
A: Adjectival/Adnominal 
B: Adverbial 
L: Alternating Relative Clause 
S: Substantival 
Rest (Column 5). The restrictivity/nonrestrictivity of the relative clause under 
consideration is identified as follows: 
NR: Nonrestrictive 
R: Restrictive 
- : Not applicable 
?: Ambiguous 
Ptrn (Column 6). The formation pattern of the cited relative clause is abbreviated 
here as follows: 
PST: Post-nominal relative clause 
IHRC: Internally-headed relative clause 
- : Not applicable 
RP (Column 7). This column contains the relativized position for adnominal and 
sentential relative clauses.The relativized positions are abbreviated as follows: 
Su: Subject 
DO: Direct object 




Verse Text Case Fnctn Rest Ptrn RP 
Matt 1:16 EE fic G A NR PST Ob 
Matt 1:23 6 N A NR PST Su 
Matt 1:25 'hoc ob G B - - 
Matt 2:6 Oot Lc N A R PST Su 
Matt 2:9 Ov A A R PST DO 
Matt 2:9 ETrecvw ou G S - - 
Matt 2:16 . ov A A R PST DO 
Matt 3:11 a) G A NR PST Po 
Matt 3:12 oli G A NR PST Po 
Matt 3:17 Ev 43 D A NR PST Ob 
Matt 5:19 Oc EO:v N S - - 
Matt 5:19 k 6' av N S - - 
Matt 5:21 BS 6' &v N S - - 
Matt 5:22 'c 6' &v N S - - 
Matt 5:22 k 6' &v N S - - 
Matt 5:25  '464 6rou G B - - 
Matt 5:31 Oc Olv N S - - 
Matt 5:32 k aci, N S - - 
Matt 5:39 Oat Lc N S - - 
Matt 5:41 Our Lc N S - - 
Matt 6:8  div G S - - 
Matt 7:2 Ev cr) D B - - 
Matt 7:2 Ev (:::.) D B - - 
Matt 7:9  Ov A A NR PST DO 
Matt 7:15  at LVEc N A NR PST Su 
Matt 7:24 Oot Lc N S - - 
Matt 7:24  Oat Lc N A R PST Su 
Matt 7:26  Oar Lc N A R PST Su 
Matt 8:4  a A A R PST DO 
Matt 10:11  Etc Fiv 6' liv A A R IHRC Ob 
Matt 10:14 BS liv N S - - 
Matt 10:26  6 N A R PST Su 
Matt 10:26  6 N A R PST Su 
Matt 10:27  6 A S - - 
Matt 10:27  6 A S - 
_ 
- 
Matt 10:32  60T Lc N S - 
Matt 10:33 Oat Lc N S - - 
Matt 10:38  Oc N S - - 
Matt 10:42  BS av N S - - 
Matt 11:4  a A S - - 
Matt 11:6  BS Eecv N S - - 
Matt 11:10  TrEpi oli G S - - 
Matt 11:10 BS N A NR PST Su 
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Matt 11:16 a N A NR PST Su 
Matt 11:20 Ev atc D A R PST 01) 
Matt 11:27 (.15 acv D S - - 
Matt 12:2 15 A S - - 
Matt 12:4 15 A A NR PST DO 
Matt 12:11 Oc N A R PST Su 
Matt 12:18 Ov A A NR PST DO 
Matt 12:18 Etc Ov A A NR PST Ob 
Matt 12:32 15c ao, N S - - 
Matt 12:32  toc 8' /iv N S - - 
Matt 12:36  i5 A A R PST DO 
Matt 12:50  CSGTLc yCcp &v N S - - 
Matt 13:4  a lAv N L - - 
Matt 13:8 8 1.L'Ev N L - - 
Matt 13:8  8 SE N L - - 
Matt 13:8  15 8E N L - - 
Matt 13:12  iionc N S - - 
Matt 13:12  00Tic N S - - 
Matt 13:12  15 A S - - 
Matt 13:17  a A S - - 
Matt 13:17  & A S - - 
Matt 13:23  Oc N A NR PST Su 
Matt 13:23  O p.6) N L - - 
Matt 13:23  8 bE N L - - 
Matt 13:23  8 a N L - - 
Matt 13:31  Ov A A R PST DO 
Matt 13:32  8 N A NR PST Su 
Matt 13:33  iiv A A R PST DO 
Matt 13:33  `46.)c ol, G B - - DO 
Matt 13:44  by A A NR PST DO 
Matt 13:48  ijv A A NR PST DO 
Matt 13:52  Oat Lc N A R PST Su 
Matt 14:7  O 6:v A S - - 
Matt 14:22  '464 ou G B - - 
Matt 15:5  Oc 'olv N S - 
Matt 15:5  8 eOcv A S - - 
Matt 15:13  ijv A A R PST DO 
Matt 16:19  8 6:v A S - 
Matt 16:19  15 Eav A S - - 
Matt 16:25  Og yCep acv N S - - 
Matt 16:25  Oc 8' av N S - - 
Matt 16:28  ei OLTLVEc N A R PST Su 
Matt 17:5 Ev 65 D A NR PST Ob 
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Matt 17:9 Zwc of, G B - - 
Matt 18:4 Oott.c N S - - 
Matt 18:5 Bc acv N S - - 
Matt 18:6 "Oc 5' av N S - - 
Matt 18:7 5t.' ou G A R PST Ob 
Matt 18:19 ou ECcv G A R PST DO 
Matt 18:23 Oc N A R PST Su 
Matt 18:28 lic N A R PST Su 
Matt 18:34 'hoc ou G B - - 
Matt 19:6 B A S - - 
Matt 19:9 ;5c av N S - - 
Matt 19:11 otc D S - - 
Matt 19:12 (AT LVEc N A R PST 
Matt 19:12 OCT LVEc N A R PST 
Matt 19:12 di LVEC N A R PST 
Matt 19:29 Ooric N S - - 
Matt 20:1 Ciattc N A R PST Su 
Matt 20:4 `6 Eav N S - - 
Matt 20:15 B eaw A S - - 
Matt 20:22 B A A R PST DO 
Matt 20:23 oic D S - - 
Matt 20:26 Bc 6a) N S - - 
Matt 20:27 3.c av N S - 
Matt 21:15 a A A R PST DO 
Matt 21:24 by Eiry A A NR PST DO 
Matt 21:33 Oat Lc N A R PST Su 
Matt 21:35 av ifEv N L - - 
Matt 21:35 ay bE N L - - 
Matt 21:35 By SE N L - - 
Matt 21:41 tf 0 LT LVEC N A ? PST Su 
Matt 21:42 Ov A A R PST DO 
Matt 21:44 w By 5' ay A S - - 
Matt 22:2 Oat Lc N A R PST Su 
Matt 22:5 Bc ilsEv N L - - 
Matt 22:5 Bc 5E N L - - 
Matt 22:10 obc A S - - 
Matt 23:12 Oat Lc N S - - 
Matt 23:12 OTC Lc N S - - 
Matt 23:16 BS av N S - - 
Matt 23:16 Bc 5' av N S - - 
Matt 23:18 tac av N S - - 
Matt 23:18 ac 8' ay N S - - 
Matt 23:27 olrLvEc N A NR PST Su 
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Matt 23:35 By A A NR PST DO 
Matt 23:37 Ov A B - - 
Matt 24:2 i5c N A R PST Su 
Matt 24:38 CtXPt fic G B - - 
Matt 24:44 15 D A R IHRC DO 
Matt 24:45 By A A R PST DO 
Matt 24:46 By A A R PST DO 
Matt 24:50 15 D A R PST DO 
Matt 24:50 15 D A R PST DO 
Matt 25:1 OCI.TLVEc N A R PST Su 
Matt 25:15 d?. 1-ii) D L - - 
Matt 25:15 qi SE D L - - 
Matt 25:15 ci.i 6E D L - - 
Matt 25:29 6 A S - - 
Matt 26:13 B A S - - 
Matt 26:24 Si' ol) G A R PST Ob 
Matt 26:36 `46.4 [oii] G B - - 
Matt 26:48 By ea, A S - - 
Matt 26:50 W I5 A S - - 
Matt 27:9 By A A R PST DO 
Matt 27:15 by A A R PST DO 
Matt 27:33 O N A NR PST Su 
Matt 27:55 CaT INK N A NR PST Su 
Matt 27:56 Ev atc D A NR PST Ob 
Matt 27:57 BS N A NR PST Su 
Matt 27:60 ii A A NR PST DO 
Matt 27:62 friTic N A NR PST Su 
Matt 28:16 ois G B - - 
Mark 1:2 BS N A NR PST Su 
Mark 1:7 oii G A NR PST Po 
Mark 1:44 a A S - - 
Mark 2:19 Ev cli D B - - 
Mark 2:24 ii N S - - 
Mark 2:26 obc A A NR PST DO 
Mark 3:13 obc A S - - 
Mark 3:14 [out] A A NR PST DO 
Mark 3:17 ii N A NR PST Su 
Mark 3:19 BS N A NR PST Su 
Mark 3:29 i5c 5' &v N S - - 
Mark 3:35 k [Y&P] av N S - - 
Mark 4:4 O ifEv N L - - 
Mark 4:9 BS N S - - 
Mark 4:16 of N A NR PST Su 
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Mark 4:20 OTT LVEc N A NR PST Su 
Mark 4:24 Ev (1:.) D A R IHRC Ob 
Mark 4:25 Oc N S - - 
Mark 4:25 Oc N S - - 
Mark 4:25 B A S - - 
Mark 4:31 ac N A NR PST Su 
Mark 5:3 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Mark 5:33 o N S - - 
Mark 5:41 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 6:11 ac av N A R IHRC Su 
Mark 6:16 By A S - - 
Mark 6:22 8 Eav A S - - 
Mark 6:23 6 "Et EliV A S - - 
Mark 7:4 a A S - - 
Mark 7:11 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 7:11 8 eikv A S - - 
Mark 7:13 fi D A R PST DO 
Mark 7:15 B N A R PST Su 
Mark 7:25 fiC G A NR PST Po 
Mark 7:34 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 8:35 Oc yOcp Mv N S - - 
Mark 8:35 iic 6' av N S - - 
Mark 8:38 Bc yCep acv N S - - 
Mark 9:1 dixLvcc N A R PST Su 
Mark 9:9 a A S - - 
Mark 9:37 ac ay N S - - 
Mark 9:37 iic av N S - - 
Mark 9:39 Oc N A R PST Su 
Mark 9:40 ac N S - - 
Mark 9:41 "OS yitp Ow N S - 
Mark 9:42 Oc av N S - - 
Mark 10:9 B A S - - 
Mark 10:11 Oc av N S - - 
Mark 10:15 Bc av N S - - 
Mark 10:29 ac N A R PST Su 
Mark 10:35 6 acv A S - - 
Mark 10:38 6 A A R PST DO 
Mark 10:38 8 A A R PST DO 
Mark 10:39 6 A A R PST DO 
Mark 10:39 8 A A R PST DO 
Mark 10:40 otc D S - - 
Mark 10:43 Oc av N S - - 
Mark 10:44 Oc av N S - - 
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Mark 11:2 g(p' 61, A A NR PST Ob 
Mark 11:21 Ply A A R PST DO 
Mark 11:23 ag ay N S - - 
Mark 11:23 6 A S - - 
Mark 12:5 dig p:Ey A L - - 
Mark 12:5 oi!)c SE A L - - 
Mark 12:10 Oy A A R PST DO 
Mark 12:18 arLyEc N A NR PST Su 
Mark 12:42 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 13:2 iic N A NR PST Su 
Mark 13:11 6 aw N S - - 
Mark 13:19 fly A A R PST DO 
Mark 13:20 oik A A NR PST DO 
Mark 13:30 oii G B - - 
Mark 13:37 6 SE A S - - 
Mark 14:8 6 A S - - 
Mark 14:9 6 A S - - 
Mark 14:21 SL' oi..) G A R PST Ob 
Mark 14:32 a G A R PST Po 
Mark 14:44 By iky A S - - 
Mark 14:71 Oy A A R PST DO 
Mark 15:6 by A A R PST DO 
Mark 15:7 CATLVEc N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:12 [By] A S - - 
Mark 15:16 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:22 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:23 lig N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:34 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:40 Ev aic D A NR PST Ob 
Mark 15:41 a N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:42 6 N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:43 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Mark 15:46 6 N A R PST Su 
Mark 16:9 Trap' ;IC G A NR PST Ob 
Luke 1:4 diy G A R IHRC DO 
Luke 1:20 &XPL fig G B - - 
Luke 1:20 awe' c5y G B - - 
Luke 1:20 auvcc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 1:25 atc D A R PST Ob 
Luke 1:26 il D A R PST Ob 
Luke 1:27 (;)- D A R PST Ob 
Luke 1:61 Bc N A R PST Su 
Luke 1:73 Oy A A R PST DO 
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Luke 1:78 Ev otg D A NR PST Ob 
Luke 2:4 iitic N A NR PST Su 
Luke 2:10 'lit Lc N A R PST Su 
Luke 2:11 iic N A NR PST Su 
Luke 2:15 15 A A R PST DO 
Luke 2:20 ac D S - - 
Luke 2:25 (l'i D A R PST Ob 
Luke 2:31 6 A A NR PST DO 
Luke 2:37 fl N A NR PST Su 
Luke 2:50 6 A A R PST DO 
Luke 3:16 di) G A NR PST Po 
Luke 3:17 oii G A NR PST Po 
Luke 3:19 eiv G A R IHRC DO 
Luke 4:6 672 acv D S - - 
Luke 4:16 oi) G B - - 
Luke 4:17 oi3 G B - - 
Luke 4:18 oii G B - - 
Luke 4:29 (1)' oii G A R PST Ob 
Luke 5:3 6 N A NR PST Su 
Luke 5:9 (rw G A R PST DO 
Luke 5:10 o N A NR PST Su 
Luke 5:17 of N A R PST Su 
Luke 5:18 BS N A R PST Su 
Luke 5:21 BS N A NR PST Su 
Luke 5:25 4' 6 A S - - 
Luke 5:29 o N A NR PST Su 
Luke 5:34 Ev u:i D B - - 
Luke 6:2 B N S - - 
Luke 6:3 6 A A R PST DO 
Luke 6:4 obc A A NR PST DO 
Luke 6:13 oik A A NR PST DO 
Luke 6:14 By A A ? PST DO 
Luke 6:16 BS N A NR PST Su 
Luke 6:18 of N A NR PST Su 
Luke 6:34 Trap' div G S - - 
Luke 6:38 6:) D A R IHRC Ob 
Luke 6:46 a A S - - 
Luke 6:48 BS N A NR PST Su 
Luke 6:49 ri D A NR PST DO 
Luke 7:2 BS N A NR PST Su 
Luke 7:4 (.5 D S - - 
Luke 7:22 a A S - - 
Luke 7:23 BS Eav N S - - 
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Luke 7:27 TrEpi oiT) G S - - 
Luke 7:27 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 7:32 a N A NR PST Su 
Luke 7:37 Tril.c N A R PST Su 
Luke 7:39 ijr t.c N A R PST Su 
Luke 7:43 4i D S - 
Luke 7:45 duif fic G B - - 
Luke 7:47 oii xcipLy G B - - 
Luke 7:47 6 D S - - 
Luke 7:49 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 8:2 cii N A R PST Su 
Luke 8:2 eaV fic G A NR PST Ob 
Luke 8:3 CaTLVEc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 8:5 8 p.`o, N L - - 
Luke 8:13 of N S - - 
Luke 8:13 of N A NR PST Su 
Luke 8:15 CaTLVEc N S - - 
Luke 8:17 2, N A R PST Su 
Luke 8:17 ii N A R PST Su 
Luke 8:18 Oc etv N S - - 
Luke 8:18 Oc ay N S - - 
Luke 8:18 8 A S - - 
Luke 8:26 Titl.c N A NR PST Su 
Luke 8:35 eup' a G A R PST Ob 
Luke 8:38 cify oli G A R PST Ob 
Luke 8:41 4.) D A R PST Ob 
Luke 8:43 iit Lc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 8:47 6L' fiv A B - - 
Luke 9:4 Etc ijv ilv A A R IHRC Ob 
Luke 9:9 TrEpl. oi; G A R PST Ob 
Luke 9:24 Oc y6cp Olv N S - 
Luke 9:24 Bc El' av N S - - 
Luke 9:26 Oc y&p Civ N S - - 
Luke 9:27 of N A R PST Su 
Luke 9:30 OLtLVEc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 9:31 of N A NR PST Su 
Luke 9:31 iiv A A NR PST DO 
Luke 9:33 8 A S - - 
Luke 9:36 61,  G S - - 
Luke 9:43 oic D S - - 
Luke 9:48 Bc elxv N S - - 
Luke 9:48 Oc Eiv N S - 
Luke 9:50 Og N S - - 
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Luke 10:1 ob G B - - 
Luke 10:5 Etc Flv 5' ay A A R IHRC Ob 
Luke 10:8 Etc iiv &v A A R IHRC Ob 
Luke 10:10 Eic ?v 8' ea,  A A R IHRC Ob 
Luke 10:22 d; D S - - 
Luke 10:23 a A S - - 
Luke 10:24 Ft A S - - 
Luke 10:24 a A S - - 
Luke 10:30 Ot N A NR PST Su 
Luke 10:35 6 IL Ow A S - - 
Luke 10:39 [i] N A NR PST Su 
Luke 10:42 'OK N A NR PST Su 
Luke 11:6 O A S - - 
Luke 11:22 4' fl D A NR PST Ob 
Luke 11:27 obc A A R PST DO 
Luke 12:1 'Ev oic D B - - 
Luke 12:1 iittc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 12:2 B N A R PST Su 
Luke 12:2 B N A R PST Su 
Luke 12:3 &v8' 65v G B - - 
Luke 12:3 2) A S - - 
Luke 12:8 BS &v N S - - 
Luke 12:10 BS N S - - 
Luke 12:12 a A S - - 
Luke 12:20 a A S - - 
Luke 12:24 oic D A NR PST Ob 
Luke 12:37 oDc A A R PST DO 
Luke 12:40 fl D A R IHRC DO 
Luke 12:42 By A A R PST DO 
Luke 12:43 By A A R PST DO 
Luke 12:46 il• D A R PST DO 
Luke 12:46 ii D A R PST DO 
Luke 12:48 di; D S - - 
Luke 12:48 d; D S - - 
Luke 12:50 Z6.4 Otou G B - - 
Luke 13:1 6v G A R PST Po 
Luke 13:4 4' oiic A A R PST Ob 
Luke 13:7 OW oi) G B - - 
Luke 13:8 ELA)c OT01) G B - - 
Luke 13:14 Ev atc D A R PST Ob 
Luke 13:16 ;iv A A NR PST DO 
Luke 13:19 By A A R PST DO 
Luke 13:21 iiv A A R PST DO 
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Luke 13:21 Zwc a G B - - 
Luke 13:25 &4' a 'ay G B - - 
Luke 13:30 o N A R PST Su 
Luke 13:30 of N A R PST Su 
Luke 13:34 By A B - - 
Luke 14:15 OcrtLc N S - - 
Luke 14:22 B A S - AP 
Luke 14:27 Oatic N S - - 
Luke 14:33 Bc N S - - 
Luke 15:7 Cat LvEc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 15:8 Z6)4 oi, G B - - 
Luke 15:9 fly A A R PST DO 
Luke 15:16 (5y G A R PST DO 
Luke 16:1 Bc N A R PST Su 
Luke 17:1 5L' ol) D S - - 
Luke 17:7 15c N A NR PST SU 
Luke 17:10 B A S - - 
Luke 17:12 of N A NR PST Su 
Luke 17:27 CixpL pis G B - - 
Luke 17:29 f.1 D A R IHRC Ob 
Luke 17:30 fl D A R IHRC Ob 
Luke 17:31 Bc N S - - 
Luke 17:33 iic acy N S - - 
Luke 17:33 BS 5"ciy N S - - 
Luke 18:17 Bc ay N S - - 
Luke 18:29 Bc N A R PST Su 
Luke 18:30 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 19:13 h) cip? D B - - 
Luke 19:15 ()D S D A R PST I0 
Luke 19:20 ily A A NR PST DO 
Luke 19:21 a A S - - 
Luke 19:21 a A S - - 
Luke 19:22 B A S - - 
Luke 19:22 O A S - - 
Luke 19:26 a A S - - 
Luke 19:30 h, ii D A NR PST Ob 
Luke 19:30 4' By A A NR PST Ob 
Luke 19:37 .. y co G A R IHRC DO 
Luke 19:44 &v9' diy G B - - 
Luke 20:17 By A A R PST DO 
Luke 20:18 4' Ov 6' &v A S - - 
Luke 20:47 of N A NR PST Su 
Luke 21:4 By A A R PST DO 
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Luke 21:6 a A A R PST DO 
Luke 21:6 Ev aic D A R PST Ob 
Luke 21:6 iic N A R PST Su 
Luke 21:15 lei D A R PST DO 
Luke 21:24 hp t ob G B - - 
Luke 22:7 [hi] fi D A NR PST Ob 
Luke 22:10 E IC iiii A A R PST Ob 
Luke 22:16 Zcoc Otou G B - - 
Luke 22:18 `46.4 di G B - - 
Luke 22:22 151: oU G A R PST Ob 
Luke 22:60 ii A S - - 
Luke 23:14 cliv G S - - 
Luke 23:19 iSonc N A NR PST Su 
Luke 23:25 By A A R PST DO 
Luke 23:27 di. N A R PST Su 
Luke 23:29 Ev aic D A R PST Ob 
Luke 23:29 a. N A R PST Su 
Luke 23:29 of N A R PST Su 
Luke 23:33 By IfEv A L - - 
Luke 23:33 By SE A L - - 
Luke 23:41 div G S - - 
Luke 23:51 BS N A NR PST Su 
Luke 23:53 oii G B - - 
Luke 23:55 CetTLVEC N A R PST Su 
Luke 24:1 a A A R IHRC DO 
Luke 24:13 f.I D A R PST Ob 
Luke 24:17 obc A A R PST DO 
Luke 24:19 BS N A NR PST Su 
Luke 24:21 eccV 66 G B - - 
Luke 24:23 a N A NR PST Su 
Luke 24:25 oic D S - - 
Luke 24:28 o G B - - 
Luke 24:44 obc A A R PST DO 
Luke 24:49 Zwc or) G B - - 
John 1:3 a N S - - 
John 1:9 F:, N A NR PST Su 
John 1:13 of N A NR PST Su 
John 1:15 By A S - - 
John 1:26 By A S - - 
John 1:27 oi, G A NR PST Po 
John 1:30 oi, G S - - 
John 1:30 BS N A R PST Su 
John 1:33 hI)' 15v ecv A S - - 
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John 1:38 2, N A NR PST Su 
John 1:41 8 N A NR PST Su 
John 1:42 8 N A NR PST Su 
John 1:45 iiii A S - - 
John 1:47 ev 6.): D A R PST Ob 
John 2:5 8 IL all A S - - 
John 2:22 Ov A A R PST DO 
John 2:23 a A A R PST DO 
John 3:2 a A A R PST DO 
John 3:11 8 A S - - 
John 3:11 8 A S - - 
John 3:26 OS N S - - 
John 3:26 6:) D A NR PST DO 
John 3:32 8 A S - - 
John 3:34 Ov A S - - 
John 4:5 8 A A R PST DO 
John 4:12 OS N A NR PST Su 
John 4:14 cc 6' Ccv N S - - 
John 4:14 oi) G A R PST DO 
John 4:14 8 A A R PST DO 
John 4:18 Ov A S - - 
John 4:22 8 A S - - 
John 4:22 8 A S - - 
John 4:29 OS N A R PST Su 
John 4:32 iiV A A R PST DO 
John 4:38 8 A S - - 
John 4:39 a A S - - 
John 4:46 oi.) G A R PST Po 
John 4:50 Ov A A R PST DO 
John 4:52 ev ii D A R PST Ob 
John 4:53 ev ij D A R PST Ob 
John 5:7 ev 4; D B - - 
John 5:19 a y&p ilv A S - - 
John 5:20 a A S - - 
John 5:21 ac A S - - 
John 5:28 ev fi D A R PST Ob 
John 5:32 ijv A A R PST DO 
John 5:36 a A A R PST DO 
John 5:36 a A A R PST DO 
John 5:38 Ov A S - - 
John 5:45 Etc OV A A NR PST Ob 
John 6:2 a A A R PST DO 
John 6:9 BS N A NR PST Su 
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John 6:13 a N A NR PST Su 
John 6:14 B A A R IHRC DO 
John 6:21 Etc Pp A A R PST Ob 
John 6:27 Ply A A NR PST DO 
John 6:29 By A S - - 
John 6:37 B A S - - 
John 6:39 8 A S - - 
John 6:42 ois G A NR PST Po 
John 6:51 By A A R PST DO 
John 6:63 a A A R PST DO 
John 6:64 o N S - - 
John 7:3 a A A R PST DO 
John 7:25 By A S - - 
John 7:28 By A S - - 
John 7:31 (.5y G S - - 
John 7:36 By A A R PST DO 
John 7:39 B A A NR PST DO 
John 7:50 t:ly G B - - 
John 8:25 ii TI. A? S - - 
John 8:26 a A S - - 
John 8:38 a A S - - 
John 8:38 a A S - - 
John 8:40 Bc N A R PST Su 
John 8:40 Ilv A A R PST DO 
John 8:53 Oat Lc N A NR PST Su 
John 8:54 By A A NR PST DO 
John 9:7 B N A NR PST Su 
John 9:14 Ev ij D A R IHRC Ob 
John 9:18 Zwc Btou G B - - 
John 9:19 By A A NR PST DO 
John 9:24 Bc N A R PST Su 
John 10:6 a A S - - 
John 10:12 oi) G A NR PST Po 
John 10:16 a N A NR PST Su 
John 10:25 a A A R PST DO 
John 10:29 B A S - - 
John 10:35 Trpeic ac A A NR PST Ob 
John 10:36 By A S - - 
John 11:2 'tic G A NR PST Po 
John 11:3 By A S - - 
John 11:6 Ev G.') D A R IHRC Ob 
John 11:45 a A S - - 
John 11:46 a A S - - 
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John 12:1 By A A NR PST DO 
John 12:9 By A A NR PST DO 
John 12:38 By A A R PST DO 
John 12:48 By A A R PST DO 
John 12:50 a A S - - 
John 13:5 j? D A R PST Ob 
John 13:7 b A S - - 
John 13:23 By A A R PST DO 
John 13:24 ITEpt 011 G S - - 
John 13:26 j? D S - - 
John 13:27 B A S - - 
John 13:29 (Sy G S - - 
John 13:38 Zwc a G B - - 
John 14:10 a A A R PST DO 
John 14:12 a A A R PST DO 
John 14:13 ii n ay A S - - 
John 14:17 15 A A NR PST DO 
John 14:24 By A A R PST DO 
John 14:26 B A A NR PST DO 
John 14:26 a A S - - 
John 15:3 By A A R PST DO 
John 15:7 B acy A S - - 
John 15:14 a A S - - 
John 15:15 a A S - - 
John 15:16 O TI, &V A S - - 
John 15:20 oi, G A R PST DO 
John 15:24 a A A R PST DO 
John 15:26 ay A A NR PST DO 
John 15:26 6 N A NR PST Su 
John 16:17 a A A R PST DO 
John 16:18 [i] A A R PST DO 
John 17:2 B A S - - 
John 17:3 By A A NR IHRC DO 
John 17:4 b A A R PST DO 
John 17:5 il D A R PST DO 
John 17:6 oik A A R PST DO 
John 17:8 a A A R PST DO 
John 17:9 diy G S - - 
John 17:11 j? D A NR PST DO 
John 17:12 43 D A NR PST DO 
John 17:22 Pr A A R PST DO 
John 17:24 B A S - - 
John 17:24 fiv A A NR PST DO 
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John 17:26 Fit/ A A R PST DO 
John 18:1 (Lc Ov A A NR PST Ob 
John 18:9 av A A R PST DO 
John 18:9 oiic A S - 
John 18:11 8 A A R PST DO 
John 18:13 ac N A NR PST Su 
John 18:21 a A S - - 
John 18:26 ob G S - - 
John 18:32 By A A R PST DO 
John 19:17 ,, o N A NR PST Su 
John 19:22 8 A S - 
John 19:26 By A A R PST DO 
John 19:37 By A S - - 
John 19:41 Ev cp:i D A NR PST Ob 
John 20:2 Ov A A R PST DO 
John 20:7 B N A NR PST Su 
John 20:16 B N A NR PST Su 
John 20:30 a N A NR PST Su 
John 21:7 av A A R PST DO 
John 21:10 6v G A R PST DO 
John 21:20 By A A R PST DO 
John 21:20 Bc N A NR PST Su 
John 21:25 a A A R PST DO 
John 21:25 at I VCC Eav N A NR PST Su 
Acts 1:1 div G S - - 
Acts 1:2 EXPL fig G B - - 
Acts 1:2 ()tic A A R PST DO 
Acts 1:3 oic D A NR PST 10 
Acts 1:4 ;iv A A R PST DO 
Acts 1:7 obc A A R PST DO 
Acts 1:11 o N A NR PST Su 
Acts 1:11 By A B - - 
Acts 1:12 8 N A NR PST Su 
Acts 1:13 ois G B - - 
Acts 1:16 Ply A A R PST DO 
Acts 1:21 65 D A R PST Ob 
Acts 1:22 l'ic G A R PST Ob 
Acts 1:23 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 1:24 By A S - - 
Acts 1:25 ear fIC G A R PST Ob 
Acts 2:2 ob G B - 
Acts 2:8 h, 15 D A R PST Ob 
Acts 2:21 Bc (Iv N S - - 
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Acts 2:22 otc D A NR PST DO 
Acts 2:24 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 2:32 oi) G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 2:33 B A A R PST DO 
Acts 2:36 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 3:2 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 3:3  Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 3:6 B A S - - 
Acts 3:13 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 3:15 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 3:15 66 G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 3:16 Bv A A R PST DO 
Acts 3:18 a A S - - 
Acts 3:21 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 3:21  div G A NR PST DO 
Acts 3:23 firtc Ucv N A R PST Su 
Acts 3:25 fiC G A R PST DO 
Acts 4:10 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 4:10 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 4:12 Ev 4) D A R PST Ob 
Acts 4:20 Cc A S - - 
Acts 4:22 Et' By A A R PST Ob 
Acts 4:27 Ov A A NR PST DO 
Acts 4:31  h, 4) D A R PST Ob 
Acts 4:36 6 N A NR PST Su 
Acts 5:16 a t LvEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 5:25 olic A A R PST DO 
Acts 5:30 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 5:32 B A A NR PST DO 
Acts 5:36 (;') D A NR PST DO 
Acts 5:36 OS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 6:3 obc A A NR PST DO 
Acts 6:6 ok A A NR PST DO 
Acts 6:10 6:3 D A R PST Ob 
Acts 6:14 a A A R PST DO 
Acts 7:3 ijv &v A A R PST DO 
Acts 7:4 (Lc ijv A A R PST Ob 
Acts 7:7  4) Ucv D A R PST DO 
Acts 7:16 ej D A R PST DO 
Acts 7:17 
'Tic G A R PST DO 
Acts 7:18 C'expi, of) G B - - 
Acts 7:18 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 7:20 Ev 4i D A R IHRC Ob 
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Acts 7:20 as N A NR PST Su 
Acts 7:28 By A B - - 
Acts 7:29 of) G B - - 
Acts 7:33 (t)' j? D A R PST Ob 
Acts 7:35 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 7:38 15c N A NR PST Su 
Acts 7:39 4.) D A NR PST DO 
Acts 7:40 of N A R PST Su 
Acts 7:40 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 7:43 ok A A R PST DO 
Acts 7:44 By A A R PST DO 
Acts 7:45 ?iv A A NR PST DO 
Acts 7:45 c5v G A R PST DO 
Acts 7:46 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 7:52 ot) G A NR PST DO 
Acts 7:53 OCT LVEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 8:6 Cc A A R PST DO 
Acts 8:10 43 D A NR PST DO 
Acts 8:15 OTT tliEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 8:19 cii Ucv D S - - 
Acts 8:24 c5v G S - - 
Acts 8:27 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 8:27 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 8:30 a A S - - 
Acts 8:32 ijv A A R PST DO 
Acts 9:5 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 9:6 CS t [ A S - - 
Acts 9:17 fl D A R PST Ob 
Acts 9:33 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 9:35 at LvEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 9:36 ii N A NR PST Su 
Acts 9:36 c5v G A NR PST DO 
Acts 9:39 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 10:5 Oc N A ? PST Su 
Acts 10:6 6:i D A NR PST Ob 
Acts 10:12 h) cr? D A NR PST Ob 
Acts 10:15 a A S - - 
Acts 10:17 '6 A A R PST DO 
Acts 10:21 By A S - - 
Acts 10:21 Si' fiv A A R PST Ob 
Acts 10:32 Oc N A ? PST Su 
Acts 10:36 [By] A A R PST DO 
Acts 10:37 B A A R PST DO 
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Acts 10:38 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 10:39 65y G S - - 
Acts 10:39 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 10:41 arLycc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 10:47 at Lycc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 11:6 E tc F) A A NR PST Ob 
Acts 11:9 a A S - - 
Acts 11:11 Ev .1) D A R PST Ob 
Acts 11:14 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 11:14 Ev otc D A R PST Ob 
Acts 11:20 dtt LVEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 11:23 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 11:28 'ling N A NR PST Su 
Acts 11:30 B A A NR PST DO 
Acts 12:4 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 12:10 iron N A NR PST Su 
Acts 12:12 oi) G B - - 
Acts 12:23 CoiEr 65y G B - 
Acts 13:2 B A A R PST DO 
Acts 13:6 (:) D A R PST Ob 
Acts 13:7 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 13:22 0:1 D A NR PST Ob 
Acts 13:22 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 13:25 oi) G S - - 
Acts 13:31 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 13:31 at LyEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 13:37 By A S - - 
Acts 13:38 c5y G S - 
Acts 13:41 B A A R PST DO 
Acts 13:43 (ATI-11K N A NR PST Su 
Acts 14:8 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 14:9 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 14:11 B A S - - 
Acts 14:15 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 14:16 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 14:23 E tc By A A NR PST Ob 
Acts 14:26 B A A R PST DO 
Acts 15:10 By A A R PST DO 
Acts 15:11 KccEI By A B - 
Acts 15:17 EI' ac A A R PST Ob 
Acts 15:24 ()lc D A NR PST DO 
Acts 15:29 EE 61) G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 15:36 Ey ctic D A R PST Ob 
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Acts 16:2 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 16:12 :rittc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 16:13 ob G B - - 
Acts 16:14 1.7.1C G A NR PST Po 
Acts 16:16 frric N A NR PST Su 
Acts 16:17 cativEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 16:21 a A A R PST DO 
Acts16:24 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 17:3 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 17:7 oac A A NR PST DO 
Acts 17:10 dirLyEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 17:11 CAT LVEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 17:23 ev 4') D A R PST Ob 
Acts 17:23 B A S - - 
Acts 17:31 ev ii D A R PST Ob 
Acts 17:31 j? D A R PST DO 
Acts 17:34 ey otc D A NR PST Ob 
Acts 18:7 ot) G A NR PST Po 
Acts 18:27 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 19:13 By A A ? PST DO 
Acts 19:16 ey cti D A R PST Ob 
Acts 19:25 ac A A NR PST DO 
Acts 19:27 fly A A NR PST DO 
Acts 19:35 BS N A R PST Su 
Acts 19:40 irEpi a) G A R PST Ob 
Acts 20:8 oii G B - - 
Acts 20:18 thif flc G A R PST Ob 
Acts 20:24 Fly A A R PST DO 
Acts 20:25 ev oic D A NR PST Ob 
Acts 20:28 ev ej D A R PST Ob 
Acts 20:28 'Ply A A NR PST DO 
Acts 20:38 (;). D A R PST DO 
Acts 21:4 arLyEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 21:11 ob G A R PST Po 
Acts 21:16 Trap' r.i.i D A NR IHRC Ob 
Acts 21:19 6v G S - - 
Acts 21:23 iS A A R PST DO 
Acts 21:24 (5y G S - - 
Acts 21:26 `ewc oi) G B - - 
Acts 21:29 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 21:32 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 22:4 ac N A NR PST Su 
Acts 22:5 Trap' c5v G A NR PST Ob 
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Acts 22:8 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 22:10 43v G S - - 
Acts 22:15 c5v G S - 
Acts 22:24 SC iiv A B - - 
Acts 23:12 Zwc oi; G B - - 
Acts 23:14 cat LvEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 23:14 Zwc ob G B - - 
Acts 23:19 8 A S - - 
Acts 23:21 Ott LVEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 23:21 `4.4 ob G B - - 
Acts 23:28 6L' ijv A A R PST Ob 
Acts 23:29 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 23:33 at LvEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 24:1 OCT LvEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 24:6 BS N A NR PST Su 
Acts 24:6 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 24:8 rap' oL G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 24:8 d.iv G S - 
Acts 24:11 ecV fig G B - - 
Acts 24:13 1TE pl. (1.)11 G S - - 
Acts 24:14 ?Iv A A NR PST DO 
Acts 24:15 i'lv A A NR PST DO 
Acts 24:18 Ev atc D A NR PST Ob 
Acts 24:19 ok A A NR PST Ob 
Acts 24:21 iig G A R PST DO 
Acts 25:7 Cc A A NR PST DO 
Acts 25:10 oL G B - - 
Acts 25:11 crw G S - - 
Acts 25:15 7rEpt oi3 G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 25:16 Trpbc o'isc A A NR PST Oh 
Acts 25:18 rEpi a G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 25:18 , WV G S - - 
Acts 25:19 By A A ? PST DO 
Acts 25:21 `6(...K oli G B - - 
Acts 25:24 TrEpl a G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 25:26 TrEpi. a G A NR PST Ob 
Acts 26:2 div G S - - 
I  1-81t121
-8121 
Acts 26:7 E Lc ijv A A NR PST 
Acts 26:7 1TEpt fig G A R IHRC 
Acts 26:10 ii A A NR PST 
Acts 26:12 'Ev otc D A NR PST 
Acts 26:15 By A A R PST 
Acts 26:16 c5v G S - - 
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Acts 26:16 (.5y G S - - 
Acts 26:17 Etc ac A A NR PST 10 
Acts 26:22 65y G S - - 
Acts 26:26 irpOc By A A NR PST Ob 
Acts 27:8 61.? D A NR PST Ob 
Acts 27:17 iiy A A NR PST DO 
Acts 27:23 oii G A NR IHRC Po 
Acts 27:23 ci:i D A NR PST DO 
Acts 27:25 Koc0' By A B - - 
Acts 27:33 "AxpL (YE a G B - - 
Acts 27:39 Etc By A A NR PST Ob 
Acts 27:44 obc WEI, A L - - 
Acts 27:44 (Lc & A L - - 
Acts 28:4 By A A NR PST DO 
Acts 28:7 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 28:8 Trpbc By A A NR PST Ob 
Acts 28:10 of N A NR PST Su 
Acts 28:14 ois G B - - 
Acts 28:15 oZ) A A NR PST DO 
Acts 28:18 at LyEc N A NR PST Su 
Acts 28:22 a A S - - 
Acts 28:23 otc D A NR PST I0 
Rom 1:2 B A A NR PST DO 
Rom 1:5 6t.' oi) G A NR PST Ob 
Rom 1:6 Ev oic D A NR PST Ob 
Rom 1:9 6:i D A NR PST DO 
Rom 1:25 at LVEC N A NR PST Su 
Rom 1:25 tog N A NR PST Su 
Rom 1:27 ijy A A R IHRC Ob 
Rom 1:32 at LVEC N A NR PST Su 
Rom 2:1 hi 67) D S - - 
Rom 2:6 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 2:15 at LVEc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 2:23 Bc N S - 
Rom 2:29 ot) G A NR PST Po 
Rom 3:8 d.iy G A NR PST Po 
Rom 3:14 diy G A NR PST Po 
Rom 3:25 By A A NR PST DO 
Rom 3:30 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 4:6 eti D A R PST 10 
Rom 4:7 (.5y G S - - 
Rom 4:8 oii G A R PST Po 
Rom 4:15 oii G B - - 
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Rom 4:16 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 4:17 oii G A R IHRC DO 
Rom 4:18 "Oc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 4:21 O A S - - 
Rom 4:24 otic D A NR PST 10 
Rom 4:25 BS N A NR PST Su 
Rom 5:2 SC oi; G A NR PST Ob 
Rom 5:2 hi ii D A R PST Ob 
Rom 5:11 6L' a G A NR PST Ob 
Rom 5:12 E4 4). D B - - 
Rom 5:14 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 5:20 oi; G B - - 
Rom 6:2 at LVEc N S - 
Rom 6:10 ii A S - - 
Rom 6:10 ii A S - - 
Rom 6:16 (:) D S - 
Rom 6:16 qi D S - - 
Rom 6:17 E lc By A A R 1HRC Ob 
Rom 6:21 4' clic D S - - 
Rom 7:6 hi cr) D S - - 
Rom 7:15 B A S - - 
Rom 7:15 B A S - - 
Rom 7:15 B A S - - 
Rom 7:16 B A S - - 
Rom 7:19 B A A R IHRC DO 
Rom 7:19 B A A R IHRC DO 
Rom 7:20 B A S - - 
Rom 8:3 hi 6,5  D B - - 
Rom 8:15 hi 65 D A NR PST Ob 
Rom 8:24 B A S - - 
Rom 8:25 B A S - - 
Rom 8:29 obc A S - - 
Rom 8:30 obc A S - 
Rom 8:30 (Lc A S - - 
Rom 8:30 (Lc A S - - 
Rom 8:32 Oc N S - - 
Rom 8:34 BS N A NR PST Su 
Rom 8:34 BS N A NR PST Su 
Rom 9:4 any6c N A NR PST Su 
Rom 9:4 c5v G A NR PST Po 
Rom 9:5 c5v G A NR PST Po 
Rom 9:5 EE crw G A NR PST Ob 
Rom 9:15 By A S - - 
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Rom 9:15 By A S - - 
Rom 9:18 By A S - - 
Rom 9:18 By A S - - 
Rom 9:21 B A L - - 
Rom 9:21 B A L - 
Rom 9:23 Cc A A NR PST DO 
Rom 9:24 OBc A A NR PST DO 
Rom 9:26 ot) G B - 
Rom 10:8 B A A R PST DO 
Rom 10:13 BS 61y N S - - 
Rom 10:14 By A S - - 
Rom 10:14 oli G S - - 
Rom 11:2 By A A NR PST DO 
Rom 11:4 01.TLVEC N A R PST Su 
Rom 11:7 B A S - - 
Rom 11:25 hpi, di G B - - 
Rom 12:3 Trap' O A S - - 
Rom 14:2 k p.6) N L - - 
Rom 14:5 "Oc p:Ey N L - - 
Rom 14:5 BS SE N L - 
Rom 14:15 i)Tecp ob G A NR PST Ob 
Rom 14:21 Ev cri) D S - - 
Rom 14:22 [iiy] A A R PST DO 
Rom 14:22 h, cr? D S - - 
Rom 14:23 B N S - - 
Rom 15:18 jiy G S - - 
Rom 15:21 oic D S - - 
Rom 15:21 o N S - - 
Rom 16:2 Ev u) D A R IHRC Ob 
Rom 16:4 at LyEc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 16:4 otc D A NR PST DO 
Rom 16:5 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 16:6 'OK N A NR PST Su 
Rom 16:7 OCILVEC N A NR PST Su 
Rom 16:7 di, N A NR PST Su 
Rom 16:12 iinc N A NR PST Su 
Rom 16:17 Ply A A R PST DO 
Rom 16:27 di; D A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 1:8 BS N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 1:9 SC ot, G A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 1:30 BS N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 2:7 fly A A NR PST DO 
1 Cor 2:8 Ply A A NR PST DO 
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1 Cor 2:9 a A S - - 
1 Cor 2:9 a A S - - 
1 Cor 2:13 a A A NR PST DO 
1 Cor 2:16 BS N B - - 
1 Cor 3:5 St' crw G A R PST Ob 
1 Cor 3:11 Cic N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 3:14 O A A R PST DO 
1 Cor 3:17 cat tvk N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 4:5 BS N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 4:6 a A S - - 
1 Cor 4:7 O A A R PST DO 
1 Cor 4:17 Clc N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 4:17 BS N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 5:1 "ring N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 6:5 Oc N A R PST Su 
1 Cor 6:18 Ci 4cv A A R PST DO 
1 Cor 6:19 oii G A NR PST DO 
1 Cor 7:1 d3v G S - - 
1 Cor 7:20 fl D A R PST Ob 
1 Cor 7:24 Ev c;') D S - - 
1 Cor 7:36 te) A S - - 
1 Cor 7:37 BS N S - - 
1 Cor 7:39 eti D S - - 
1 Cor 8:6 E oii G A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 8:6 St' oli G A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 8:11 St' By A A R PST Ob 
1 Cor 10:11 E LS oik A A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 10:13 BS N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 10:13 O A S - - 
1 Cor 10:15 O A S - - 
1 Cor 10:16 2, A A R PST DO 
1 Cor 10:16 by A A R PST DO 
1 Cor 10:20 a A S - - 
1 Cor 10:30 ineEp oti G S - - 
1 Cor 11:21 BS 4sEv N L - - 
1 Cor 11:21 Oc SE N L - - 
1 Cor 11:23 15 A S - - 
1 Cor 11:23 il D A R PST Ob 
1 Cor 11:26 6XPL oii G B - - 
1 Cor 11:27 Oc aii N S - - 
1 Cor 12:8 4i u.t, D L - - 
1 Cor 12:23 a A A R PST DO 
1 Cor 12:28 oi!ic A A NR PST DO 
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1 Cor 14:37 a A S - - 
1 Cor 15:1 15 A A R PST DO 
1 Cor 15:1 B A A NR PST DO 
1 Cor 15:1 6, cr? D A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 15:2 Ea' ob G A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 15:3 O A S - - 
1 Cor 15:6 4 c5v G A NR PST Ob 
1 Cor 15:9 Bc N A NR PST Su 
1 Cor 15:10 O N S - - 
1 Cor 15:15 By A A NR PST DO 
1 Cor 15:25 &XPL oi) G B - - 
1 Cor 15:31 Ply A A NR PST DO 
1 Cor 15:36 B A S - - 
1 Cor 15:37 O A S - - 
1 Cor 16:2 O it. aCli A S - - 
1 Cor 16:3 oik Eav A S - - 
1 Cor 16:6 a eOw G B - - 
2 Cor 1:4 fiC G A R PST Ob 
2 Cor 1:6 c5v G A R PST DO 
2 Cor 1:10 Bc N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 1:10 ELc By A A NR PST Ob 
2 Cor 1:13 a A S - - 
2 Cor 1:17 a A S - - 
2 Cor 2:3 c5v G S - - 
2 Cor 2:4 Fiv A A R PST DO 
2 Cor 2:10 65 D S - - 
2 Cor 2:10 B A S - - 
2 Cor 2:16 (Jig !Ay D L - - 
2 Cor 2:16 oic bE D L - - 
2 Cor 3:6 BS N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 4:4 Ev otc D A NR PST Ob 
2 Cor 4:4 Oc N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 4:6 15c N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 5:10 bl A S - - 
2 Cor 7:7 il D A R PST Ob 
2 Cor 8:10 chtLvEc N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 8:18 oii G A R PST Po 
2 Cor 8:22 By A A R PST DO 
2 Cor 9:2 fly A A NR PST DO 
2 Cor 9:11 fit Lc N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 10:1 Bc N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 10:2 fl D A R PST Ob 
2 Cor 10:8 fic G A NR PST DO 
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2 Cor 10:13 ob G A R PST DO 
2 Cor 10:18 By A S - - 
2 Cor 11:4 By A A R PST DO 
2 Cor 11:4 3 A A R PST DO 
2 Cor 11:4 3 A A R PST DO 
2 Cor 11:12 "0 A S - AP 
2 Cor 11:12 Ev cr) D S - - 
2 Cor 11:15 (51, G A NR PST Po 
2 Cor 11:17 B A S - - 
2 Cor 11:21 'Ev c7.) D S - - 
2 Cor 12:4 Cc A A NR PST DO 
2 Cor 12:6 6 A S - - 
2 Cor 12:13 6 A A R PST DO 
2 Cor 12:17 673v G S - - 
2 Cor 12:21 it D A R PST DO 
2 Cor 13:3 BS N A NR PST Su 
2 Cor 13:10 f, A A R PST DO 
Gal 1:5 4.) D A NR PST Ob 
Gal 1:7 6 N A NR PST Su 
Gal 1:8 6 A S - - 
Gal 1:9 3 A S - - 
Gal 1:20 Cc A S - - 
Gal 1:23 srill A A R PST DO 
Gal 2:2 6 A A R PST DO 
Gal 2:4 otttLVEc N A NR PST Su 
Gal 2:4 fp, A A R PST DO 
Gal 2:5 otc D A NR PST Ob 
Gal 2:10 6 A A NR PST DO 
Ga12:18 a A S - - 
Gal 2:20 6 A S - - 
Gal 3:1 otc D A NR PST Ob 
Ga13:10 BS N S - - 
Gal 3:16 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Gal 3:19 &XPLC ot) G B - - 
Ga13:19 4.) D S - - 
Gal 4:9 otc D A NR PST Ob 
Gal 4:19 obc A A NR PST DO 
Gal 4:19 1-tXPLC of) G B - - 
Gal 4:24 OiTLvec N A NR PST Su 
Gal 4:24 frac N A NR PST Su 
Gal 4:26 frric N A NR PST Su 
Gal 5:4 CATIVEc N A NR PST Su 
Gal 5:10 But Lc N A NR PST Su 
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Gal 5:17 a Ucv A S - - 
Gal 5:19 arLva N A NR PST Su 
Gal 5:21 a A A NR PST DO 
Gal 6:7 B yOcp Eav A S - - 
Gal 6:14 .5L' or.) G A NR PST Ob 
Eph 1:6 fIc G A NR PST Ob 
Eph 1:7 'Ev 4). D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 1:8 fig G A NR PST DO 
Eph 1:9 ijv A A NR PST DO 
Eph 1:11 'Ev CI) D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 1:13 'Ev 43 D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 1:13 hi 6,5  D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 1:14 O N A NR PST Su 
Eph 1:20 "Hv A A NR PST DO 
Eph 1:23 iinc N A NR PST Su 
Eph 2:2 Ev oic D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 2:3 hi otc D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 2:4 ijv A A R PST Ob 
Eph 2:10 oic D A NR PST DO 
Eph 2:21 Ev ct5 D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 2:22 hi (i5 D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 3:4 npoc O A A NR PST Ob 
Eph 3:5 B A A NR PST DO 
Eph 3:7 oii G A NR PST Po 
Eph 3:11 fly A A R PST DO 
Eph 3:12 hi 4i D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 3:13 iitic N A NR PST Su 
Eph 3:15 E oi; G A NR PST Ob 
Eph 3:20 65y G S - - 
Eph 4:1 fiC G A R PST Ob 
Eph 4:15 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Eph 4:16 EE oil G A NR PST Ob 
Eph 4:19 01.-CLVK N A NR PST Su 
Eph 4:30 hi oc;) D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 5:4 a N A NR PST Su 
Eph 5:5 ii N A NR PST Su 
Eph 5:18 hi ki D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 6:2 ijnc N A NR PST Su 
Eph 6:16 hi G‘i D A NR PST Ob 
Eph 6:17 ii N A NR PST Su 
Eph 6:20 isT4 oii G A NR PST Ob 
Eph 6:22 By A A NR PST DO 
Phil 1:28 ii-r Lc N A NR PST Su 
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Phil 2:5 a N A NR PST Su 
Phil 2:6 bc N A NR PST Su 
Phil 2:15 Ev clic D A NR PST Ob 
Phil 2:20 Saris N A R PST Su 
Phil 3:7 &Ewa N S - - 
Phil 3:8 St' Ov A A NR PST Ob 
Phil 3:12 W (-1'.) D S - - 
Phil 3:16 Etc ii A S - - 
Phil 3:18 obc A A R PST DO 
Phil 3:19 di'v G A NR PST Po 
Phil 3:19 (T)v G A NR PST Po 
Phil 3:20 E oti G A NR PST Ob 
Phil 3:21 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Phil 4:3 cattvcc N A NR PST Su 
Phil 4:3 j)v G A NR PST Po 
Phil 4:9 a A S - - 
Phil 4:10 W (r? D A NR PST Ob 
Phil 4:11 hi oic D S - - 
Col 1:4 fp, A A R PST DO 
Col 1:5 ill' A A NR PST DO 
Col 1:6 axif lliq G 13 - - 
Col 1:7 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Col 1:9 ealf fiC G B - - 
Col 1:13 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Col 1:14 Ev 4.) D A NR PST Ob 
Col 1:15 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Col 1:18 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Col 1:23 oi) G A ? PST DO 
Col 1:23 or) G A NR PST Ob 
Col 1:24 i:i N A NR PST Su 
Col 1:25 f1C G A NR PST Ob 
Col 1:27 olc D A NR PST 10 
Col 1:27 O N A NR PST Su 
Col 1:28 Oti A A NR PST DO 
Col 1:29 cLc O A A NR PST Ob 
Col 2:3 hi 4) D A NR PST Ob 
Col 2:10 as N A NR PST Su 
Col 2:11 'Ev CA..) D A NR PST Ob 
Col 2:12 hi 4) D A NR PST Ob 
Col 2:14 B N A NR PST Su 
Col 2:17 a N A NR PST Su 
Co12:18 a A S - - 
Co12:19 E oil G A NR PST Ob 
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Col 2:22 a N A NR PST Su 
Col 2:23 Oa LA N A NR PST Su 
Col 3:1 of, G B - - 
Col 3:5 iittc N A NR PST Su 
Col 3:6 61.' Cc A A NR PST Ob 
Col 3:7 Ev oic D A NR PST Ob 
Col 3:14 5 N A NR PST Su 
Col 3:15 E Lc ijv A A NR PST Ob 
Col 3:17 8 TI. acv A S - - 
Col 3:23 O au, A S - 
Col 3:25 B A S - - 
Col 4:3 Ea' i5 A A NR PST Ob 
Col 4:8 By A A NR PST DO 
Col 4:9 Og N A NR PST Su 
Col 4:10 irEpi, a G A NR PST Ob 
Col 4:11 cat tvEc N A NR PST Su 
Col 4:17 ijv A A R PST DO 
1 Thess 1:10 By A A NR PST DO 
1 Thess 2:13 BS N A NR PST Su 
1 Thess 3:9 1:1 D A R PST Ob 
1 Thess 5:24 BS N A NR PST Su 
2 Thess 1:4 cdc D A R PST DO 
2 Thess 1:5 idEp fig G A NR PST Ob 
2 Thess 1:9 OCT LVEc N A NR PST Su 
2 Thess 1:11 Mc ii A A NR PST Ob 
2 Thess 2:8 By A A NR PST DO 
2 Thess 2:9 a) G A NR PST Po 
2 Thess 2:10 live' tiliv G B - - 
2 Thess 2:14 E Lc ii A A NR PST Ob 
2 Thess 2:15 as A A R PST DO 
2 Thess 3:3 BS N A NR PST Su 
2 Thess 3:4 Cc A S - - 
2 Thess 3:6 iiv A A R PST DO 
2 Thess 3:17 O N A NR PST Su 
1 Tim 1:4 oat 1.1lEc N A NR PST Su 
1 Tim 1:6 6v G A NR PST Ob 
1 Tim 1:7 a A S - - 
1 Tim 1:11 4`5 A A NR PST DO 
1 Tim 1:15 65v G A NR PST Ob 
1 Tim 1:19 iiv A A NR PST DO 
1 Tim 1:20 c5v G A NR PST Ob 
1 Tim 1:20 obc A A NR PST DO 
1 Tim 2:4 BS N A NR PST Su 
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1 Tim 2:7 Etc O A A NR PST Ob 
1 Tim 2:10 B N A NR IHRC Su 
1 Tim 3:15 iit tc N A NR PST Su 
1 Tim 3:16 ac N S - - 
1 Tim 4:3 a A A R PST DO 
1 Tim 4:6 Ili D A R PST DO 
1 Tim 4:10 k N A NR PST Su 
I Tim 4:14 a N A NR PST Su 
1 Tim 6:4 E L5v G A NR PST Ob 
1 Tim 6:9 CetTLVEc N A NR PST Su 
1 Tim 6:10 fig G A NR PST DO 
1 Tim 6:12 E tc ilv A A NR PST Ob 
1 Tim 6:15 fiv A A NR PST DO 
1 Tim 6:16 by A A NR PST DO 
1 Tim 6:16 di' D A NR PST Ob 
1 Tim 6:21 fiv A A NR PST DO 
2 Tim 1:3 CLi D A NR PST DO 
2 Tim 1:5 iing N A NR PST Su 
2 Tim 1:6 AL' Fp) A B - - 
2 Tim 1:6 O N A ? PST Su 
2 Tim 1:11 Etc a A A NR PST Ob 
2 Tim 1:12 SC '61, A B - - 
2 Tim 1:12 qi D S - - 
2 Tim 1:13 etiv G A R PST DO 
2 Tim 1:15 L5v G A NR PST Ob 
2 Tim 2:2 a A S - - 
2 Tim 2:2 at LvEc N A R PST Su 
2 Tim 2:7 O A S - - 
2 Tim 2:9 6, 
 qi  D A NR PST Ob 
2 Tim 2:17 L:iv G A NR PST Ob 
2 Tim 2:18 OCT LVEc N A NR PST Su 
2 Tim 2:20 Cc ii:Ev N L - - 
2 Tim 2:20 & (5E N L - - 
2 Tim 3:8 by A B - - 
2 Tim 3:14 of C D S - - 
2 Tim 4:8 Cil, A A NR PST DO 
2 Tim 4:13 By A A R PST DO 
2 Tim 4:15 by A A NR PST DO 
2 Tim 4:18 dj D A NR PST Ob 
Titus 1:2 fili A A NR PST DO 
Titus 1:3 a A A R PST DO 
Titus 1:11 ac A A NR PST Ob 
Titus 1:11 at LVEc N A NR PST Su 
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Titus 1:11 a A S - - 
Titus 1:13 Si' ijv A B - - 
Titus 2:1 a A S - - 
Titus 2:14 BS N A NR PST Su 
Titus 3:5 a A A R PST DO 
Titus 3:6 ol) G A NR PST DO 
Phlm 5 fiv A A R PST DO 
Phlm 10 By A A R PST DO 
Phlm 12 By A A NR PST DO 
Phlm 13 'Dv A A NR PST DO 
Phlm 21 a A S - - 
Heb 1:2 By A A NR PST DO 
Heb 1:2 SL' ob G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 1:3 BS N A NR PST Su 
Heb 2:3 iinc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 2:5 ITEpt 1)c G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 2:10 Si.' By A A NR PST Ob 
Heb 2:10 SL' ob G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 2:11 Si' ?iv A B - - 
Heb 2:13 a A A R PST DO 
Heb 2:18 Ev u:) D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 3:6 ot) G A NR PST DO 
Heb 3:9 oi) G B - - 
Heb 3:13 kinc oli G B - - 
Heb 3:17 (.51, G A NR PST Po 
Heb 4:13 Trpbc By A A NR PST Ob 
Heb 5:7 BS N A NR PST Su 
Heb 5:8 div G S - - 
Heb 5:11 HEIDI ot) G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 6:7 SC o`i)c A A R IHRC Ob 
Heb 6:8 f1C G A NR PST Po 
Heb 6:10 fiC G A R PST DO 
Heb 6:17 4,  c .) D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 6:18 Ev °lig D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 6:19 iii, A A NR PST DO 
Heb 7:2 4). D A NR PST I0 
Heb 7:2 ii N A NR PST Su 
Heb 7:4 4:) D A NR PST 10 
Heb 7:13 4' By A S - - 
Heb 7:13 &4' fIC G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 7:14 Eic Piy A A R IHRC Ob 
Heb 7:16 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 7:19 SL' fic G A NR PST Ob 
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Heb 7:27 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 8:1 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 8:2 ijy A A R PST DO 
Heb 8:3 6 A A R PST DO 
Heb 8:5 atLyEc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 8:6 iinc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 8:9 fly A A R PST DO 
Heb 8:10 Ply A A R PST DO 
Heb 9:2 6)15 D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 9:2 iitLc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 9:4 6) -6 D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 9:5 7E131 61) G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 9:7 B A A NR PST DO 
Heb 9:9 Fing N A NR PST Su 
Heb 9:9 KO' ?pi A A NR PST Ob 
Heb 9:14 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 9:20 fiS G A R PST DO 
Heb 10:1 as A A R PST DO 
Heb 10:8 CATLVEc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 10:10 Ev dj D A NR IHRC Ob 
Heb 10:11 CeCTLVEC N A NR PST Su 
Heb 10:16 jv A A R PST DO 
Heb 10:20 jv A A R IHRC DO 
Heb 10:29 6) 43 D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 10:32 6) ccic D A R PST Ob 
Heb 10:35 fitLc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 11:4 6L' fic G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 11:7 Ea' fig G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 11:8 By A A R PST DO 
Heb 11:10 fIc G A NR PST Po 
Heb 11:15 4' IliC G A R PST Ob 
Heb 11:18 Trpbc By A A NR PST Ob 
Heb 11:29 f1C G A NR PST DO 
Heb 11:33 of N A NR PST Su 
Heb 11:38 WV G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 12:2 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 12:5 ijtic N A NR PST Su 
Heb 12:6 By A S - - 
Heb 12:6 By A A R PST DO 
Heb 12:7 By A A R PST DO 
Heb 12:8 fic G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 12:14 ob Xu-V1c G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 12:16 Bc N A NR PST Su 
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Heb 12:19 fig G A R PST DO 
Heb 12:26 a G A NR PST Po 
Heb 12:28 61,' its G A NR PST Ob 
Heb 13:7 OTTLVEc N A NR PST Su 
Heb 13:7 6v G A NR PST Po 
Heb 13:9 hi otc D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 13:10 E di G A R PST Ob 
Heb 13:11 cSv G A R IHRC Po 
Heb 13:21 4i D A NR PST Ob 
Heb 13:23 11E8' oi; G A NR PST Ob 
Jas 1:12 ac N A R PST Su 
Jas 1:12 BY A A NR PST DO 
Jas 1:17 trap' th: D A NR PST Ob 
Jos 2:5 flg G A R PST DO 
Jas 2:10 Conn N S - - 
Jas 4:4 Bc Ucv N S - 
Jas 4:5 B A A R PST DO 
Jas 4:13 of A4yolitEc NN S - AP 
Jas 4:14 artvEc N B - - 
Jas 5:10 a N A ? PST Su 
1 Pet 1:6 Ev cr) D A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 1:8 iiii A A NR PST DO 
1 Pet 1:8 Etc 01) A A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 1:10 -rrEpi ijc G A NR IHRC Ob 
I Pet 1:12 oic D A NR PST 10 
1 Pet 1:12 a N A NR PST Su 
I Pet 1:12 Etc & A A NR PST Ob 
I Pet 2:4 Trpbc By A A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 2:7 Bii A A R PST DO 
I Pet 2:8 di, N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 2:8 ELc 15 A A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 2:10 of N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 2:11 UTTLVEC N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 2:12 hi 4') D S - - 
1 Pet 2:22 Oc N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 2:23 ac N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 2:24 ac N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 2:24 oii G A NR PST Po 
1 Pet 3:3 d3v G A NR IHRC Po 
1 Pet 3:4 6 N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 3:6 fig G A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 3:16 hi j? D S - - 
1 Pet 3:19 hi j? D A NR PST Ob 
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1 Pet 3:20 E LC i'ly A A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 3:21 B N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 3:22 Oc N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 4:4 hi (.;) D A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 4:5 a N A NR PST Su 
1 Pet 4:11 f1C G A R PST DO 
1 Pet 4:11 j? D A NR PST Ob 
1 Pet 5:9 (;) D A NR PST DO 
1 Pet 5:12 E lc TIV A A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 1:4 6t.' o5y G A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 1:9 6. D S - - 
2 Pet 1:17 E lc By A A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 1:19 (13 D A NR PST DO 
2 Pet 1:19 Zci)g oil G B - - 
2 Pet 2:1 arLyEc N A NR PST Su 
2 Pet 2:2 6C otisc A A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 2:3 dig D A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 2:12 hi oic D S - - 
2 Pet 2:15 BS N A NR PST Su 
2 Pet 2:17 otc D A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 2:19 6:) D S - - 
2 Pet 3:1 ey atc D A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 3:4 ear fiC G B 
2 Pet 3:6 SC jiy G A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 3:10 hi ii D A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 3:12 SL' Ply A B - 
2 Pet 3:13 Ev otc D A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 3:16 Ev aic D A NR PST Ob 
2 Pet 3:16 a A A NR PST DO 
1 John 1:1 "0 N S - - 
1 John 1:1 6 A S - - 
1 John 1:1 6 A S - - 
1 John 1:1 6 A S - - 
I John 1:2 ifirLc N A NR PST Su 
1 John 1:3 6 A S - - 
1 John 1:5 Ply A A R PST DO 
1 John 2:5 Oc 6' ay N S - - 
1 John 2:7 fly A A R PST DO 
1 John 2:7 By A A R PST DO 
1 John 2:8 6 N A NR PST Su 
1 John 2:24 6 A S - - 
1 John 2:24 6 A S - 
1 John 2:25 fly A A R PST DO 
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1 John 2:27 B A A R PST DO 
1 John 3:11 Pill A A R PST DO 
1 John 3:17 Bc S' liv N S - - 
1 John 3:22 B Ea]) A S - - 
1 John 3:24 oii G A R PST DO 
1 John 4:2 B N A R PST Su 
1 John 4:3 B N A R PST Su 
1 John 4:3 B A A NR PST DO 
1 John 4:6 Bc N S - - 
1 John 4:15 "OS Ucv N S - - 
1 John 4:16 561) A A R PST DO 
1 John 4:20 By A A NR PST DO 
1 John 4:20 By A A NR PST DO 
1 John 5:10 flii A A R PST DO 
1 John 5:14 ijv A A R PST DO 
1 John 5:15 B acv A S - - 
1 John 5:15 a A A R PST DO 
2 John 1 oBc A A NR PST DO 
2 John 5 iiv A S - - 
2 John 8 a A S - - 
3 John 1 By A A NR PST DO 
3 John 5 B aw A S - - 
3 John 6 of N A NR PST Su 
3 John 6 olic A A NR PST DO 
3 John 10 a A A R PST DO 
Jude 13 ()lc D A NR PST Ob 
Jude 15 c5v G A R PST DO 
Jude 15 div G A R PST DO 
Jude 22 obc p:Ev A L - - 
Jude 23 ac SE A L - - 
Jude 23 oZic SE A L - - 
Rev 1:1 iiv A A R PST DO 
Rev 1:1 a A S - - 
Rev 1:2 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 1:4 a N A R PST Su 
Rev 1:7 OTT LvEc N S - - 
Rev 1:11 B A S - - 
Rev 1:12 Ititl. c N A R PST Su 
Rev 1:19 a A S - - 
Rev 1:19 a N S - - 
Rev 1:19 a N S - - 
Rev 1:20 °lig A A R PST DO 
Rev 2:6 a A A NR PST DO 
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Rev 2:7 8 N A NR PST Su 
Rev 2:8 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 2:10 Fc A S - - 
Rev 2:13 Og N A NR PST Su 
Rev 2:14 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 2:17 6 A A NR PST DO 
Rev 2:24 atLVEg N A NR PST Su 
Rev 2:25 to A S - - 
Rev 2:25 EXPL[c] ol) G B - - 
Rev 3:2 a N A NR PST Su 
Rev 3:4 a N A R PST Su 
Rev 3:8 f) A A R PST DO 
Rev 3:11 B A S 
Rev 4:1 Fly A A NR PST DO 
Rev 4:1 a A S - 
Rev 4:5 a N A NR PST Su 
Rev 5:6 of N A NR PST Su 
Rev 5:8 al N A NR PST Su 
Rev 5:13 O N A NR PST Su 
Rev 6:9 Pp, A A R PST DO 
Rev 7:2 oic D A R PST I0 
Rev 7:9 Ov A A R PST DO 
Rev 8:2 of N A R PST Su 
Rev 9:4 o'CTLVEc N A R PST Su 
Rev 9:20 di. N A NR PST Su 
Rev 9:20 a N A NR PST Su 
Rev 10:4 a A S - - 
Rev 10:5 Ov A A R PST DO 
Rev 10:6 Bc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 10:8 fp, A A R PST DO 
Rev 11:8 iittc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 12:5 Cc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 12:13 iinc N A R PST Su 
Rev 12:16 Ov A A R PST DO 
Rev 13:2 O A A R PST DO 
Rev 13:8 oii G A R PST Po 
Rev 13:12 of) G A NR PST Po 
Rev 13:14 a N A R PST DO 
Rev 13:14 Oc N A R PST Su 
Rev 14:2 snv A A R PST DO 
Rev 14:4 of N S - - 
Rev 14:8 ii N A NR PST Su 
Rev 16:14 a N A NR PST Su 
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Rev 16:18 eulf oL G B - - 
Rev 17:2 '1E9' fic G A NR PST Ob 
Rev 17:8 a A A R PST DO 
Rev 17:8 div G A R PST Po 
Rev 17:1 1 O fiv N A R PST Su 
Rev 17:12 a A A R PST DO 
Rev 17:12 CAT LVEc N A R PST Su 
Rev 17:15 a A A R PST DO 
Rev 17:15 a G B - - 
Rev 17:16 a A A R PST DO 
Rev 17:18 PP' A A R PST DO 
Rev 18:6 43  D A R PST DO 
Rev 18:19 Ev ii D A R PST Ob 
Rev 19:2 iinc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 19:12 O A A R PST DO 
Rev 19:20 Ev oic D A R PST Ob 
Rev 20:2 Oc N A NR PST Su 
Rev 20:4 01,TLVEc N S - - 
Rev 20:8 (5v G A NR PST Po 
Rev 20:11 oli G A NR PST Po 
Rev 20:12 ii N A NR PST Su 
Rev 21:8 O N A NR PST Su 
Rev 21:12 a N A NR PST Su 
Rev 21:17 O N A NR PST Su 
Rev 22:6 a A S - - 
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